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F OREWORD
It is a great honored and pleasure for Institut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta to welcome all guests and participants of the CREATIVEARTS (International Conference on Intermedia Arts and Creative Technology)
2019. We are indeed proud to hold this conference as one of the important programs of the 35th Anniversary of Institut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta. This international event is aimed to be a supporting element
for scholars, researchers, lecturers, artists, students, and observers to discuss and share any indispensable
insight and current information in relations to interdisciplinary arts and technology in the millennium era.
Insitut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta is indeed supporting this international conference as it is also a great
moment in contributing to the development of the art creation and the realization of intermedia arts which
enrich the definition of art to manifest itself in a digital world.
The industrial revolution 4.0 is in the track to support all fields, one of which is in the academic world. It
means that various processes of academic activities can be sustained by the advancement of all-automatic
information technology. The Industrial Revolution 4.0 is expected to produce a rapid and comprehensive transformation. Some of the main technologies that will support the implementation of the industrial
revolution 4.0 are internet of things, artificial intelligence, human machine interfaces, robots and sensor
technology, and 3D printing technology.
The development of cutting-edge information and digital technologies, such as robotic adaptive, artificial
intelligence, and big data, is moving rapidly to change various skills, knowledge, and scientific attitudes,
including in various fundamental aspects that are very influential in the existence of the world of art higher
education. By combining the artificial and human natural intelligence, the potential of individuals can be
more maximized and very possible for extraordinary achievements. In this decade, the development of digitalisation of art opens the art world which is based on digital information technology, including cyber art,
information arts, and multi media arts. This is certainly also unavoidable influence on the types of knowledge and values of art, expertise and practice, as well as methods and processes in building new models of
knowledge and art practices.
Even so, in the creative process, existence, and spirit of art, the artwork is not only determined by the
conditions of the massive development of digitalization technology but can also be created beyond the determination of technology. It is because art can be awakened from dreams, spirituality, or unconsciousness
that is unthinkable, unpredictable, and imaginably measurable and limited. Therefore, the challenges of
Institut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta in the future are in terms of capturing the opportunity of digital information technology as an extension of our hands to develop its art and maintaining the contextual values
and traditions of self-potentials which have become the basic capital. Thus an educational strategy must be
developed to open spaces and art fields to answer these challenges and opportunities.
This symposium will not be success without any support from diverse parties. On behalf of Institut Seni
Indonesia Yogyakarta, I would like to convey my sincere gratitude and deepest appreciation to all keynote
speakers from our International partners, official partners (local and international co-hosts): Universitas
Sanata Dharma, Universitas Islam Indonesia, Universitas Kristen Duta Wacana, Institut Seni Budaya Indonesia Bandung, IDEAS LAB, NUSANTARA, Eszterhazy Karoly University, Hungary; Ulm University
of Applied Sciences, Germany; Silpakorn University, Thailand; Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia;
Royal Holloway, University of London, United Kingdom; Technische Universitat Wien, Vienna, Austria;
University of Toronto, Canada; ASEA UNINET, presenters, and participants of the CREATIVEARTS (International Conference on Intermedia Arts and Creative Technology) 2019, that have actively contributed
and committed to make this event successfully. And last but not least, I would also like to express the greatVII

est appreciation to the reviewers and committee of this conference who have passionately given their effort,
contribution, and energy to make this event successfully. Hopefully, the outcomes of this program will be
beneficial for all parties and strengthen the academic networks years to come. And let me congratulate all
of you for attending this conference and publishing the paper in this proceeding.

Thank you.
Yogyakarta, July 3th, 2019
Editors of CREATIVEARTS 2019
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Modular Technique of 3D Modeling and Procedural Texturing for 3D
Game Environment Design of “Jurnal Pahlawan”
William Suanto1, Yusup S. Martyastiadi1,2
1Faculty
2Doctoral

of Art & Design, Universitas Multimedia Nusantara, Tangerang, Indonesia
Program, Graduate School, Indonesia Institute of the Arts Yogyakarta, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
william.susanto1@student.umn.ac.id, yusup.martyastiadi@umn.ac.id

Keywords:
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Abstract:

3D game “Jurnal Pahlawan” (Hero’s Journal) is a game project based on the battle of Surabaya, Indonesia in
November 1945 between Indonesian soldiers and British & British Indian troops. The purpose of this
project is proposing a joyful learning media with history contents for youth through the game. The young
users can interact with game system, which resemble to historical recount of the battle of Surabaya. The 3D
digital visualization of the game world leads game players are be immersed to the game. This paper
describes the process of designing the game environment, mainly historical building modeling and
texturing. The research uses qualitative method such as battlefields observation, literature study and visual
existing study. In addition, the assets design process uses modular technique in 3D building modeling and
procedural texturing. Finally, the result of this design process gives opportunities for 3D designers to create
game environment systematically. It means, in terms of 3D game environment, the repetition process of 3D
assets production could be applied for making huge digital architectural in the game world easily.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many heroes from various places sacrificed their
lives to fight for Indonesian independence. The
battle of Surabaya on 10 November 1945 was one of
the important historical events in preserving for
independence. In the battle, many fighters from
various groups together against allied forces (The
Dutch - British Army) who trying to occupy the city
of Surabaya (Sentosa, 2014). This battle event was
later designated as a hero day, which could be
interpreted as a true fight.
Discussing about history, mostly, some sources
of Indonesia historiography obtained from literatures
such as history book and textbook. On the other
hand, the young Indonesians tend to not read history
books (Rofalina, 2015). It is a potential problem that
faced by young people to learn about history
content. In spite of that, technology gives
opportunity to integrate any knowledge so they ease
to learn. Therefore, game as a new interactive media
can be an alternative in disseminating this
information.
The game is one of the fastest growing digital
media and also very fashioned to the society at the
moment. In addition, McGonigal (2011) added that

playing games could increase the positive emotions
of the players. This sensation affected by the
pleasure and satisfaction that are gained when
accomplishing the games.
There are so many themes that can be
incorporated into the games and historical content is
one of them. Recently, there are lots of practices in
combining game with history content that has been
done and give positive feedbacks. Players can feel a
direct visualization of the historical reconstruction
which being displayed. As a result, the content is
easier to understand due to the game appearance and
can be linked directly to its historical events
(Wainwright, 2014). Based on this, the game can be
a supporting media in the delivery of historical
material, especially the events of the battle of
Surabaya in November 10, 1945.
This 3D game is named “Jurnal Pahlawan” (The
Journal of Heroes). The name of this game was
taken based on Indonesia Heroes' Day as a memorial
to the battle of Surabaya.

1.1

3D Game

Three-dimensional game is a digital game that
applies three-dimensional media, so the objects in
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the game can be seen from various sides and
interacted with them. Adam (2014) divides several
types of perspectives displayed in three-dimensional
games, namely:
• Fixed 3D: game that presents static threedimensional backgrounds but is rendered in realtime. In this perspective, players cannot see
objects freely.
• First-Person: game that makes player sees based
on the perspective of the first person. Elias
(2019) added that this type of game seems quite
realistic because players like to look directly into
the game. All interactions performed by the main
character are seen through the eyes of the
character.
• Third-Person: in this perspective the player acts
as a third person and the player can see the
characters played from various sides and move
the character in various directions.

1.2

3D Environment

A three-dimensional environment is an environment
made into three-dimensional forms. Meigs (2003)
states that in the game, environment has functions to
visualize the atmosphere, provide information of the
time and location, and complement game play and
support the stories. A game environment usually has
seven basic elements, namely terrain, water, sky,
sun, clouds, indoors and plants (Chopine, 2011).
Ahearn (2017) points out that designing
environments on a large scale requires a long time,
so it needs efficient techniques to develop the game.
The modular technique can speed up the processing
time of 3D assets modeling. Modular technique is a
technique that repeats a simple asset and organizes
into a single unit. In this process, modular
techniques also require several other techniques that
can give a little variation to the assets compilation,
which are free-form and hybrids techniques (Ahearn,
2017). Free-form technique takes advantage of the
player's perspective and rotation, so the assets seen
slightly different. The hybrids technique provides
other variations and details by combining nonmodular assets into modular assets.
Chopine (2011) in his study describes that 3D
objects in games certainly have a low number of
polygons. This low-polygon has limitation of the
assets’ form, which the assets are looked rough. To
overcome this boundary, the 3D artist can apply
normal maps to increase the detail of the 3D objects.
The normal maps function as a texture that creates
the impression of depth and can be applied with
procedural techniques. The procedural texture is
texture repetition techniques with same pattern as

6

seamless edges, consequently they can be replicated
on other assets (Chopine, 2011).

1.3

Dutch Colonial Architecture in
Indonesia

The Dutch colonial architecture built in Indonesia
belongs to the category of modern architecture.
However, Sumalyo (1995) explains that these
architectures are unique because there are adaptation
of two cultures between modern architectural
culture, which brought by the Dutch and traditional
Indonesian culture. In the urban planning, the Dutch
had their own characteristic of built magnificent
buildings in the downtown. In addition to the
distinctive features of the city structure, the Dutch
also had a buildings characteristic that they erected
which was adapted to the climate in Indonesia. The
adjustment optimized lighting and air circulation as
construction elements of the interior of the building.

1.4

The Battle of Surabaya in 1945

Ricklefs (2008) emphasizes that the battle of
Surabaya was the biggest battle that occurred in
Indonesia after Indonesian Independence Day. The
main cause of this battle was the arrival of allies
(The Dutch - British Army) who aimed to evacuate
prisoners of the previous war. However, the arrival
of these allies coincided with the speech of Sutomo
(Bung Tomo). This circumstance led tempestuous
condition in Surabaya at that moment.
Actually, the allied forces and the Indonesian
side had a cease-fire agrement, however fighting
broke out again as a result of the murder of
Brigadier General A.W.S Mallaby. Theorina (2007)
wrote that in its movement, the allies attacked the
Surabaya region from the north, which was the coast
and then moved to the south by deploying the navy,
army and air forces. Ricklefs (2008) adds
information that during this battle, allied forces
successfully controlled more than half of the city of
Surabaya, consequently Indonesian forces retreated
to other areas.

2

METHODOLOGY

There are several methods in design process in
collecting some supporting data. These data will be
the basis for creating the environment concept. Then
the next process is brainstorming & mind mapping
which is useful for determining the focus in this
design. After passing the two processes above, the

Modular Technique of 3D Modeling and Procedural Texturing for 3D Game Environment Design of “Jurnal Pahlawan”

next thing to do is to set the environment concept.
This is related to the location and object that will
exist in that environment.

2.1

Data Research

At this stage, the authors conduct literature studies
and interviews, which employ to explore the
material and techniques needed in the design
process. In addition, we also conducting former
battlefield observations in the city of Surabaya and
also compared several existing works. The aim of
existing study is getting an overview and also visual
references. The battlefield observation used for 3D
environment conceptualization.

2.2

Brainstorming & Mind Mapping

According to the phenomenon and obtained data, the
focus set for asset visual is a Dutch colonial building
with a specific location, namely Jembatan Merah
area. The reason for the establishment of this
location is because there is much iconic architecture
from the Netherlands. The designer set the colonial
buildings that would be developed were Internatio
building and Cerutu building. In addition to the
visual focus, the author also determined the PC
platform as a platform for playing games.
Furthermore, the PC also used for separating
building asset and produced supporting game
properties.

2.3

Figure 2: Visual Reference of Internatio Building.
(https://i.pinimg.com/564x/61/57/48/615748537aa1e2d91f126e1fc81758ac.
jpg/)

There are many differences according to the ties of
time and battlefield. To overcome this challenge, the
researcher looks for some historical photographs as
references to get approximate visualization of the
battle time, for examples as shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.
Since the area around Jembatan Merah was an
urban area, there will be many buildings in that
location in the game world visualization. For the
map topology, the author follows a photo from the
Surabaya tram map in the 1940s (Figure 3).

Environment Conceptualization

The concept of environment is made to adjust the
theme; therefore the environment will be described
as the place where the battle of Surabaya was took
place. The visual theme of the game environment is
realist visual style. It is a challenge to reconstruct the
battle of Surabaya in realist visual theme.

Figure
Figure 1: Visual Reference of Jembatan Merah Area.

3:

Surabaya’s

Tram

Map

in

1945.

(http://picssr.com/photos/bad_boy_4_life/interesting/page29?nsid=5825643
3@N07)

(https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/de/COLLECTIE_TR
OPENMUSEUM_De_Roode_Brug_en_de_Handelstraat_in_Soerabaja_T
Mnr_60028087.jpg)
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Figure 4 shows the process of designing the 3D
environment in the “Jurnal Pahlawan” game.
Literature Review
Data Research

Battlefield
Observation
Study Existing

Brainstorming &
Mind Mapping
Visual Reference
Environment
Concept

Colonial Building

Figure 6: Sketch of the Urban Atmosphere.

Jembatan Merah
Area

Design Application
&
Asset
Implementation

Internatio
Building
Supporting Props
Textures

Game Engine
Implementation
Figure 4: Design Process Scheme.
Figure 7: Sketch of the Jembatan Merah Atmosphere.

2.4

Sketches

2.4.1 Environment

2.4.2 Buildings and Props

The designer sketches the topology for the Jembatan
Merah area (Figure 5), which is adjusted by
reference from the tram map (Figure 3). Figure 6
and Figure 7 illustrate the atmosphere of the
battlefield.

Basically, houses that designed for residents have
the same shapes, so the buildings for housing will be
made by adjusting the sketch of the Jembatan Merah
topology. The sketch of colonial buildings drew
based on visual references, as shown in Figure 8 and
Figure 9.

Figure 5: Sketch of the Jembatan Merah Area Topology.

Figure 8: Sketch of the Cerutu Building.
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Figure 9: Sketch of the Internatio Building.

Figure 11: Blocking Level of Jembatan Merah.

Props are illustrated according to the objects in
the old photos references in 1945, some games’
visual references, and also adopted from the
properties of existing animation movies (Figure 10).

The next steps are 3D architectural modeling, 3D
game properties modeling, and textures making.

3.1.1 Building
The 3D modeling implementation of the building,
the scale of each part of the building for housing is
determined by character height. In addition, the
designer also breaks down each part of the building
as needed (Figure 12). The Internatio building
(Figure 13) and the Cerutu building (Figure 14) get a
special treatment for modular parts. This special
handling of the 3D modeling process due to broad
modular section and more detail of those buildings.

Figure 10: Sketch of the Props.

3

DESIGN APPLICATIONS

In this process, the author implements a sketch that
has been designed into the process of threedimensional modeling and texturing.

3.1

Figure 12: Modular Section and Building Scale.

Environment Asset

In this stage, the designer did a layout blocking
based on the sketch of topology maps as shown in
Figure 11. The purpose of this layout blocking is to
determine the structure of the building and the
density of the location.
Figure 13: Modular Section on Internatio Building.
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Figure 14: Modular Section on Cerutu Building.

Figure 16: Game Properties Asset.

After the modeling process, the designer made
UV map template by adjusting the 3D model using
material features of the 3D modeling software. The
3D model unwrapping process (as shown in Figure
15) was needed for preparation of texturing
implementation using procedural texture technique.
The result of this unwrap process must have
proportionally same measures (length - width) with
the texture dimension. This procedure is important
to ensure the texture look fit to the 3D asset and
visually not stretch.
Figure 17: Game Properties Asset as Protector.

3.1.3 Textures
Procedural textures are made into several types to
give variation to buildings as shown in Figure 18. In
addition, each texture is made into seamless edge.
So it does not cause cuts effect when be
implemented to the 3D asset. It means, the texture
has simultaneous visualization when it is repeated to
the tiled assets.

Figure 15: Unwrap on Modular Walls.

3.1.2 Game Properties
In this game, properties are made in various types
(Figure 16). These properties were designed to
provide variations and triggers of the interactions
with players. For instance, the property could be
used as a protector when shooting the enemies
(Figure 17). Since the property assets are nonmodular 3D model, the property assets were made a
lot and varied, so they can be visualized more
distinction.
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Figure 18: Texture Set for Modular Assets.

Modular Technique of 3D Modeling and Procedural Texturing for 3D Game Environment Design of “Jurnal Pahlawan”

This procedural texture can be applied to any
modular assets. On the other hand, texture that is not
implement the procedural technique can only be
executed on certain objects, which have been fitted
to its texture.
Some textures, especially wall textures were
designed to match the theme by using a slightly
more faded color and also there is the effect of
cracks or broken walls to give the impression of
historical of the battle. This texture can only be
applied to modular assets with good unwrap as
explained in the previous point (Figure 15). In the
game engine software (Unity 3D), first step, the
designer made a material that is main texture
components such as diffuse/ base color before this
texture was used. This function is making the color
giver (Figure 19) and also normal map whose
providing detail and depth effect (Figure 20). Some
additional textures such as roughness, metallic and
height can also be added to furnish more detail of
the material. When this material preparation has
been completed, the next step is assigning the
textures material to modular assets.

Figure 19: Base Color of Concrete.

Figure 20: Normal Map of Concrete.

3.2

Game Engine Implementation

Modular assets that have been completed were then
set into the 3D game engine. Next, the procedural
texture was applied to modular assets and arranged
using a free-form technique that utilizes position
changes and rotations on objects precisely (Figure
21). If arranged correctly, the results will be
obtained as in Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24.

Figure 21: Modular Asset Preparation.

Figure 22: Modular Asset for House.

Figure 23: 3D Asset of Internatio Building.
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Figure 24: 3D Asset of Cerutu Building.

After completing the construction of several
buildings, the last step is utilizing the results of the
layout blocking that has been previously done by
replacing the marker boxes with building assets and
properties, so they become a whole environment, as
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: The Visualization of Jembatan Merah
Environment.

4

CONCLUSIONS

According to the results of this study of 3D game
development, we can conclude that the
implementation of modular techniques on 3D
modeling and procedural texture potentially has
positive influence in designing large-scale game
environments. Both of these techniques are able to
accelerate the process of working on assets,
especially in buildings that are scattered in the huge
game environment.
The recommendation for next study is doing
research for an implementation possibility of
modular technique for organics modeling of game
assets, such as plants & trees and other non-angular
objects.
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Abstract:

New media brings a lot of change on people’s life. Many people share stories by text, photo, or video in
Instagram Story. There is a tendency that people open their lives by sharing feelings and experiences in
Instagram Story. This study aims to determine the effect of sharing stories using Instagram Story on
Students’ Self Disclosure. The independent variable taken from narrative paradigm includes events and
existents, while the dependent one includes amount, valence, accuracy/honesty, intention, and intimacy. The
sample is 228 students from Tarakanita School of Communication and Secretarial Studies (STIKS
Tarakanita), Jakarta, selected using simple random sampling. To collect data, this research took a
questionnaire containing 36 items with a Likert Scale (Disagree 1 and 5 for Agree) in March-June 2018.
The data collected were analysed using description means and regression via SPSS 22. The results revealed
that there is a positive effect of sharing stories in Instagram Story on Students’ Self Disclosure for 11.4%.

1

INTRODUCTION

People have used social media in their daily lives
to socialize, add friends, gain entertainment,
information and news. Social media users can
express routine activities by uploading status, photos
or videos as well. Many things we can share by
social media. Seeing the penetration of social media,
Kircova, Yaman, Kose (2018) stated that the most
used social networks are Facebook (63%), Instagram
(27%) and Twitter (22%).
Taken from Instagram 2013, Hu, Manikonda,
and Kambhampati (2014) expressed that “since its
launch in October 2010, it has attracted more than
150 million active users, with an average of 55
million photos uploaded by users per day, and more
than 16 billion photos shared so far.” Kandari,
Hunayyan and Hajri (2016) stated that Instagram is
an application that “allows people to share with
others their daily life activities, lifestyles, habits and
interests in pictures and videos.” In Indonesia,
female teenagers dominate Instagram (IG) users as
the
active
ones.
Quoted
from
https://techno.okezone.com, APAC Instagram Brand
Development Lead, Paul Webster states that
Indonesia is one of the countries with 89 percent of
Instagram users. They are 18-34 years old, accessing

IG at least once in a week. Female users dominate
IG access up to 63%, while male is only 37%.
(Mailanto, 2016)
Talking about expressing emotions, Instagram
has Instagram Stories used to express emotions or
shows anything. This 24-hour-period feature enables
users to express and post anything like videos,
photos and music. IG users freely use Instagram
Stories to share daily activities or to express
feelings. Ting (2014) mentioned that there are four
motives people use Social Networking Sites (SNSs).
They are information seeking, interpersonal
communication
(interpersonal
utility),
selfexpression and escape motives. Specifically about
self-expression, Ting mentioned that people tend to
show their personal image and identity freely
nowadays. These include conveying hobbies,
interests, ideas and feelings, to other people.
Bazarova and Choi (2014) strengthened us on
expressing ideas and feelings in social media. They
said that millions of people routinely self-disclose
personal information on SNSs. This personal
information varied from expressing deep personal
feelings and opinions to documenting mundane
details of daily life.
In accordance with the formulation of the
problems determined, the purpose of this study is to
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find out how big the influence using Instagram
Stories on students’ self-disclosure.

2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

There are some theories to conduct based on the
topic above.

2.1

New Media

Internet is a new media. Then, what kind of
internet is the new media? Lister et al. (2009: 12-13)
stated that new media refers on:
a) New textual experiences
b) New ways of representing the world
c) New between subjects (users and consumers)
and media technologies
d) New experiences of the relationship between
embodiment, identity and community
e) New conceptions of the biological body's
relationship to technological media
f) New patterns of organization and production
In addition, Lister et al. (2009: 13) briefly stated
that the characteristics of new media are digital,
interactive, hypertextual, virtual, networked, and
simulated. In line with what Lister et al. said, Mitra
enhanced that "the new media is nothing but the
amalgamation of all types of media into one form,
all the conceptions, ideas and embedded media into
the new form." (2011: 2). He continued that new
media is divided into 3 aspects, namely new media
and technological aspects, cultural and social
aspects, and environmental aspects.
New media contents involve interactivity (Lister
et al, 2009: 21). This is completely different with old
media regarded as a passive consumption. There is a
more powerful sense of engagement with media
texts, greater sources of knowledge, individualized
media use, and greater user choice. New media also
create a communicative behavior that leads to
person-to-person communication. In this case, social
media includes into new media. Dewing (2012:1)
stated that by social media, individuals can share
photos and videos, share stories and information,
express ideas on blogs and participate in online
discussions.

2.2

Instagram (IG) Stories

Instagram is a social media application that
allows users to upload photos or videos to share with
friends / followers (Lavoie, 2015: 79). Two
American people, Kevin Systrom and Mike Kreiger,
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firstly published this application in October 2010.
Bayn in McQuail, (2011: 157) conveyed that social
media is a place for people to share and exchange
information, ideas, and experiences. Then people
use it as a medium to tell stories. In this case,
Amancio quoted what Fisher said about telling
stories. Fisher said that humans are narrators as well.
Instagram Stories enable people to tell stories
because human being is principally a human
storyteller (Amancio, 2017: 33).
Instagram Stories has the same way of working
with Instagram Feed, which is uploading photos or
videos. However, it is only valid for 24 hours. Using
this feature, our friends may do comments on what
we share (photos and videos) if necessary.
The intensity of users uploading photos or
videos in Instagram Stories reflects an openness as
there is no limit of sharing anything. Amancio
(2017: 53) conveyed kinds of stories frequently
shared by users:
a) Feelings, emotion
Users express feelings they feel by writing,
putting photos, videos or emoticon (symbol
of characters emulating facial expressions).
People use emoticons because they can
replace sentences or more represent
conditions.
b) Interaction
Users can interact with followers in
message features such as giving comments
or opinions.
c) Update
Users share their daily activities.
d) Food
Showing food in Instagram Stories is one
thing users usually upload
e) People
Users can possibly share family or friends
to show a closeness of the relationship.
f) Self-Portraits
Self-portrait, commonly known as selfie,
reflects activities and emotions.
g) Place
Users upload places indicating the location
where she/he keeps a moment on.

2.3

Narrative Paradigm

Fisher saw that humans are narrators. They are
storytellers. Values, emotions, and aesthetics are the
basis of our beliefs and behavior. In other words, a
good story may persuade people than a good
argument (Sobur, 2014: 216). A story is a
structured-narrative text (Amancio, 2017: 32). A
story consists of two things: events and existents.

The Effects of Sharing Stories using Instagram Story on Students’ Self Disclosure: A Study on Narrative Paradigm

Events are actions of the actors in the story, in verbal
and non-verbal. However, existents are the
characters and setting of a story. Events and
existents are contents of story. In accordance with
the narrative paradigm, quoted by Griffin (2011:
308), Fisher stated that the story conveyed by the
communicator has a sequence of events, from
beginning, middle, and end. A story invites the
receivers to interpret meaning and values of the
story as well. Every human being has many stories
to tell based on personal experience. This may have
the same understanding with story about culture,
history, society or economy. Human life is like a
series of narration due to personal experiences kept
in human memory.
Nguyen revealed that there is a connection
between digital storytelling and narrative theory.
This can help provide understanding for individuals
who tell stories on Instagram Stories (Amancio,
2017: 33). Fisher completed this understanding by
saying that digital storytelling can help humans tell
stories: what you are doing, who you are, where you
are. Instagram Stories provides an access for users to
tell stories about their daily lives (Amancio, 2017:
33).

2.4

e)

3

METHODOLOGY

Based on the description of the problem
formulation described, two hypotheses are as
follows
(Ho): There is no influence using Instagram Stories
on students’ self-disclosure
(Ha): There is an influence using Instagram Stories
on students’ self-disclosure
This study examines two variables. They are one
independent variable (X) "Instagram Stories" and a
dependent variable "Self-Disclosure" (Y). This
quantitative research will find out the influence
between two variables. The framework is as follows

Self-disclosure

Devito (2010: 201) conducted an understanding
that self-disclosure is a kinds of communication in
which individuals reveal information about
themselves. People sometimes hide information
about themselves. This information can be about a
person's thoughts, feelings, and behavior. This may
also information of people who are very close to
him. Moreover, it is a process of making oneself
known. In conclusion, self- disclosure is process of
sharing information to other people. The information
may concern about personal experiences, feelings,
future planning, and dreams. Self-disclosure is as a
form of honesty that can help humans share stories
with others.
Taking Devito statement, Pohan and Dalimunthe
(2017: 19) stated five aspects of self-disclosure,
namely:
a) Amount, a quantity that reveals a frequency
an individual who reveals himself and the
time duration needed to disclose.
b) Valence, is a positive or negative thing of
self-disclosure; pleasant or unpleasant.
c) Accuracy / Honesty
d) Intention, the extent to which individuals
reveal what they want to express, how
much an individual's awareness control

information they want to say to say to
others.
Intimacy, an individual can reveal the most
intimate details of his life.

X
Instagram
Stories

Y
Self-Disclosure

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

The primary data of this research is results of
questionnaire. The respondents are students of
Tarakanita School of Business Communication and
Secretarial Studies (STIKS Tarakanita), Jakarta. The
population determined is students who are still
active studying there. The researchers chose them
because they are in the ages of 18-30 years old, as
what data shows the active users of social media.
Moreover, they are all female students. The time of
research was in February-June 2018. This study took
a probability sampling, and the technique is simple
random sampling technique.
The population was 532 active students and
specified precision or significance level of 0.05, then
the sample size in this study was: n = 228,326
rounded to 228. Researchers take Slovin formula to
calculate the number of sample size. The
questionnaire used Likert scale.

4

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Descriptive analysis used in this study includes
the minimum, maximum, mean and standard
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deviations of one dependent variable, namely the use
of Instagram Stories and the independent variable,
which is self-disclosure.
Table 1: Variable Statistics

Based on the output above, the use of Instagram
Stories variable with a total data (N) of 228 has an
average value of 35.44; the minimum value is 20
and the maximum value is 50, while the standard
deviation is 5.430. Self-disclosure variable with total
data (N) of 228 has an average value of 66.94; the
minimum value is 50 and the maximum value is 93,
while the standard deviation is 9,681.
The reliability uses Cronbach's Alpha. Limit of
reliability used is 0.6. Priyatno (2010: 97) said that
reliability of less than 0.6 is not good, while 0.7 is
acceptable and above 0.8 is good.

0.089 and variable Y (self-disclosure) is 0.075.
Because the significance for variable X and variable
Y is greater than 0.05, it can be concluded that the
population of data using Instagram Stories and selfdisclosure are normally distributed.
A simple linear regression test completed this
study. The constant is as 45,612. From the results of
a simple linear regression test, the regression
equation is as follows:
Table 4: Linear Regression

Determination (R²) is as follows
Table 5: Determination Analysis

Table 2: Reliability Statistics of Variable X

The reliability results of the X variable test can
be seen in the Reliability Statistics output. In the
Cronbach's Alpha table, the value is 0.860, showing
us that it is reliable.
Table 3: Reliability Statistics of Variable Y

Cronbach's
Alpha
.959

N of Items
26

The reliability results of the Y variable can be
seen in the Reliability Statistics output. In the
Cronbach's Alpha table, the value is 0.959. This
means reliable.
Based on test of Normality, in the KolmogorovSminov column, we can see that the significance
value for variable X (use of Instagram stories) is
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Based on the output obtained, the number R² (R
Square) is 0.114 or 11.4%. This shows that the
influence of independent variables (use of Instagram
Stories) on the dependent variable (self-disclosure)
is 11.4%. Other variables are 88.6%. Furthermore,
the summary model of R² value is 0.338. This shows
that there was a low correlation between the use of
Instagram Stories and self-disclosure because they
were in the range of 0.20-0.399.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results, the use of Instagram
Stories has a positive influence of 11.4% on the selfdisclosure of students. Furthermore, based on the
results of a simple regression coefficient, t score > t
table (5.391>1.971). There is a significant influence
between narrative paradigms in sharing stories using
Instagram Stories on self-disclosure to students.
Researchers then admit that there must be selfdisclosure element appears in every single post
uploaded in IG Stories.

The Effects of Sharing Stories using Instagram Story on Students’ Self Disclosure: A Study on Narrative Paradigm

Discussing narrative paradigms and selfdisclosure is still very open for other social media,
like Path, You tube, and Facebook. For further
research using this topic, researchers can examine
the depth and detail about the effects of revealing
self-disclosure on by Instagram Stories.
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Abstract:

Colour reading has an important role in the study of natural colours on batik, because it is one of few methods
in determining the quality of a dye performance in batik fabric. The commonly used method is using visible
ultra violet spectrophotometer that requires substantial cost and complicated operation system. This study
aims to determine the performance method comparison between visible ultra violet spectrophotometer and
mathematical count from digital images as colour difference test method to evaluate the quality of batik's
natural colours from Gambier extract. We have done sample dyeing from previous research and doing colour
difference test by spectrophotometer. Then we take the sample picture by scanner and measure the L*a*b*
values. We count the colour difference from L*a*b* values using mathematics equation. The L*a*b* and ΔΕ
values from both method are compared by statistical t test and ANOVA test. From the results it was found
that the colour difference value of both methods differ significantly, but each method gave good performance
to measure the colour difference. However, it should be noted that the RGB space model depends on the input,
so the more accurate the digital image with the original sample, the value will be closer to the colour difference
values of laboratory measurements.

1

INTRODUCTION

Natural dyes batik is favourite because of its
unique, exotic and tender, yet classic nuance
colouring. Dewi (2006) in Setiawan, et al (2018) said
that dyeing is also take part in determining the quality
of the batik. Colour reading has a colouring quality
on natural dyes of batik fabric. In batik the colour
reading is there are a few methods such as colour
intensity and colour different test. Colour intensity
and colour different tests were conducted using an
ultraviolet visible spectrophotometer. Colour is
calculated using reflectance data (%R) that is
converted into (K/S) score. The (K/S) score is
approximately amount of colour absorbed in the batik
fabric. In colour measurement methods using the
colour reading method of L*a*b* colour space with
the results hue and chrome.
Digital images are taken by electronic media such
as digital cameras, scanners, smartphones, etc. The
used colour space models are RGB and L*a*b*. RGB
colour model space is using transmitted light to
perform colour. Vary compositions and intensity of
three prime colours, green and blue are used to make
colours cyan, magenta, yellow, and white. This model

is applied by television and computer screens, where
coloured pixels are produced by red, green and blue
electron shots on screen. It really depends on the
apparatus performer.
Colour space models International standards
developed by Commission International d'Eclairage
(CIE) on 1976. L*a*b* is composed by luminance
component or lightness (L score = 0-100) with two
chrome components (-120 to +120): component a,
from green to red and component b, from blue to
yellow. L*a*b* colour space is independent from the
apparatus, but the result is the input or apparatus that
produces images (Yam and Papadakis, 2004).
Besides, in L*a*b* colour space the colour
perception is uniform, so the Euclidean distance
between two colours approximately equal to the
colour difference accepted by human eyes. This
model has a wider coordinates compared to RGB or
CMYK.
The use of digital images as an analytical tool has
been widely used, such as in the fields of health (Tam
and Lee, 2012) and food (Tahir, et al., 2007; Larrain,
et al, 2008, Magdić, et al., 2009; Trinderup and Kim,
2015). Digital image of objects are taken using digital
cameras with certain specifications. RGB data is
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taken from digital images in JPEG format and
converted into L*a*b* values using sequential
transformation from RGB to CIE L*a*b* (Konica
Minolta, 1998).
Natural colours come from the extracts of plant
parts, animal waste, and minerals. Natural colour is
obtained by extraction using solvents, either by
heating or not (Pujilestari, et al., 2016). The
compound content in it is very complex, so the colour
distribution is not broad and tends to be uneven. In
addition, it is very difficult to reproduce the same
colour using single natural dyes. So to produce a
good colour, repeated inspections are needed.
Commercial colour measurement involves certain
instruments that require high costs and are not easy to
operate. Natural colouring still experiences problems
in colour uniformity, so that practical methods are
needed in colour reading that can be carried out
repeatedly. Batik optical signals from natural
colouring can be used as digital images using various
devices such as colour sensors, cameras and ordinary
scanners.
The purpose of this study is to determine the
performance method comparison between visible
ultra violet spectrophotometer and mathematical
calculation from digital images as colour difference
test method to evaluate the quality of batik's natural
colours from Gambier extract.

from digital image of samples using mathematical
calculation approach.
RGB colour measured from digital image, then
converted into CIE L*a*b* colour space using the
sequential transformation from sRGB to XYZD65 to
XYZC (Pascale, 2003 in Larrain et al., 2008) and from
XYZC to CIEC L*a*b* (Konica Minolta, 1998 in
Larrain et al., 2008). The subscript letter referring to
illuminator used.
Referring to Larrain et al. (2008), sRGB value
were linearized by dividing with 255 and then
applying a decoding exponent of 2.2. This decoding
exponent corresponded to 1/γ using a simple
encoding γ of 0.45. Then, linear sRGB was converted
to XYZD65 using the matrix transform (Pascale,
2003):

(1)
Then XYZD65 was converted to XYZC using the
Bradford matrix transform (Pascale, 2003)
:

(2)

2
2.1

RESEARCH METODOLOGY
Experimental Design and Sampling

Samples used in this study were 12 pieces. They
were cotton and silk dyed with Gambier extract.
Gambier extract obtained by heat extracting at
temperature of 100°C for 2 hours using water and
cold soaking with alcohol for 4 days. The extract was
then used to dye the fabric by 6 times dipping. The
dyed fabric were putting into post-mordant using
fixative agent alum, ferrous sulphate and limestone.

2.2

Colour Measurements

Existing samples were measured for colour
reading using spectrophotometry to determine the
value of the lightness (L*), redness (a*) and
yellowness (b*). This value will be the real L*a*b*
value. Digital image of the samples were taken using
canon LiDE 120 scanner with optic resolution
specification 2400 x 4800 dpi and 16 bit deep for each
colour. The estimated L*a*b* value were obtained

Finally, the following equations were used to
convert XYZC to CIEC L*a*b* (Konica Minolta,
1998):

(3)
Where Xn, Yn, and Zn are the values for X, Y,
and Z for the illuminator used, in this case 0.973,
1.000, and 1.161 respectively. Also, (X/Xn)1/3 was
replaced by [7.787 x (X/Xn) + 16/116] if X/Xn was
below 0.008856; (Y/Yn)1/3 was replaced by [7.787 x
(Y/Yn) + 16/116] if Y/Yn was below 0.008856; and
(Z/Zn)1/3 was replaced by [7.787 x (Z/Zn) + 16/116]
if Z/Zn was below 0.008856 (Konica Minolta, 1998).
The real and estimated value of L*a*b* from the
sample are then calculated for colour difference (ΔE)
using the following formula:
∆

√

(4)
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2.3

Statistical Calculation

Statistical analysis was performed using the t-test
and ANOVA using α = 0.05, with the hypothesis that
there were no significant differences between groups
of real and estimated data of each value of L*, a*, b*
and ΔE also the measuring tool were giving the same
effect on calculated values.
Data was then plotted to find out the linear
regression equation and provided a correlation
coefficient (R). Thus we could find how much the
relationship/correlation between treatment, real and
estimated value of L*, a*, b*, and ΔE. The relation of
each data were used to described the comparison of
performance
colour
reading
method
by
spectrophotometry and digital image analysis using
mathematical calculation.

different. Moreover the both measuring tools were
giving different effect on data.
The data are then plotted to find out its linear
regression equation, by giving a correlation
coefficient (R) = 0.94, so that between treatment, real
and estimation value of ΔΕ, there are quite
relationship/correlation. This is in accordance with
Figure 1, which in the graph shows the same trend
between real and estimated ΔΕ.
50.00

real

estimated

40.00
ΔE

All values were collected in form of data group to be
used for further analysing.

30.00
20.00
10.00
1 5 9 131721252933 37414549535761 65
samples

Figure 1: Graphic of real versus estimated ΔE

3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
L*a*b* Scores

The measurements results are in the form of real and
estimated data groups from 12 fabric samples and
digital images. Data images and each data group
consists of L*, a*, b* values are presented in Table 1.

3.2

ΔΕ Score Analysing

The value of ΔΕ obtained from 12 samples were
amount to 66 pieces of data. The analysis was carried
out by the t-test and ANOVA statistical method. The
t-test hypothesis used is that there is no difference
between the real and estimated ΔE value, with the H0
starting criterion when t count < t table. The result is
t count = 8.10 > from t table = 2.39, H0 is rejected.
Statistical calculations ANOVA test with α = 0.05
and hypothesis that there are no significant different
effect between measuring tools and calculated data.
The result of ANOVA test is, P value = 1.9072 E-11
< α = 0.05, H0 is rejected. The two statistical analysis
results means that the real data is different from the
estimation, so the results of direct measurements from
the
fabric
using
spectrophotometers
and
measurements using digital images are significantly

3.3

Lightness Score Analysing

Lightness (L*) single scores are analysed with
statistical t-test and ANOVA calculations. From t-test
results, obtained t score = 0.32 > from t table = 2.72,
so that H0 is accepted. From ANOVA test with α =
0.05, giving P value = 0.76 > α = 0.05. So, H0 is
accepted. Both t-test and ANOVA doesn’t show any
significant differences between real and estimated L*
value.
The data are plotted to find out the linear regression,
by giving correlation coefficient (R) = 0.97, so that
between variables, real and estimated L* there are
relation/correlation. This is in accordance with Figure
2, which is in the graphic showing the same trend
between real and estimation.

L*

3

real

70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
A B C D E F G H
Samples

I

J

Figure 2: Graphic of real versus estimated L*
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3.4

a* Score Analysing

The value of redness (a*) is analysed statistically by
the t test. From the results of the t test, the value of t
= 6.68 > from t table = 2.72, so that H0 is rejected.
From ANOVA test with α = 0.05, giving P value =
0.000035 < α = 0.05. So, H0 is rejected. Both test
result shows that there is a difference between real a*
and estimated a*. The two colour measuring tool also
gives difference effect to form data results.
The data plotted to find out the linear regression
equation, providing R = 0.97. Between treatment, real
and estimated a* value is having correlation or
showing the same trend, in accordance with Figure 3.
25.0

real

estimated

20.0
a*

15.0
10.0
5.0
A B C D E

F G H
samples

I

J

K L

Figure 3: Graphic of real versus estimated a*.

3.5

b* Score Analysing

The value of yellowness (b*) is analysed using the t
test. From the results of the t test, the value of t count
= 6.19 > from t table = 2.72, so that H0 is rejected.
ANOVA test with α = 0.05, giving P value =
0.000068 < α = 0.05. So, H0 is rejected. This also
shows that there are any significant difference
between real and estimated b* value. Both measuring
tool also gives difference effect on resulting the data.
Linear regression from data provides R = 0.91.
Treatment, real and estimation value of b* are having
correlation. This is in accordance with Figure 4,
where the real and estimated data both shows the
same trend on the graphic.
40.0

real

From the statistical calculation t-test and ANOVA for
ΔE, a* and b*, there are significantly difference
performance on two measuring tool in resulting
colour reading data but highly correlated.
The difference on data results can be caused by
difference source of subject that are measured.
Spectrophotometer measure directly from existing
dyed fabric and mathematical calculation estimate
colour reading value from digital image. There are
bias in measurement because of few factors. Digital
image are RGB based. The L*a*b*'s colour space
cover larger gamut compared to RGB. So that L*a*b*
readings from RGB digital images cannot show
precise colour coordinates location (Yam &
Papadakis, 2004). The use of image converter as
input/input for reading RGB values to the sample lab
also has an effect. Light source of the measuring tool
can also give effect on measuring data results.
Illuminator C in colorimeter puts more emphasis on
the red portion of the light spectrum than cool white
fluorescent light in digital image converter (Larrain,
et al., 2008).
In this study, L* statistical calculation shows no
difference performance. Yet in linear regression
plotting, all data give high R. Means that both
measuring tools are correlated. O’Sullivan, et al.
(2003) and Larrain, et al. (2008) said that in their
study instrumental colour measurements taken from
digital images were more highly correlated than
colorimeter values. This is due to possibility of full
surface evaluation of digital images will get more
representative sampling.
From the result, even though there are bias, digital
image can be used as simple and easy method to
predict or estimate L*a*b* and colour difference
value for natural batik dyed fabric inspection. The
choice of the right digital image converter also
influence the result of measurement. The more it can
convert closely to real image, the more precise the
value obtained.

b*

30.0
20.0
10.0
A B C D E samples
F G H

I

J

K L

Figure 4: Graphic of real versus estimated b*.
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Table 1: Group of real and estimated L*a*b* scores of cotton and silk dyed with Gambier extract.
Samples

22

Digital Image

Value of measurements
Real a*
Estimated a*

Real L*

Estimated L*

Real b*

Estimated b*

A

43.46

43.43

23.16

18.58

32.30

23.24

B

62.34

57.69

15.21

10.92

29.32

17.88

C

38.32

35.43

5.89

5.02

11.04

11.66

D

55.51

57.14

21.09

13.44

33.96

17.15

E

56.39

54.49

16.02

10.58

31.24

18.49

F

31.85

33.67

4.34

3.14

10.81

9.72

G

58.15

60.10

13.11

9.56

29.76

18.98

H

59.10

58.18

12.29

8.13

29.20

17.93

I

50.95

53.99

7.16

3.87

21.90

14.12

J

66.23

62.09

10.56

6.58

32.13

19.47

K

60.03

61.01

11.55

6.79

31.04

20.77

L

44.29

46.46

7.42

6.18

15.14

10.40

Comparation Study of Color Reading Method in Gambier Extract Dyed Batik Fabric

4

CONCLUSIONS

From the results it was found that the colour
difference value of both methods differ significantly,
but each method gave good performance to measure
the colour difference. However, it should be noted
that the RGB space model depends on the input, so
the more accurate the digital image with the original
sample, the value will be closer to the colour
difference values of laboratory measurements. The
colour measurement method using spectrophotometer
and mathematical calculations from digital images
can be used. However, these two methods cannot
replace each other because RGB is very dependent on
the input produced by the scanner.
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Abstract:

This research aims at describing the metamorphosis of KIM game in the context of a wedding ceremony in
Solok city, Sumatera Barat province. Previously, KIM was a music performance turned into the arena of
gambling. However, nowadays, KIM performance has become the means of entertainment in the context of
a wedding ceremony. This research used analysis descriptive method by listing KIM performances textually
and contextually and metamorphose theory to explain that there’s the change of the original form into a new
form namely the change of form of KIM game with the gambling element into a performing art in wedding
ceremony. Research results showed that the change of KIM game occurred because of the influence of
people’s view toward the context of gambling and music in KIM performance. Therefore, today, KIM
performance is no longer a gambling arena but it has changed into the means of entertainment performed in
the wedding ceremony of Solok people.

1

INTRODUCTION

KIM is one of the performances that consists of
vocal music and instrumental music. Initially, KIM
performance was a gambling arena where several
audiences could participate by paying the
registration fee. The winners of gambling were
given prizes according to the amount of registration
fee paid by them to KIM player.
Nowadays, KIM game has been performed in the
wedding ceremony of Solok (a city in West
Sumatera province, Indonesia) people. However,
conceptually, KIM game does not undergo changes.
The changes occur on the awarding system of KIM
game winners and that the participants are no longer
needed to pay the registration fee to KIM player. It’s
because the prizes that will be contested are
provided by the host who will hold the wedding
ceremony.
KIM performance at the wedding party gets a lot
of attention from its people. This performance is
able to distract people’s attention especially the
young generation who previously preferred to enjoy
music performance that its performers wore too sexy
clothes and danced too seductive movements. And
these things tend to result in chaos. Nowadays,
young people do not focus on the kind of music
performance that can corrupt their mind. Their

attention has been alternated to KIM performance
where they can enjoy the music and also expect the
prizes that have been previously prepared by the
host.
Hence, this research aims at describing the
changes of KIM performance in the context of the
wedding ceremony of Solok people.

2

METHOD

This research used an analytical descriptive method
started with collecting information related to KIM
performance in the context of the wedding ceremony
in Solok city. The related information was collected
through KIM players, KIM fans, KIM users, and
KIM observers. The observation was focused on the
social situation that caused the existence of KIM
performance in the life of Solok people. It’s then
continued with the more general and deep
observation toward research focus so finally, the
research objective could be described namely the
transformation of KIM performance from the
gambling arena to the entertainment medium in the
context of a wedding ceremony.
Data collection was conducted through the
observation and interview toward KIM players, KIM
fans, KIM users, and KIM observers in Solok city.
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And the metamorphose theory proposed by
Soedarsono was used in the discussion of the
research problem. Soedarsono in Hadi (2009: 170)
stated that metamorphose theory is a theory of the
process of transformation and structural change.
Therefore, art by metamorphosis has the
characteristics of (1) the imitation of its original
form; (2) a brief and compact packaging; (3) setting
aside the sacred, magical, and symbolic values; (4)
full of variation; and (5) cheap price.

3
3.1

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
KIM in the Context of Gambling

KIM was one of mix performances of music and
vocal with the gambling played during it that
evolved in the Minangkabau society of West
Sumatera. Vocal sung was in the form of
Minangkabau pantun and verse that’s accompanied
by combo band music. In the several pantuns sung
by the KIM singer, several numbers were mentioned
that became the element of gambling.

3.1.1 Element of Gambling in the Game
KIM game has four elements namely:
1. Registration fee paid according to the amount
determined by KIM singer;
2. Paper coupons with numbers on it prepared by
KIM singer;
3. Dices made of wood;
4. Prizes dedicated for the winners of KIM game.
Those four elements describe the existence of the
gambling element in KIM game. Gambling is the
game by using money or precious things as its bet
obtained through several ways such as dice game
and card game (http:www: KBBI V, 2016: 590)

3.1.2 Game Procedure
KIM game was performed by singer and combo
band musical players as its accompaniment. KIM
game was started with the payment of registration
fee by the participants to KIM singer. The amount of
registration fee was adjusted to how high or low the
nominal value of the contested prize, such as the
bicycle, radio transistor, tape recorder, umbrella,
jacket, raincoat, flashlight, petromax light, and so
on. The number of participants was determined
according to the target desired by KIM singer.
KIM singer started the performance by singing a
song that its lyric contained the warning of being

careful in playing the game in order to avoid any
error.
Example of pantun:
Kaladang mari kaladang
Kaladang batanam padi
Lah sudah buah digoyang
bamain kito kumbali
diangkek batu partamo
apo angko nan tibo
hati hati manjago
jan sampai salah pulo
In Indonesia language,
Ke ladang mari ke ladang
(To the field, let’s go to the field)
Ke ladang bertanam padi
(To the field, to plant paddy)
Setelah buah di goyang
(After the paddy has been harvested)
Hati-hati paman menjaga
(Be careful sir, in taking care)
Bermain kita kembali
(Let’s we play once again)
Diangkat batu pertama
(Being lifted the first stone)
Apa angka yang tiba
(What numbers will be out)
Hati-hati manjaga
(Be careful when taking care)
Jan sampai salah pula
(Don’t be wrong)
Next, KIM player started to sing a lyric that
directed the participants to concentrate on listening
to numbers that would be mentioned by KIM singer.
Example of Pantun:
Iyo kaladang baolah sanduak
Iyo dibaok nan mudo-mudo
Sudah digoyang buah dikaruak
Hati lah hati mamak manjago
In Indonesia language,
Ke ladang bawalah sendok
(to the field, please bring the spoon)
Dibawa anak muda-muda
(It’s brought by the youngsters)
Sudah digoyang buah dikeruk
(After harvesting, the fruit is eaten)
Hati lah hati paman menjaga
(Please be careful o dear Sir in taking care)
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3.1.3 Implementation of Gambling in KIM
Game
Each player held the paper coupons containing
numbers 1 until 90. Those numbers were randomly
written on the column of paper coupons had by each
player so the player did not have the same number.

Figure 1: It’s a picture of paper coupons.
The numbers of 1 – 90 had by KIM singer were
designed in the form of dices. Dices were placed in a
small cylindrical can. This can with the dices in it
was then shaken according to the song tempo sung
by KIM singer. Those dices were taken one by one,
and the number written on the taken dice was the
number mentioned through the pantun of KIM
singer. This thing was done repeatedly until there
was one of the participants who shouted that his/her
paper coupon has been fully marked according to the
numbers mentioned by KIM singer for s/he marked
the numbers on the column of paper coupon based
on the numbers mentioned by KIM singer.
If the holder of paper coupon had marked all
numbers on the column of his/her paper coupon
according to numbers mentioned by KIM singer,
s/he shouted: “oooo masuak siko” (in Indonesia
language, masuk disini; in English, it’s jackpot over
here). After hearing the shouting, KIM singer and
musician stopped the performance. Then, KIM
singer matched the numbers mentioned with the
number marked on participant’s paper coupon. If
those numbers were the same, the participant was
entitled to get the prize.

3.2

Metamorphosis Packaging of KIM
Performance

Nowadays, KIM game has undergone changes
whether from the internal or external context of
performance. The changes occur on KIM singer,
song sung during the game, and accompaniment.
The other changes also occur in its supporting
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society and the procurement of prizes. These
changes are caused by several influencing factors
whether internally or externally (Sumiarti, 2015:
33).
The current KIM game is the imitation of the
previous form that’s then made into the entertaining
musical performance. The element of gambling in
the KIM game then becomes a distinctive style in
the latter-day performing arts. Soedarsono in Hadi
(2009: 170) also stated similar thing. He explained
that art by metamorphosis has the characteristics of
(1) the imitation of its original form; (2) a brief and
compact packaging; (3) setting aside the sacred,
magical, and symbolic values; (4) full of variation;
(5) cheap price. Referring to the characteristics of
metamorphose art stated previously, today KIM
performance has these characteristics such as how to
give prizes, various song rhythms, singers,
performance stage, and performance equipments.
Basically, people’s traditional performing arts is
the product of aesthetic creativity in the past with its
local characteristics that then grew and became part
of the continuity of its people culture and tradition
(Bahar, 2015: 77).
Referring to Bahar’s statement, the whole KIM
performance is the product of creativity in order to
maintain the continuity of people’s culture. It
happens because the process of imitation from an
old and real form therewith its state of affairs
namely the gambling becomes a performing art that
involves various aspects related to KIM performance
namely 1) host, 2) KIM singer, 3) property, 4)
electronic media, 5) prize, 6) location of
performance.

3.2.1 The Host
Nowadays, the implementation of KIM performance
is based on the host’s request toward a KIM group.
The host is a person or a group of people who hold a
reception at once is responsible for the
implementation of KIM performance, starting from
determining the schedule and location, providing
KIM singer and team’s property and facility, and
paying the service fee of KIM singer and the team
that consists of keyboardist and technician. Usually,
the technician will prepare all things related to the
success of the performance and also become the
operator of a projector screen. However, this
meticulous preparation is worthless without people’s
participation to support the success of the
performance. During the performance, the host
always maintains good behavior and gives facility
for participating people in the form of drinks and
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snacks. These become something attracting people’s
attention to take part in succeeding the KIM
performance.
This actual condition is the important thing that
must be taken into consideration by the host
particularly in maintaining good relationship with
the relatives who have come to participate and
enliven the reception that’s being hold so a peaceful
and quiet atmosphere is created, yet it’s also full of
joy and cheer starting from the beginning until the
end of KIM performance.

3.2.2 KIM Singer
Basically, KIM singer only receives a service fee
from the host of reception. Therefore nowadays,
KIM singer is only fully responsible on the
continuity of KIM performance.
KIM singer must have the ability in vocal and
literature areas, and have the various and substantial
vocabularies of song rhythm starting from the pop
song, dangdut, and Minangkabau rhythmic songs.
Besides, s/he must be able to act following the song
rhythm while shaking the can on her/his hand. KIM
singer is also able to respond to the atmosphere in
performance; s/he has the ability in modifying the
literature according to the number taken from the
can.
KIM singer is also responsible to provide the
paper coupons that will be given to the audiences or
participants and the number of those coupons
becomes the payment fare of KIM singer’s service
fee. Usually, for a thousand coupons, KIM singer
demands IDR 2,000,000 excluding the fee of
transportation, keyboardist, and the other technician.
Those coupons are made into five colors namely
white, light blue, light green, pink, and yellow.
Those coupons are stapled into unity until reaching a
thousand coupons. These coupons are then given to
the host of reception when these two parties meet for
doing the transaction, and it usually occurs one week
prior to the performance. Later, those coupons were
given by the host to the guests or/and audiences
according to their invitation.

Figure 2: It’s the figure of Dice Form.
(It’s the document of ISI Padangpanjang research team
and taken on 12 July 2018.)

3.2.4 Paper Coupons
Nowadays, there are five colors of paper coupons
namely white, light blue, light green, pink, and
yellow. Every coupon consists of three columns,
every column consists of two lines, and every line
consists of 9 boxes filled by 5 numbers in the
random distance. It means that every coupon
consists of six lines with 30 different numbers.

3.2.3 Dices
Dices in KIM performance have various forms and
these depend on KIM singer’s fondness such as
octagonal dice, rectangular dice, and circular dice.
Those dices are made of fiber plastic with the
diameter around 2 cm. These dices are then taken by
KIM singer one by one from the cylindrical can
while singing.

Figure 3: It’s a figure of rectangular paper coupon
containing numbers hold by KIM participant
(It’s the document of ISI Padangpanjang research team
and taken on 12 July 2018.)
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Numbers mentioned by KIM singer are displayed on
the projector screen according to the colors of the
coupons being played. The form and size of paper
coupons are determined by KIM player based on
her/his own style.

3.2.5 Electonic Media
a. Keyboard
In KIM performance, a keyboard is used to
accompany KIM song. The keyboard is usually
played by a person who really comprehends the
pattern of KIM game.
b. Sound System
The sound system is useful to lift up the voice of
KIM singer so all audiences or participants can hear
clearly the numbers mentioned by KIM singer and
make them easier to mark those numbers in their
own coupons.
Besides, a good sound system is also able to
liven up the songs and enliven the atmosphere. It’s
because, among the participants, some participants
are not only interested in hearing the numbers but
also hearing to and dancing with the songs sung by
KIM singer. This is also the reason why KIM
performance is more and more fancied by old and
young people day by day.
c. Laptop, Projector, and Projector Screen
In KIM performance, laptop functions as the media
for jotting down the numbers sung by KIM singer
and then projected to the screen projector. Therefore,
the laptop operator must also comprehend the
pattern of KIM game.
Before starting the game, the screen projector has
been set up by the laptop operator according to the
colors instructed by KIM singer. Therefore, the
laptop operator must have a good and high
concentration in listening to the numbers mentioned
by KIM singer.

In KIM performance, the projector screen assists the
audiences or participants to detect the numbers that
have been written on their cards. It can facilitate the
audiences or participants in following KIM game
because the forgotten numbers can be seen from the
screen projector.

3.2.6 Prizes
The prizes in KIM game come from several sources
namely the host, the donors, and the audience’s or
participant’s donation. Prizes usually depend on the
host and donors’ capability.
In KIM game, the big prizes are usually
contested in the pink paper coupons, while the grand
prize will be contested in the yellow paper coupons
at the end of the performance.
The change of people’s mindset from gambling
into the performing arts is one of the ways to
conserve Solok people’s art and culture. In fact, the
changes of KIM performance in the culture of its
supporting society then becomes the new repertoire
in the vocabularies of traditional music (McDermutt,
2013: 4).

3.2.7 Location of Performance
The stage form of KIM performance depends on the
host’s capability the most important thing is having
a wider area. It’s because the fans or audiences who
want to participate come from various areas even the
ones without invitation.
The host provides snacks for the participants in
the forms of fried rice, fried sweet potato, fried
banana, mineral water, and other snacks according to
the host’s capability.

3.3

Songs in KIM Performance

Songs that are often sung in KIM performance are
rhythmic and up-beat songs such as dangdut, pop,
Hindi, Malay, and Minangkabau rhythmic songs.
The following notations are the examples of
songs and pantun texts of KIM performance in
Minangkabau rhythm.

Figure 4: It’s a figure of laptop and projector screen
containing numbers
(It’s the document of ISI Padangpanjang research team
and taken on 12 July 2018.)
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1. Notation of Raja Doli Song

3. Notation of Tan A Kong Song

2. Notation of Pariaman Song

4

3. Notasi Lagu Anak Sipasan

CONCLUSIONS

There are four general conclusions derived from this
research.
a. The current KIM performance is the imitation
process of its original form therewith its
environment.
b. The metamorphosis of KIM performance
describes the character of gambling that
nowadays becomes a performing art that
functions as entertainment.
c. KIM performance is also the media used to
communicate the learning of Minangkabau
literature through the lyrics of KIM songs.
d. KIM performance is one of the forms of
Minangkabau cultural preservation.
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Abstract:

This paper is a study for redefinition of latest arts, in wooden carving. The equipment in work carving in
today's is Computer Numerical Control (CNC). CNC can eliminates manual processes. Also, there was a
diminishing interest in people’s youth of Jepara in pursuing jobs as wood carvers. The presence of CNC is a
solution that can replace human source. However, carving products produced by CNC machines are less
attractive to the consumers. There is a contradiction, wich is this advanced technology can replace most of
the production of art to be more effective, efficient, consistent, and precisely, but consumers actually want
the unique and distinctive handiwork. This paper aims to uncover the creativity of entrepreneurs and wood
carving artists responding to the tastes of markets and to get solutions to the existing problems. The method
used is qualitative by getting data of literature and observation. The solution is to use CNC to speed up the
production in initial engraving and then the carving process is continued with the hand skill manually. The
product still expresses a distinctive creativity as a carving work done with hand skills, but can be done
faster than using the full manual technique.

1

INTRODUCTION

Jepara is a city of carving, as a tagline shown that
the existence of intelligence carves as an ancestral
heritage is still preserved and developed in
accordance by changing times. The carving brings
blessing to those who pursue it in high persistence.
Art as a living force (Marianto, 2017), has been
practiced significantly by Jepara wood carvers. The
superior products of the Jepara wood industry are on
various beautiful carvings of furniture, reliefs, and
other various interior accessories products. Jepara
known as the center of the carving furniture industry
(Pratiwi, Kenang, & Ruki, 2017). The advantages of
Jepara wood products are mainly in fine carving and
carpentry techniques (Eskak, 2013a).
Jepara is a heaven of wood carving hunters. It is
a city located on the north coast of Central Java
within an area of 949.80 km2. The city which has
been known as the center of wooden furniture is at
the position of 5º 43 '20.67' to 6º 47 '25.83' South
Latitude and 110º 9 '48.02' to 110º 58 '37.40' East

Longitude. Jepara borders the Java Sea in west and
south side, Kudus and Pati Regencies in east side,
and Demak in south side (Cemerlang, 2018). As
Jepara is not crossed by the Pantura transportation
route, which is the largest economic route on the
island of Java. But, it is able to utilize the potential
of its resources, and turn it into a regional economic
power. This makes Jepara is able to align the
economy with other regions, even in some other
sectors Jepara is far more advanced than other
regions (Prastiyan, 2017).
Eventhough it is an area with minimum potential
natural resources and is not located on the main
coastline, it has been able to align itself
economically with other regions, one of them is due
to the presence of wood carving industry. The Jepara
wood carving industry has become one of the
driving forces of the regional economy (Eskak,
2013a). Carving is the art technique of sculpting
material with patterns and decorative structures,
made in a concave or convex style, following the
drawing plot with a chisel (Gustami, 2000). The
material for traditional carving are wood and stone
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(Sunaryo, 2009). Bamboo (Eskak, 2016a) and
coconut shell (Eskak, 2016b) can also be a media for
carving. The traditional Jepara carved motif is a
stylation or a vines formed, the stylation is a
changing form styled and is generally patterned
(Sunaryo, 2018). Its motifs also have the meaning of
beautifying life in beauty with integrity, balance, and
harmony in community. The goodness must be
spread to all directions and places. The ancestors
inherited many noble and meaningness values
contained in artwork (Eskak & Salma, 2018).
The Jepara carving industry contributes about
10% of Indonesian furniture, and contributes to the
district's economy by 27%. More than 12,000
furniture artisans operate in Jepara. The main
competitor of Jepara's furniture trade is China,
which it dominates trade by 16% of the world and
prices are 20% cheaper than Indonesian furniture
(Raharjo, Rubijanto, & Solechan, 2015). The price
of Jepara wood carving products is more expensive,
while it loses in competing with China, because of
China's wood carving production process uses
automation machines, so the output can be massive
and have cheaper price. The higher price of Jepara
carving products is due to the longer time production
processes has taken, with high costs, and low output
quantity in the contrary, less futuristic designs, and
manual processes (Raharjo, Rubijanto, & Solechan,
2015). In contrast to the Chinese carving industry
which has collaborated on an advanced technology
and art, so that it can produce massively and has the
lower prices.
In addition, today there is a decline in the
number of professional carvers, further to threatens
the sustainability of the wood carving business in
Jepara. The study and work carving interests of the
younger generation has also wane off. If For this is
left without a solution, the concern about the
extinction of traditional art is close to reality (Eskak,
2013b), which it is truly unfortunate if the existence
of classical archipelago carvings those are beautiful
and comprise with high philosophies (Nizam,
Nugraha, & Gustami, 2018) can not be preserved.
Along with this feeling of concern, the existing
conditions must still be addressed with various
solutions. Jepara entrepreneurs, artisans and carvers
need to take steps forward so that the survival of
their businesses is maintained. The use of more
technology is one of the solution can be taken to
these problems.
The technology can help increase productivity
while resolving the problem of the difficulty of
finding a carving industry workforce. The use of
carving machines is one of the solution. A
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sophisticated and reliable carving machine is a CNC
machine. CNC is a computer machine that uses a
numerical control system. CNC itself stands for
Computer Numerical Control. The factory uses CNC
to control their factory machines. At a glance, it is as
if a normal computer controls the machines, but
actually the computer runs using a unique software
and special consoles. With CNC machines, factory
machines are controlled with number controls. The
computer programs are specifically designed to
control machines and objects. The program uses the
CNC machining language (called G-code). This
program organizes features such as feed rate,
coordination, location and speed. With CNC
machining, computer can control the precise position
and velocity of the machine (Mengenal Apa Itu
Mesin CNC, 2019).
There are many benefits to use a CNC machine.
This process is more rigorous than its manual
machining. Besides that, it can also be repeated the
same way many times. CNC machines are a series of
machines with programmable intelligence work
patterns for the execution of drilling system work
(Guiping, Yazhou, & Guangwen, 2010). By seeing
the specificity of CNC machine performance does
not rule out the possibility that CNC machines can
still function with a variety of materials including
wood material. CNC machine components consist of
two basic components, namely hard components in
the form of machine physical devices and soft
components in the form of programable devices or
software executors (Iskra & Hernández, 2010).
Material working patterns using CNC are more
commonly used for soft material types such as
wood, so that the use of CNC machines currently
dominates solid-shaped and wood-based work such
as multiplexes, hardboards, medium-density
fibreboard, and other types of wood particles. CNC
is considered to be more capable of providing a high
level of accuracy compared to other wood manual
machines. CNC is currently being used for
ornamental work on the surface (Iskra & Hernández,
2012). CNC can be used for mass production
patterns. The current CNC development system has
3 axis and 4 axis pattern. The 3 axis pattern can be
found in most furniture industries while the 4 axis
pattern is still rarely found due to the price of CNC
machines those are quite expensive. The CNC
machine reading pattern is based on a code pattern
called G Code contains coordinates of the object to
be pointed by a blade driven by a CNC machine so
that the level of accuracy can be achieved even in
millimeters (Raju, Janardhana, Kumar, & Rao, 2011;
Firstiawan, 2012). CNC is able to provide very
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smooth levels of wood material execution on its
surface (Darmawanto & Minardi, 2017).
The use of CNC can increase a company's
competitiveness, because of the selling price of the
products. However, the reality of the Jepara wood
carving market is different to it. It is said that Jepara
wood carvings do not compete with Chinese wood
carvings, basically it turns out that the sculptures of
Chinese Gods, altars, and Chinese cultural symbols
created by residents of Jepara which are many
buyers are interested in mainland China, Hong
Kong, and Taiwan (Eskak & Sumarno, 2016). This
is shows that Jepara carving lost in terms of mass
production but won in the manual carving
production. The advantages for Jepara wood carving
are better than Chinese’s in quality and durability
(Soedarso, 2006). Some of Jepara carving
companies have also used CNC machines, but their
carving products are less attractive to the foreign
markets, as the main market for wood carving
products from Jepara. There is a contradiction,
which a sophisticated technology can replace most
of the art production processes to be more effective
and efficient, but consumers actually demand a
unique and particular results of handwork carving.
This paper aims to uncover the creativity of wood
carving artists in responding to the tastes of markets
and getting solutions to the existing problems.

2

METHODS

This research categorized as qualitative research, by
obtaining data from the literature and observations.
Literature studies are carried out by reading relevant
references and the observations are carried out in
Jepara. Observation is sighting, but they are carried
out carefully and deeply on an object or problem
(Eskak, 2014). Qualitative research aims to explain
phenomena through deep data collection. If the data
collected is in-depth and can explain the
phenomenon under this study, then there is no need
to look for other sampling. The depth issue is more
emphasized of or quality of the data rather than its
quantity, and researchers actively participate in
determining the type of data desired (Kriyantono,
2010). Data is analyzed qualitatively and
interpretatively through several processes such as:
data verification, data reduction, data presentation,
and conclusion (Moleong, 2012).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1

Reverse Progress

Technological and community development are
interrelated and influenced to each other in life,
including in the Jepara wood carving industry.
Today there is a significant decrease in the number
of carvers resources, which threatens the
sustainability of the wood carving industry. The
younger generation interests has declined to practice
and become a professional carvers. Learning to
carve requires perseverance and a long enough time
to become skilled. Today's younger generation is
more likely to think and act pragmatically and
instantaneously so they choose to work in cigarette
factories, cables, clothing, and other factories which
are now prevalent in Jepara (Purnomo, 2018). The
regional government has been negligent by giving
many permission to establish factories those are not
in accordance with the regional superiority and
culture of the Jepara community. The large factories
have absorbed a lot of naturally talented human
resources in the field of carving and it is not
immediately taken care off by the government, so it
can turn off the existing efforts of populist carving.
The local governments should have better
understandable according this matter and they are
not solely tempted by the tax revenues from these
factories.
The provision of carvers skilled in Jepara
has 2 lines, those are traditional routes and formal
education routes. The traditional path is taken first
by becoming an assistant (kenek) for professional
carvers while working (Hariyadi, 2010), and
received wages from the learning process. At present
days, it is difficult to find young people who want to
learn to work on carving (Eskak & Sumarno, 2016).
Jepara young generation generally prefer to work in
other fields those are easier and faster to make
income.
Pathways to sculpturing formal education
learning can be passed by taking courses or
conducting studies in vocational schools. The
famous sculpturing course institute in Jepara in
1990s were Nevada and Jenggala Course. Formal
education of carving can be taken at SMK Negeri 2
Jepara which has wood carving as one of its majors.
It is become a favorite major to be chosen in the
school that was formerly called the Jepara State
Craft Industry Middle School (SMIK). Uniformizing
by the national curriculum, the wood carving major
has renamed by the wood craft design and
production major. From its special major in
accordance with the needs of the industry region has
transformed into a national curriculum that no longer
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fully learns to carve but to learn wooden crafts in
general. This is has made an decreasing effect on the
graduates ability and competence to carve. The last
stronghold of defense of skilled carvers supply was
already weakening. The Ministry of Education and
Culture should consider wisely about the special
needs those support the progress of regional
industries, and not just do the appliance of
uniformity which would reverse the existing local
industries.
The impact of these policies was truly felt in
difficulty search for carving workers. The wood
carving industry that has raised and made Jepara into
a famous national and international forums is
experiencing production sluggishness, not just even
a few but more than are out of business. The
government should be present to provide for
strengthening policies and refreshment so that the
wood carving industry rises and triumphs again,
instead of deflating and letting it die slowly. The
government must immediately realize and revise the
wrong direction of regional development programs.
It can not be turned upside and down and belated to
be realized, which it is to intend and work to develop
the region, but it turns out to be as a setback.

3.2

Carving Automated CNC Machine

The development of advanced technology can
help solve many human problems, one of which is a
CNC that has the ability to automate the work of
carving. The development of wood carving
production from traditional manuals to CNC
automation machines can be done with various
social and economic considerations. CNC can be
easily obtained in the market, but for small
entrepreneurs the price is still quite expensive. For
medium and large entrepreneurs, investment in CNC
carving machines is very beneficial for the
efficiency and effectiveness of production. Carving
has the potential and opportunity to be developed
into an industrial production business through
coaching to answer the demands era, as well as to
improve the welfare of society (Gustami, 2007).
The creation of works of art needs to pay attention to
the development and changes of the times because
each era has different challenges and problems. The
current development demands higher creativity in art
creation with the ability to utilize in multiple
scientific field. Gustami in (Eskak, 2013c) states that
the obligation of today's young generation to
anticipate this change so that later it can be realized
as a new craft according to the soul of the times but
it still reflects the national culture. Jepara’s carving
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today, has undergone a shift in definition from the
concept of manual traditional production to digital
automation production. Redefinition of carving
needs to be done so that the current generation is not
confused and being as a technology stuttering. A
simple or sophisticated machine is just a tool to
work, but the core or the essence of art is still
creativity. Today's carving can be interpreted as a
technique of decorating wood by carving using
manual, masinal, or digital programs.
The use of advanced technology is a necessity
in traditional arts, including in carving. In this digital
era, the art and culture space of the community
changes with the development of information
technology and media (Kusrini, 2015). The latest
technology can be used to make carving works in
accordance with the development of the era. In
essence of carving is the technique not in its
decorative design, this has always been the wrong
thing to understand related to finished products
which are often considered lay as carving because of
their motifs (Darmawanto & Minardi, 2017). The
developing technique of carving can be done by
designing a machine that is specially set to be able to
do the work of carving (Raharjo, Rubijanto, &
Solechan, 2015).
It is not something difficult that the production
of wood carving on an industrial scale can be done
with CNC tools because it will increase the
competitiveness of small industries (Making
Indonesia 4.0 - Kementerian Perindustrian, 2016).
Rapid industrial climate change demands market
segmentation related to carving techniques that are
compatible with economical counts so that art
expression changes into commodity calculations. Art
is actually a form of technique that is able to provide
economic results for the actors (Adu-Agyem,
Sabutey, & Mensah, 2013).

a

b

Figure 1: a. CNC carving machine, b. Carving process

Carving ornaments still have a high selling
value so that the development of design and design
parameters can be made coding catalysts so as to
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facilitate producers in making the same production.
Traditional decorative motifs can be modernized
according to the tastes of the present, so that
consumer interest increases and producers can feel
the economic impact (Salma & Eskak, 2012). The
use of CNC can maintain production consistency,
carving quantity, and uniformity.

3.3

Speed and Precision

To give a real picture of the effectiveness and
efficiency use of CNC, it take for an example of the
CNC application for carving the krawangan of
calligraphy products. Krawangan is a technique to
carve until it penetrates material (Eskak, 2016a). The
CNC used has the following specifications: 3 axis,
namely X, Y, and Z or can move left and right, back
and forth and up and down. Movement of 400 x 500
x 400 mm. Axle track to adjust the movement of the
wood carving router. The rail uses drawer rail slides,
30 mm in diameter and 600 mm in length. The
carving platform uses an aluminum Profile 150
Series coated with a thickness of 2 mm. 230W /
11000 Spindle Motor as a router carve on the stand.
The drive system uses a Screw ball Pitch 4 mm in
length of 600 mm. Screw ball Pitch bearings use
stainless steel Insert Ball bearings SUC202-10.
Stepper motors - 1/2 ″ dual shafts with X, Y, and Z
axis movements on ball screw. The voltage cable to
the drive component is protected by a chain cable.
Stepper Motor Driver M542 / M752, inventer, and
Omron Automation. The inverter for motor spindle
speed control uses a 2.7 kW 220V VFD inverter.
S8VS-06024 AC-DC Omron Automation; 24V-2.5A
as a power supply for wood carving machines. M542
/ M752 Stepper Motor Driver for drive control
interface, parallel serial cable interface. Core-2
desktop computers equipped with DSP or digital
singal processing systems (Suwignyo & Yanto,
2018). These specifications can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Protable CNC carving machine

The CNC mentioned above will be used to test the
manufacture of krawangan calligraphy carving
products in Banjaran Village, Jepara Regency. The
production of wood carving calligraphy in the
village averages 20-30 daily sales at a price of Rp.
400,000 - Rp. 6,000,000 each, while for exports per
month 1 container contains 4000-5000 pieces.
Banjaran Village has 2 groups of artisans, that is:
The Harjo Kaligrafi Cahaya Seni group. The
problem faced is that the small production capacity
and product precision are not maintained. The use of
CNC succeeded in accelerating the process of
carving and increasing the precision of significant
carving products (Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018).

3.3.1 Speed of the Carving Process
Carved calligraphy with CNC has gained a
significant working speed. Calligraphy design was
carried out on the help of Computer Aided Design
(CAD) with CorelDRAW. The size of the carving
calligraphy is 25cm long and 45cm wide using a
3mm chisel. Software for running programs using
Max3. The time of the process of carving
calligraphy with variables into the feed rate of 50, 60
and 70 mm / rev. Cutting speed 30 m / min, 1 mm
depth of cut, and 200 rpm spindle speed. The type of
wood used is mahogany with a water content of 26%
and density of 512 kgs / m3. The speed of the
process of carving calligraphy with the feed rate
variable is shown in Table 1, and the product results
in Figure 3.
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reaches 93%, it has a difference of 20%. By
increasing the feed rate to 60 mm / rev, precision has
decreased to 90%. As the feed rate increases to 70
mm / rev, the precision decreases again to 85%
(Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018).
Table 2: Level of precision of manual and CNC
carving
Level of precision carving (%)

Figure 3: Carved products with variabel feed rate
(Source: Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018)

The lowest feed rate is 50 mm / rev for the longest
carving process time is 2:33 hours better than the
manual carving process of 80%. Increasing the feed
rate speeds up the process of carving at a 60 mm /
rev feed rate which takes 2:12 hours. This can cut
time by 2; 23 hours or 108% of the process of
carving manual calligraphy. The fastest CNC
carving process at the 80 mm / rev feed rate is
shown in Table 1. The carving process time is 1:33
hours and is able to save time compared to the
manual by 2:56 hours or 177%. The increase in the
feed rate accelerates the process of carving
calligraphy because the feeding process is higher
and the completion time is faster. Savings in the
process of carving calligraphy can increase
productivity. Within 1 working day of 8-hour work,
CNC engraving can produce 4-5 calligraphy
carvings (Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018).

Carving
Calligraphy
Process
Manual
Carving 1

50 mm/rev

60 mm/rev

70 mm/rev

73

73

73

93

89

85

Carving 2

92

90

84

Carving 3

94

91

86

Average

93

90

85

(Sumber: Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018)

Increased feed rate speed carving wood
calligraphy decreases to the precision of the product.
High precision level is influenced by wood hardness
and chisel feeding speed. A high feed rate makes the
surface of the carving product rough and fibrous and
decreases its precision (Rahman & Kadirgama,
2015). The difference in the products precision of
the carved calligraphy with CNC machine feed rate
variables is very small, but it affects the tidiness,
surface cleanliness, and beauty of the products
produced. Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018).

Table 1: Manual and CNC carving times
Time Process of Carving Calligraphy
(hours)

Carving
Calligraphy
Process

50 mm/rev

60 mm/rev

70 mm/rev

Manual

4:35

4:35

4:35

Carving 1

2:35

2:09

1:33

Carving 2

2:28

2:14

1:30

Carving 3

2:37

2:14

1:36

Average

2:33

2:12

1:33

(Sumber: Suwignyo & Yanto, 2018)

3.3.2 Precision of Carving Results
CNC carving precision results show better results
compared to its manual. Feed rate speed has a
significant effect on product precision. Repetition of
the process is done to accuracy test of the design.
Table 2 shows a 73% manual carving precision,
while a CNC carving with a 50 mm / rev feed rate
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3.4

Quick Tips and Taste Tricks

The existence of a CNC carving machine is a
solution that can replace human resources for the
process of making wood carving products, but the
carved products produced are less attractive to
consumers. Overseas consumers as the main market
for wood carving products from Jepara do not like
products those are automatically processed with
these CNC. The contradictory thing is that CNC
technology can replace most of the production or
work processes of art in a more effective, efficient,
consistent and precise way, but consumers actually
want a unique and distinctive handwork. Therefore
wood carving artists need to be creative in
addressing the market's tastes. Carving artists can
use CNC to speed up the process of producing wood
carvings.
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Figure 4: Carved product of CNC carving machine from
China (Wood Cnc Router, 2018)

production. A simple or sophisticated machine is
just a tool to work, the essence of art is creativity.
Today's carving can be interpreted as a technique of
decorating wood by carving using manual, masinal,
or digital programs. Entrepreneurs and carving
artists can use CNC to accelerate the process of
wood carving, while respond to the increase
difficulty of workforce seeking. CNC carvings that
still feel stiff and empty of meaning, can be given a
touch of hand carved so that the results are more
flexible, lively and soulful.

4.2

Figure 5: Combined product of CNC and manual carving
(Jepara)

The tread carved by a CNC is different from
hand carving. The process of CNC carving uses a
router system, not a chisel knife. The router system
only works in the form of a straight one-way rotation
from above. The machine is only able to work
according to the program's instructions, not as
creative as humans. CNC carving results can be seen
in Figure 4. The carving works still feel stiff and
empty of meaning. Carving artists can use CNC to
speed up the production process, especially in the
initial carving process, then continued with hand
skills manuals. The artwork produced still expresses
a distinctive creative expression as a pieces of work,
but can be done faster than when it using manual
techniques completely. CNC carving results that are
enhanced by manual carving can be seen in Figure 5.

4 CLOSING
4.1

Conclusion

The creative industry needs to pay attention to the
development and changes of the times because every
era has different challenges and problems. The
development era demands an increasingly high
artistic creativity with the ability to utilize multiple
scientific fields. The carving today, has undergone a
shift in definition from the concept of manual
traditional production to digital automation

Suggestions

The policies issued by the government should really
be through in-depth studies of the specificities and
needs of the region, not to aim at advancing but
instead of to reverse the existing conditions. This has
happened to the Jepara wood carving industry
sector. The government should be present to provide
policies for strengthening and invigorating it so that
the wood carving industry rises and triumphs again.
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Abstract:

Batik is a real example of Indonesian artwork whose existence is still superior in today's world of art talks.
The existence of batik has even been recognized by UNESCO on 2009 as one of the world's cultural intangible
heritages. Batik is understood as a whole process of creation, the work produced, and the philosophy. The
batik consensus, in the manufacturing process, was challenged by manual and machine printing, and now in
digital printing. The purpose of this paper is to examine the existence of original batik processed with
traditional technology that can still be sustainable and develop in this digital era. The method used is
descriptive qualitative to show the existence of batik in the digital era. The result is traditional batik in this
digital era is still exists. Counterfeiting batik products can be anticipated by labeling Batikmark "INDONESIA
batik". Digital technology can be used to support the research and other aspects related to batik. The role of
art, government, university, private sector, artists, and individual batik lovers also play an important
assignment in the preservation and development of traditional batik until this millennium.

1

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia has a rich diversity of arts, including batik
whose existence has been recognized worldwide. The
world recognition of batik by UNESCO on October
2, 2009, has aroused love for batik in wider society.
The love of batik as a culture belonging to Indonesia
has been able to revive a sense of nationalism. Batik
is no longer just a handicraft in a cloth decorated
beautifully as a clothing, but it has become an icon of
nationalism itself (Eskak & Salma, 2018).
Appreciating this, the government set a date of
October 2nd as a National Batik Day. The
determination of the National Batik Day is actually a
sign of the importance of strengthening and
developing batik as a proud national identity in
international forums
Batik in all techniques, technologies and
designs related to its motifs and cultures behind it, has
been recognized by UNESCO as Masterpieces of the
Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.
Traditional batik is created through a series of
physical and inner processes into a beautiful piece of
cloth full of philosophical meaning, so that batik
reflects the characteristics of the nation. Pride with
love using batik by the large community, helped

trigger the rise and development of batik industry
which had previously experienced a setback (Salma
& Eskak, 2016). This supports the existence of batik
while maintaining its sustainability. Existence comes
from the word existere, Latin which means to appear,
exist, arise, or have an actual existence. Existere
comes from the ex word which means out and sistere
which means to show or appear (Bagus, 1996). To
conserve and develop the traditional art is the youth
obligation so that the existance of batik will remain
awake (Eskak, 2013). The existence of batik remains
sustainable, always appears in the repertoire of art,
and actually still exists in society as an artwork and
industrial prosperity in today's digital era.
The digital era is a change time born with the
emergence of digital, internet networks, especially
computer information technology. The new media of
digital era has characteristics that can be manipulated
and online. The mass media is turning to the new
media or the internet because there is a cultural shift
in the delivery of information. This digital era's media
capabilities make it easier for people to receive
information faster (Setiawan, 2017). The use of
advanced digital technology is a necessity in
maintaining the existence of traditional arts, including
in batik. In this digital era, the art and culture space of
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the community changes as the development of
information technology and media (Kusrini, 2015).
Today's digital era with the development of
technology has greatly eroded old traditions in
society. Batik is one of the traditional arts affected by
the advancement of this technology. Original batik
has a big challenge from manual and masinal printing
technology, and by digital printing technology now.
Batik is falsified and marketed massively. Artificial
batik products flood the market when consumers have
not had the chance to understand between original
batik and its artificial. Many consumers are harmed
by counterfeiting this batik, due to a lack of
understanding of original batik, while the artificial
one has produced to try to imitate batik as closely as
possible with its original. This condition can turn off
the traditional batik industry. Creativity is good, but
if you aim to imitate for forgery it is certainly an act
of fraud (Eskak, 2014). Smart consumers will choose
original batik as a high appreciation for batik. Digital
information technology can also be used to support
the existence of original batik by spreading out
education about the differentiation of original or
artificial batik, so that consumers are not harmed.
Digital technology also allows to be used to support
the existence of batik through research and
development of both design, raw materials, marketing
methods, and so on according to times. The purpose
of this paper is to examine the existence of original
batik processed with traditional technology that can
still be sustainable and develop in this digital era.

2

METHODS

The method used is descriptive qualitative to explore,
analyze, and present data to show the existence of
batik in the digital era. Koentjaraningrat (1986)
explain that what is meant by descriptive is a picture
as accurately as possible about an individual,
condition, symptom or certain group. According to
Nazir (2013) descriptive method is a study to find
facts with the right interpretation. Data is obtained
from various sources, both from the study of
literature, documentation, etc., which are relevant and
support the research object. Data acquisition is then
analyzed qualitatively with interpretative that is
through several processes such as: data verification,
data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are knowing that the existence of batik in
this digital era is still sustainable and developing.
Original batik is still defined as an ornamental
artwork on cloth which is made using hot wax as a
color resist dyed with handwritten canting or stamp
canting of applying hot batik wax on mori. This is
reinforced by SNI 0239: 2014 of batik. Counterfeiting
batik products can be anticipated by labeling
Batikmark "INDONESIA batik". The digital era
technology in batik is used as a support in research
and development, and other aspects related to batik in
this digital era.

3.1

The Existence of Batik in Indonesia

Batik developed inside the palace walls at first, to
fulfill the clothing of the royal family and nobles. It
then developed out and became a people's industry to
produce clothing for the general public. Other than
Javanese’s, traditional batik also developed into
various regions including Sumatra batik, Kalimantan
Batik, Balinese batik, Nusa Tenggara batik, Sulawesi
batik, Maluku batik, and Papuan batik. The traditional
batik industry in clothing as well as a media of
cultural expression with local peculiarities of each
region at once.
Java is a place to grow and develop batik
which then spread throughout the archipelago, even
the world (Sukaya, Eskak, & Salma, 2018). Batik in
Java was originally an art within the palace walls
which aimed to make clothing material beautifully
decorated fabrics for the king and his family and
nobles. The decorations produced on batik cloth are
not just beautiful but have sacred symbolic meanings.
The history of batik in Java is closely related to the
development of the Ancient Mataram Kingdom
between the 9th and 10th centuries, continuing to the
12th century Kediri Kingdom, the 13th century
Majapahit Kingdom and beyond until now to the
Republic of Indonesia. Some experts suspect that
batik developed in Indonesia today originated from
Persia, China, India or Malay (Supriono, 2016). But
the skill of batik is actually found, developed, and
finally becomes a tradition from and by the
Indonesian people, both technologically and
philosophically. Batik motifs on Java are very diverse
with a long history of organic creativity, even the life
cycle of Javanese humans has had philosophical
guidance in a series of uses of batik motifs from birthmarried-married-adults-to death (Eskak & Salma,
2018). Javanese batik is growing rapidly in
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Yogyakarta, Surakarta, Pekalongan, Cirebon, Lasem,
Tuban, Madura, and so on. Now the batik industry
can be found in almost all regions /cities throughout
Java. Javanese batik motifs include: Sekar Jagad,
Nitik Karawitan, Selampat Plate, Parang Buket
Tasikmalaya, Paksi Naga, Boketan Jakarta, Sido
Mulyo, Surya Citra Majapahit (Figure 1), Ceplok
Kakao, etc. (Eskak & Salma, 2018). Some examples
of the existence of Javanese batik in journal studies
include: The Aesthetic Study of Sleman Batik Typical
Design: Semarak Salak (Salma & Eskak, 2012),
Aesthetic Study of Typical Batik Design in
Mojokerto: Surya Citra Majapahit (Salma, 2012b),
Ethnic Style and Dynamics of Batik Pekalongan
(Salma, 2013), Amri Yahya's Creative Batik in LeviStrauss's Structuralism Perspective (Salma, 2014a),
Coffee and Cocoa in Creative Jember Batik Motifs
(Salma, Wibowo, & Satria, 2015).

Figure 1: Motif Surya Citra Majapahit
(Salma, 2012a)

Although it is not as well-known as batik in
Java, this millennium batik in Sumatra shows a
growing trend. Its existence is also supported by the
existence of social media as a means of meeting,
sharing information and knowledge about the
development of batik technology, and as a means of
marketing. Sumatra Batik has actually developed
since the era of the kingdom, in Aceh around the 13th
century and in Minang the16th century (Supriono,
2016). Today batik in Sumatra develops in several
areas, among others: Aceh, Minang, Riau, Jambi,
Bengkulu, Palembang, and Lampung. Its existence
began to spread to regions such as batik Gayo ,
Darmasraya, Baturaja, Pringsewu, Bangka, Tanjung
Enim, and others. Sumatran batik motifs are very
diverse to each other, depicts local culture and nature.
For example, the existence of Aceh Gayo batik
developed a motif designed based on local carving
motifs which produced several motifs, namely: Gayo
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Ceplok, Gayo Tegak, Gayo Lurus, Parang Gayo,
Gayo Lembut, and Geometris Gayo (Salma & Eskak,
2016). Baturaja Batik, South Sumatra also developed
regional motifs including motifs: Bungo Nan Indah,
Embun Nan Sejuk, Air Nan Segar, Kotak Nan
Rancak, and Ceplok Nan Elok (Salma, 2014b).
Kalimantan also has batik produced from the
hot wax technique resist. However, calling
Kalimantan batik is often confused with tritik
jumputan or sasirangan, even though technically and
the motifs are different (Eskak & Salma, 2018).
Kalimantan batik motifs, among others: Bayam Raja,
Naga Balimbur, Jajumputan, Turun Dayang, Daun
Jaruju, Kambang Tanjung, Batang Garing, Burung
Enggau, Mandau, Gumin Tambun, Kambang
Munduk, Dayak Latar Gringsing, and etc. In general,
Kalimantan batik motifs develop from typical Dayak
wood carving motifs, but there are also motifs those
are inspired by the flora and fauna of the local area,
as well as the cultural influences of immigrants.
Ketapang Batik in West Kalimantan for example, is a
Kalimantan batik with a background of Malay
culture. Dayak Latar Gringsing motif is a blend of
Dayak batik motifs with Javanese batik motifs. Also
developing Tidayu batik, this style is inspired by three
cultures at once, those are Dayak, Malay, and Chinese
which produce interesting motifs (Batik Kalimantan
Barat, 2018). Dayak batik motifs reflect the culture of
the Dayak people. Dayak term which means
"river"(Batik Kalimantan Timur, 2018). So this batik
illustrates various activities those are often related to
rivers. In general, Kalimantan batik has distinctive,
bold and colorful colors. Today batik is also
developing in Indonesia's youngest province, namely
North Kalimantan, its batik is known as Borneo
Batik. Borneo Batik has a variety of patterns and finer
motifs (Eskak & Salma, 2018). The existence of
Borneo batik enriches the cultural treasures of batik
from Kalimantan.
Sulawesi Island is thick with the tradition of
hand woven fabrics, but batik also developed in the
area. On this island batik developed in Tana Toraja,
Palu, Bantenan, Pinabetengan, and Minahasa
(Supriono, 2016). Sulawesi batik motifs are very
diverse based on the philosophy and socio-cultural
conditions of the community and the local natural
environment. Tana Toraja batik motifs include: Pare
Allo, Pa'teddong, Poya Mundudan. The typical colors
of Toraja batik are black, red, white and yellow. Batik
Tana Toraja continues to live and develop until now
(Supriono, 2016). Palu batik motifs include:
Sambulugana, Souraja, Burung Maleo, Bunga
Merayap, Bunga Cengkeh, Motif Ukir Kaili (Batik
Palu, 2013), Kaledo (Eskak & Salma, 2018), etc.
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Minahasa batik motifs include: Tonaas Ang
Kayobaan, Tuama Loor, Turawesan Paredey,
Ma’sungkulan, Ma’suiyan, Wewengkalen, and etc.
(Supriono, 2016).
Bali Batik is a distribution of batik from Java.
Bali has great potential as a place to grow and develop
batik, because Balinese people are known to have
high intelligence in the arts. Batik in Bali is made for
various clothing needs in traditional ritual religious
ceremonies, as well as for everyday clothing, and also
to meet tourist needs as souvenirs (Supriono, 2016).
Balinese batik motifs are very diverse to others, apart
from having a rich traditional decoration, strong
creativity of artists, the tourism industry is also able
to absorb batik products quickly, so the dynamics of
creativity are quite fast and high. Bali's natural and
beautiful Balinese arts inspire artists to create works
of art (Yoga & Eskak, 2015), including Balinese batik
motifs. Balinese batik motifs are inspired by the
natural environment and culture of Bali and
influences from outside the region, which are
visualized as naturalist, decorative, and abstract
motifs. The combination of Balinese motifs with
Java, Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Papua, and so
on, also occurs in Bali, because many immigrant
artists work in Bali (Eskak & Salma, 2018). The
Balinese batik motifs include: Jepun Alit, Jepun
Ageng, Sekar Jagad Bali, Teratai Banji, and Poleng
(Salma, Masiswo, Satria, & Wibowo, 2015).
Batik also developed in Nusa Tenggara, both
West and East. In West Nusa Tenggara there is a type
of Sasambo batik. This name is a combination of
three tribes inhabit West Nusa Tenggara, namely
Sasak (Lombok), Samawa (Sumbawa), and Mbojo
(Bima). These three tribes are united in building the
tradition of batik in West Nusa Tenggara (Supriono,
2016). Sasambo batik is done by using a technique of
attaching pieces of hot iron to the cloth to remove the
wax material that has been attached to the cloth first.
Sasambo batik motif that seems abstract is actually
interesting, it looks unique by creating its own
aesthetic that is different from other batik in general.
In addition to batik with the aforementioned
technique, batik in West Nusa Tenggara also
develops as in general, by applying hot batik wax
techniques using a canting as a tool. Uma Lengge
Batik is a typical Bima batik creation inspired by the
traditional Bima rice barn building. The Uma Lengge
Batik motif consists of the main Uma Lengge motif,
a filler motif in the form of rice strands and traditional
dance (Sartika, Eskak, & Sunarya, 2017), This motif
can be seen in Figure 2. Batik that developed in East
Nusa Tenggara is centered in Kupang. Kupang Batik
is a diversification of handwoven textile products

from the hand weaving tradition that has developed
earlier. The batik technique used by applying hot
batik wax techniques in general both with
handwritten canting or stamp canting and its
combination. Kupang batik motifs include: Rukun
Kupang, Teguh Bersatu, Pucuk Mekar, Liris Kupang,
Kuda Sepasang, and Kuda Kupang (Salma, Eskak, &
Wibowo, 2016).

Figure 2: Motif Uma Lengge
(Sartika, Eskak, & Sunarya, 2017)

Maluku also has batik or often referred to as
Maluku batik. Maluku Batik has a characteristic in
accordance with the cultural repertoire and the natural
wealth of the region itself. The distinctive
characteristics of Maluku batik are its motifs inspired
by the produce of its natural sources: Pala, Cengkih,
Peta Maluku, and Flora Fauna. In addition there are
Parang motifs, Salawaku, and Tifa Totobuang (Seni
Batik Maluku, 2018). Sawaluku is a typical of
Maluku weapon and totobuang is a type of
drum/percussion instrument. North Maluku also has
batik, named Tubo batik, taking the name itself from
a village in Ternate, the village where Ternate batik
was first made. Tubo Ternate residents initially made
batik since 2010 and after time it turned out that many
like this Tubo batik (Batik Khas Maluku, 2013). The
distinctive feature of Tubo-Ternate batik is almost the
same as Maluku batik (Eskak & Salma, 2018).
Batik also exists in Papua, initially Papuan
batik was influenced by the style of Pekalongan batik
because of business calculations were more profitable
that batik motifs from Papua were produced in
Pekalongan, then sent to Papua and traded as Papuan
batik. Papuan Batik began to develop around 1985,
the developing motif was a blend of two cultures
between Papua and Pekalongan. Papuan Batik has its
own uniqueness from its motif aspect, because it was
developed from the cultural richness and exotic
nature of Papua. Papuan Batik motifs include: Honai
Besar, Honai Kecil, Tifa Besar, Tifa Kecil, Tambal
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Ukir Besar, and Tambal Ukir (Salma, Ristiani, &
Wibowo, 2017). The discussion above is an
illustration of the existence of batik in Indonesia in
this millennium. Of course there are still many batik
industries that have started to develop and cannot be
discussed in this paper.

3.2 The Existence of Traditional Batik
Batik is not a cultural result that lives only as
an artifacts, but as an culture itself lives and develops
in a real way in society. Recognition and appreciation
as a unique cultural heritage that is still alive and
passed down from generation to generation, provides
a sense of community identity, and is considered as
an effort to respect cultural diversity and human
creativity. Batik recognized by UNESCO is
traditional batik or its original, batik whose process
uses conventional batik standards that have been
standardized in SNI (Standar Nasional Indonesia)
0239:2014. Original batik which is the process is
making using hot wax as a color barrier material
(Salma, Wibowo, & Satria, 2015). Batik technique is
a work process from the beginning of the preparation
of mori to the batik cloth (Susanto, 2018). Batik wax
resist the color absorption in dyeing, so that there is a
contrast of colors that are reinforced by wax tunnel
lines, so a motif is created on the surface of the fabric.
SNI 0239:2014 about: Batik - Understanding and
Terms, namely batik is a handicraft as a result of color
resisting using hot batik wax as a color resist dyed
with hand written canting or stamping canting as the
main tools to apply hot batik wax to form certain
motifs that have meaning (BSN, 2014).
The higher people’s level of education,
appreciation of art and increase in income, the more
will be for people to return to traditional batik and buy
it, even though its price is more expensive than the
price of artificial batik textiles. There is a people’s
feeling of prestige decreasing when the cloth they
worn is not original batik but the imitation one. This
is also one of the pillars of the existence of traditional
batik. Traditional batik is created through a series of
physical and inner processes into a beautiful piece of
cloth full of philosophical meaning, so that batik
reflects the characteristics of the nation. Pride with
love using batik by the large community, helped
trigger the rise and development of batik industry
which had previously experienced a setback (Salma
& Eskak, 2016). This supports the existence of batik
while maintaining its sustainability. Existence comes
from the word existere, Latin which means to appear,
exist, arise, or have an actual existence. Existere
comes from the ex word which means out and sistere
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which means to show or appear (Bagus, 1996). To
conserve and develop the traditional art is the youth
obligation so that the existance of batik will remain
awake (Eskak, 2013). The existence of batik remains
sustainable, always appears in the repertoire of art,
and actually still exists in society as an artwork and
industrial prosperity in today's digital era.

3.3

The Role of Higher Education and
Research and Development
Institutions

Today, when visiting various regions in
Indonesia, regional batik will be found, even though
the area is not known as the basis of the batik industry
tradition. The existence of batik throughout Indonesia
until now is thanks to the hard work of various parties,
both government and private sector related to batik,
both from the world of education, related agencies,
and Research and Development institutions. The
world of education includes vocational majoring in
textiles/batik (SMK 5 Yogyakarta, SMK 2 Jepara,
SMK Rota Bayat Klaten, and etc.), ISI Yogyakarta,
ISI Surakarta, ISI Denpasar, ISI Padangpanjang,
FSRD ITB, FBS UNY, Universitas Telkom Bandung,
and many more universities that have art/design
majors have taken a part. Related agencies include:
Department of Industry and Trade. Department of
Manpower, Department of Economy, Department of
Education and Culture, Plantation Service, and
others. The stakeholders include the National Craft
Council, the Indonesian Batik Foundation, Sekar
Jagad Association, Pertamina CSR, Mandiri CSR,
and others. As an example, the following is one of the
main role of the central government through the
Ministry of Industry with special craft and batik
Research and Development institutions namely
BBKB (Center for Handicafts and Batik). The growth
and development of the batik industry turned out to
have been sought by the government for a long time,
even when the Dutch East Indies government was in
1922 by establishing an institution "Textile Inrichting
En Batik Proefstation". This institution was later
better known as "Balai Batik". In the independence
era this institution was named the Batik Research
Center, because of the demands of a wider scope it
was developed into the Batik and Handicraft
Research Institute. In 1980 the Batik and Crafts
Research Center changed to the Center for Research
and Development of the Handicraft and Batik
Industry. In 2002 the institution changed its name
again to the Center for Handicraft and Batik (Wardi,
2018). The Center for Handiraft and Batik (BBKB) is
a government institution under the Ministry of
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Industry which has the task of carrying out research,
development, cooperation, standardization, testing,
certification, calibration and development of the craft
and batik industry competencies (Trapsiladi, 2016).
BBKB is a government institution under the Ministry
of Industry which has the task of carrying out
research, development, cooperation, standardization,
testing, certification, calibration and industrial
competency development and craft. (Making
Indonesia 4.0 - Kementerian Perindustrian, 2016).
Research and Development activities carried out
by BBKB is to improve the competitiveness of batik
SMEs, one of which is the development of regional
batik motifs. One important aspect in batik products
is the design of decorative motifs (Sartika, Eskak, &
Sunarya, 2017). These activities in the last 5 years
were published in the journal dynamics of crafts and
batik (Dinamika Kerajinan dan Batik/DKB) motif
development was found in 7 regions. Table 1 shows
the development of the last 5 years motifs from 2013
to 2018 carried out by BBKB.
Table 1: Development of regional batik motifs
Years
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2017
2018

Region
Sumatera
Baturaja
Maluku
Bali
Jember
Kupang
Papua
East Nusa
Tenggara
Total

The Results
10
5
3
5
6
6
6
7
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In 2013 the development of a typical
Sumatran/Malay batik produced 10 motifs namely:
Ayam Berlaga, Bungo Matahari, Kuntum
Bersanding, Lancang Kuning, Encong Kerinci,
Durian Pecah, Bungo Bintang, Bungo Pauh Kecil,
Riang-Riang, and Bungo Nagaro (Murwati &
Masiswo, 2013). In 2014 the development of the
typical batik motif of Baturaja, South Sumatra
produced 5 distinctive Baturaja motifs, namely:
Bungo Nan Indah, Embun Nan Sejuk, Air Nan Segar,
Kotak Nan Rancak, and Ceplok Nan Elok (Salma,
2014). In this year, a typical Maluku motif batik was
carried out 3 motifs, namely: Siwa, Siwa Talang, and
Matahari Siwa Talang (Masiswo & Atika, 2014).
Batik motifs that developed in Bali also received
attention from BBKB, Balinese batik is considered
not to much reflect the distinctive identity of the
region, therefore it is necessary to create typical

Balinese batik motifs. The source of inspiration for
the creation of its motifs was explored from Balinese
culture and nature. This activity produces 5 batik
motifs that have typical Balinese characteristics,
namely: Jepun Alit, Jepun Ageng, Sekar Jagad Bali,
Teratai Banji and Poleng Biru (Salma, Masiswo,
Satria, & Wibowo, 2015). Batik Jember also gets
BBKB attention, Jember batik has been synonymous
with tobacco leaf motifs, but its visualization in batik
motifs lacks of character because the motif appears
like a picture of a leaf in general. Therefore BBKB
created a unique Jember motif whose source of
inspiration was explored from things that were more
characteristic of Jember. This activity succeeded in
creating 6 motifs namely: Uwoh Kopi, Godong Kopi,
Ceplok Kakao, Kakao Raja, Kakao Biru, and Wiji
(Salma, Wibowo, & Satria, 2015).
Development of regional batik motifs is also
done in Kupang, East Nusa Tenggara (NTT). BBKB
develops its motifs by drawing inspiration from
typical traditional weaving motifs of the local area.
This activity produces 6 motifs, namely: Rukun
Kupang, Teguh Bersatu, Pucuk Mekar, Liris Kupang,
Kuda Sepasang, and Kuda Kupang (Salma, Eskak, &
Wibowo, 2016). The development of the batik
industry in Papua has experienced various obstacles,
including stagnation in the making of motifs those are
oriented only to the mascot of the region, birds of
paradise. Therefore design diversification needs to be
done. Then BBKB develops motif designs with a
source of inspiration from the traditional tool of
Papuan community. Tools as the traditional devices
commonly used by Papuans when at home, while
working, fighting, and performing arts. This activity
produces 6 motifs, namely: Honai Besar, Honai
Kecil, Tifa Besar, Tifa Kecil, Tambal Ukir Besar,and
Tambal Ukir Kecil. (Salma, Ristiani, & Wibowo,
2017). BBKB also develops products by combining
between weaving techniques and batik techniques
which then produces new products with the acronym
"nuntik" which is a blend of weaving and batik. The
products produced are very unique and distinctive
theme. Thematic motifs for nuntik raised from the
East Nusa Tenggara's cultural arts. This activity
produces 7 motifs, namely: Jago, Gading, Gajah,
Kapas, Lontar, Tumpal, and Perhiasan (Salma,
Syabana, Satria, & Cristianto, 2018).
The direction of the development of the motif is
adjusted to the cultural peculiarities of the region, the
coastal area is certainly different from the
mountainous region. The direction of developing
Kupang motifs is certainly different from Baturaja
batik patterns. The development of batik in coastal
areas tends to produce patterns that are very varied,
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the color is not limited to brown and blue but also
displays in red, green, light blue and yellow (Sutarya,
2014). Typical regional motifs those are created still
refer to the distinctiveness of the region both
traditional arts and local natural uniqueness, so that
new creatures are not uprooted from their cultural and
environmental roots. Typical regional motifs are batik
motifs those have unique visual elements and
characteristics, characterized certain regions. The
natural environment and the distinctiveness of
regional cultural arts can be used as inspiration for the
work of art that has economic value as a means of
advancing the welfare of society in the era of the
creative industry today (Yoga & Eskak, 2015). An
example in Figure 3 is a typical Jepara batik, Ceplok
Semi motif, developed from leaf motifs on Jepara
carvings.

Figure 3: Semi Ceplok motif of Jepara Batik

3.4 Artificial Batik Textiles Threaten the
Existence of Traditional Batik
Today's digital era of original batik has been
challenged by print technology. Batik was falsified
and marketed on a large scale. Artificial batik
products flood the market when consumers have not
had the chance to understand between original batik
and the imitiation one, and it is indicated that batik
counterfeiters are also imitating batik form as closely
as possible. Consumers are interested in buying
because the price is much cheaper. Impish batik
traders usually mix imitiation batik with the original
one, and sell it in original batik’s price to get a higher
profit. The producers of artificial batik textiles also
constantly improve technology and creativity trying
to make batik as closely as possible with original
batik. This condition can turn off the traditional batik
industry.
Artificial batik textiles or imitation batik is the
manufacture of batik motifs but not through the stages
of traditional batik processes or according to the 2014
SNI Batik, which uses hot wax as a resist-dyed to
make motifs. Batik counterfeiting is done in more
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effective and efficient technique, by printing
technology both manually and masinally. It is
summarizing the process by skipping off hot wax as
a resist-dyed uses to make motifs done with
handwritten or stamp canting. There is also a screen
printing techniques combined with hot wax to make
motifs on some after-painted batik screen printed, so
that it can eliminate the smell of screen printing paint
and replace it with the smell of hot wax afterremoved. In order for consumers not to be deceived
in buying batik, they can recognize the characteristics
of printing batik, which only has one cloth surface of
batik sharp-pictured, while the other side of the
picture and color is not as perfect as the opposite one.
It is because of coloring process uses paste paint
printed from the one side of the cloth only. Another
characteristic is the decorative motif looks neat with
symmetrical repetition, because of the repetition
results of the equipment or machine prints.
Traditional batik consider as a hand made product
will looks less neat, but feels more supple. Other than
not to be fooled in an easier way, consumers can buy
batik cloth labeled of batikmark "INDONESIA
batik". The price of this labeled batik poducts is
indeed higher, but the authenticity of the product is
guaranteed. Batikmark is an initiative of the Ministry
of Industry in an effort to preserve and develop
traditional batik products in Indonesia, as well as to
protect consumers from counterfeiting or misbuying
the imitation batik products.

3.5 Batikmark “batik INDONESIA”
In an effort to preserve and develop batik
products in Indonesia, as well as protect consumers
from counterfeiting/imitation batik products, a
labeling policy of batik or Batikmark was made. The
theme of "Indonesian batik" hereinafter referred to
Batikmark is a label that shows the identity and
characteristics of Indonesian-made batik which
consists of three types, namely handwritten batik,
stamped batik and handwritten with stamped
combination batik with Copyright Number 034100 in
2007 (Figure 4). The text is used to label batik cloth
products original only, with curatorial and
administration done by the Center for Crafts and
Batik.
The purpose and benefits of Batikmark
labeling are based on the Minister of Industry
Regulation No.74/M-IND /PER /9/2007 concerning
"Use of Indonesian Batik" in Indonesian Batik ", the
use of Batikmark aims to: (1) Provide Indonesian
batik quality assurance ; (2) Increasing domestic and
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foreign consumer confidence in the quality of
Indonesian batik; (3) To preserve and protect
Indonesian batik products legally from various threats
in the field of IPR and domestic and international
trade; (4) Giving Indonesian batik identity so that
local and foreign communities can easily recognize
Indonesian batik products (Nugroho, 2017).
The Batikmark logo is a distinguishing tool
made by Indonesian batik with batik products from
other countries, making it easier for foreign
consumers to know Indonesian batik or domestic
buyers to be more confident of what will be used as
genuine batik. The batiks that are installed in each
original batik product can minimize counterfeiting of
batik products (Prakosa, 2013).

revelopment, and other aspects related to the batik
industry

4.2

Suggestions

One type of batik, batik painting that once triumphed
in the 1980s, needs to be revived, and to be supported
by relevant Research and Development. Regulation
of artificial batik needs to be emphasized by giving
legal sanctions and labeling, so that the existence of
original batik can be maintained and consumers are
not harmed. Digital technology is further explored to
maintain the existence of original batik, for example,
the innovation of the scanner for the authenticity of
batik products, natural color batik scanners, and so
on. Batikmark is more actively socialized so that
more batik industries use it. Competition such as
"canting emas UNY", design competition, fashion
competition, need to be livened up again so that the
existence of batik is increasingly felt in the midst of
society.
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Abstract:

Current technological developments are growing very rapidly, especially in the development of 3D printing.
3D printing applications in the world of fashion have been carried out by several world-renowned designers.
Indonesia has many ornaments that can be developed using this technology. In a previous author's research,
the author tried to develop the kawung pattern, one of the decorative patterns in Indonesia, using 3d printing
technology. The results are good but need to be further developed. This article reports next experiment that
working to develop the 3D shapes of Kawung's pattern and how to apply on fashion products.

1

INTRODUCTION

The fashion world is increasingly experiencing
rapid development. Both in terms of fashion,
material, application, to production technology. This
rapid application demands that the fashion market
activists continue to innovate. 3D printing is a
technology that is being developed as an alternative
material in fashion design. 3D printing mode is
created with a 3D printing machine in several steps;
create 3d models in software, slice models to 2d, and
imaging layer-by-layer objects to become 3dimensional objects (Perry, 2017). The development of
3d printing in the world starts with the Irish van
Herpen in its collection called Crystallization. In
Indonesia, designers who have developed 3d mode
designs are Tex Saverio. He made an Exoskeleton
Collection containing 5 designs of haute couture
dresses that use a mixture of media between fabric
and 3d printed material.
Currently, designers all over the world are
still developing 3d materials for Clothing Products.
Danit Peleg is the first fashion designer to make
commercial 3d print jackets that can be customized
and purchased on his website. 3D printing is expected
to be an environmentally friendly alternative material
for the development of new fashion designs and has a
process that is easy to work with fashion.

2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Indonesia has various cultures and arts, one of
which is decoration. Variety of decorative is a
decorative form in the form of repetitive pattern
(Safiera, 2014). Ornamental use in Indonesia is
generally used in ornaments for interiors,
architecture, and textiles. For textiles, the variety of
decorative forms is still limited to 2D patterns. In
early 2018, we conducted an experiment to develop
one of the decoration motifs, namely the Kawung
motif, because the form was easily modified by 3D
printer treatment in terms of simple, geometric, and
repetitive motifs (Faruq, 2017). However, the results
obtained still need to be further developed so that they
can be applied into fashion products. In this study the
authors carried out the application of the results of the
kawung motif experiment with 3D printer techniques
on fashion products, namely in the form of bags and
accessories. The software used in making the product
form is Autodesk Fusion 360.

3

LITERATURE and THEORY

3.1

Rapid Prototyping

Rapid Prototyping (RP) can be defined as the
methods used to construct a prototype model from
starting part of a product or assembly quickly using
three-dimensional Computer Aided Design (CAD)
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3.

The main ornament is in the form of four
oval spheres that have changed into a square or
square shape. In each main ornament there are
three lines (sawut) and three points (cecek).
Kawung Sen

4.

The main ornament in the form of four oval
spheres composed by the main is arranged in the
direction of a diagonal oblique angle as if the
kawung pattern is limited by curved lines.
Kawung Pecis

5.

The main ornaments are oval spheres, and
are smaller in size compared to the main
ornaments in Kawung Sen and the batik pattern
in Kawung Pecis are rather oval square. The
pattern of Kawung Pecis consists of two dots
(cecek) contained in the main ornament.
Kawung Beton

6.

The shape of the ornament on this motif is
very large, and somewhat rounded, but still in an
oval shape. Isen motif found in the main
ornament in the form of cecek (dots) with a large
size and in the middle there is a small circle
shape. The shape of this circle
divides into four parts as if the main
ornament is crossed.
Kawung Semar

7.

The main ornament is in the form of four
oval spheres with a large size as in concrete
Kawung, but inside the main ornament is a
smaller oval shape. Isen pattern on Kawung
Semar consists of the form of cecek (dots) found
in the circle inside the Kawungan sphere. In the
middle of the main ornament is a rhombusshaped motif that is filled with cecek (dots) and
several circular shaped dots.
Kawung Buntal

8.

The main ornaments in the form of a
mixture from Kawung Pecis are combined with
floral pattern. The flower pattern found in the
Kawung Puffer are in the form of kenikir
flowers, so the shape of the mixture of motifs is
characteristic of the pattern of Kawung Buntal.
Isen batik motif in Kawung Buntal consists of a
small oval round shape which is divided into
two parts placed in its main ornament, and a
small, medium and rather large rhombus shape
placed in the middle of the main ornament.
Kawung Kembang

data. Rapid Prototyping allows the visualization of a
three-dimensional image into a native threedimensional object that has volume. Some of the
current Rapid Prototyping methods are: (Djoko
Kuswanto, 2017)

1. Stereolithography (SLA)
2. Direct Light Processing (DLP)
3. Continuous DLP (CDLP)
4. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)
5. Both Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Direct
Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)
6. Electron Beam Melting (EBM)
7. Multi Jet Fusion (MJF)
8. Fused Depsition Modeling (FDM)
An inexpensive and often used technique is the
so-called fused deposition modelling (FDM) firstly
established by Stratasys (Redwood, 2018), in which a
thermoplastic polymer is molten in an extruder
nozzle, and the fluid material is deposited on the
printing bed line by line, building the first layer of the
planned object. After finishing the first layer, the
printing bed is lowered, and the next layer is printed
on top of it until the highest layer of the object is
finished (C. K. Chua, 2010). The materials used for
printing with the FDM technology are, e.g., ABS
(Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene), PLA (polylactic
acid) and several others with diverse physical and
chemical properties.

3.2 Indonesian Decorative Pattern
(Kawung Pattern)
Decorative variety is one form of art that is
very attached to the identity of the Indonesian nation.
Various kinds of decorations can be found in
Indonesia, whether in batik cloth, woven fabric,
songket, temple, and praying place. Types of
decoration are generally classified into 4 parts,
namely geometric, flora, fauna, and figurative.
Kawung motif is included in Indonesian geometric
Pattern. The following are the types of kawung
motives and their pattern elements: (Sarwono, 2005)
1.

Kawung Sari

2.

The main ornaments are oval-shaped
spheres, and on each part of the kawung pattern
are given a line that divides into two parts as if
they resemble the shape of a broken coffee fruit.
This kawung pattern is often also referred to as
Kawung Kopi.
Kawung Sekar Ageng

The main ornament in the form of four oval
spheres is made to resemble the shape of a
flower (flower), so this motif is called Kawung
Kembang.
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9.

Kawung Seling

The main ornament in the shape is almost
the same as the Flower Kawung, which is an oval
shape interspersed with flower shapes. But the size
and variation of the flowers are not the same and
made with striking color differences.

3.3

Fashion Product

Fashion is a vast and diverse industry
that offers products consumed by everyone. Products
used as a purpose to beautify themselves. Fashion
products themselves are included in tertiary needs
where objects do not have to be bought in a short time.
Some common types of fashion products are bags and
accessories.

4

METHOD

4.1

Observation

5

EXPERIMENTS

We conducted our experiments into three
categories: motive stylation experiments, motive
composition experiments, and experiments with rigid
3D printer techniques. In making 3D objects,
Autodesk Fusion 360 author use software. Then the
3D object file that has been exported into the STL file
format and imported software to make the printing
process settings. 3d printer machine used manifold
FDM with brand Anycubic I3 Mega 3D Printing. In
this experiment use PLA filaments due to engine
limitations. This printer's settings of 3D machine is a
temperature of 195 ° C and the printing bed
temperature to 50 ° C. The layer height was 0.2 mm.
Table 1: Stylation of Kawung Pattern.
Kawung Pattern

1.

or Kawung
Kopi

Observation methods are used to find out,
obtain, and collect data by visiting sources directly.
The results obtained are in the form of photos, video
recordings, notes, etc. To find out the types of
existing filament material characters, observations
were made by visiting and observing intensely the
research in the laboratory, ITS design, Kota
Surabaya, East Java.

4.2

Study of the Similar Product’s

Collecting data about similar products that
are already on the market (already available), is an
analysis process in designing. From this analysis
arises a variety of needs and problems, and then
developed again so that it can find solutions and needs
of existing problems. We find solutions and needs of
existing problems.

4.3

Analysis of Artifact

Identify users in assessing a fashion product
based on 3 elements, namely behavioral, visceral and
reflective to identify user decisions in buying an item,
habits of users in using goods, knowing the
impression of users of a product, knowing the tastes
of users in terms of appearance of a product

4.4

Design Development

Used to find ideas, solutions in the form of
images of bag and accessories products in two or
three dimensions along with their shape, operation
and size.
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Kawung Sari

2.

Kawung Pecis

Stylation

Application of 3D Printing Technology for Fashion Products with Kawung Pattern

Kawung Pattern

3.

Stylation

Kawung
Kembang

In this first experiment of rigid form there
were several forms which almost broke because the
thickness of the motif was still very thin, but in terms
of the overall results of the Kawung motif it was quite
good and neat. So that to apply this motif to the
product, the motif must have sufficient thickness.

Figure 3: Second trial of rigid 3D printing experiment.

For the second experimental process, which is
the experiment of composition of patterns, it is done
by combining the modules that have been distilled
beforehand.

In the second experiment of rigid form, the
overall results of the 3D kawung motif are quite good
and neat and can be used as recommendations to be
applied to the product.

Figure 4: Third trial of rigid 3D printing experiment.

Figure 1: Experiments pattern composition.

In the third experiment of rigid form, the
overall results of the 3D kawung motif are quite good
and neat and can be used as recommendations to be
applied to the product.

The third experimental process is a rigid 3D
printing technique. This experiment aims to
determine the extent to which the kawung pattern can
be explored in a rigid form so that it can be applied as
a structure to accessories and bags products

Figure 2: First trial of rigid 3D printing experiment.

Figure 5: Fourth trial of rigid 3D printing experiment.
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In the last experiment the overall results of the
3D kawung motif are quite good and neat.
Table 1: Experiments of 3D Printer Techniques with Rigid
Forms Comparative.

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Pattern

Photo of
experime
ntal
results
Result

There are
several
broken
shapes

The overall
results from
the 3D
kawung
motif are
quite good
and neat

The overall
results from
the 3D
kawung
motif are
quite good
and neat

The overall
results from
the 3D
kawung
motif are
quite good
and neat

After doing a few experiments, then I made a
comparison of the experiment like the table above. Of
the four rigid 3D printer techniques, the most
competent to be applied to bags and accessories are
the second, third, and fourth experiments.
The next stage after the experiment process,
applying the motif to the bag product with the type of
bag in the form of clutch and sling bag, then applying
the motif to the accessories product with the type of
accessories in the form of earrings and necklaces.
In the process of slicing a 3D printer on a bag
product using a 0.12 mm layer height, using tree
support because it can produce a neat design, using
Infill 75% because it produces a design that is not
easily broken, uses a melt filament temperature of
195 degrees Celsius, and uses a 100 mm speed
setting / s serves to adjust the speed of the 3D printer
while operating
In the process of slicing a 3D printer on
accessories products using a 0.1 mm layer height, not
using support because it can produce a neat design,
using infill 75% because it produces a design that is
not heavy, uses a 195 degree celsius melt
temperature and uses a speed setting of 30 mm/s
function to adjust the speed of the 3D printer when
operating.
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Figure 6: Final Product series 1.

Figure 7: Final Product series 2.

Figure 8: Final Product series 3.

Here are the final results of bags and accessories
making based on 3D Printing Technology.

Application of 3D Printing Technology for Fashion Products with Kawung Pattern

6

CONCLUSION

The use of PLA filament material with 3D
printer techniques can be applied to accessories and
bag products with the aim of introducing techniques
and providing alternative materials to the community.
In previous experiments it was found that Indonesian
decorative pattern that can be applied to 3D printer
techniques are Kawung's patterns because the form is
easily modified by 3D printing treatment in terms of
simple, geometric, and repetitive patterns. Kawung's
pattern experiment is quite interesting. But it requires
a detailed process because of the unusual use of
techniques and materials in the production process of
making bags and accessories. Then some treatment is
needed for the process of 3D printer slicing, and some
standardization so that the product has a selling value
that is equivalent to the materials and techniques that
are often used in the production of bags and
accessories.

52/2777769/233/2/perkembangan-busanafuturistik-dari-teknologi-ltigtprinterltigt-3d-diindustri-mode#picmp
Sarwono. (2005). Motif Kawung sebagai Simbolisme
Busana Para Abdi dalam Wayang Kulit Purwa
Gaya Surakarta. Harmonia: Jurnal pengetahuan
dan pemikiran seni.
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Abstract:

“Trapped” is a site-specific gamified audiovisual installation that aims to unify sonically the player and virtual
environment by implementing the sonic pathfinder method into the underlying concept and interactivity
process, so the player is no longer navigate only with his/her visual cognition but also through the auditory
perception that employed to determine the location of the enemy object. These involve the investigation of the
artistic and interactive elements of computer game using the three-dimensional game engine (unity3D) and
three-dimensional sound engine (google resonance audio) to create a virtual 3D environment of the gamified
audiovisual installation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Trapped is developed to investigate how the auditory
perception can be used as an alternative method for
the player in navigating the virtual 3D environment
within the context of the gamified audiovisual (GA)
installation. Although there already been a few
existed GA works that share similar interests, most of
them are in the forms of music composition and
performance, and nearly none have further
investigated or elaborated the sonic interactivities
(hearing) at the center of the artistic and creative
development.
Upon this notion, we made a 'revolutionary'
decision by presenting the enemy character through
the embodiment of the sonic objects that can only be
located by listening to its sound direction. To realize
this idea a 3D sound engine used to replicate the
spatial character of the real sonic environment so the
player will experience the spatial sound sensation that
travels in multi-direction in conjunction with the
random locations of the enemies within the virtual 3D
environment.
The environmental design is divided into three
different stages. Each level is created based upon the
“general” hearing capability since, in most of our
daily activities, the accuracy of the eye has
overshadowed the importance of the ear yet it is the
ear which is in constant vigil in monitoring our
environment (Hickson&Newton,1981). Gamification
concept, spatial sound, as well as the interactivity
concept of the computer game is discussed to

establish a solid foundation in exploring the sonic
element in correlation on how does the playerperceived it. However, the explanation of auditory
perception, methodology, and techniques, as well as
multimodal interactivity that fall under the context of
phycology and psychoacoustic, are beyond the scope
of this paper. Trapped is the first artistic outcome of
ongoing research that focuses on the gamified
audiovisual area, where the performative and musical
element will further investigated on the upcoming
research development.

2

RELATED WORKS

2.1 Putney “K” for Game-Audio
Ricardo Climent composed and designed interactive
media work Putney “K” for Game-Audio with the
underlying concept of the navigation of the
intersections between the real, the virtual and the
augmented through the medium of sound, aiming to
construct a new “extended reality” (Climent, 2014).
This concept was further developed as a
collaborative work that produced two outcomes: 1)
Putney K for live game audio and, 2) AR_VR_Putney
an interactive media composition. The classic virtual
synthesizer of 1969 VCS3 is created using a graphical
game engine and featured in both results. The concept
of sonic pathfinder is evolved in Putney K for live
game audio through incorporated of the live
performance of an original EMS VCS3 analog
synthesizer by played Mark Pilkington, and the
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virtual game-audio version played live by Climent.
AR_VR_Putney is an interactive media composition
that employed as the language and grammar for
extended realities; a term which explores augmented
with virtual reality through sound (Climent,
Pilkington and Mesárošová, 2016), which intended to
be presented alongside the original concert version in
the separate venue at the same event. AR_VR_Putney
created through collaboration with architect Alena
Mesárošová and visual artist Manuel Ferrer
Hernández.

2.2 GAPPP – Gamified Audiovisual
Performance and Performance Practice
Artistic based research leads by Marko Ciciliani that
aims to investigate the aesthetic and performative
effect of elements from computer games in the
context of audiovisual composition (Ciciliani, &
Luneburg, 2018) through series interviews of the
related works. Within this first phase of research, the
researcher is focused on the exploration of the game
element in the context of audiovisual composition and
their perception by the audience, in which the impact
of the game system on performers and how their
experience translates to an audience will be the
objective of the second phase.
At the time of this paper, Ciciliani had composed
three gamified audiovisual compositions as the
artistic outcomes of the research: 1)"Kilgore" for two
performers and a game system, 2) Atomic Etudes", a
game-based work for Monome and SuperCollider
and, 3) Tympanic Touch" by Marko Ciciliani, a
multisensory work for two performers and a game
system.

3

IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Narrative Concept
Regardless sophistication of VR and AR technology,
the multidimensional environment of computer game
and our physical world is a definite two dissimilar
reality; whatever happens to the player's avatar in
Gameworld, nothing harmful will occur to the player.
According to (Simon, 2004), when we compose a
narrative, especially a narrative based on memory, we
usually try to represent “how things came to be what
they are,” and the end is prefigured in the beginning.
Simon’s notion revealed the possibility of
empirical communication between the player and
computer game through the stimulation of a particular

memory, which certainly alongside with the cognitive
input of game controller in any forms.
Therefore, the narrative concept of trapped is
"sonic unification," i.e., to "unify" sonically the
player and the Gameworld by implementing the
auditory stimulation and sonic pathfinding at the
center of interactivity process.

3.2 Storyline Concept
The concept of paracusia or auditory hallucination is
employed to develop the narrative concept further,
which ultimately composed a storyline idea as
follows: ‘E’ is the main game character that suffers
from paracusia which incapable of distinguishing
between the real and imaginary sound.
She trapped inside an imaginary world (mazelike) that consist of three-game stages with a different
auditory obstacle (enemy) on each stage. To identify
the enemy location, she must listen to its sound
direction and colliding herself to the object to destroy
it, by doing that, she earns the rewards to get into the
next stage. The game-stages design and perceptual
appearance of the enemy have been adapted
according to the narrative concept and will be
discussed further on the next sections of the paper.

3.3 Perceptual Appearance of The Enemy
Object
In a general computer game, the enemy object is
presented through the commons antagonist character
that can visually be identified by the player. However,
due to the implementation of sonic pathfinding, the
common perception of space (visual) in a computer
game is no longer relevant with the narrative concept
of Trapped that mostly comprehended in the auditory
context. The notion to redefining the perceptual
appearance of the enemy object is required, in order
to initiate the perception-shifting from visual to the
auditory.
Therefore, the game enemy will no longer emerge
as the common antagonistic character (visual), but
instead through an embodiment of a sonic object that
emitting sounds to stimulate the episodic memory of
the player. This memory refers to collections of past
personal experiences that occurred at a particular time
and place which allow an individual to figuratively
travel back in time to remember the event that took
place at that particular time and place (Schacter,
Gilbert, Wegner, 2009, p. 185–6). However, due to
differences in hearing ability of each an individual,
we decided to not transforms the enemy appearance
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at once, but rather gradually in three phases according
to the three game-stages.

3.4

Environmental Design

In order to actualize the sonic unification concept, the
environmental design is splitting into the three main
stages that based on the game narrative and the player
hearing capability.
These stage divisions are comprehending as a
transition phase from the visual space perception of
our world into the Trapped' space perception that
dominated by auditory perception. The visual design
kept to a minimum but still engaging for the player,
below is the breakdown for each stage:

3.4.2 Second Stage
Once all enemies in the stage found, the player then
moves to Stage 2 (Orange). In this stage, the player
introduced to a maze-like interior. This type of
environment challenge player in memorizing rooms
and sound sources. The enemies in this stage have
little visual aid while still generating sound. There are
two areas connected with the bridge in this stage. The
first area consists of small rooms and a bit of window
for the player to re-orient their heading. The second
area is a bit wider but still feels claustrophobic. Player
need to listen carefully as the enemy might be on the
other side of the room.

Figure 3. Second stage.
Figure 1. The three game-stages.

3.4.1 First Stage
Stage 1 (Green coloured) concept is to introduce how
the game works through basic gameplay, therefore,
the jumping features are still disabled in order to
simplify interactivity control. The scene has both
narrow and comprehensive platform, including a
ramp for the player to traverse. The Objective in this
stage is to find several enemies that generate sound
by listening to its sound direction; the enemy in this
level is visible and easy to find as the transition phase
for the player as mentioned previously.

3.4.3 Third Stage
Connected by a small bridge, the last stage is a
combination of rooms and open area from the first
stage. The researcher toned down the maze-like area
from the stage 2 and reintroduce a larger, this time
with verticality for the player to explore. The enemies
in this stage is now invisible and player needs to rely
on their hearing in order to find them. The reward for
finishing this stage is where the player raised from the
last platform, uncovering the whole stage for them to
see.

Figure 4. Third stage.
Figure 2. First stage.
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3.5

Audio Components

The audio component is collections of sound that
employed to actualize the change of perception on the
enemy objects and interactive process from visual to
auditory perception. This component is categorized
into three different segments according to their
functionality as follows:

3.5.1 Enemy Sound
This component consists of fifteen different sounds
that will be emitting through fifteen different enemy
objects. The sound materials are created using the
results of field recording and the audio-mixing
process and categorized into two types of moods
based on the eight basic of human emotion proposed
by (Plutchik, 1997): 1) Joy—feeling happy,
happiness, gladness, and, 2) Sadness— feeling sad,
sorrow, grief. Next, we sorted out the human-related
activities or events that might be relevant or imply to
those moods, to define the kind of sound to use, as
follows:
•

Joy: laugh, birthday party, clapping, children
playing, singing, concert ambiance, and game
arena.

•

Sadness: cry, sobbing, war, demonstration,
riots, scream, yelling, and children' cry.

This component is a direct implication of the sonic
pathfinding and perception shifting, in which the
enemy is no longer presented in the visual domain.

3.5.2 Ambience
This component consists of the static sounds that
distributed evenly into the three-game stages — the
sound material created using the field recording
results without any mixing process. There is no
substantial interactivity role in its functionality,
beside implies the illusion of reality for the player.

beeps and clicks that acknowledge the player’s input
actions.
Trapped only use a single sound for this
component, i.e., the foot-step that corresponds to the
player's movement in 3D Gameworld. This feedback
component is like less required in conventional
interactive installation (non-Gamified), but they are
mandatory in gamified audiovisual installation.

3.6 Sonic Environment
3.6.1 Sound Formats
In general production of gamified audiovisual or
interactive audio works, there are two standard audio
formats that commonly in use. Two-dimensional (2D)
sounds are sounds that are consistently produced
through the speakers and have a specific level and
phase relationship, set by predetermined data. The
typical example of the 2D sound is audio CD and
Cassette as well as any regular media such as radio,
television or film. Three-dimensional (3D) sounds in
gamified context are sounds that placed in 3D
Gameworld that have volume attenuation based on
the distance from the listener, in which a 3D audio
engine governs the input and spatial parameters
(distance, direction, elevation, etc.).
Based on the environmental design that conceived
for the 3D environment, Trapped implement the highquality binaural rendering (third order-HRTF) to
render the audio components and adopting the firstperson perspective techniques to determine the player
position relevant to spatial location. This technique
places the game camera in the position of the player
as if they were in the world itself; the player looks
through the camera as if they were looking at the
world through their own eyes. All things in the world
will be relative to this perspective, and as such, the
audio must sound as it would if the player was
actually in the game world (Schütze, 2013).

3.6.2 Sound Engine
3.5.3 User Input Feedback
The third audio component perhaps is the most
relevant with the audience’s interaction in the game
world. It does not "really" belong to the narrative
concept but is necessary inclusion, due to its unique
function for the game mechanic. Schütze (2013)
states that experience has found that omission of these
audio feedback cues can lead to confusion or
discomfort on the part of the player. In the general
computer game, user feedback sounds are usually the

In the computer game, the audio engine is a
component that consists of algorithms related to the
loading, modifying, and output of sound through the
speaker system in both 2D or 3D format.
Google resonance audio (GRA) is a multiplatform
3D audio SDK that able to produces a realistic
experience for AR, VR, gaming, and video. It’s also
capable of replicating the similar characteristic of the
sonic environment like they occurred in the physical
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world as long as acoustic measurement data is
available.
GRA will automatically calculates the spatial
parameters such as Doppler, echo, and reverb
according to their spatial location within the 3D
Gameworld. GRA’s input should be in monophonic,
due to audio spatial positions is determined by the
spatial camera location in the game world, i.e.,
relative to the current camera view and active
perspective of the player.
The 3D sound engine only implemented on the game
enemy audio component to recreate the immersive
sonic environment of the real world so that the player
could sense the enemy sonically as it is on the
physical world. Though enemy objects are placed in
random, they are passively stationer at the given
coordinate and waiting to be found by the player.
Thus, the spatial parameter and binaural
experience are determined by the player position that
corresponds to the game camera. At the time of
development, GRA is the most practical solution for
sound spatialisation because it can be used directly
inside the unity3D and powerful enough to actualize
the spatial idea of Trapped.

3.6.3 Sonic Interaction
The latest generation of computer game technology
has offered a new form of interactivity that never been
achieved previously. Interactivity is an essential
element in the computer game that presents an
embodiment of the communication between the
player and the virtual environment.
Lievrouw & Livingstone (2002) states,
Interactivity can be defined into three interactivity
form of an emerging communication system: user-touser interactivity, user-to-documents interactivity,
and user- to-system interactivity.
Following the general design of trapped, that aims
to implement auditory perception at the centre of
interactivity process. Trapped interactivity can be
defined into two: 1) player-to-enemy interactivity
(hearing) and, 2) player-to-environment interactivity.
A noise cancelling headphone is used to listen to the
enemy sound, whereas the 360 Xbox controller
employed to interact with the game environment
through a mapping value from the player's movement
as follows: 1) left thumbstick—directions, 2) right
thumbstick— camera rotation and, 3) left trigger—
jump. These interactivities occur on the three-game
stages and based on the narrative concept of
environmental design, as explained previously. The
term of Gamified Sonic Interaction (GSI) is used to
define the player's interactivity on Trapped. The word
of gamified is derived from Gamification concept
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which according (Robson et al., 2015) defined as a set
of activities and processes to solve problems by using
or applying the characteristics of game elements.
Therefore, GSI is a multisensory interaction based on
game design elements, where in this context is the
Trapped’ narrative concept.

4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses the concept and technical
approaches behind the creation of "Trapped" that
focuses on the sonic interactivity between the player
and the game-enemy. Trapped offers not only the
immersive audiovisual but also storytelling narrative
that constructs multisensory interaction that
manifests perceptual, cognitive, and psychological
experiences within the virtual 3D environment.
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Abstract:

Vocal Class Method is one of the courses in the Music Education Study Program of the Faculty of Performing
Arts, ISI Yogyakarta, as a sign of the study program that must be taken by all students. The learning of vocal
class method is given in theory about how to sing with good and correct vocal techniques. Furthermore, the
practice of singing is given as the application of vocal technique theory. This discussion focuses on the
application of "Sibelius" software as an alternative musical accompaniment in the Vocal Class Method
learning. The method used in this study was the Class Action Research method by utilizing qualitative data.
The results obtained were the learning process carried out gradually, preceded by an understanding of the
singing methods theory, and then continued by the practice of singing with the accompaniment of Sibelius
software. This is more effective and the teacher can focus more on controlling students in the application of
singing practices.

1

INTRODUCTION

Education is a learning both in terms of knowledge
and skills, which are usually carried out for
generations from generation to generation through
teaching or training. Learning is a teaching and
learning process showing interaction between
educators and students, which is carried out
consciously to achieve certain goals according to the
target of an educational institution (Zamroni,
2000:29). Qualified learning depends on the
motivation of students and the creativity of educators
in the learning process. Good learning is supported by
smart facilities and the creativity of educators. This
will make students easier to reach the learning target.
In addition, in order to get sucessful education, of
course, it requires a learning that is qualified and
always follows the developments of the time by
paying attention to the advancement of technology.

Zamroni states that the quality of education will
succeed well when the teaching and learning process
is improved. Success or failure of a learning process
is certainly influenced by various factors, both from
internal factors, namely from individuals, as well as
external factors that are outside of the individual
(Slameto, 2003: 54).
In this era of globalization, the rapid
technological development certainly affects the
education process, especially in terms of learning.
With the development of increasingly advanced
technology, human resources are required to be able
to improve their abilities and skills in the field of
technology. Technology and education are two things
that are related to each other and cannot be separated.
Technology in education includes all the tools or
facilities used in the educational process carried out,
including computer network systems. The application
of technology in the learning process certainly
provides very significant changes and provides
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alternative solutions, if obstacles are encountered in
the learning process. This also occurs in the learning
process in the Vocal Class Method course.
The learning process of the Vocal Class Method
in the practice of singing material as an application of
the theory of vocal techniques for students, totalling
to 65, requires a musical accompaniment. In fact, the
number of students taking these course does not allow
the practice of singing with accompaniment directly.
It is not only practiced once or twice, but it must be
done repeatedly until the students really understand.
In this regard, if the learning process in singing
practice is done directly with accompaniment, it will
require a long period of time and make the instructor
tired quickly. In addition, the teacher must also pay
attention and check the truth of the students in
applying the practice of vocal techniques in singing.
With the problems faced, in order to overcome this,
an alternative solution is needed by utilizing
computer technology media with the Sibelius
software to help the singing practice learning process
in the Vocal Class Method course.
Sibelius is a software program that is used
specifically to write musical notations in the form of
beam notation. In general, this program is used in
composing or editing classical music, jazz, pop,
bands, and vocals. Sibelius can also be used to edit
scores and play the results of the song before printing.
In addition, beam notation can also be written without
typing but by playing the piano or guitar contained in
the program. Some types of music that can be heard
through Sibelius's compositions include string
instruments, wooden blowers, brass, percussion,
guitar, piano, vocals, and others. This version of
Sibelius software program started from Sibelius 1.
Now, it comes up with Sibelius 7 version. Therefore,
piano accompaniment notation in a song can also be
written with the Sibelius program and can be played
to accompany the song. In connection with these
problems, it is interesting to study and study more
deeply in a study entitled "The Application of
Sibelius Software in Learning Vocal Class Method at
Music Education Study Program in Performing Arts
Faculty, ISI".

2

METHODOLOGY

This study used the Classroom Action Research
method by using qualitative data. Class Action
Research (Classroom Action Research) is an activity
carried out to observe events in the classroom to
improve the practice in the learning process to be

more qualified, so that learning outcomes are better
(Bahri 2012: 8). In qualitative research, a researcher
is required to be able to explain all the trusted parts of
the information source he knows and does not cause
contradictions with the interpretations presented
(Soedarsono, 1999).
This research can be carried out chronologically
through several stages, namely field studies
(observation), literature studies, and data analysis.
Field study research is conducted to obtain data about
the object under study through observation,
interviews by asking questions to informants or
informants, and recording (Moleong, 1999). The
observation was conducted at the time of the learning
process in the course of the Vocal Class Method
directly. Furthermore, to obtain data that could not be
done through observation, direct interviews were
conducted with students who took the course. Then,
to support the interests in the discussion of this
research, an audio visual recording and photography
were carried out during the teaching and learning
activities. Data that have been collected from the
results of field studies and literature were then
analyzed qualitatively. The data were grouped
according to the problems faced and arranged in
certain categories to refer to the subject matter that
has been determined in the study.

3
3.1

DISCUSSION
Learning Process of Vocal Class
Methods

The subject of the vocal class method in the
Education Study Program in the Faculty of
Performing Arts ISI Yogyakarta is embedded in the
curriculum in the fourth semester. But in general,
every semester all students who take these courses are
65 students consisting of the fourth semester and the
second semester students. In this regard, a learning
strategy is needed to help and facilitate the learning
process.
The learning process is a process that contains
a series of activities ranging from plan,
implementation, to assessment. Therefore, the
learning process of the vocal class method in the
Music Education Study Program begins with the
planning of making a lecture contract and Semester
Learning Plan (Rencana Pembelajaran Semester/
hereinafter referred to as RPS). After making a plan,
carry out the learning process according to the
program plan prepared. Besides carrying out the
learning process, evaluation of learning outcomes is
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also carried out through assessment in the form of
theory (knowledge) and practice (skills).
The learning process of the vocal class method
in the Education Study Program of the Music Faculty
of the Performing Arts of ISI Yogyakarta is
conducted through several stages. This is because the
subject matter is given in theory and practice. The
theoretical lecture material is given about the steps
and basic techniques of singing well and correctly,
and students are expected to be able to actualize it. In
accordance with RPS, this course is allocated for 16
meetings with 2 hours of lectures which are 50
minutes per lecture. Therefore, one meeting requires
2 hours of lectures which is 100 minutes.
Stages in the course learning process of even
semester vocal class method in Music Education
Study Program begins with the method of learning
vocal techniques including classical, group, and
individual. Then, the students are given the theory of
basic techniques to sing well and correctly. The steps
for basic singing techniques are as follows,

3.1.1 Breathing
Breathing here includes the types of breathing
including shoulder breathing (claviculair), chest
breathing (costal), breathing of the abdomen
(abdominal) and breathing between the septum of the
chest cavity and the body cavity called the diaphragm
(Rahardjo, 1990). The fourth most correct respiration
for singing is diaphragmatic breathing. The process
of diaphragmatic breathing exercises begins to
breathe air through nose and mouth with 8 counts,
then the breath is held by 4 counts, exhale through 8
counts and hold by 4 counts. Carry out repeatedly.

3.1.2 Sound Formation
This sound formation is done by enlarging the
resonance space by sounding "ma me mi mo you" in
tone 5 (sol), and by sounding "Ko ko ko" on tones 1
2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 (do the fa sol fa mi re do), in addition
to strengthening the walls of resonance (Marquart,
2005). All of which are carried out repeatedly by
continuously raising the half pitch, for example,
beginning with the basic note "C", then going up
"Cis", and going up again "D" and so on according to
the ability of sound ambitus possessed. As an
example of notation for resonance cavity training,
enlarging the resonant cavity, and strengthening the
resonant cavity wall can be seen in the following
notation.
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Notasi 1: Latihan memperbesar rongga resonansi

Notasi 2: Latihan memperkuat rongga resonansi

Exercises to train feeling the resonance cavity
can be done by sounding "Mm", "Nn" and "ng" on
tones or solmization 1 2 3 4 5 3 2 1 (do this fa sol fa
mi do) . The way to sound "Mm", put the upper and
lower lips freely, relax, do not stiffen the upper and
lower teeth open, to produce good resonance. Then,
to sound "Nn", the mouth is slightly open, place the
tip of the tongue behind the upper root of the tooth
without tension and the upper lower teeth are spaced
out. Feel it to produce good resonance. Likewise to
sing "Ng", the mouth opens slightly, the position of
the tongue is flat and is more directed at the resonance
of the nose. Here's the notation for resonance training.

Notasi 3: Latihan rongga resonansi

3.1.3 Vibration
Vibration is a smooth wave or sound vibration that
occurs due to the breath coming out of the human
vocal cords. Then, the material about the sound
source of the human vocal cords has a different
register of sounds or range of tones, including chest
registers for low notes, throat registers for moderate
notes and head registers for high notes. Apart from
sounds register, there are different types of sounds
according to the high and low tones of each male and
female. The human voice has its own sound color or
characteristics both male and female, such as
Dramatic, Lyrical, and Coloratura (Bel Canto, 2003).
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3.1.4 Articulation
Articulation is the correct pronunciation or
pronunciation of vowels and consonants,
demonstrating the correct vowel formation exercise
"a, e, i, o, u". In pronouncing the "a" vowel, the mouth
must be opened more or less as wide as we yawn or
we can put three fingers in our mouth, the tip of the
tongue slightly pulled back against the root of the
lower teeth, and the surface of the tongue flat. To
pronounce the "e" vowel, the mouth is opened smaller
than the pronunciation of the vowel "a", except that it
is stretched to the left and right, the lip attitude is like
someone laughing, the position of the tongue
sideways and slightly pulled up. To pronounce the
vowel "i", the shape of the mouth is almost the same
as the pronunciation of the vowel "e", except that the
upper and lower lips are rather tightened like a smile.
To pronounce the vowel "o", the mouth is opened
slightly wide and both lips are rounded and the tongue
is pulled inward. The lips form a "trumpet" of the
lower jaw, the tip of the tongue is located at the root
of the lower teeth and the back, the tongue is flat and
relaxed. To pronounce the vowel "u", the mouth is
opened smaller, the shape of the lips and the position
of the tongue are the same as in "o" except that the
back tongue is rounded up slightly (Katamsi, 2011).
How to practice articulation or pronunciation
in vowels a, e, i, o, u, to form the correct mouth
position can be done by sounding long tones
beginning with tone 1 (do) or "C" or tone 3 ( mi) or
"E", then it can be done by increasing the ½ tone
continuously. Here's an example of a long notation for
practicing articulation in vowels.

Notasi 4: Latihan huruf vokal a,e,i,o,u dengan notasi
panjang

In addition, it can be
three tones or
solmization 1 3 5 1 5 3 1 (do mi sol do sol mi do) with
arpeggio. This is done repeatedly by raising the half
pitch continuously, for example beginning with the
basic note "C", then going up "Cis", and going up
again "D" so on according to the ability of the sound
ambitus possessed (Okatara, 2011). The following is
an example of a notation for practicing articulation in
vowels.

Notasi 5: Latihan huruf vokal a,e,i,o,u dengan
trinada

3.1.5 Hyphenation,
Expression.

Interpretation,

and

Hyphenation of the sentence must pay attention to the
structure of the sentence, either sentence language or
musical sentence. By paying attention to the sentence
of language, it is necessary to study the meaning of
the poem, poet, history, and background of the poem.
Likewise in sentences, music needs to pay attention
to punctuation in music and signs of legato or signs
of break (silence). However, many composers make
a phrase in a musical sentence that does not match the
phrase in the sentence of language (, 1972). This is
because the composer wants to give certain nuances.
Singing a song by a singer is required to be able to
interpret or convey a message from the composer. In
addition, in singing a song, an expression is needed as
an expression of the meaning of the song delivered.
After the theory is completed, then the
students actualize and implement the theory of basic
techniques of singing in the practice of singing, on
songs whose intervals are rather difficult. In this case,
take the Indonesian seriosa song entitled "Wanita",
and "Cempaka Kuning" because this song has a
difficult interval or pitch. The learning process in the
practice of singing begins with reading the notes
together, then the lyrics, and singing by implementing
the correct basic singing techniques, such as
diaphragmatic breathing, clear pronunciation or
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articulation, correct placement of the resonance
cavity.

3.2 The Application of "Sibelius" Software
and Effectiveness in Course Learning of
Vocal Class Method
The Application of Sibelius Software in the learning
of vocal class method course was done during
singing practice learning. This "Sibelius" software
serves to accompany the song that will be delivered.
The practice of singing in learning was done as an
implementation of the theoretical lecture material that
has been given. This singing practice was followed by
65 students who took the course, which was done in
a classical and group manner. The practice of singing
was given in the last six meetings, namely the tenth
to fifteenth meeting.
The process in the application of Sibelius
Software in subject learning vocal class method
begins by writing piano notations from parts of the
songs "Wanita" and "Cempaka Kuning" with the
Sibelius Software. After completing writing the part,
it was then used as "Midi" as a companion that can be
raised and lowered the tone as desired. The
application of Sibelius Software as a song
accompaniment can simplify the learning process.
Moreover, the teachers focus more in observing and
controlling students who are practicing singing. The
examples of writing introduction part of the songs
entitled "Wanita" and "Cempaka Kuning" in Sibelius
Software are as follows.

Notasi 6: Introduksi lagu “Wanita” dalam Software
“Sibelius”.

Notasi 7: Introduksi lagu “Cempaka Kuning” dalam
Software “Sibelius”.

Singing practice with the accompaniment of
Sibelius software is very helpful and more effective,
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compared to direct piano accompaniment. Yet all of
them have advantages and disadvantages of each. The
advantage of singing with accompaniment of
Sibelius software is the teachers find it easier and
focus on observing students, while the disadvantage
is that students must follow the accompaniment and
it is less free in expressing a song. Unlike singing with
piano accompaniment, students are more free to
express themselves, because the accompanists follow
the singer. With a number of 65 students taking
classes in the vocal class method, if accompanied
directly it would be tiring for the accompanists and
teachers to be less able to focus on students who
practice singing.
The impacts of the use of Sibelius Software in
the learning process of the vocal class method on the
practice of singing are students have more control
over the correct mistakes in implementing singing
techniques. In addition, the accompaniment of
Sibelius Software can help students learn to sing
independently, both at home and on campus.
Therefore, the application of Sibelius Software for
writing piano accompaniment notation is more
effective and efficient in the course learning process
of vocal class method with a total of 65 students.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the explanation of the results achieved, it
can be concluded that the learning process of the
vocal class methods in Music Education Study
Program can be done through several stages. The
learning process of the vocal class method course
begins with planning to make a lecture contract and
RPS (Semester Learning Plan). Then carry out the
learning process according to the prepared program
plan. Furthermore, evaluation of learning outcomes is
carried out through assessment both in the form of
theory and practice. The course learning process of
vocal class method is given material theoretically
about the steps and basic techniques of singing well
and correctly. The basic techniques of singing are
how to produce sounds such as the use of breathing,
the use of resonance, the correct pronunciation of
articulation and at the same time actualizing it. This
course is given for 16 meetings with material theory
and practice of singing.
The application of Sibelius software in singing
practice learning in the vocal class method is used to
accompany the songs "Wanita" and "Cempaka
Kuning". The application of Sibelius Software as a
song accompaniment can simplify the learning
process. In addition, the teachers have more focus in
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observing and controlling students who are practicing
singing. Although students are less free to express
themselves in singing, this media is more effective
and efficient.
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Abstract:

The era of industrial revolution 4.0 which was marked by digitalization in almost all lines of human life
demands the availability of supporting physical facilities and infrastructure. BTS tower (Base Transceiver
Station) is one of the important components to accommodate digital activities in the industrial era 4.0. The
problem that arises is that there are still negative perceptions from several parties in the community. They
assume that the existence of BTS towers in their area has a negative impact on them such as bothering
environmental aesthetics, causing health problems, and bringing insecurity. Even though they are unaware,
the main users of this facility are actually the community itself. This condition raises challenges for creating
telecommunications tower design innovations that are better able to adapt to the environment. Camouflage
Tower BTS is a term for BTS towers that are designed to be able to adjust to their environment through
their ability to camouflage. The five design criteria formulated by Jayadi and Prasetya, namely friendly,
proportional, safe, redesignable, and thematic, and in accordance with the zone of the urban area where the
tower was built and used as the BTS tower camouflage design following the criteria. The research was
conducted in the city of Yogyakarta using the 6-stage design development method from Ulrich and
Eppinger. The result is five selected designs that meet the specified technical requirements and the design
criteria.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the present era, which is called the industrial
revolution era 4.0, there is a belief that the more the
population of a region, the more the number of
cellular telephone network needs. Such conditions
occur in cities in almost all countries in the world,
including Indonesia. The era of industrial revolution
4.0 has a digitizing feature on all fronts (Schwab,
2017). The industrial revolution which began with
the use of steam engines in the 18th century
(Industrial Revolution 1.0) reached its peak today
with the birth of digital technology that had a
massive impact on human life throughout the world.
The latest industrial revolution or fourth generation
encourages automation systems in all processes of
human activity. The increasingly massive internet
technology not only connects millions of people
around the world but also has become the basis for
online trade and transportation transactions
(Rosyadi, 2018). To face the industrial revolution
4.0, the Ministry of Industry of the Republic of
Indonesia has launched the initiative "Making

Indonesia 4.0." The initiative was declared to
implement the strategy and Roadmap 4.0 (Industrial
Revolution 4.0/ 4IR) in Indonesia (Kementerian
Perindustrian Republik Indonesia, 2018; Soesatyo,
2018). Through the Indonesian Ministry of Industry,
Indonesia will encourage 10 national priorities in the
initiative "Making Indonesia 4.0", namely (Ministry
of Industry of the Republic of Indonesia, 2018),
1. Improved flow of goods and materials
2. Redesign of industrial zones
3. Accommodating sustainability standards
4. Empowering MSMEs
5. Building a national digital infrastructure
6. Attract foreign investment
7. Improving the quality of human resources
8. Development of an innovation ecosystem
9. Incentives for technology investment
10. Harmonization of rules and policies
One of the national priorities mentioned above is
building national digital infrastructure. Specifically,
the Ministry of Industry of the Republic of Indonesia
states that Indonesia will accelerate the development
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of digital infrastructure which includes high speed
internet, and digital capabilities in an effort to
support the Making Indonesia 4.0 Road Map. The
infrastructure development will involve investment
cooperation between the government, the public and
the private sector in the field of digital technology
such as cloud, data center, security management, and
broadband infrastructure.
Indonesia itself, as reported by APJII
(Association of Indonesian Internet Service
Providers), internet users in 2017 have reached
143.26 million people, equivalent to 54.7% of the
total population of the Indonesian people (APJII,
2018b). This number shows an increase from the
previous year (132.7 million people). The latest data
shows that the number of internet users in Indonesia
in 2018 has reached 171.18 million or 64.8% of
Indonesia's total population of 264.16 million
(Kusnandar, 2019). Most internet users in Indonesia
are dominated by people in Java (55%), followed by
Sumatra (21%), Kalimantan (9%), and the rest
Sulawesi, Maluku and Papua (10%), as well as Bali
and Nusa Tenggara ( 5%).
Therefore, in the millennial era marked by the
4.0 industrial revolution characterized by
digitalization on all lines, internet service providers
were required to improve the quality of their
services, including the scope of their operations. Not
only are ISPs (Internet Service Providers) preparing
themselves to improve their service infrastructure,
but also cellular mobile telecommunications
operators as mobile internet providers. Cellular
telecommunications operators operating in Indonesia
have 5, namely Telkomsel, XL Axiata, Indosat,
Three, and Smartfren (Ariansyah, 2014). The five
operators, based on a survey of the Emarketer
Digital Marketing Research Institute, are expected to
serve more than 100 million active smartphone users
in 2018 (Rahmayani, 2015). Keep in mind,
smartphones are the most widely used devices when
accessing the internet beside a computer / laptop. Its
use is also spread to several areas as follows, in
urban areas smartphone ownership reaches 70.96%,
rural urban (45.42%), and rural (42.06%). The use of
computers themselves tends to be stagnant, namely
urban area (31.55%), rural urban (23.42%), and rural
(23.83) (APJII, 2018a). With the description of these
conditions, Indonesia is projected to rank fourth in
the world with the largest active smartphone users in
the world, under China, India and US.
Yogyakarta city, which is a heterogeneous
community, is also not expected to be much
different in circumstances related to cell phone use.
The need for cellular communication networks in the

city which can be said as a representation of
Indonesia's diversity is increasing from year to year.
To improve service quality and coverage of cellular
network areas, cellular operators such as Telkomsel,
XL Axiata, Indosat, Three, and Smartfren, build
more telecommunications towers (BTS / Base
Transceiver Station towers) in certain locations in
the city. The location of the tower placement must
be in accordance with business interests that are in
line with the regulatory aspects (Fauzi, 2014;
Widyatmoko & Mauludiyanto, 2015). But the
problem arises when one operator and another
operator points to the same area to set up a tower.
The existence of several towers in an area will
certainly damage the environment visually, and
potentially lead to rejection from the community
(Hidayah, 2015; Zam/din, 2014). Even according to
a research, the existence of 1 telecommunications
tower (BTS tower) alone has the potential to disrupt
the environment in terms of beauty (Nagle, 2012).
The solution to this problem is usually to use 1
tower that can be used together. The solution will be
even better if there is a treatment for the tower itself.
The intended treatment is to give a different visual
appearance to the tower. The visual appearance is
usually applied to monopole type towers (1 pole)
which are then referred to as camouflage towers.
To suit the city of Yogyakarta which has a
variety of nicknames, from city students, city
tourism, cities of struggle, cities of culture, cities of
artists, to cities that are warm, it is necessary to
design a visual form of camouflage BTS towers that
are in harmony with the environmental conditions in
the area . Some designs have been obtained with a
visual form of taking inspiration and philosophy of
the local community, by applying the criteria that
have been formulated in previous research, namely
friendly design, proportional, safe, redesign, and
thematic (Jayadi & Prasetya, 2017), and in
accordance with the zone where the tower was built
(Jayadi & Prasetya, 2018).

2
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Camouflage Tower

Why is it called a camouflage tower? So called
because the tower design is able to disguise its
existence in the middle of the environment where
the tower was erected. Camouflage was originally
known as one of the techniques to defend animals in
the face of threats. Camouflage is the deployment of
all abilities involving colour, lighting, or materials to
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hide themselves so that they are not detected by their
opponents. Basically there are 2 types of
camouflage, namely cryptic and mimesis. Cryptic
makes animals or objects difficult to see. Cryptic is
the ability of animals to avoid observation or
detection by other animals. Cryptic can also involve
olfaction
(with
pheromones),
or
hearing
concealment. Visual cryptic can be achieved in
various ways, such as living underground or only
active at night, and with various other camouflage
methods (Forbes, 2009). Changing the colour of its
body to the colour of the surrounding environment is
included in this visual cryptic. Some animals, such
as chameleons and octopuses, are able to actively
change their skin pattern and colour, both for
camouflage and for signalling.
Mimesis is changing animals or things into
something else. In mimesis (also called
masquerade), objects that are disguised look like
something that is not attractive to observers (Gullan
& Cranston, 2014). Some insects have the ability to
change themselves to resemble leaves or tree
branches so as to avoid them from threats
originating from their surroundings. Observer or his
opponents are not aware of its existence because
both the colour and shape are similar to the
environment in which they are located.
In its development, camouflage has become a
more general terminology. Camouflage strategies
are then used in the military field. In warfare, the
ability to hide is one of the keys to victory. Its
existence which is difficult to detect by an opponent
makes a group of troops can attack suddenly without
being noticed by the opposing army. Army uniforms
with unique motifs are one form of their efforts to
camouflage themselves. Or heavy weapons such as
tanks that are designed to resemble unarmed
transport trucks become camouflage strategies.
In other fields, such as communication
construction, it is known as the BTS (Base
Transceiver Station) camouflage tower. BTS tower
is one type of telecommunication tower, which is a
special building that functions as a supporting
facility for placing telecommunications equipment
whose design or form of construction is adapted to
the needs of telecommunications (Kementerian
Keuangan Republik Indonesia, 2017). In general, the
BTS camouflage tower has a shape and colour that
resembles a tree.
Based on the shape and construction, BTS towers
are divided into 3, namely Self-Supporting fourlegged Tower, Self-Supporting three-legged Tower,
and Monopole Tower (single leg). In general, BTS
towers designed to be disguised are monopole
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(single-legged) types. The Indonesian Ministry of
Finance, in this case the Director General of State
Wealth, in its Decree numbering 378 / KN / 2017
concerning Technical Guidelines for Building
Evaluation of Telecommunication and / or
Broadcasting towers distinguishes the meaning of
monopole tower and camouflage tower (minaret).
The decree defines monopole tower as one type of
tower in the form of a single pile or has only one leg
using steel plate forming a profile of a large round or
polygon pipe and having a top diameter tends to be
tapered and erected on land (Greenfield). The height
of monopole ranges from 20 to 40 meters.

Figure 1 : The camouflaged BTS tower becomes a tree
(left) and street lights (right). Source: (Jayadi & Prasetya,
2018)

Whereas Camouflage or Minaret towers are not
much
different
from
other
types
of
Telecommunication towers and / or Broadcasting,
but use certain materials to disguise the devices
installed on the tower itself, so that they are aesthetic
and more environmentally friendly. The naked eye is
no longer like an antenna and a tower, because its
placement tends to be adapted to the design or
camouflaged with the place where the tower is
erected, camouflage examples resemble trees, water
towers, or towers of houses of worship
(Kementerian Keuangan Republik Indonesia, 2017).
With a variety of considerations, this paper is more
directed towards the study on the monopole shaped
BTS camouflage tower.

2.2

Urban Zoning

Definition of zones in Yogyakarta City Regulation
Number 1 of 2015 concerning Spatial Planning and
Zoning Regulations of Yogyakarta City Year 20152035 are areas or areas that have specific functions
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and characteristics (article 1 paragraph 35). The
urban zone is divided into 2, namely the protected
zone and the cultivation zone. A protected zone is an
area within a part of an urban area that is defined by
the main function of environmental preservation
which includes natural resources and artificial
resources.

Heritage

Middle density housing

Industry

High density housing

The Zoo

City forest/garden

Tourism

Health facilities

Business

Sport facilities

Office

Education facilities

Green open space

Transportation facilities
River border

Figure 2 : Zoning of the Keraton and its surrounding areas
(above) and the Malioboro and surrounding areas (below).

Included in the protected zone are the Cultural
Heritage Zone (SC), the city's Green Open Space
Zone (RTH); and Local Protection Zone (PS).
Whereas the Cultivation Zone is an area within a
part of an urban area that is defined by the main
function for cultivation activities on the basis of the
conditions and potential of natural resources, human
resources, and artificial resources.
Without ignoring the significance of other zones,
this paper will only raise the themes of the BTS
Tower camouflage design in the Cultural Heritage
Zone. The consideration of determining this zone is
inseparable from the predicate of the City of
Yogyakarta which has many buildings and heritage
areas. The Regional Regulation of Yogyakarta City
Number 1 of 2015 concerning Spatial Detail Plans
and Zoning Regulations of the City of Yogyakarta
Year 2015-2035 states that the Cultural Heritage
Zone is set no less than 66 Ha spread across 7
regions. The area or subzone is located in Kota Gede
(8 Ha), Vredeburg Fort area (7.5 Ha), Gedung
Agung Presidential Palace complex (6 Ha), Great
Kauman Mosque (1.5 Ha), Yogyakarta Palace
complex (28.5 Ha), Tamansari area (10 Ha), and
Puro Pakualaman complex (4.5 Ha). The distribution
of these sub-zones is also known as a tourism area
which is the main destination for tourists visiting the
city of Yogyakarta.
The method used at the beginning of the study is
qualitative-explorative (Creswell, 2014; Groat &
Wang, 2002). FGD (Focus Group Discussion) is
used as a method of collecting data. The study
resulted in the formulation of 5 design criteria or
specifications of the BTS camouflage tower design
based on public opinion. Furthermore, in the second
stage, the method used is the design method from
Ulrich and Eppinger, namely planning, concept
development, system-level design, detailed design,
testing and refinement, and production ramp-up
(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).

3

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Every design always starts with planning or
planning. This phase occurs before project approval
and the actual product development process are
launched. Therefore, this phase is often referred to
as "zero phase". At this stage, an identification of
some of the things needed to start the design is
carried out, such as an effective design
implementation
strategy
and
methods
of
achievement. At this initial stage, the design brief
formulation is obtained through the mechanism of
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the designer team's internal discussion. The agreed
formula is "designing the camouflage design of BTS
tower that is suitable with the environment within
the Yogyakarta City heritage zone".
In the next stage, Concept Development, which
is the concept development phase, the target market
needs are carefully identified, alternative product
concepts are generated and evaluated, and one or
more concepts are selected for further development
and testing. The concept is a description of the
shape, function, and features of the product and is
usually accompanied by a set of specifications,
competitive product analysis, and economic
justification of the project. Because the BTS
camouflage tower is included in the infra-structure
category that is public in nature, the design goals are
clearly identified as a broad community, without
exception. This means that its existence is visually
accessible to everyone in the environment where the
BTS camouflage tower is located. This stage also
identifies the icons of Yogyakarta City which have
the potential to be excavated and used as inspiration
for the BTS tower camouflage design. Data
transcript of Focus Group Discussion about
Yogyakarta City icons involving 7 participants was
categorized and analyzed as shown in the Table 1.
Table 1 : Analysis of FGD Data
Kategori
Physical
Building

Ikon
Tugu Jogja

Detil ikon

Keraton
Yogyakarta

Pendopo, Gapura/gate,
ornamentation,
Keraton fort, Kandang
Menjangan,
Tamansari, Great
Mosque
Vredeburg fort, façade
of Tugu Train Station,
façade of central post
office, and BNI
building

Heritage
building

Unique
clothes
Vehicle
Activity
Weapons
Culinary
Figures
Performance
art
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Malioboro street
lamp
Traditional
Clothing
Uniform of
Keraton soldier
Andong, becak
Membatik
Keris, tombak
Gudeg, kipo,
bakpia
Abdi dalem,
Keraton soldier,
The bride,
Keraton dance,
wayang,
gamelan

Figure 3 : Some alternative designs for camouflage BTS
towers

The next step is to make design sketches based
on the analysis table. Twenty alternative design
sketches were produced at this stage (Fig 3 and 4).
All of them refer to the analysis table as the basis for
design inspiration. Of the 20 alternatives, 4 designs
were taken that had high scores in the analysis of
design selection with certain criteria. The stage
design system (System-level design phase) briefly
includes the definition of product architecture
camouflage the BTS tower as a whole and breaks it
down into small parts per component. Technical
specifications and assembly procedures for these
components need to be determined.

Surjan, blangkon, iket,
jarik, lurik
Topi, ageman,
Canting, wajan, anglo

Figure 4 : The other alternative designs for camouflage
BTS towers

The next stage is detail design. This detailed
design phase provides detailed and complete
information about the material, size, geometric
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shape, and about the suppliers of each product
component. The output of this phase is a complete
and detailed technical drawing that contains all
important information as a basis for the fabrication
and product assembly process. In addition to the
design criteria that must be met, the main source of
inspiration of the design is of course that is in
harmony with the characteristics of the Yogyakarta
region. The inspiration was then poured into 4
selected designs, namely the camouflage design of
the Palace Gate, Malioboro Lamp, Canting Batik,
and Tugu Jogja.

3.1

design inspirations. The Malioboro street section
whose form is familiar both for local and foreign
tourists is street lights. The design is quite simple,
which is embodied in a sturdy pillar with vines. The
dominant color is the palace's distinctive diatonic
color, which is a combination of green with a yellow
combing accent. The shape is unique and distinctive
and is technically congruent with the shape of the
tower. Such a form will better harmonize
camouflage design with its environment. This design
adds another function to the BTS tower, namely as
street lighting (Fig 6).

Palace Gate Camouflage Design

This design is based on the existence of the
Yogyakarta Palace as a cultural centre, with its
iconic building form. The building that was used as
inspiration for camouflage design is the Palace Gate,
which is a building that has access in and out
between parts of the palace. The main part quoted as
an inspiration for camouflage design is the bottom or
the so-called umpak, which above is decorated with
flower ornaments with the dominant colour typical
of the Yogyakarta Palace building, which is green
with yellow combs. The top of the design then
adjusts to the shape of the camouflage tower (Fig 5).

Figure 6 : Malioboro Lamp Camouflage Design

3.3

Figure 5 : Palace Gate Camouflage Design

3.2

Malioboro Lamp Camouflage
Design

Malioboro as a crowd center which is also a tourist
center in Yogyakarta offers a variety of interesting

Canthing Batik Camouflage Design

Canthing as referred to in various references to batik
is a tool used to move night fluids to make batik.
Tonight is a naturally produced liquid wax. The
parts that are in canthing are: (1) Nyamplung, which
is a liquid wax pool or commonly called 'malam',
which is made of copper; (2) Cucuk, which is the tip
of nyamplung where the liquid is released at malam;
and (3) The handle (canthing stalk which is usually
made of bamboo or wood). There are several types
of canthing according to their uses.
The function of canthing as a tool for batik
makes it very closely related to Javanese or
Yogyakarta culture in particular. Batik itself is a
cultural product that is well known not only in
Indonesia but also the world. At present people don't
only wear batik, but more and more also want to
understand the manufacturing process. Some tourist
locations have even opened opportunities for visitors
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to witness the batik process or at the same time take
part in batik classes. In addition to the functions of
canthing as mentioned above, the typical form of
canthing is seen as quite familiar to the public. The
community will easily associate it with batik craft.
The canthing form is also considered technically
feasible if applied to camouflage tower designs (Fig
7).

and replaced it with De Witte Paal (White Paal
Monument) in 1889 in its present form. Even though
the philosophy of the ‘manunggaling kawula gusti’
underlying the Golong Gilig Monument was
removed, the new form of Tugu Paal Putih still has a
deep meaning. Until now, almost every time the
crowd happened at the Tugu, because besides being
the main intersection of the road protocol, it was
also a favourite tourist attraction to be used as a
background for self-photos.

Figure 7 : Canthing Batik Camouflage Design

Figure 8 : Tugu Yogja Camouflage Design

3.4

Tugu Yogya Camouflage Design

The most iconic building and a landmark of
Yogyakarta is the White Paal Monument or often
just called Tugu Jogja or Tugu Yogya. The
monument originally built by Sri Sultan
Hamengkubuwono I in 1755 was also known as the
Tugu Golong Gilig. Golong is a cylindrical pole and
Gilig is a rounded peak, which is a symbol of
Manunggaling Kawula Gusti, or the union of the
people with kings and kings with God. Tugu Yogya
is located in the north of Yogyakarta City and is one
part of the imaginary axis between the southern
coasts, the palace with the peak of Mount Merapi.
His physical form is very distinctive and full of
philosophical meanings in every curve (Morin,
2014).
The current form is different from the Tugu
Golong Gilig which was collapsed because of the
earthquake on June 10, 1867. The basic philosophy
was also different. The Dutch government rebuilt
74

The next phase is testing and refinement. This
testing and refinement phase uses a product model,
which can be a 1: 1 scale prototype or a smaller
scale mock up. Early prototype (alpha), the model
on a real scale can be tested in full and real. Smaller
scale mock ups are tested in terms of proportions
and visual aesthetics. Mock up is used before
making a prototype. Production ramp-up is the last
phase. At the ramp-up production stage, the product
is made using a predetermined production system.
The purpose of ramp-up is to train the workforce and
to overcome the remaining problems in the
production process. Products produced during rampup production are sometimes supplied to selected
customers and carefully evaluated to identify
deficiencies remaining. The last two stages are not
discussed in this paper.

BTS Tower Camouflage Products Design based on Zonation of Urban Area

4

CONCLUSIONS

The icon of Yogyakarta City has great potential to
be a source of inspiration for the BTS tower
camouflage design. This has the potential to increase
the tourist attraction of the city of Yogyakarta and
strengthen its existence as a creative city. The four
selected BTS tower camouflage designs are
considered capable of representing the existence of
the city of Yogyakarta through the BTS tower to
blend with the heritage zone where the tower is
located. The four designs are expected to provide
added value to the environment around the BTS
tower. In turn, the community around the tower will
actually get a positive contribution from the
construction of the tower. Exploration of the basic
idea of zoning tower-based camouflage design of
urban areas in the city of Yogyakarta needs to be
developed so that the existing designs are not
monotonous and can be more accepted by the people
around the tower. In addition to the cultural
preservation zone, several other Yogyakarta City
zones are urban green open space zones and local
protection zones, housing zones, trade zones and
services, office zones, public service facilities zones,
industrial zones, and other allotment zones. BTS
camouflage towers established in these zones need
to be designed creatively and innovatively, adjusting
to their environment.
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Abstract:

The emergence of non-latin scripts in the Unicode character set has opened the possibilities to do Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) for manuscripts written in non-alphabetic scripts. Javanese is one of the
Southeast Asian languages which has vast collections of manuscripts. Unfortunately, these manuscripts are
prone to damage due to lack of maintenance. Therefore, digitising them through OCR has become the most
obvious option. This research focuses on the segmentation process of our OCR project which implements the
Projection-Profile Cutting (PPC). The rationale is that PPC is well known as having a low computational cost.
As the object of segmentation, we sampled 72 scanned pages of Serat Mangkunegara IV, Wulang Maca, and
Kitab Rum. Our preliminary evaluation showed that implementing PPC per se exhibits unsatisfactory results.
Hence, we refined it by applying a statistical analysis to segment lines of characters whose distance is too
low. The proposed algorithm results in 19.112 segments. To evaluate the system outputs, we conducted two
levels of evaluation: the line and character segmentations. The refinement of PPC has proved to increase the
line segmentation accuracy by 32.84%. To evaluate the character segmentation, we collaborated with
Javanese Wikipedia Community which verified them manually in 4 batches. Only 15.386 segments were
verified, in which 73.59% (11.322) system outputs are correctly segmented, 22.5% (3.464) are oversegmented, 1.3% (206) are under-segmented, and the rest has not been labelled as either one of three
categories above.

1

INTRODUCTION

Character segmentation is mutually inseparable
from text segmentation. Both text and character
segmentations frequently become a pre-processing
stage in a more complex applications such as in a
paper watermarking system (Mei, et al., 2013),
processing bank checks and recognizing mails
(Lacerda & Mello, 2013), writer identification in
historical documents (Dhali, et al., 2017), or in a
vehicle license plate detection system (Asif, et al.,
2017). Character segmentation has turned to be a
significant phase in Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) since it could increase as well as decrease its
recognition rate.
The Optical Character Recognition is not merely
applied for the academic purposes such as digitizing
primary sources for the sake of building a digital
library (Manmatha & Rath, 2003). In industrial area,
OCR is applicable to detect and recognize the running
texts in a video (Chaiwatanaphana, et al., 2017); its

software is frequently embedded as additional
features to scanners, printers or smartphones in order
to increase their sale. This research focuses on the
character segmentation as a subtask of OCR for
digitizing and preserving the content of the historical
manuscripts.
In OCR, character segmentation refers to a
process of separating the pixels of a text image from
the pixels of its background. The text image is
acquired by either scanning or photographing books
or manuscripts. The process proceeds to segment
lines of characters, aka horizontal segmentation, and
to decompose each segmented line vertically into
individual character images (vertical segmentation).
These characters will be the input of the recognition
process.
In this study, we investigate how to segment
Javanese characters acquired from scanning the
historical books. Javanese script is categorized as an
Abugida, which is a writing system where the
consonant letters represent syllables with a default
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vowel and other vowels are denoted by diacritics
(Ding, et al., 2018). In Javanese, diacritics could be
written above, under, on the left or right side of the
main characters. Hence, its segmentation challenges
lie not only on the overlapped character strokes and
diacritics but also on the identification which diacritic
belongs to which character. In our preliminary study,
we have experimented segmentation by Projection
Profile (PP). However, the application of Projection
Profile per se turned out to give unsatisfactory results.
Therefore, we proposed to refine it by means of
detecting outlier of pixel density. The hybrid of pixel
outlier detection and PP has proved to increase the
line segmentation accuracy by 32.84%.

2 RELATED WORKS
Various character segmentation methods have
been proposed in OCR and in many text recognition
among images (Asif, et al., 2017; Karthikeyan, et al.,
2013). However, Projection Profile methods and
Connected Component Analysis (CCA) are among
those which are frequently applied due to their low
computational cost and simplicity. The application of
these methods have technically slight differences
owing to the text media, for example texts written on
palm
leaves
(Kesiman,
et
al.,
2016),
books/manuscripts (Mei, et al., 2013), or car license
plates (Karthikeyan, et al., 2013), and the
characteristics of the characters themselves. Apart
from applying PP and PCA which base their
segmentation on the pixel intensity, some researches
make use of character features as a basis of
segmentation as found in (Budhi & Adipranata, 2015;
Lacerda & Mello, 2013), or a hybrid between featurebased and Projection Profile as in (Lue, et al., 2010).
A more intricate approach is the recognition-based
segmentation which adapts prior knowledge to screen
all possible segmentation schemes (Mei, et al., 2013;
Inkeaw, et al., 2018; Dhali, et al., 2017).
Due to its writing system, segmenting Asian
characters presents its own challenges and therefore
needs additional techniques. In many cases of
segmenting Devanagari characters, the text is
commonly decomposed into lines, words and
characters (Srivastav & Sahu, 2016; Mehul, et al.,
2014) due to the presence of shirorekha, which is a
straight line connecting each character in a word. In
segmenting Chinese characters, Mei et. al.
implemented 3 stages of segmentation (Mei, et al.,
2013). In the first stage, vertical white space was used
as a delimiter of any character. Then, two or more
segmented characters would be merged if it is
identified to have a connection region, which is
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recognized by means of a vertical projection. The last
stage is fine-gained segmentation, in which the undersegmentation cases are splitted based on the defined
rules (Mei, et al., 2013).
To segment Javanese characters, Widiarti et al.
applied the projection profile for line segmentation
and Moving Average Algorithm to refine the vertical
projection (Widiarti, et al., 2014). Meanwhile, Budhi
and Adipranata in (Budhi & Adipranata, 2015) made
use of attributes of a character image and
skeletonizing
to segment Javanese characters.
Having object of Baliness characters written on palm
leaf, Kesiman et al. divided their segmentation system
into 4 subtasks. The first subtask is brushing character
area of gray level images with minimum filtering to
overcome the problem of semi-sapce areas (Kesiman,
et al., 2016). The second subtask is to apply the
average block projection profile, followed by the
selection of the candidate area for segmentation path.
The fourth subtask deals with the construction of nonlinear segmentation path by implementing the
multistage graph search algorithm (Kesiman, et al.,
2016).

3 METHODS
The proposed algorithm consists of two main
steps i.e. the background removal and the text
segmentation. The background removal was
performed through image binarisation. We simply
applied the binarisation function provided in Python
and used threshold t=160 for the current data samples.
This process is to separate the necessary pixels
forming the foreground part – the text which is
commonly marked as 1 -- from its background
(marked as 0). Following it is the so-called
segmentation process which was applied to the
foreground pixels only.
The segmentation process was designed to
comprise three stages of line segmentation and a stage
of character segmentation. Such segmentation model
is aimed to adjust the nature of the manuscript image
and the Javanese script to the Projection-Profile
Cutting (PPC). From this point forward, we would
like to use the term ‘pass’ to refer to a ‘stage’ in our
line segmentation.

3.1 Vertical Pass 1: Finding the Line
Candidates
The first pass is to find the possible text line
candidates from the binarised image. PPC is used here
by calculating the binary vertical histogram of
horizontal foreground pixel projection along the
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image height and selecting vertical (y) values which
is changing from 0 to > 0 as a line start point and from
> 0 to 0 as a line end point. These pairs of ordinates
are then saved as an array as the first most possible
candidates of line. Illustration of Pass 1 result applied
to original image is shown in Figure 1.

3.2 Vertical Pass 2: Removing False
Lines
The lines obtained from pass 1 are not free from
false lines yet. These false lines may be formed by
noises which regarded as foreground pixels by the
binarisation process, and thus may be detected as a
line. These false lines are having a very small height
value, so all lines having a height value less than 5
pixels are removed from the array. This may not
eliminate all false lines, but at least it does minimise
the possibility of having a false line and reduce the
errors in calculating the average line height which is
to be done in the next pass. The illustration of Pass 2
result applied to original image is shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Vertical Pass 3: Refining, Splitting
and Merging

Figure 1: Illustration of Pass 1 result for test image
dn0027.jpg, 23 line candidates detected.

Figure 2: Illustration of Pass 2 result for test image
dn0027.jpg, 18 true line candidates left, noise lines
removed.

The first purpose of this pass is to ensure that the
remaining lines in the array are truly text lines. To
achieve this we performed statistical analysis to the
vertical histogram and calculates the First Quartile
(Q1) of the data. Then we re-examine the histogram
for hills between zeros (which represents a text line)
and check whether there are ordinate (y) members of
the hill which exceeds the Q1. The pair of start and
end ordinate of these values over Q1 are then recorded
as true line candidates.
These true line candidates then compared against
array of lines obtained from Pass 2. Lines that are
containing at least one true ordinate pairs are kept in
the array. From calculating these true line candidate
pairs we also found that the average height value
between start and end ordinates are an approximation
of the original plain character height hO, the height of
a Javanese carakan, a character without either
pasangan (pseudo-consonant cluster maker) or
sandhangan (diacritics) for the document.
This knowledge is then used for the merging
process, in which true line candidates with less height
than hO are possibly lines of sandhangan or pasangan
which should be merged to a text line, either from
above or from below. This is done by calculating the
vertical space between an allegedly sandhangan or
pasangan line with nearby text lines. If the vertical
space is less than 20 percent of hO, the sandhangan or
pasangan line is then merged with the text line.
The last step performed in this pass is splitting, in
which if a text line in the array is found to have height
more than 3 times of hO, it is analysed and the integer
result of its height divided by 3 × hO are used to split
its entire height into 3 lines of equal height. This
method is not always successful and sometimes it
results in over segmentation.
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Figure 3: Illustration of Pass 3 result for test image
dn0027.jpg (blue) and Horizontal Pass (brown). 12
true text lines left after reassuring, splitting and
merging procedure applied.

3.4 Horizontal Pass
After the first 3 vertical pass, it is assumed that the
text lines stored in the line array are the true ones, and
so for each line PPC is used horizontally to segment
the characters inside the line. A histogram is
calculated for the vertical projection of each line, and
collecting horizontal (x) values which is changing
from 0 to > 0 as a character start point and from > 0
to 0 as a character end point. These pair of x values
are then stored as character array for each line.
Illustration of Pass 3 and Horizontal Pass results up
to this point is shown in Figure 3, figuratively applied
to original image.
The character segments are then formed by
cutting along the line and character boundaries
obtained from the stored arrays, trim the remaining
vertical blank space, and save the segment as separate
images in the server. However, these four efforts are
not been able to eliminate noises occurring within a
true line, since there is no special function created to
check and eradicate such noise in the Horizontal Pass,
due to save the execution time. The final result of
segmented characters is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Illustration of final character segments,
numbered from left for each text lines.

4 EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Seventy two Javanese document images of 24-bit
JPG format were used for the character segmentation
experiment; each page should roughly contain
between 150 to 300 character segments. These
samples are produced by randomly scanning pages
from Serat Mangkunegara IV, Wulang Maca, and
Kitab Rum manuscripts using a high-resolution
document scanner, the Fujitsu ScanSnap SV600 with
a resolution not less than 400dpi. For testing purpose,
the authors wrote a program according to the
proposed algorithm using Python 3.7 and MySQL
database to store the results.

4.1 Line Segmentation
For the assessment scheme, we conducted two
levels of evaluation: the line and character
segmentations. This scheme is aimed to monitor how
far the proposed method affects the accuracy of the
line segmentation and to minimize the trickle-down
effect of line segmentation error on the character
segmentation. Furthermore, we are able to identify
and cope with the problems in case the character
segmentation rate is unsatisfactory.
14 out of 72 pages were randomly chosen as
sample for evaluating the line segmentation. 2 out of
these 14 pages contain several skewed lines as a result
of poor scanning quality. The other 2 pages have very
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narrow spaces among their lines; the character size is
very small and dense. This sample set produces in
total 268 lines. We considered these lines as the
ground truth data. The information on the document
sample IDs, the ground truth line numbers and the
number of lines segmented by the system on the
Vertical Pass 2 and 3 could be found on Table 1.
Table 1: The number of lines in the test documents as
ground truth and the number of lines segmented in the
vertical Pass 2 and 3

1
n

∑ni=1 Oi,ref - Oi,est

Table 2: The number of over-segmented lines (OS), undersegmented lines (US) and the Mean Absolute Error.
Passes
Pass 2
Pass 3

#OS
91
7

#US
4
0

MAE
0.354
0.026

4.2 Character Segmentation

The evaluation on line segmentation was
conducted on the outputs of Vertical pass 2 and 3. The
performance of vertical pass 1 was left unassessed
since it produced the segment candidates. The Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) metric was selected to forecast
the accuracy. The reason is that it is much more
effortless to mark the line segmentation error than to
examine and count the true ones. The MAE rate is
computed based on the Equation 1, where n refers to
the number of examined line samples, Oi,ref refers to
the number of text lines in a referent object, and Oi,est
is the number of lines obtained in the texts by the
applied method.

MAE=

increases the line segmentation accuracy by ca.
32.8%.

[1]

One drawback of MAE is that it ignores the type
of segmentation error. For this reason, we
distinguished the line segmentation error in two
types, i.e. under-segmentation (US) and oversegmentation (OS). The US is identified when two
lines of characters are left being unsegmented by the
system and OS when a line is segmented into 2 or
more lines. Table 2 shows that the proposed methods
produce more OS errors than US. This Table shows
also that the refinement of PPC has successfully
reduced the error rate to 0.32. In other words, it

The segmentation tests cost roughly 2-4 minutes
per document image, and the output of the program
also present an easily identifiable numbered line and
character segments as shown in Figure 4, for human
evaluation purpose. The proposed algorithm results in
19,112 segments for the whole document images in
test. To evaluate the system outputs, we collaborated
with Javanese Wikipedia Community (Komunitas
Wikipedia Jawa) which verified them manually in 4
batches. Only 15.386 segments were verified, in
which 73.59% (11.322) system outputs are correctly
segmented, 22.5% (3.464) are over-segmented, 1.3%
(206) are under-segmented, and the rest has not been
labelled as either one of three categories above. The
incorrect segmentation causes are mentioned below.
Over-segmentation occurs when a supposedly
single segment is segmented as more than one. This
is almost always happened during the character
(horizontal) segmentation. It is due to the characters
having not been equally inked when printing so when
the binarisation is carried on, some of the linkage in
the symbol is broken and causing horizontal blank
spaces within a character, as shown in Figure 5. At
experiments we were trying to lower the threshold t
by tens to t=150 and t=140 in order to gain more
foreground pixels in between but this does not help
significantly.
In some rare case, over-segmentation also occurs
vertically. It might have caused by line height
identification failure during the Vertical Pass 3.

Figure 5: Example of over segmentation caused by
broken linkage inside characters
In contrast with over-segmentation, undersegmentation is occurred when a supposedly few
different segments are regarded as only one. The only
cause of this is the lack of vertical or horizontal
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straight blank space between lines or characters, as
demanded by PPC. Under-segmentation both
occurred in lines or characters level and the Vertical
Pass 3 sometimes cannot cope with it as the average
forced vertical segmentation may cut in the wrong
place.
Also, due to the natural condition of the
manuscript, some noises are just at the right size and
intensity or having similar traits to a character to get
through all four segmentation stages, thus survived to
be regarded as a valid line or character. Our proposed
algorithm is not designed to detect these kinds of
noises, and so it has to be evaluated manually to
dispose of the incorrect segments.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The proposed algorithm is capable of improving
the original Projection Profile Cutting (PPC) for line
segmentation in printed Javanese manuscripts. After
Vertical Pass 3 the number of text line segment which
is equal to ground truth is 10 from 14 test documents,
which is 71.42% correct. It is increased from 2 test
documents (14.28%) after Vertical Pass 2, and 0
documents from Vertical Pass 1 which applied
straight PPC. It also reduces over-segmentation and
under-segmentation of lines by having MAE of 0.32,
which in other words, increases the line segmentation
accuracy by ca. 32.8%. An improved text line
segmentation is crucial to provide a good base for
character segmentation.
Since PPC is based on straight vertical and
horizontal blank spaces, without further refinements
it would be incapable of segmenting Javanese
characters to its individual units, thus the resulting
segments are mixed of individual symbols and
syllables. This may be adequate for designing an
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system, but
may cause problems when used in designing a
transliteration or translation system.
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Abstract:

Industrial development has now entered in a new era known as the Industry 4.0. This change certainly affects
culture in global and local communities. One of them is the Jepara wood carving industry, where the interest
of young carving artists towards Jepara wood carving art seems to be diminishing. This study wanted to find
out how far the industrial revolution 4.0 had an influence on woodcarving industry players in Jepara so that
effective solutions could be obtained to develop wood carving creations from the younger generation. The
purpose of this study is to document and analyze the behavior of wood carving actors who have made use of
technological advancements and automation as an effort to transform technology to improve the creation of
quality carving works, both in terms of product distribution and aspects of production efficiency. This research
critically contains the influence of Industry 4.0 trends on woodcarving industry players and how the attitudes
and readiness of Jepara wood carving artists face the industrial era 4.0. The challenge of changing the Industry
4.0 towards wood carving creative actors is expected to be the answer and have an impact on the distribution
chain of wood carving products and the quality of wood carving. In this study the methodology used was:
literature study, field observations, interviews with Jepara carvings and Jepara carving documentation. The
results of the study show that there are wood carving artists who use digital media to market wood carving in
Jepara. In addition, this study also found two things that are quite important, how artists carve take a positive
position in accepting the presence of renewable technology, so that carving actors also change in accordance
with technological changes and developments in industry progress, and how the handwork skills that have
been owned generation can be combined with the progress of automation

1

INTRODUCTION

Industrial development has now entered a new era
known as the Industry 4.0. This era has an effect on
cultural change in global and local communities.
According to Minister of Industry Erlangga Hartarto
in his remarks to Making Indonesia 4.0 (2018), the
phenomenon of the Industry 4.0 for Indonesia is
expected to provide an opportunity to revitalize the
Indonesian manufacturing sector and become a way
to accelerate the achievement of Indonesia's vision of
becoming the world's ten largest economy. According
to him until 2016, the manufacturing industry
contributed 20% of Indonesia's GDP and opened
more than 14 million jobs.
Furthermore it is said that to revitalize the
manufacturing industry, Indonesia is committed to
accelerating the implementation of Industry 4.0. This
is expected to multiply labor productivity, so as to

increase competitiveness and lift the global export
market share. With the existence of higher exports, it
will automatically open up more jobs, so that
domestic consumption becomes stronger and in turn
Indonesia will be able to become one of the top 10
countries in the world economy. This is in line with
what was stated by Hamdan (2018) which states that
the Industrial Revolution 4.0 has an increasing
influence on the economy. Various sectors open
opportunities for entrepreneurship so that MSMEs are
increasing
rapidly.
This
then
influences
entrepreneurship so that the expected economic
independence will be realized.
One of those who felt the change was the Jepara wood
carving industry. Jepara is one of the regencies in
Central Java which is located on the north coast of the
island of Java. The land area of Jepara Regency is
1,004,132 km2 with a coastline of 72 km. Jepara
Regency consists of 14 sub-districts which are further
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divided into 183 villages and 11 sub-districts. Jepara
is known by the public as an area of wood carving
industry. Communities in this area have long been
known to have talents in the field of carving and make
the skills they have as a source of living livelihoods
(Kurniawan & Widyastuti, 2018).
The development of Jepara carving art cannot be
separated from the role of workers (engravers). From
the skilled hands of the engravers, various shapes and
motifs can be realized. Jepara Carving as a carving art
product has spread in various regions and the world
(Alamsyah, 2018). It's just that at this time the
children and young generation of Jepara are not very
interested in carving. Not only school children, but
the younger generation also does not want to learn
carving. This is certainly very concerning for the
survival of Jepara carving arts (Maswan, 2014).
Industry 4.0 has been regarded as a new industrial era
so that this study wants to find out how far the
industrial revolution era 4.0 has impacted creative
industries of wood carving in Jepara so that effective
solutions can be obtained for the development of
young wood carving creations. The purpose of this
study is to document and analyze the behavior of
wood carving actors who have adopted industry 4.0
and utilize technological advances and automation as
an effort to transform technology to improve the
creation of quality carving works from aspects of
product distribution and aspects of production
efficiency.

2

RESEARCH METHOD

This study was conducted in the Jepara Woodcraft
Industry. In this study the methodology used was:
literature study, field observations, interviews with
Jepara carvings and Jepara carving documentation.
The challenge of changing the industrial era 4.0
towards wood carving creative actors is expected to
provide answers and understand the impact on the
distribution chain of wood carving products and the
quality of wood carving. The object and design of
Jepara wood carving was studied to understand the
extent of industrial adoption 4.0 in terms of
production, design, and marketing aspects. A
comparison of the use of technology in wood
products currently produced by wood craftsmen to
study the production of new patterns and to
understand the new ways of marketing Jepara
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industrial wood handicraft products. In addition, the
perception of wood carvers about the presence of
industrial era 4.0 is related to the adequacy of income
from craft activities. In-depth interviews were taken
to understand the views of the engravers so that they
would obtain a description of the motivation of the
carvers to develop the sustainability of jepara carving
handicraft products.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Industry 4.0 is considered as the latest stage of the
development of the industrial revolution which has
had a lot of influence on changing patterns of
industrial production in many countries. Rapid
technological development and supported by the
demands of the industry to be able to reduce high
labor costs made the concept of Industry 4.0 related
to aspects of industrial production patterns, including
manufacturing, production distribution, business
models, products and product services. Nevertheless,
the results of observations in the field and the results
of interviews with the Jepara carving industry found
that the application of technology was still not widely
used in the production of Jepara carving crafts.
Although there are already some artisans who use
laser technology to do cutting in making their work,
this is only used by a small number of artisans. This
is because not all craftsmen have the ability to utilize
renewable technology. In addition, there are still
many artisans who have traditional thinking concepts
and are less willing to open themselves to
technological advancements.
Engravers who have made use of technological
advances in making their works include Jainuddin,
who is from the village of Mantingan. Jainuddin,
utilizing technology in the production process of his
work mainly in laser cut. In addition, Jainuddin also
uses technology to market his work. According to
him, the most trendy market demand today is custom
wedding accessories, ranging from dowry boxes,
classic or digital albums and wedding souvenirs in the
form of key chains. As for the foreign market share
according to Jainuddin, the current trend is for kitchen
ware mainly for restaurants and cafes. In addition,
Jainudin uses technology that is still limited to
production which has small dimensions.
The results of interviews with Kandik from Sukodono
Hamlet also found that the application of industry-
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based 4.0 technology concepts must have a positive
and negative impact depending on the application.
According to him, even though the technology has
been used in making engraving products, it still needs
manual engraving, so it must be combined between
technology and manual.
The progress of a nation's civilization in this case
changes the concept of developing a technologybased industry as much as possible, indeed it must be
in line with the development of its human character.
This is in accordance with what was stated by
Suwardana (2017) who stated that the industrial
revolution which prioritizes the value of the economic
growth of the community through empowerment will
be able to build harmony and synergy cooperation in
order to develop the economy of the community. This
is in line with the opinion of Boourdeou (Suwardana,
2017) which states that economic capital is not capital
of all capital. But building the mental community is
an important economic potential in the social
structure, so that it can be used as a basis for moving
the industry's progress in a beneficial direction.
Industry 4.0 is also expected to be able to help in our
daily lives and produce work decisions in a more
appropriate industry. Currently industry 4.0 has
changed many aspects of the economy, work, and
lifestyle in society. The principle of work is a
combination of physical technology and digital
technology through analysis, artificial intelligence,
cognitive technology, and the internet of think.

touch of the engraver makes a work look smooth and
rough, it looks detailed details and especially if the
product produced is limited in number, of course it is
the main feature of the exclusivity of a product. This
is also one of the reasons why the carving industry
players seem less willing to take advantage of
industry 4.0 technological advances in making their
engraving products. Even so, it must be admitted that
the manufacture of products manually will certainly
make the price of goods higher because it will take a
lot of time in the process, so it seems the price given
is also less competitive than if the product is made by
machinery at the factory.
Another thing that needs to be considered is the
sustainability of Jepara carving handicraft
production, considering that the main production
material is wood, so the impact on the environment
must be considered, especially on the availability of
raw materials. So it is also necessary to consider the
use of production waste in order to become a product
that can also be used.

The results of the interview also found that some of
the other engravers also seemed to take advantage of
technological advancements, except that they were
still limited to marketing their work. Engravers who
use social media in marketing their works include
Yanto and Roni. Both of these engravers basically
accept the presence of technology, only in the
production process they still rely on manual
processes. Nevertheless, they use technology by
marketing their work through online business on
social media. In addition, according to Roni, the use
of social media to showcase and market the results of
his work is also useful to find out consumer tastes
about the product so that it is expected to be able to
encourage him to be more creative in making carved
products and designs.
Furthermore, Roni said that the value of the work also
depends on the exclusivity of a work. The manual
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The results of the study also showed that the Jepara
wood carving industry began to adapt to the industrial
era 4.0. The process of making wood carving
products that are considered too slow and lack of
product innovation makes the need for new
approaches to accelerate the process of making wood
carving products, optimize product development to
production and ensure competitive production costs.
Figure 1: Wood carving products in Jepara that adopt
technology laser cut production pattern (photo source
Jainudin)

The challenge is to find the right balance between
optimal quality standards, the ability to deliver
products quickly, and competitive pricing strategies.
The sustainability of Jepara carving handicraft
production also requires sufficient material reserves
and causes significant waste. So it is necessary to
think of a strategy so that existing production waste
can also be used optimally.
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Figure 2: Jepara wood carving products that utilize
Sosmedia Facebook and online media for its marketing
strategy (Source of Facebook: Yanto)
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CONCLUSION

The findings of the study indicate that the utilization
of the application of Industry 4.0 of Jepara industrial
wood carving products has not been widely adopted
in production and marketing. In the production
pattern, small-scale production repetition jobs see less
potential in applying Industrial 4.0 technology in
manufacturing logistics, while jobs with large
dimensions such as furniture manufacturing have not
seen a higher potential for use.
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Abstract:

Year 2019 seems to be one of the most fascinating years in recent history of Indonesian media art. A number
of media art exhibitions and festivals have been anticipated throughout the year by numerous organizers as
diverse as artist collectives, independent curators, and government sectors. The return of the Cellsbutton, a
media art festival led by Yogyakarta-based new media artist collective, MAG 19, which is the first showcase
of Media Arts Globale organized by Europe-settled Indonesian independent curator, and Media Art Week
(Pekan Seni Media) and Instrumenta, annual media art festivals hosted by Ministry of Education and Culture
in Indonesia are part of this exciting map. In such diverse circumstances, an Indonesian curator collective
called ARCOLABS has played an instrumental role in enhancing the development of media art curatorial
practices in the country. In this paper, I begin with explaining ARCOLABS’s consistent efforts to building
numerous thematic and aesthetic approaches in order to introduce media art exhibitions in Indonesia. Then, I
further explore the importance of collaboration in media art curating with various individuals and sectors
across disciplines. I also discuss the new role granted to audience at the participatory and interactive structure
of the exhibition in which their multiple sensory experiences are the key elements in media art appreciation.
Essentially, this paper aims to reveal the various facets of current phenomena of media art practices in
Indonesia by answering to the questions of what knowledge is required in curating media art exhibition in
terms of theory and practice; what new role is granted to media art curator; and what new experience is
expected to audience.

1

INTRODUCTION

Since 1993 when the concept of curatorship as an art
profession was first introduced to The 9th Jakarta
Biennale (Biennale Seni Rupa Jakarta IX),
Indonesian contemporary art has grown parallel with
the development of Indonesian curatorial practice
(Supangkat, 2018, p.1). By altering its title from
Indonesian Painting Exhibition (Pameran Seni Lukis
Indonesia) initiated in 1974 to Jakarta Biennale in
1993, this international art platform adopted
curatorship as an attempt to present contemporary art
development of the 1980s through the post-modern
perspectives. Unlike the previous biennales focusing
on two-dimensional painting as the main medium, the
exhibition featured the diverse presentation of
creative mediums including installation, video, and
performance (Timeline, 2018), the practices that are
based on time or the fourth-dimension.
In the 1990s, the Indonesian art landscape could
be characterized by the pluralism of various
expressions. The creation of technology-based media

art contributed to such diverse phenomena. One of the
artists devoted to the earlier development of media art
was Krisna Murti, who is considered a pioneer in
exploring video as an art medium. His artistic
concerns include criticizing the ideological power
behind media technology, the television. Through his
work, he elaborated his first-hand observation on how
the television, or mass media, manipulated the public
during the military dictatorship, and further made a
shift to the society during the collapse of the New
Order regime (Hujatnika, 2009, pp.2-3).
In the similar sense, Krisna’s works were also
concerned
with
television’s
‘one-way’
communication that places audience as a passive
recipient. As if suggesting a solution, another
Indonesian forerunner Heri Dono looked into
‘interactivity’ between art and audience. By manually
assembling and providing a new life to the secondhand electrical components, Heri’s animism inspired
kinetic installation raised a question on the meaning
of technology for the locals. Mostly dealing with the
humble machine of everyday life, people surrounding
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the artist in Yogyakarta considered everyday machine
as valuable as cutting-edge technology due to its
strong connection to their daily life that is influenced
by tradition and culture (Hujatnika, 2009, p.4). It is
legitimate to say that sound, light, and movement
generated by means of interactivity shown in much of
his works later became seminal elements in works of
Indonesian media art.
Undoubtedly, the video art of Krisna Murti and
interactive kinetic installation of Heri Dono paved the
way for younger generation to expand their
experiments with more advanced technology in
creating their work of art. Growing up with various
digital tools and computer in particular, such young
artist initiatives recognized the importance of digital
technology and explored its possibility within their
artistic experimentation and creative process. The
earlier groups include HONF in Yogyakarta (1999),
Ruang Rupa in Jakarta (2000) and Bandung Center
for New Media Arts in Bandung (2001) (Timeline,
2018)i. Although their subject matter and the way of
practice differs from one another, they commonly
pursue blending art with different disciplines, such as
science and technology in order to address the way
technological development has changed a daily life in
Indonesia.
It is interesting to note that these artist groups
rather than curator first conducted media art curating
in Indonesia. Therefore, apart from practicing as
media artist, they also initiated video and technologybased art exhibitions and festivals in the city of their
base. For example, Ruang Rupa kicked off biannually
held OK. Video: Jakarta International Video Festival
in 2003 to support video art development in
Indonesia. Starting in 2015 it changed its name to OK.
Video: Indonesia Media Arts Festival showcasing
expanded art forms ranging from sound, Internet,
social media and audio-visual art, along with
traditional medium of video and film (Sukmana,
2015, p.5). In 2005, HONF started to organize video
focused international festival called YIVF –
Yogyakarta International Videowork Festival and ran
annually until 2012, but their enthusiasm for pursuing
innovation and convergence between art and science
made them initiate the first Cellsbutton – Yogyakarta
International Media Art Festival in 2007. One of the
core missions of this annual media art festival lies in
education and supporting local creative communities.
After a six-year hiatus, Cellsbutton returns this year
and is held concurrently with annual Transformaking,
a maker’s platform that began in 2013 (Christ, 2019).
OK. Video and Cellsbutton were based on the
form of festival. Along with an artwork showcase, the
festival consisted of numerous other programs such
as open labs, workshops, film screening, audio-visual
performances, and discussion series. The festival was
undoubtedly an exciting event in that it offered a

variety of attractions and various programs to
participate, but it was sometimes overwhelming in
terms of the number of works and programs, which
results in some works not fitting to the theme of the
festival and not all programs thoroughly appreciated.
On the other hand, the media art exhibition organized
on a smaller scale provided an opportunity for
audience to concentrate on each work of art in relation
to the exhibition theme. As a result, audience could
comprehend the message of the exhibition that
curator attempts to deliver. In mid 2010, a curator
collective called ARCOLABS came into the
contemporary art scene in Indonesia and made fresh
efforts, particularly in developing different curatorial
approaches to media art.
In 2014 ARCOLABS began its curatorial
practices as Center for Art and Community
Management within Surya University, aiming to
enhance creativity and innovation through a variety
of practice-based programs including visual art
exhibitions, community development projects, handson workshops, student research, and other academic
and non-academic events. Led by three female
curators with various backgroundsii, ARCOLABS
became independent of the university in 2016 and has
currently focused on curatorial and education
programs. Through their art and technology program,
ARCOLABS has developed and experimented
specific curating methods for media art exhibition.
Unlike curating traditional exhibitions, media art
curating requires different knowledge and the way of
presentation. The works in the traditional exhibition
mostly represented by paintings and sculptures, or socalled object-based, are static and visual, and
therefore often categorized by medium, scale, and
chronology in their arrangement. On the other hand,
by utilizing digital technology, media art, by its
nature, is often based on time (unless it is a digitally
manipulated two-dimensional photography or
illustration) and contains non-material elements that
demand new understanding on its presentation.
This paper aims to discuss the instrumental role
that ARCOLABS plays in enhancing the
development of media art curatorial practices in
Indonesia. It begins explaining ARCOLABS’s
constant efforts to introducing media art exhibitions
in Indonesia by means of experimenting with
numerous thematic and aesthetic approaches. Then, it
further explores the importance of collaboration in
media art curating with various individuals and
sectors across disciplines. It also discusses the new
role granted to audience at the participatory and
interactive structure of the exhibition in which their
multiple sensory experiences are the key elements in
media art appreciation. Essentially, this paper aims to
reveal the various facets of the current phenomena of
media art practices in Indonesia and provide a
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theoretical and practical knowledge to local curators
who are interested in media art for their curatorial
work.

2
2.1

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORKS
Elements and Principles of Media
Art

The term ‘media’ in media art, as generally known,
refers to mass media that is based on media
technology (Rancajale, 2017, p.xix). Hence, when we
say media, we are talking about all the different
methods of communication in massive scale that
reaches out to large number of people. Commonly
known media include print, recordings, cinema in
earlier form and radio and television in later system.
Through these media technology, our ideas and
information have been able to be stored and
distributed (in the physical form of book, CD and
video), or transmitted (via cable networks). Since
1990s all aforementioned media made it possible into
one system called the Internet, or ‘newer media’
based on computer technology and now by using
smartphone, we can communicate at anytime and
anywhere (Eric, 2015).
Media art that incorporates media technology
requires new set of aesthetic elements and principles.
Unlike in traditional art of paintings and sculptures
where lines, colors, shapes, and space matter, the
seminal elements in media art include time, light,
sound, and movements with which one can create,
discuss and criticize a work of art. In addition, as
ways to arrange the elements of art to communicate
creatively and effectively, media art is based on such
principles as causality, duration, interactivity and
musicality, rather than value, balance, rhythm, and
unity found in paintings and sculptures (Mueller,
2017). Now we are experiencing media art with more
extended technology such as augmented reality,
virtual reality, robotics, bio-technology, AI, and realtime data transmission. In this circumstance of
emerging technology, or new media, and its adoption
by artist, understanding the concepts and
characteristics of the elements and principles
pertinent to media art is a crucial task not just for artist
but also for curator who pursue working with media
and new media art.
For example, when an artist deals with the
duration of a work, he/she should consider its
effectiveness to viewer’s concentration and
comprehension of the work. As Mueller states,
duration of the work can range from milliseconds to
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years and the experience of the work can be
instantaneous. Based on telematic operation system,
Ken Goldberg’s art and technology installation titled
“Telegarden” lasted for 9 years (1995-2004).
Consisting of a soil bed and a robotic arm, the work
allowed remote gardeners to water, plant and view a
garden via online control. The work seemingly
emphasized the role of the community by inviting
people from all over the world to cultivate small
ecological systems collectively. In contrast to the
speed of the Internet, this cyber garden grows in
slower pace that can last as long as it is connected to
a remote social network (Mueller, 2017, pp.216-217).

2.2

New Media Art Curating

The complexity of new media art curating is due to
the characteristics/behaviors of the works of new
media art as argued by Beryl Graham and Sarah
Cook, the practicing curators, academicians and coauthors of “Rethinking Curating: Art after New
Media”. In the book they define new media art as “art
that is made using electronic media technology and
that displays any or all of the three behaviors of
interactivity, connectivity, and computability in any
combination” (Graham, 2010, p.10). In other words,
even if artwork is themed around science technology,
if it is not made through digital process of technology,
then they are not part of this art form. The authors
further argue that new media should be understood as
behaviors not as mediums because it is characterized
as process rather than object (Graham, 2010, p.5).
“Many new media art projects (though certainly not
all) are not interested in the object outcome, but rather
in the process, the engagement, and the
interaction…new media art is not necessarily
materialistic, but is instead concerned with method
rather than with final form” (Graham, 2010, p.61).
In new media art curating, space and time are the
essential elements to comprehend. Today’s art is
getting more immaterialized that it is often
experienced through the system of networks and/or
virtual space. Hence one shall get into the system to
be connected to the work of art (Graham, 2010, p.60),
which in turn gives the new condition to new media
art space with an environmental infrastructure that is
appropriate for web-based artiii. As far as space is
concerned in new media art curating, time is
correspondingly essential as both time and space are
inseparable. Curators dealing with new media art
must understand how the characteristics of time in
new media art differs from the time in video and
performance: for example, new media art that is based
on “behaviors of connectivity and computability”
(Graham, 2010, p.92) provides a “real-time”
experience while video art and performance art are
understood as “time-based” or “live” (Graham, 2010,
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p.87). Furthermore, “if video’s default option is the
simple recording and transmission…of real-time
visual information, then the computer’s talents lie in
the manipulation of data (ideally in real time)”
(Graham, 2010, p.97). Considering co-operation
between absolute time inherent in art and relative
time of experiencing art, curators of new media art
must pay attention to time issue when mounting an
exhibition.
Reflecting the notion that new media art is
characterized as process rather than object, who is
involved in the process and how, should be taken into
consideration (Graham, 2010, p.111). In traditional
exhibition, one experiences a work of art through
internal and spiritual interaction in one’s state of
mind. This type of interaction is based on a visual
experience that stimulates an aesthetic sense of the
individual by very personal levels. In the case of
media art exhibitions, however, interactive activities
are carried out by the direct intervention of and
communication by the audience's body. In this
circumstance the audience becomes a participant who
actively intervenes in the work using one’s various
senses beyond visual. However, as Graham and Cook
pointed out, it is important to note that in many cases
interaction is not truly “acting upon each other”. In
other words, it is not a two-way interaction, but
instead, one-way “reaction”. By “reaction” it means
that if an audience operates a mechanic part in art,
then the art reacts by the audience’s stimulus
(Graham, 2010, p.112). How to make true
interactivity (two-way interaction) still remains as a
challenge for curators because it is one of the
important parts of behaviors in new media art.

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research refers to a qualitative method based on
the data about Indonesian media art and artist in order
to explore the growing phenomena of media art
practices in the country. It also refers to a qualitative
method over the specific media art exhibitions
organized by ARCOLABS, a locally-grown curator
collective focusing on media art exhibition in order to
examine its role and contribution to developing media
art scene in Indonesia. The research analyzed a wide
range of collected data from theoretical text in media
art and curating, conference paper, artist statement,
exhibition catalogue and curatorial essay. The
research is also based on personal involvement of
curating numerous media art exhibitions over the past
years; therefore, it provides a curator’s direct
experience and perspective. This paper hopes to
reveal the various facets in the recent development of
media art in Indonesia while answering to the

questions of what knowledge is required in curating
media art exhibition in terms of theory and practice;
what new role is granted to media art curator; and
what new experience is expected to audience.

4
4.1

FINDINGS
Various Themes and Aesthetics of
ARCOLABS’s Media Art
Exhibition

Since its inception in 2014, ARCOLABS has
constantly curated exhibitions that include media art.
Each exhibition is developed based on certain theme
that reflects the importance of time when the
exhibition was made. From big data to nomadism,
from eco-politics to artificial intelligence, the media
art exhibitions by ARCOLABS aim to broaden a
thematic possibility that media art can express, rather
than merely concentrating on technological impact of
‘media’ to our society and/or demonstrating
characteristics of media as a ‘medium’ that is often
seen in other media art exhibitions. By suggesting
various interesting themes, ARCOLABS has enabled
media art exhibitions to be more accessible by the
public. Among many examples, three exhibitions
shall be analyzed and discussed in this section,
namely Visualizing the Invisible (2016), Nomadic
Traveler (2017), and Typotopia (2014).

4.1.1 Visualizing the Invisible
Visualizing the Invisible (2016) was held in
conjunction with Data for Life Conference 2016, an
international conference that aimed to raising
awareness about the power of big data and its related
technology. The exhibition aimed to present a variety
of perspectives toward the idea of data through the
eyes of media artists who demonstrate how media art
pushes boundaries between art and technology (Jeon,
2016b). The curatorial process began with an
acknowledgement that data is an unfamiliar subject
for both artists and public. Although overwhelmingly
connected through online, we did not notice how our
online activities are related to data in terms of its
production
and
dissemination.
Considering
increasing concern about data from many different
fields, this exhibition was made timely enough,
giving a new flavor on how to understand invisible
data as an exhibition theme by means of artistic
attempt (ARCOLABS, 2016b).
Seven artists were invited to the exhibition.
Despite the limited numbers of the participating
artists, each artist presented his/her work in large
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scale with in-depth exploration. They presented their
work in unique way on how to read, understand and
visualize the subject matter, leaving powerful
impression on the audience. For example, the real
time movement of currency data by Mioon, which is
portrayed as a digital forest, reminded us of its
dominant and ubiquitous impact on our lives (Fig. 1).
By using data from bacteria and plants and
incorporating
scientific
methodology
of
photosynthesis process, HONF suggests a possibility
of art beyond its comfort zone. As a showcase of
artists from different parts of the world, the exhibition
provided an opportunity to witness the distinctive
characteristics of culture to culture on how to deal
with data. Most importantly, the interest and attention
by the public was given equally to every work of art,
as all were visually appealing and conceptually
acceptable. (ARCOLABS, 2016b).

Figure 1: Mioon, Contingent Rule (2009-2016), Jakarta.
Modified version of original artwork of 2009 to present
currencies of the countries around and related to Indonesia
which real-time exchange data transmitted every five
seconds. The image shows Indonesian Rupiah 13285.001
per 1 USD when it was captured.

In addition, as if a reproduction of the
anthropological classification, Angelica Dass’
anonymous portrait series profoundly touched on all
human dignity (Fig. 2).

Visualizing the Invisible was held in an
unfinished lot at Pacific Place, one of the prestigious
malls in Jakarta. The mall itself has been a home for
a decade run Art Jakarta, one of the major art fairs in
the country, and hence it is a familiar art venue for
general public. By presenting art in a major shopping
mall, the exhibition reached out a broader audience
aside from the academic and art communities.
According to the record, the total number of visitors
throughout the exhibition for two weeks (Aug. 31 –
Sept. 13 2016) marks the approximately 3500 people
from various backgrounds: artist, art collectors,
gallery owners, students, data analysts, tech company
professionals, financial executives, interior designers,
architects, photographers, and musicians. Such a
remarkable number of attendees demonstrated that
this exhibition provided unusual opportunity of
cutting-edge art to a wide range of public in everyday
life context (ARCOLABS, 2016b).
There were several challenges for curatorial team
to deal with during the preparation. As the exhibition
was held in non-traditional gallery space, there were
many necessary yet unexpected settlements to be
done between the curatorial team and the venue
management, and due to a strict regulation in the mall
in terms of its use of space and duration of display,
curatorial team must settle an agreement a head of
time so the exhibition can be prepared better
(ARCOLABS, 2016b). Some of the main challenges
regarding the space is that as the space was unfinished
after an old tenant recently moved out, there were
much work to be done for renovating the space even
prior to artwork display. If the uneven cement floor
with tremendous dust was regards to building the
hardware infrastructure, ensuring network for realtime data and web-based interactive work was for the
software infrastructure, both of which are important
matters to be taken into consideration. The exhibition
provided the curatorial team with a valuable lesson
for what is needed in mounting a media art exhibition
in a public space with raw condition.

4.1.2 Nomadic Traveler

Figure 2: Angélica Dass, partial display view of Humanaé
project (2016) in Jakarta, a work in progress since 2012.
Portrait of anonymous being labeled with a color code
from the PANTONE ® charts.
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Humans have always had the urge to move from one
place to another. Whether they do so for a permanent
objective, humans have been motivated to travel for
such various reasons for survival, desire for
exploration, life’s pleasures, and/or seeking a better
life. When human travel confronts the boundaries of
the state and the concept of citizen, it becomes a more
contested term as it is affected by the political and
economic conditions. Today with the aid of digital
technology, humans search for their move beyond
space and time, while others are exploring a
possibility of new human history in Mars (Huang,
2017, p.11).
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Nomadic Traveler (2017) is an exhibition to
explore ideas of travel in the realm of contemporary
art. Migration has become a discourse in
contemporary art today, and the diverse motives of
displacement can be observed through numerous
artistic activities. Themes of journey can be found in
the contexts of crossings between territorial
boundaries, as well as different cultures. These artists
also journey through artistic shifts as they experiment
with different media and techniques. With the aid of
digital technology, they search for virtual mobility
(Huang, 2017, p.11). Historically, geographic
relocation has been observed even before the term
“globalization” was introduced into the common
vocabulary. Today it is an ongoing phenomenon
experienced on global level.
The eight artists were invited to this exhibition
with works that do not limit to human travel within a
specific cultural context, but rather extending it to the
mobility of material, reason, and information
associated with our society. In Figure 3, Indonesian
media artist Julia Sarisetiati reveals challenges of
migrant workers during their time spent overseas.
One of the challenges that the artist proposed is the
day-to-day language used by Indonesian factory
workers who were employed in Korea. Her video
installation “Indo K-Work” engaged the Indonesian
migrant workers to share the on-site vocabularies that
are not taught during preparation before their
departure to new land. By placing the factory workers
as an alternative source of information, this video
installation suggested the new wave of human
migration that extends beyond geographical and
economical contexts (Sarisetiati, 2017, p.32).

practice as an artist-scientist provides a rare
opportunity to introduce the theme of outer space
travel within contemporary artistic practices. By
using advanced technology as a medium, he transmits
his hopes and vision to reach out to other civilizations
in our galaxy (Huang, 2017, p.12).

Figure 4: Venzha Christ, The Unknown: ReceivedTransmitted (2017). Developed by v.u.f.o.c lab and
powered by ISSS-Indonesia Space Science Society. Realtime data transmitter sending signal and frequency in the
gallery room to outer space.

Artists of this exhibition explore the idea of
nomadism and mobility that characterize the
contemporary society through various creative
means. Living in the midst of technologically-driven,
hyper-connected world, we have all become (virtual)
nomads and cross beyond boundaries. This reality
provides us with an opportunity to reflect on our
identities; it seems that the more we are (digitally)
connected with others, the more we tend to lose touch
with ourselves. Through a wide spectrum of art from
the two countries that combine new ideas with latest
approaches, the exhibition becomes a joyful
expansion of an artistic journey that reflects an aspect
of contemporary nomadic life in the 21st century
(Huang, 2017, p.13).

4.1.3 Typotopia

Figure 3: Julia Sarisetiati, Indo K-Work (2017). Seen in
the video installation are Indonesian migrant factory
workers in Korea who share a wide range of vocabularies
useful in their everyday life, yet not learned during predeparture preparation.

Equally important, Venzha Christ has a lifelong
interest in science fiction, particularly in astronomy
and space science. He has created a series of radio
frequency transmitters to connect the Earth with the
outer space to look for signs of alien life (Fig. 4). His

Exposing art in everyday life and reaching out to
general public beyond art sphere is an ongoing
inquiry for ARCOLABS’s curatorial practice. To
fulfill its mission, ARCOLABS has been exploring
the ways in which a wider range of public can access
to media art in their daily life context. In addition,
today’s art in many ways resembles play, and
therefore, a sense of playfulness has become an
important element in art. In this regard, Typotopia
(2014) is a good example to discuss on the matter of
public, everyday life and playfulness. Inspired by
typography, the artists from Korea and Indonesia
presented the rediscovery of alphabets, texts, and
symbols representing both Korea and Indonesia.
Typography was suggested not only as a tool of
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communication and means of aesthetic expression,
but also as a method of play.
Through a variety of media such as video
installation, motion graphics, animation, interactive
object, and typography furniture, the exhibition was
curated within three sub-themes: Typography + Art,
Typography + Technology, and Typography + Play.
Artworks that focus on the language and meaning of
typography were presented in Typography + Art. In
Typography + Technology, the artists manipulated
letters, text, and typography by means of digital
media. On the other hand, artists in Typography +
Play suggested that the power of imagination and
playful interaction with artwork is the key for
communicating with contemporary art.
The exhibition was held in an open space in
Lotte Shopping Avenue in Jakarta, attracting a great
number of visitors. Many artworks were interactive
and participative that audience experienced being part
of each work. In Adityo Pratomo’s generative
installation (Fig. 5), audience was invited to interact
with a pre-determined word by changing its shape and
visual. If audience pours water into the water
container, a custom-made algorithm implemented in
computer code generates new shape and visual of the
word ‘Civilization (Peradaban)’. Through his work,
Adityo talked about two important aspects of human
civilization; that is, roots and growth (Huang, 2014,
p.24).

Figure 6: Terra Bajraghosa, Pieces of Me (2010, 2014).
Outcomes of production of avatar on display on the wall.
Game engine by Gerdi Budi.

The exhibition was an earlier curatorial practice
in technology-based art by ARCOLABS. Hence,
there were some technical challenges faced by the
curators, one of which was the difficulty in ensuring
technician. In order to set up a Korean artist’s
interactive digital animation without his presence
during display, display team were struggled with
generating the computer application that was
customized by the artist, which allowed the artwork
to be activated by human movement. Video
conference between the artist, curators and display
team were conducted for two nights until the artwork
was properly set up. The open floor plan and bright
ambience of the mall was another challenge,
particularly for projection-based work that the
curators and display team must negotiate with the
venue in order to adjust the space.

4.2

Figure 5: Adityo Pratomo, Civilization (Peradaban)
(2014). Word in the screen changing its shape and visual
as audience activates computer algorithm by pouring
water into the container.

On the other hand, in Terra Bajraghosa’s
interactive computer game audience was invited to
produce one’s own avatar (Fig. 6). By selecting and
arranging illustrated items, the audience was able to
create a pixelated and virtual alter ego. (Jeon, 2014,
p.30-31).
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Media Art Across Disciplines

In media art practices, collaboration cannot be
ignored. Whether it is between artist-scientist, artisttechnician, artist-curator and/or curator-curator,
collective process in media art cannot be absent in
order to ensure the success of a project. It is not
merely because of the complexity of technical
knowledge of constructing a work of art, but it is also
because of the benefit to conceptually deepen one’s
understanding of certain fields of studies. The
following two examples demonstrate ARCOLABS’s
efforts to exploring different working methods of
curating through collaboration with many different
parties; Arbotics (2014) and Five Passages to the
Future (2019).

4.2.1 Arbotics
Additionally, Arbotics (2014) is one of the earlier
curatorial projects of media art conducted by
ARCOLABS. The initial motivation was to explore a
new approach in interdisciplinary studies through the
concept of a robot. Curators observed the fact that the
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convergence between art and science had gained a
great deal of attention for the past decades through
which a new form of art had been introduced and an
alternative to the science driven society had been
suggested. Arbotics is an exhibition that revealed the
current urge of bridging between art and science.
Through the form of kinetic, interactive and robotic
installations, the invited artist groups tried to discover
a new language and new paradigm in art (Jeon,
2014b).
The first collaboration aspect of media art in
Arbotics lies in the characteristics of each artist
group. The exhibition invited five Yogyakarta based
artist collectives, Doni & Hafez, HONF,
Indieguerillas, ThedeoMIXBLOOD, and XXLABS.
Doni is an artist working with photography and now
expands to three dimensional installations while
Hafez is known as a paper artist and pop-up book
designer. HONF, as a new media artist group, is
working closely with artist, designer, architect, sound
artist, programmer, and electronic engineers.
Indieguerillas is a duet of Santi Ariestyowanti and
Dyatmiko “Miko” Bawono whose backgrounds are
Visual Communication Design and Interior Design
respectively. ThedeoMIXBLOOD is a project group
of Dila (Fahla Fadhillah Lotan) and Otong (R. Bonar
D. Senan Putro) with an interest in Graffiti and Pop
Art. XXLABSiv is a female artists’ initiative whose
main focus is electronic art using both open source
software and hardware (Jeon, 2014b).
Prior to the exhibition, the artist groups attended
a series of workshop programs in order to sharpen the
understanding of robotics and enrich the insight of
artists in terms of themes and ideas for their artistic
expression. In Figure 7, Dr. Riza Muhida, director of
the Center for Robotics and Intelligent Machine,
Surya University, who introduced the current robotic
developments and the basics of machine mechanics,
conducted the first workshop session.

Figure 7: Workshop session by Dr. Riza Muhida,
discussing basic mechanism in robotics.

time of the program), discussing various local
cultures in Indonesia and how culture is related to
pursuing the future (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Workshop session by Yuka Narendra, discussing
Indonesian culture as a medium for contemporary art.

Finally, in Figure 9, Heri Dono, a senior artist
from Yogyakarta shared his experience of working
with kinetic and media art (ARCOLABS, 2014a).
Workshops were intensive and productive and helped
the participants broaden their scope of robotics as the
main theme of their work.

Figure 9: Workshop session by Heri Dono, sharing his
experience and perspective in new media art.

In so doing, this exhibition is based on the
collaborative effort by each group, which resembles a
mechanical working logic that requires cooperation
of many different parts. Likewise, each group divides
jobs for each artist. For example, in the work of
“B.I.O. #0.1 ESM-Basic Intelligent Organism
Externalized Spatial Memory” (Fig. 10 & 11), HONF
divided roles by several individuals. For instance,
programming and concept were developed by Irene
Agrivina and Tommy Surya R. Meanwhile, Weissa
Adhiprasetya provided installations and techniques
and Felix Deufel sound installation.

Then, the second workshop session was led by
Yuka Narendra who was the researcher from the
Center for Art and Design, Surya University (at the
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Figure 12: XXLABS, Facing the Future (2014). Audience
getting into interaction with the work.

Figure 10: HONF, B.I.O. #0.1 ESM (2014). Display view
of intelligent bacteria placed in hanging petri discs which
movement is captured by hacked infrared web cam
underneath and transferred to stereo speakers for sound
and TV monitors for visual patterns. All controlled by
central computer.

Figure 13: Audience being reflected on the water in the
installation Facing the Future (2014), reading her own
future.

4.2.2 Five Passages to the Future

Figure 11: Partial view of B.I.O. #0.1 ESM (2014)
showing colony of intelligent bacteria in a petri disc.

In the case of “Facing the Future” (Fig. 12 & 13),
an interactive installation by XXLABS, more
numbers of individuals were involved. In
collaboration with Stefanie W., Irene Agrivina, Asa
Rahmana, Rennie “Emonk” Agustine and Fahla
Fadillah Lotan conducted concept, installation, and
techniques. Additional assistance was provided by
Eka Jayaningtyas and Ratna Djuwita and additional
programming was done by Yudianto Asmoro
(ARCOLABS, 2014a).
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It is an unorthodox to discuss a project that is still in
preparation stage, but Five Passages to the Future
(2019) is a very good example of curatorial
experimentation, which core idea lies in significance
of collaboration in media art. Scheduled in October
2019 in National Gallery of Indonesia, this exhibition
is a collaborative effort by five female curators in
Indonesia who have different professional
background and interest in the field of research. For
example, Evelyn Huang is a curator educator who is
interested in local wisdom of indigenous people in
relation to environment issue. On the other hand,
Irene Agrivina is an artist curator who focuses on the
problem of sustainability through ecological relevant
artworks. Meantime, Jeong Ok Jeon who is a curator
educator explores how AI has become a part of our
daily routines. As a curator writer, Nin Djani suggests
VR and video games as a way of storytelling media
of today while Ratna Djuwita who is an artist
researcher examines wearable technology through
fashion that is built with bio-material (ARCOLABS,
2019).
The initial motivation for curators is based on the
phenomena of digital technology that has made
tremendous shifts in art. According to them, it does
not just prompt the emergence of new media art, but
also suggests unpredictable direction of future art.
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Furthermore, new media art has established a new
way of artistic experience of time and space where
audience relates to art instantly, bilaterally, and
virtually. New media art today, which presents the
most innovative way of art in the 21st century, is
looking beyond the mere reflection on digital media,
and rather suggesting a new perspective in art and
life. Five Passages to the Future aims to showcase
five cutting-edge approaches of new media art in the
issues around eco-politics, sustainability, AI, digital
narrative, and wearable technology, which all serves
as an indicator for future art. The exhibition also
showcases various explorations of five emerging
practices in the field under the theme of eco-data
(ARCOLABS, 2019).

4.3

A New Audience Role in
Participating and Interactivity

The emergence of media art has made a significant
change in the role of audience. Unlike in traditional
exhibition, the audience of media art exhibition
became an active participant rather than passive
viewer. Such change in the role of audience has
affected the problem of communication in art. The
media art exhibitions organized by ARCOLABS
focus on the new way of communication between a
work of art and audience through the participatory
and interactive structure of the exhibition. This
section will analyze Dialogue with the Senses (2016)
exhibition in order to reveal how multiple sensory
experiences become the key elements of
communication in media art.

presented in this exhibition goes beyond the visual.
We are not only viewing a work of art, but also
hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting it. In that
respect, this exhibition also challenges the long-term
privileging of ‘sight’ in the appreciation of art, and
recovers the power of all other physical senses that
are equally valuable (Jeon, 2016, p.14).
In Fig. 14 & 15, Fajar Abadi is a young
Indonesian artist who often uses food as his main art
medium. With food as a medium, Fajar has
highlighted the ‘ephemerality’ and ‘rasa’ (flavor,
taste, sense) of food in a wide rage of art forms,
including
performances,
installations,
and
community projects. In his work titled “Rasarumah”
(which can be translated as ‘home-aroma-therapy’),
he created an aromatherapy candle with two different
scents: one represents the popular Indonesian chicken
soup (sop ayam), the other the common Korean
fermented soybean paste stew (doenjang jjigae).
Commonly served at family meals in the two different
cultures, sop ayam and doenjang jjigae, as mundane
food, provoke longing for family and memories of
one’s hometown. Subtle and trivial, the ephemeral
scent from the candle serves as an invisible yet
powerful art medium that arouses a variety of
sentimental and sensory responses from the audience
(Jeon, 2016, p.15).

4.3.1 Dialogue with the Senses
Dialogue with the Senses (2016) is an exhibition that
aims to explore ‘sensory experience’ and its
significance in the course of our lives. The exhibition
stimulates various sensory experiences to encourage
audience members to engage with the works of art at
multiple levels. Some arts are hands-on and
interactive, requiring physical contact or direct
operation by the audience. Some are participatory in
that they stimulate the audience to become a
performer within the works on display. All of them
draw a sense of emotion and psychological
excitement through the stimuli of sensory experience.
Therefore, the body in this regard plays a central role
in perceiving each work of art (Jeon, 2016, pp.13-14).
Dialogue with the Senses features nine
innovative artists whose main consideration lies in the
participation of the audience that is a crucial factor in
completing their work. The sensory experiences that
are pivotal in this exhibition are essentially different
from traditional modes of art appreciation. Unlike the
viewing of paintings or sculptures in conventional
exhibitions, the new mode of art appreciation

Figure 14: Fajar Abadi, Rasarumah (2016). Two bowls of
candles in installation that provoke aroma of soybean
paste stew (doenjang jjigae) far left and of chicken soup
(sop ayam) in the center.

Figure 15: Detail view of the bowl that contain the aroma
of chicken soup (sop ayam). The pattern in bowl itself
representing the particular bowl used in everyday life.
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Park Seung Soon is a musician and new media
artist from Korea who created media art content for
audiences who can play a variety of traditional
Indonesian instruments using water. Titled
“Symphonie Aquatique” (Fig. 16 & 17), Park’s
instrumental installation consists of nine bowls of
water that serve as a musical instrument. When
audience touches the water in a bowl, Indonesian
traditional melody resonates in the space.
Incorporating digital media, whereby a computer
program creates a set of sophisticated musical
instruments, the performance is undertaken
spontaneously by anyone who plays it. By virtue of
his experimental music installation turning us from
music consumers into creators of our own music,
Park’s work allows us to witness our long-held
contemporary belief that anyone can be an artist
(Jeon, 2016, p.16).

sense of security and maternal warmth. He invited
audience to draw endangered underwater animals on
a piece of paper. Their drawings are then scanned and
appear on the projected video, as if the animals have
been back to life. Play and participation is crucial to
Choi’s art, for he wants art to become a playground
that enhances our emotional state (Jeon, 2016, p.17).

Figure 18: Choi Suk Young, Interactive SeeSea Drawing
(2016). Drawing of audience coming to life and shown in
the projected video installation.

5

Figure 16: Park Seung Soon, Symphonie Aquatique
(2016). Installation view without audience interaction.

Figure 17: Symphonie Aquatique (2016) being interacted
by audience who becomes a music player and producer.

Another Korean artist Choi Suk Young
approaches his new media art as a form of play. In
figure 18, his video installation “Interactive SeeSea
Drawing” is designed to invite the audience to
contribute a drawing and play with the work of art.
Choi’s sensibility toward and love of nature
encouraged him to share his awareness of the
importance of nature, which provides a never-ending
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CONCLUSIONS

More and more artists are working with new media
today and the curators need to be aware of this new
trend in art and be prepared for new curatorial
demands. As if demonstrating such phenomena, year
2019 anticipates a number of media art exhibitions
and festivals throughout the year. The programs’
organizers are as diverse as artist collectives,
independent curators, and government sectors that are
promoting their programs. The return of the
Cellsbutton, a media art festival led by Yogyakartabased new media artist collective, MAG 19, which is
the first showcase of Media Arts Globale organized
by Europe-settled Indonesian independent curator,
and Media Art Week (Pekan Seni Media) and
Instrumenta, annual media art festivals hosted by
Ministry of Education and Culture in Indonesia are
part of this exciting map. In such diverse
circumstances, an Indonesian curator collective
called ARCOLABS has played an instrumental role
in enhancing the development of media art curatorial
practices in the country. Consisting of three female
curators, ARCOLABS has flourished locally while
focusing on media art. Their consistent efforts to
building numerous thematic and aesthetic approaches
helped general public more familiar with media art in
Indonesia. Their working methods have highlighted
the importance of collaboration in media art curating
with various individuals and sectors across
disciplines. Through the participatory and interactive
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structure of the exhibition, members of the audience
become more active participants, instead of passive
viewers. In so doing, they make their multiple sensory
experiences the key elements in media art
appreciation. With the aid of technology, media art
requires a new process of curatorial framework that
differs from other contemporary art presentation, and
for that reason, more collaborations and exchanges
between the curators are encouraged.
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ENDNOTES

i Besides the three aforementioned artist groups, there are
other artist initiatives that concern a dramatic
transformation of Indonesian society caused by
technological advancement. Ruang Mes 56 in Yogyakarta
(2002) focuses on contemporary art and photography;
Forum Lenteng in Jakarta (2003) on documentary, film,
video and performance; and Videolab in Bandung (2003)
on video art of young artists, just to name a few. More artist
list can be found in the exhibition catalogue of Pekan Seni
Media 2019.
ii

ARCOLABS is currently run by three female curators: (1)
Jeong Ok Jeon is a Jakarta-based Korean curator who is
actively engaging in Southeast Asian contemporary art,
especially working on providing international exposures for
regional artists in and outside of Indonesia. With interests
in new media and interactive art, she has curated
several science and technology based art exhibitions. She
has gained an MFA from Savannah College of Art and
Design in the US and a BFA from Ewha Womans
University in Korea. Now Jeon serves as the managing
director at ARCOLABS and a full-time lecturer at Jakarta
State University; (2) Evelyn Huang is an Indonesian curator
and lecturer who graduated from her MFA in Creative
Entrepreneurship, Jakarta Institute of Arts after obtaining
her Bachelor degree in Visual Communication Design,
University of Pelita Harapan and Master degree in Cultural
Studies, University of Indonesia. She curates annual media
art exhibitions and international exchange exhibitions for
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ARCOLABS while she has been also curating EXI(S)T,
one of the most renowned art incubation programs in
Indonesia. At present, she is the program head of Visual
Communication Design in International Design School; and
(3) Nin Djani is an Indonesian curator and writer with a
passion in literature, history, and pop culture which become
significant influences in her artistic curatorial practice. She
holds an MA in Southeast Asian Studies from Leiden
University and a BA in Media Communications from
Goldsmiths, University of London. Nin is independently
active in various inter-disciplinary creative projects and she
is part of Suar Artspace, ARCOLABS and Atreyu Moniaga
Project.
iii

Today’s media art can be expressed in various forms and
one of the growing forms of media art in Indonesia is sound
art. In order to showcase sound art in indoor gallery space,
soundproof system of the building is required. As for light
art, capacity of electrical power of the designated venue is
crucial so that the artwork can be presented as properly as
it is meant to be by the artist. If the media art is showcased
outdoor, there must be much more to be taken into
consideration.

iv

After the exhibition, XXLABS has changed its name to
XXLab and its members have also been changed over the
years.
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Abstract:

Graphic design has been proven to have an impact on human perception in areas such as consumerism. One
would argue that a similar impact could exist in the area of transportation as well. The main objective of this
research is to determine the factors that influence human attention in responding to visual cues. This was
accomplished by exploring human attention from the point of view of design principle and feature
integrated theory. As attention is the first process that occurs in the human cognitive process after visual
stimulation happens, it is crucial to define the factors that contribute towards the stimulation to road sign
design. Using Design and Development Research (DDR) approaches, this study involved three phases
which were needs analysis, development, and evaluation. Methods such as interview, Fuzzy Delphi and
Expert Review were also used. This research aims to establish a framework that consists of several design
principles and visual elements that are accountable for the visual attention of motorists. This research
findings are expected to contribute towards Malaysia Road Safety 2014-2020 Plan, specifically in the
second pillar as well as Safer Road and Mobility programme and stimulate many research interests
involving design principles in the transportation area of the future.

1

INTRODUCTION

As one of the oldest safety and traffic control
equipment (Kazemi et al. 2016) road signs assist
road users in terms of giving orders, warning,
directions, and information (Ezeibe et al. 2018). An
effective road sign is the one which commands
attention, communicate a simple meaning and give
sufficient time to road users to make a proper
response (Bañares et al. 2018). Starting from
establishing attention to influencing viewers’
responses, road sign designers aim to create
effective road sign designs using design principles as
guidance. Fundamental theories in design claim that
emphasis is a principle that is responsible for
attracting viewers’ attention (A. Lauer & Pentak
2012; Graham 2002).
Bearing this in mind, this research will analyse
the connection between the emphasis on the design
principles and school road signs design at selected
school within Klang Valley. Thorough studies will
be conducted on how school road signs successfully
attract drivers’ attention. The study will also
measure the level of design standardisation

application of the school road signs, in the hope of
establishing evidence that ineffective road signs are
one of the factors that caused road accidents in
Klang Valley.
The intention of this study is to examine road
sign designs in relation to news reporting of road
accidents, especially involving school children.
Although the news reports about road accidents may
be regarded as another ordinary news to Malaysians,
mail from Bukit Aman Traffic Investigation and
Enforcement Department (Jabatan Siasatan dan
Penguatkuasaan Trafik Bukit Aman (JSPTBA)),
indicated that the total number of road accident
deaths was as high as 6570 in 2016. As the rate of
death per 100,000 population in the same year was
24 people, the number of road fatalities resulted in
Malaysia being ranked as one of the top countries
with high road accident death when compared with
similar income nation in the world, behind
Kazakhstan and Libya. This was worsened by the
fact that road traffic deaths involving road users
below 20 years old in Malaysia formed 24% of the
total number of road accident deaths in 2017 (World
Health Organization 2015).
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As example, on 21 February 2018, two school
pupils were hit by a car in front of Sekolah
Kebangsaan Santong Paka in Dungun, Terengganu.
The incident happened in the morning (Ilham 2018).
Another fatal accident involved a year two student
of Sekolah Kebangsaan Air Baruk, Melaka who was
hit by a car on 4th January 2018. Mohammad Faris
Zakwan Zainuddin was dragged for 15 meters under
a Proton Iswara driven by the school’s general
worker (Koh 2018).

2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Human plays a crucial role in road accidents (Janpla
et al. 2015) as speeding was blamed as the major
cause of the problem (Bham & Leu 2018; Ezeibe et
al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2016). Hence, a serious effort
should be taken to understand human factors in
relation to road safety such as suggested by Dr. Ir.
Muhammad Marizwan Bin Abdul Manan from the
Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research
(MIROS). In his presentation on Motorcycle Crashes
in Malaysia: Status, Risk Factors, and Interventions,
one of his suggestions for future research was to
study the Motorcycle Behaviour at Pedestrian
Crossing (Abdul Manan 2015). This is given the fact
that most schools in the country have its road
crossing for a safety measure for pedestrians.
Many researchers are in agreement about the
importance of road signs as a countermeasure to
reduce the occurrence of road accidents. Zhao et al.
(2016) emphasised on the need to place special
signage to alert drivers within the surroundings of
the schools since the findings of their studies
indicated that certain road devices might improve
driving performance and road safety.
According to Bañares et al. (2018), a good road
sign is capable of attracting attention from road
users to communicate the message before the next
process follow suit. Commanding attention is the
second principle stated in the United States of
America’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices as a guideline when addressing road sign
and other traffic control devices application (Federal
Highway Administration 2009). Similar principles
can be seen applied to the Malaysian general
principles of traffic sign where the signs should be
conspicuous in order to attract driver’s attention
(Public Works Department of Malaysia 1985).
Effective road sign helps save lives. The problem
will occur when road users fail to pay attention to
road signs (Bin et al. 2013). Several factors has been
recognised as the reasons for inattention such as
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information overload (Kaplan et al. 2018; Kazemi et
al. 2016; Topolšek et al. 2016), not enough contrast
between the road signs and the environment (Bin et
al. 2013) as well as the drivers’ age (Zahabi et al.
2017).
The efforts to understand the psychology of
attention had been initiated more than one hundred
years ago as seen in a research conducted by
Johansson and Backlund in 1970 about the
relationship between road signs and attention (Costa
et al. 2018). They tested the attention of the drivers
by evaluating their memories of road signs seen by
the participants as they passed these signs. Shinar
and Drory (1983) confirmed the results obtained by
Johansson and Backlund when they conducted a
similar study with different respondents. Other
research in this area included Costa et al. (2014)
who evaluated the attention given to vertical road
signs and Kazemi et al. (2016) regarding the level of
attention given to urban road signs.
Using a systematic literature review, the
researcher found the lack of research papers
published regarding the relationship between
attention and road signs in regards to design
principles. There are some elements such as space
(Liu & Wang 2013; Tejero et al. 2018b) and contrast
(Rahman & Strawderman 2015) on paper, but as
much as visual principles are concerned as there are
more properties to scrutinise. In this case, visual
factors contributing to attention stimulation should
be scrutinised from an art and design perspective.
Additionally, in the second pillar of the Malaysia
Road Safety 2014-2010 Plan which is safer road and
mobility, the Malaysian government aimed to
regularly re-evaluate the standards and rules
regarding road safety issues (Road Safety
Department of Malaysia 2014)
Since design principles affect human attention,
the researcher believes that by systematically
investigating this matter, it would contribute to a
better understanding of road sign design in the
future.

3
3.1

LITERATURE REVIEW
Design Principles

The study about how individual part in an artwork
can influence the whole visual perception of human
was conducted by Christian von Ehrenfels in his
essay titled On 'Gestalt Qualities (Smith 1988).
Later, a group of physiologists namely Max
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Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler, and Kurt Koffka
extended the theory. Gestalt theory involves the
principles of similarity, continuation, focal point,
figure-ground, belongingness, balance, proximity,
common fate, and closure.
Table 1: Design Principles list.
Visual Principles
Balance

a
x

b
x

Authors
d
e
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

c
x
x

f
x
x
x
x

g
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Unity
x
Emphasis
x
Rhythm
x
Variety
Hierarchy
x
Dominance
x
x
x
x
x
Proportion
x
x
x
Scale
x
Movement
x
x
x
Repetition
x
x
x
x
Contrast
x
Alignment
x
Flow
x
x
Harmony
x
Economy
x
x
Proximity
x
Similarity
x
Continuity
x
x
Closure
x
Common Fate
x
Continuing Line
x
Visual Linking
x
Elaboration
x
Focal Point
a = Ocvirk et al. (1998). b = Graham (2002). c =
Prust (2003). d = Pipes (2008). e = Landa (2011). f =
A. Lauer & Pentak (2012). g = Evans & Thomas
(2013)
Table 1 shows the analysis of various modern
design principles established by several references.
It can be seen that some of the Gestalt principles
mentioned previously had been absorbed as part of
design principles by these authors. The list was
made of a combination of the main and secondary
principles. Based on the list, the researcher made a
comparative analysis. Even though some of the
terms carry similar meaning, they were maintained
as they are for later analysis. There is no exact
number of principle elements agreed by these
theorists, but we can see the similarity in the
meaning and intention after reading the details.
Another comparison was also made by the
researcher to examine the link between viewers’

perceptual effects of these principles as suggested by
the theorists. It was found that emphasis was the
main element needed for establishing a focal point
(Evans & Thomas 2013; Landa 2011; Pipes 2008)
and grabbing viewers’ attention (A. Lauer & Pentak
2012; Graham 2002). Other design principles such
as balance, created a pleasing composition effect
(Graham, 2002) while unity tended to make the
whole design solution look like one entity (Pipes
2008; Prust 2003).

3.2

Defining Attentions.

Attention is a noun used to describe the
concentration of the mind on something. It also
carries the meaning of bringing something to
knowledge (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka 2018).
Hornby (2000) in Oxford Fajar dictionary gave four
definitions of attention. It is an action where
someone is applying his or her mind to something or
someone. It is also defined as an act of taking special
care of something or someone. The third definition
is a kind of thoughtful action of a person, and the
last definition is a drill position, where a soldier
standing upright with feet together and arms
stretched downwards. The definition given by these
two dictionaries conveys a shared meaning. This is
in comparison with a more precise interpretation of
the term attention given by psychologists.
James (1890), a psychologist, defined the term
attention as holding in control clearly and vividly
one thought out of several thoughts that have been
concurrently stimulated. The clearness of the
sensory process was defined by Titchener and
Wundt (Kazdin 2000). Attention is part of cognitive
psychology (Kellogg, 2003) and one of the
important aspects when someone is driving (Tejero
et al. 2018a). This theory can be visualised by
looking at the information-processing model of
memory (Watts & Lazarus 2008) presented in Figure
1.

Figure 1: Information-processing model of memory
(Watts & Lazarus 2008).
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Attention activity happens after the stimuli
become registered by the sensory. Many of the
stimuli perceived daily by people will be lost from
the memory system without further processing or
saved in the storage. In order to response to the
stimuli, a person must first give attention to it. An
important stimulus should be able to grab the
attention of the viewer because it usually happens at
the early stage of the human memory system.
Giving attention to visual cue can be explained
using the Visual Attention Theory. Kellogg (2003)
described attention as a beam of a spotlight and he
later segregated attention into two categories which
are selective attention and divided attention.
Selective attention occurs when an adjacent stimulus
is ignored, focusing the attention only on a small
diameter of highlight compared to divided attention
where adjacent stimuli get some processing such a
diffused beam of the spotlight.
While inattention is the antonyms of attention
(Merriam-Webster 2018), a study found that 93% of
vehicle collisions and minor accidents were
contributed from inattention while driving (Dingus
et al., 2006). Inattention can be caused by being
distracted by a secondary task such as drivingrelated activities that prevent the driver from looking
forward. These activities include drowsiness and
non-driving related eye glances. This study’s finding
is in line with the claim made by Bin et al. (2013)
who argued that inattention is one of the main
factors that instigate road accidents and assertion by
Malaysian Minister of Transport, Datuk P.
Kamalanathan that drivers do not look at warning
signs (Bernama, 2016).
There are a number of factors why drivers fail to
pay optimal attention to the driving activity from the
perspective of psychology. These factors can be
divided into two categories: endogenous and
exogenous factors (Underwood et al., 2003). High
workload causes reduced cognitive resources
making drivers fall short of using their existing
knowledge to expect hazard to intrude into the
current road environment in an endogenous factor.
The exogenous factor is when the road user fails to
attend to sudden changes in the visual field such as
an object moving into the field of view. As a road
sign can be a visual cue for reminding road users to
allocate a certain amount of attention towards
possible hazards to come in the context of the
endogenous factor, this study aims to improve the
driver’s attention factor towards the road sign.
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3.3

Road Signs

Paying attention to the road environment is very
crucial, and road sign helps the driver to perform
better during the driving activity. A good road sign
will give hints to drivers about what to expect on the
road ahead, and it has the capability to change a
driver’s attitude when approaching a certain area. It
also should help the driver to anticipate in advance
any unexpected situation ahead (Wickens et al.
2004). (Cian et al. 2015) added that how the content
is presented can help the driver to evaluate better
and change his/her behaviour accordingly.
Conspicuous road signs also can stimulate the
attention of the driver and consequently improve
his/her comprehension of the surroundings (Kaplan
et al. 2018).
The role of effective road sign installations in
reducing traffic accident has been proven as reported
by the International Road Federation in 2006. Their
data indicated that there was a 41% decrement in the
road rate of accidents in the United Kingdom as a
result of effective road sign installations (Ezeibe et
al. 2018). United Nations Economic and Social
Council (1968) in the Vienna Convention on Road
Signs and Signals also claimed that the installation
of three road sign categories helped to reduce the
rate of road accidents. These road sign categories
included the danger warning signs, regulatory signs,
and informative signs. Within these categories, there
were subcategories of signs that were employed to
help drivers be alert of the road environment. In the
local context, installing road sign has been suggested
besides imposing a speed limit and providing
awareness to help reduce road accident (Hassan
2018; Mohamed et al. 2011).

Figure 2: Layout design as suggested by Public Works
Department of Malaysia (1985).

Jabatan Kerja Raya Malaysia (JKR) or Public
Works Department of Malaysia has imposed
standard guidelines for sign installations for various
road conditions. Figure 2 shows a guideline for the
layout template for a road sign with text and Figure
3 illustrates a school road sign installation guide.
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attention from the driver is the first process before
other processes happen.

3.4

Road Accident Reality in Malaysia

Malaysia’s fatality rate per population of 100,000 is
twenty-four people; it is one of the highest fatality
rates in the world and six times greater than
Singapore (World Health Organization 2015).
Brunei, which is another high-income nation within
the ASEAN region with a significantly low fatality
rate of 5.8 in 2004 (Center MIROS-ASEAN Road
Safety, 2016). The Malaysian rate of road fertility is
considerably high and time is running out for
Malaysia since the World Bank predicts that
Malaysia will become a high-income nation as early
as 2024 (Bernama 2018).
Figure 3: The location of school signs as suggested by
Public Works Department of Malaysia (1985)

Various research had been conducted to
investigate how road users interact with road signs.
These research can be divided according to the
stages of the road user and road sign interaction
process. The processes could be segregated
according to the stimulate, recognise and read,
decision-making and behave stages (Bin et al. 2013).
This segregation is in alignment with the
information-processing model of memory (Watts &
Lazarus 2008) in Figure 1.

Table 2: ASEAN countries road fatality rate by income
group (Center MIROS-ASEAN Road Safety 2016).
Fatalities
per 100,000
population

Low
Income

Middle
Income

Brunei
Singapore

Low (<10)
Medium
(10-15)
High (>15)

High
Income

Cambodia
Myanmar

Philippines
Laos PDR
Indonesia
Malaysia
Thailand
Vietnam

Figure 4: Stages of driver’s responses to road signs (Bin
et al. 2013).

With reference to Figure 4, the road sign in F
initiates the attention-grabbing process at the first
stage (A), then the driver should be able to read and
recognise the message in Stage Two (B to C). Later,
the driver will have to make a decision in Stage
Three (C to E) and finally execute the decision in the
form of a response at the behave stage (E). The
claim made by Bin et al. (2013) is in line with the
suggestion by Bañares et al. (2018) that grabbing

Figure 5: Cases of fatal road accident in Malaysia from
2008 to 2018.

The number of road accident fatalities in
Malaysia is relatively consistent from 2009 until
2017 with more than 6000 deaths, as JSPTBA
confirmed in Figure 5. More scientific studies
should be conducted to tackle this problem so more
lives can be saved effectively.
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contributing factor. The driver’s behaviour is the
major cause of road accidents, contributing up to
76.1% of all the causes of road accidents (Redhwan
& Karim 2010).

4

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 6: Road accident fatalities in Malaysia based on
age.

Figure 6 illustrates the number of people
involved in fatal accidents based on age in recent
years. The peak age for deaths caused by road
accidents is between sixteen to twenty years old. In
2018, children and teenager group constitute 24% of
the overall sum involved in fatal road accidents. The
population from this age group are those who still go
to school in Malaysia, from pre-school until to the
Upper Sixth Form or just starting their college life.
With 154,958 cases of road accidents that
occurred in 2017, Selangor has become the highest
contributor to road accident cases in Malaysia, as
presented in Figure 7. Johor and Kuala Lumpur
come after that with more than 70,000 cases.
Compared to the Road Safety Department of
Malaysia's (2018) report, this graft is consistent with
the number of registered vehicles in each state with
Kuala Lumpur recording 6,328,245 registered
vehicle followed by Johor and Selangor. Since
Kuala Lumpur is situated inside Selangor, we can
assume that the Klang Valley has the highest amount
of road accidents and the utmost number of vehicles.

Figure 8: Three different knowledge resources combined
to establish this research platform.

This research framework is based on three
knowledge sources as defined in Figure 8, which are
Design Principles; Cognitive Psychology and road
sign design policy from Malaysia Government and
international institution. Independent variables will
be encapsulated from Design Principles as suggested
by two selected sources, Landa (2011) and (Ocvirk
et al. 1998) shown in Figure 9. Understanding
attention psychology and experimental methodology
for this study will be referring to previous
established visual attention study such as Feature
Integration Theory (Treisman & Galade 1980).
Resources for Malaysian road sign design will be
coming from government documentation such as
Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 2A/85: Manual on Traffic
Control Devices (Public Works Department of
Malaysia 1985a).

Figure 7: Road accident rates in Malaysia in 2017 based
on states.

In terms of factors influencing road accidents,
Malaysian statistical results show no difference from
the rest of the world. Accidents caused by speeding
(32.8%), careless driving (28.2%) and careless
overtaking (15.1%) have been the most significant
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Figure 9: Theoritical emphasis concept defined by Landa
(2011) and dominance concept by Ocvirk et al. (1998).
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Figure 10: Research methods employed in this study.

5

OBJECTIVES

In order to develop the attention framework to
enable road sign assessment, this study has three
objectives:
i) To identify the requirement in developing a
framework for visual attention evaluation in terms of
the link between school road sign designs and the
emphasis design principle.
ii) To determine the related visual attention
analysis framework elements based on the emphasis
design principles from the perspective and
consensus of design experts.
iii) To propose an attention competency
framework for the school road sign design for
drivers based on the emphasis design principles.
These objectives are aligned with the Design and
Development Research (DDR) methodology that
will be explained later.

6

METHOD OF STUDY

Using the Type Two Design and Development
Research (DDR) methodology as suggested by
(Richey & Klein 2007), this study will utilise the
mixed method in achieving its objectives. It is
divided into three phases to address the objective of
each phase as illustrated in Figure 10.

6.1

Phase One

In this needs analysis phase, it is crucial to identify
the problem, theories, concept and subject matter to
develop a framework for visual attention evaluation
pertaining to the road signs for Malaysian schools.
Content analysis including artefacts studies and a
comparison with two other countries (Singapore and
United Kingdom school road signs) will be
conducted to form a clear picture of the current
system of school road signs in Malaysia. These
countries were selected based on their low rate of
accidents in the world (World Health Organization,
2015). This will be accomplished by referring to a
related document from JKR (1985) which is the
Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 2A/85: Manual on Traffic
Control Devices and Traffic Sign Application and
Arahan Teknik (Jalan) 2B/85: Manual on Traffic
Control Devices and Traffic Sign Application.
A systematic observation activity will be held at
selected schools with road accident history within
the last two years in the study area to record the
effectiveness of the road sign installation.
Systematic documentation regarding the condition
and the design implementation will be recorded
during the observation.
All the data from the artefact analysis and
observation will be used as a basis for the semistructural interview questions. Two interview
sessions will be held with a design expert and
another with the JKR personnel who is in charge of
the road sign designs and installations. These two
interview respondents will be selected based on the
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expert definition proposed by Mustapha and
Darusalam (2018).

6.2

Phase Two

Three steps are anticipated in Phase 2 in order to
determine the related elements in visual attention
analysis framework based on the emphasis design
principles.
A literature review will be performed to bring
together any information and data regarding
emphasis design principle and its application in
attracting the attention of drivers. This information
will later be compared with the findings of the
previous stage of the study and divided into several
constructs and sub-construct elements. This list of
elements will then be presented to four graphic
design experts in signage in order to get their
opinion and consensus regarding the suitability of
the elements to be included in the Fuzzy Delphi
survey later.
Six selected design experts, four expert drivers,
and two JKR personnel will be chosen to participate
in the Fuzzy Delphi session in order to get the final
list of constructs and sub-constructs of the emphasis
design principles for the school road sign evaluation.
These participants will be selected as suggested in
the Fuzzy Delphi requirements (Mustapha &
Darusalam, 2018). The ambiguity of this area is the
main reason why the Fuzzy Delphi method is
selected so that the related elements of emphasis can
be identified.

6.3

Phase Three

In this evaluation phase, the expert review by seven
graphic design experts from different companies and
academic institutions will be conducted. The aim is
to validate the framework about the importance of
the selected elements, the relationship between the
elements, and the relevance in assessing the
attention factor of the sign. They will receive a
detailed description of the framework and subframework with a set of questionnaire. The levels of
agreement based on the Likert scale will be used
ranging from (1) “I strongly disagree” to (5) “I
strongly agree” to answer the questions. The expert
will also be prompted to comment on their ratings
and to give suggestions for improvements.
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7

DISCUSSION

Due to the high number of road accidents in
Malaysia, there is a critical need for effective
countermeasures strategies to alleviate the problem.
Although several scholars have touched on this
issue, there is still a paucity of research which
focuses on the perspective of art and design. This
research provides an alternative point of view in
road sign designs in order to increase the level of
attention to the road signs and reduce road accident.

7.1

Measuring Tool to Assess the
Objective of the Road Sign System.

Five principles have been listed in the Arahan
Teknik (Jalan) 2B/85: Manual on Traffic Control
Devices and Traffic Sign Application (JKR, 1985),
the guide book for the installation of the road sign
system in Malaysia. These principles consist of the
installation objectives such as illegibility of the sign,
noticeability, and effectiveness during the day or
night. As mentioned earlier, there are needs for
evaluation to measure the success of each of these
principles. This study will eventually create a tool to
assess the second principle, which is the capability
to attract the attention of drivers at a sufficient
distance and the ability to be easily recognizable as
traffic signs at a distance. The framework from this
study may be used as an analysis tool
complimenting other methods such as digital
simulation test.
As this study focuses on the second principle,
other assessment tools should also be developed, as
there are many principles to be addressed. The real
issue of the sign can be seen clearly after each
principle has been attended to.

7.2

Determining the Characteristics of
the Emphasis Design Principle in
Road Sign Design.

This research will systematically identify the
elements of attention to road sign using the principle
of emphasis design. These elements may be carried
out in the future as more research efforts are needed
especially in experimental research to observe the
effects of road signage on human’s attention. It is
hoped that extensive research can result in a better
road sign design in the future.
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7.3

Creating a Guideline for a Designer
in Designing Road Signs that
Attract the Attention of Road Users

Road signs are visual cues for motorists in preparing
them to expect things they might confront in front. It
is crucial especially as warning signs to gain the
attention of motorists and preparing them for any
eventualities of danger. Evaluating existing road
signs and redesigning a better version require
guidelines. The framework could assist designers in
coming out with an improved road sign design
before it can be tested for effectiveness.

7.4

Revision of the Malaysian Road
Sign and Signal Guidelines (Arahan
Teknik Jalan)

The references for road sign installation in Malaysia
are based on a series of Arahan Teknik Jalan series
by Public Works Department of Malaysia. An
examination of the latest version of the guidelines
stated in the Guide Signs Design and Application
(ATJ 2E/87 (Pindaan 2015)), indicated that there is
an urgency for a revision of guidelines particularly
with regards to the graphical aspect of road sign
specifications and visualisations. The outdated
colour codes for spot colour and inconsistency
between
the
illustrations
and
numbering
measurements need to be addressed. Since Malaysia
is one of the top countries with a high accident rate
and since Malaysia is not part of the Geneva Sign
and Signal 1968 Convention, it is critical that the
road safety aspects be given prominence and an
updated guideline regarding road signs could be one
of the methods that can offer a solution.

8

CONCLUSION

The attention given to road signs, especially the
warning signs is fundamental to ensure safety while
driving. It can save lives and improves the driving
experience. This research will focus on developing a
framework to measure the factors that attract drivers
attention to road sign designs. The outcome may be
used as a guideline in the pre-production and
production stage as well as the maintenance of road
signs. Further research related to visual principles
should be conducted in the future in order to
generate more research paths for improving road
sign designs. Studies like the impact of a dynamic
icon by Cian et al. (2015) or other future research

that examines the emphasis factors determined from
this research would be of value.
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Abstract:

Music is a means of interaction between humans which is transmitted as a presentation of feelings through
acoustic sensation. Music consists of instruments played ensemble, occasionally with vocal, to form a
harmony. The presence of certain instruments can be used to identify the genre of a music, and in turn its
origin. This research conducted classification of traditional, local contemporary, and foreign music – from
Indonesian point of view – according to instruments and beats. Genres chosen to represent the music in this
research, fall into six categories: Balinese, Javanese, Sundanese (traditional), Keroncong (local
contemporary), Classical and Latin (foreign). 180 pieces of music are used for training, and the same number
of pieces are used for testing; using samples of pieces with instruments only and also instruments with vocal.
To extract its features, each music pieces are cut into 30ms slices, then a representative vector of 3 timedomain features is taken from every piece. Classification of test data is then conducted using Nearest Centroid
Classifier (NCC) and k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) with k=3 and k=5. Best results are obtained using k-NN
with k=3, generating the maximum 96.6% accuracy for Balinese, with an all-genre average of 73.89%. The
lowest accuracy rate belongs to Classical category, in which from the three tests, it is consistently rated under
50% with average of 36.67%.

1

INTRODUCTION

The identity of a nation is known through its
cultural tradition. Aside from its native language,
writing system and custom, tradition also live in folk
songs and music. This research’s topic is focused on
several genres of Indonesian traditional music,
contemporary local music, and foreign music, in
respect of Indonesian tradition.
What is called traditional music are music which
lives through generations of people from a certain
culture, maintained as means of entertainment or as
an integral element of the culture itself. Three
elements are affecting the continuity of a traditional
music: artists, the music itself, and its listeners. These
elements have to be together in motion to preserve
traditional music. The obvious problem is that the
tradition itself today are not taught widely in families
as years before, so that the artists and listeners
themselves may have difficulties in identifying
whether a song they are creating or listening are
belong to a genre of traditional music. This
degradation has caused traditional music to lose their

economic value – as not many people understand its
values anymore – thus in turn make them less and less
known, and rarely played outside traditional
ceremonies.
The identity of Indonesia traditional music is
formed during the Bronze Age, when continental
cultures emigrated to the Indonesian archipelago in
the third and second century B.C.E. This identity
remains in how Indonesian traditional music heavily
used percussion instruments such as kendang and
gong. Several regions also developed their own
musical instruments using whatever available locally,
for example the Sasando from Rote, Angklung from
Sunda, and various orchestral instruments like the
Gamelan from Javanese and Balinese cultures.
Contact with arriving foreign cultures also create
several kind of music which are specific to Indonesia,
such as Keroncong which comes from the contact of
many music elements from the island of Java with
Portuguese music. These kind of music are what we
regard as contemporary local music. Keroncong is
locally Indonesian, but it does not have a specific
cultural root to a certain culture of Indonesia. What
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we are trying to achieve through this research is the
possibility to identify genres of music using
numerical features and computer algorithms, mainly
to identify Indonesian traditional music against
several other genres. From above we chose Javanese,
Balinese and Sundanese music as examples of
traditional music genres, Keroncong as an example of
contemporary local music genre, and two foreign
music genre: Classical and Latin.
Classical music is chosen because it comes from
another tradition: the so-called Western tradition and
it is widely spread throughout Europe during the 9th
century up until now in the 21st century, nearly as a
common European identity. It has its root in Christian
and orchestral music, and aside from that, every
Classical composition has its own conformity of
notation, tempo, metrum, individual rhythm and
expressions which limits the room for improvisation
and ad-libitum ornamentation available in Asian
traditional music for example Japanese and Indian
traditional compositions.
Latin music, are music which have similarities to
traditional music from Portugal and Spain, which
termed música latina. This is a very wide “genre”,
covering a variety of rhythm and beats, and may come
from either the Iberian Peninsula or the “IberoAmerica”, sung in one of both languages. Even the
American music industry (RIAA) uses the term
“Latin” for any music or songs performed in Spanish
and distributed in the U.S. It is chosen because aside
from not having particularly clear features, the
biggest market for Latin music is Spain, Brazil,
Mexico and United States, and it is having foreign
elements compared to Indonesian traditional music.
This research is using time-domain features
classified with Nearest Centroid Classifier (NCC) and
k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) to identify 6 genres of
music: Traditional Javanese, Traditional Balinese,
Traditional Sundanese, Keroncong, Classical and
Latin. Pattern recognition may be characterized as an
information reduction, information mapping, or
information labeling process. An Abstract view of the
PR classification/description problem is shown in
Figure 1. We postulate a mapping between classmember space, C, and pattern space, P. This mapping
is done via a relation, Gi, for each class, and may be
probabilistic. Each class, wi, generates a subset of
‘patterns’ in pattern space, where the ith patter is
denoted pi. Note, however, that these subspaces
overlap, to allow pattern from different classes to
share attributes. Another relation, M, maps patterns
from subspaces of P into observations or measured
pattern or featured, donated mi. Using this concept,
the characterization of many PR problems is simply
that, given measurement mi, we desire a method to
identify and invert mappings M and Gi for all i.
Unfortunately, in practice, these mappings are not

functions. Even if they were, they are seldom 1:1,
onto or invertible. For example, Figure 1 shows that
identical measurement or observations may result
from different pi, which in turn correspond to
different underlying classes. This suggests a potential
problem with ambiguity. Nevertheless, it seems
reasonable to attempt to model and understand these
processes, in the hope that this leads to better
classification/description techniques (Schalkoff,
1992).

Figure 1: Mappings in an abstract representation of
pattern generation/classification/interpretation systems

NCC calculates the centroid of every feature sets
form each class of genre, then the features obtained
from the test data is compared in terms of Euclidean
distance to each feature centroids. The test data is
then classified as the nearest class. k-NN employs the
similar distance measurement, but applied not against
class centroids. The distances are calculated from test
data against every class members, and then it is voted.
The new data belongs to the class with the highest
vote. For this vote to be successful, it has to be held
in odd numbers, e.g. k=3, k=5, and so on to avoid
truce. When there is no dominant class, a random
class is assigned, opt to be classless (not correctly
classified), or the class of the nearest member is
chosen.
Attempts to combine the benefits of these two
algorithms has been conducted by many, for example
Li et.al (2017), named KNCN (k-Nearest Centroid
Neighbor) classification, and its variants.
Experimental results on twelve real data sets obtained
from UCI machine learning repository show that the
new classiﬁers are effective algorithms for the
classiﬁcation tasks, owing to their satisfactory
classiﬁcation performance and robustness over a wide
range of k. (Li et al., 2017). Due to practical reasons,
this research is employing separate k-NN and NCC
for classification.
Features extracted from the music files are three
time-domain features in vector space model: Zero
Crossing Rate (ZCR), Average Energy (E) and Silent
Ratio (SR). The audio files of the music used as
training and test data are in waveform audio format
(WAV) to maintain sound quality. The uncompressed
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data rate increases as more bits are used for
quantization of the stereo information, as opposed to
mono. It doubles the amount of bandwidth (in bits per
second) needed to transmit a digital audio signal (Li
& Drew, 2004). These files are obtained from
commercial music CD samples, which implies that an
efficient source selection has been implemented at a
primary stage (Gouyon et al., 2000).

2

FEATURE EXTRACTION

The time-domain features of an audio are selected for
this research, due to the goal of not seeking to
distinguish instruments or notes within the music
itself, but to obtain the beat and dominant amplitude
occurring at a certain pattern in the music. Timedomain features are also easier to obtain, since they
can be extracted directly while reading the digital
samples of an audio file. The target is to extract
parameters from a relatively short signal (in terms of
duration), indicative of percussion beat and
significant noise (which may generated by any actual
noise, a sudden loudness or instruments played at the
same time) (Gouyon et al., 2000). Therefore Zero
Crossing Rate (ZCR), Average Energy (E) and Silent
Ratio (SR) are chosen as representative features for
the aforementioned purpose.

2.1

Data Collection and Selection

We collected and purchased audio CDs for the 6
genres used in this research and rip the audio into
stereo WAV files. The audio CDs are obtained from
several music stores and a radio station. This step is
taken to make sure that we have correctly label the
audio files to the correct genre before experiment
started, and that the music we obtained are from the
correct required genre.
After that we hand-picked the titles from the
collection to 360 titles, from which 180 are used to
train the system and 180 are used as the test data. All
30 titles are then processed using the program we
create for the research to extract the audio features,
and then processed further for the classification.
These music are not limited to those with instruments
only, pieces containing vocals are also included in the
selected set.

2.2

Audio Features

1. Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR)
ZCR is used to detect sign change in a successive
audio sample. The rate at which ZCR occur can be
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used as a simple measure of the frequency content of
a signal. This can be used to detect stress in speech,
for example the voiced and voiceless pronunciation
of phonemes in certain language. Shete, et al. (2014)
used this to detect voicing in Devanagari phonemes
pronunciation, in which if ZCR rate is high, it is
voiceless, otherwise it is voiced.
ZCR indicates the frequency of sign-changing in
the signal, where a successive sample has a different
algebraic signs. A “positive” sample has the sign of
1, and a “negative” sample has the sign of -1. Every
sample is compared to the previous sample through
difference. All differences in absolute are then
summed and divided by two times of the number of
sample to form the final ZCR value (Lu, 1999).
Similar research to Shete, et al. (2014) have been
performed and the results are positive that ZCR is a
simple yet efficient way to detect voiced and nonvoiced pronunciation (Sharma & Talukdar, 2016).
Thus in this research, it is supposed to be able to
detect beat.
2. Average Energy
Average Energy (E) indicates the average amplitude
of a successive sample. It is normalized by the means
of square, because due the nature of waveform, a
sample
may
have
a
“negative”
amplitude value while emitting the same amount of
sound energy.
The value of Ē for a sample of certain duration is
formed by summing the square of each sample value
and then divided by the number of samples (Lu,
1999). This feature is used in this research to indicate
dominant amplitude value of a music piece.
3. Silence Ratio (SR)
SR indicates the time of silence compared to certain
duration of music sample, or in discrete term, the
amount of silent samples compared to all samples in
test. Silence here is a defined silence; it means that a
threshold is used to determine that a sample’s value is
small enough to be considered silent.
The value of SR is obtained by dividing the
number of silent samples with the number of total
sample. SR can be used to detect speech against not
speech, since a speaking person pauses a lot
compared to a song or a machine sound for example
(Lu, 1999). For this research, this feature is also
indicative of beat or tempo.

2.3

Experiments

Experiments are conducted in two parts: training and
testing process. For training, these steps are done after
the whole experimental data is collected and selected:
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1. Preprocess the data for feature extraction:

180 audio files for training are cut using the tool
we built into sample slices, each 30 milliseconds
in length.
2. For each file, three features (ZCR, E, SR) are
extracted from every 30ms slices and then
averaged and stored as single representative
feature vector for every audio file.
3. Each feature vector are labelled according to its
original genre from the audio file title and stored.
4. Training data set finished and genre class data has
formed.
5. Each class data’s centroid are calculated and
stored (for NCC calculation).
The result of the training process as feature vector
points in 3-dimensional vector space are shown in
Figure 2.

Testing are conducted using NCC once and k-NN
twice, with k=3 and k=5 respectively.

2.4

Results

Experiment results using NCC are shown in Table 1
as a confusion matrix. Vertical axis is showing the
original genre of test data, horizontal axis showing the
resultant genre class.

Table 1 Confusion matrix of test using NCC

B
C
J
K
L
S

B
7
0
0
7
3
4

Legend B
C
J
K
L
S
Figure 2: Training data in vector space model

For testing, these steps are taken:
1. Preprocess the data for feature extraction:
180 audio files for testing are cut using the tool we
built into sample slices, each 30 milliseconds in
length.
2. For each file, three features (ZCR, E, SR) are
extracted from every 30ms slices and then
averaged and keep in memory as single
representative feature vector for every test audio
file.
3. The obtained feature vector are compared into
existing genre class data:
- Using k-NN, it is compared to all stored data
and voted, genre class which got the most
data member voted (having the most nearest
member to the test data) are assigned as the
test data’s class
- Using NCC, it is compared to all stored genre
class centroid data, the class of the nearest
centroid are assigned as the test data’s class
4. Testing finished and the results are displayed on
screen.

C
3
13
13
0
0
7

J
7
8
10
0
5
13

K
8
1
0
19
3
0

L
1
1
3
4
12
0

S
4
7
4
0
7
6

: Balinese traditional
: Classical
: Javanese traditional
: Keroncong
: Latin
: Sundanese traditional

Figure 3 shows the results in histogram of
classification result for each genre respectively, from
left to right: Balinese traditional, Classical, Javanese
traditional, Keroncong, Latin and Sundanese
traditional. The test data are colour-coded as curves.

Figure 3: Classification results with NCC

The correct classification rate using NCC are for
Balinese traditional: 23.33%, Classical: 43.33%,
Javanese traditional: 33.33%, Keroncong: 63.33%,
Latin: 40%, and Sundanese traditional: 20%.
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Experiment results using k-NN with k=3 are shown
in Table 2 as a confusion matrix. Vertical axis is
showing the original genre of test data, horizontal axis
showing the resultant genre class. This experiment
shows a better result than using NCC.
Table 2 Confusion matrix of test using k-NN, k=3

B
C
J
K
L
S

B
29
3
0
3
1
4

Legend B
C
J
K
L
S

C
0
11
2
0
1
3

J
0
8
27
0
4
1

K
0
1
0
25
3
0

L
0
4
1
2
21
2

S
1
3
0
0
0
20

: Balinese traditional
: Classical
: Javanese traditional
: Keroncong
: Latin
: Sundanese traditional

Figure 4 shows the results in histogram of
classification result for each genre respectively, from
left to right: Balinese traditional, Classical, Javanese
traditional, Keroncong, Latin and Sundanese
traditional. The test data are colour-coded as curves.

shows a better result than using NCC, but comparable
to k-NN with k=3.
Table 3 Confusion matrix of test using k-NN, k=5

B
C
J
K
L
S

B
21
5
1
1
0
1

Legend B
C
J
K
L
S

C
0
14
0
0
1
1

J
2
5
26
0
4
3

K
4
1
1
25
2
1

L
0
3
1
3
20
2

S
3
2
1
1
3
22

: Balinese traditional
: Classical
: Javanese traditional
: Keroncong
: Latin
: Sundanese traditional

Figure 5 shows the results in histogram of
classification result for each genre respectively, from
left to right: Balinese traditional, Classical, Javanese
traditional, Keroncong, Latin and Sundanese
traditional. The test data are colour-coded as curves.

Figure 5: Classification results with k-NN, k=5

Figure 4: Classification results with k-NN, k=3

The correct classification rate using k-NN with k=3
are for Balinese traditional: 96.67%, Classical:
36.67%, Javanese traditional: 90%, Keroncong:
83.33%, Latin: 70%, and Sundanese traditional:
66.67%.
Experiment results using k-NN with k=5 are shown
in Table 3 as a confusion matrix. Vertical axis is
showing the original genre of test data, horizontal axis
showing the resultant genre class. This experiment
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The correct classification rate using k-NN with
k=5 are for Balinese traditional: 70%, Classical:
46.67%, Javanese traditional: 86.67%, Keroncong:
83.33%, Latin: 63.33%, and Sundanese traditional:
73.33%.
The results shown that there is no significant
difference between k=3 and k=5, since some classes
are showing a raise in figures in k=5 compared to k=3,
but other classes’ rate are decreasing, except for
Keroncong which displays exactly the same figures
for both k=3 and k=5. So either way, it is improper to
say that employing k=3 is better than k=5 or
otherwise.

Classification of Traditional and Modern Music using NCC and k-NN

3

CONCLUSIONS

The choice of using time-domain features to classify
music genres in this research shows varying results.
When classification is performed using NCC, these
correct classification rates are obtained: Balinese
traditional: 23.33%, Classical: 43.33%, Javanese
traditional: 33.33%, Keroncong: 63.33%, Latin: 40%,
and Sundanese traditional: 20%. Generally, there are
no classification rate exceeding 63.33% for all genres
using NCC.
Classification using k-NN are better in figures,
with the lowest being Classical (36.67% with k=3 and
raised to 46.67% with k=5) with other genres varying
from 63.33% to 96.67% but having inconsistent
figure movement between k=3 and k=5, which is
decreasing for Balinese, Javanese traditional and
Latin, increasing for Classical and Sundanese
traditional, and stagnant for Keroncong.
Although the average correct classification rates
are 73.89% for k-NN=3 and 70.55% for k-NN with
k=5 compared to 37.22% for NCC, this doesn’t
simply conclude that k-NN with k=3 has the best
result. The significant difference of k-NN which
represents the spread of a class and NCC which
represent the centre of each class may be an indicator
of these:
1. Not every class has compact spread of its
members. There are too many variations of music
titles which can be regarded as belong to the same
class, or at least each class has a significant
amount of outliers. This is shown by the great
distance between outmost members, thus creating
a centroid which may be far in the centre, and
causing a nearby class which is more compact to
have a nearer centroid to the test data.
2. The time-domain features used may be strong for
some class, but weak for others. A clear example
is for the genre Classical. The features used in this
research, although proven strong for Classical
against other contemporary genres in other
research, it is very weak against traditional and
local music genres (especially Balinese, Javanese
and Keroncong), which made many Classical test
files being ended in other classes instead on its
own. This may conclude that traditional and local
music has stronger beats and rhythms than
Classical music.
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Abstract:

To understand the place of seating in modern societies, it is useful to understand how it derives its concepts
from relevant elements. Therefore, this research will look into Kuda Kepang dance movements and notations;
how they can be developed and used in creating new seating design and seating posture. The research therefore
aims to provide a study on how to use its movements in developing seating designs. Semiotics is used in this
study as semiotics describe a triangular relationship between “sign”, ”object” and “interpretant”. The sign is
the actual thing being viewed. The object is the article referred to by the sign and the interpretant is the
viewer’s individual concept of the sign. To understand the sign, a review of the related literature and research
of other researcher regarding seating was made. To study the object, several seating prototypes are made,
developed and tested using real materials.

1

INTRODUCTION

The beginning of the twentieth century was a time of
revolt against the patent seating movement. Seating
design was becoming an integral part of the house and
office setting. However, its role today has been
constrained. It is designed as a place to situate
oneself, not for comfort, but to take the strain off
one’s leg and back. Specifically, most mass-produced
chairs have a minimal concern for ergonomics
(Akintilo, 2001; Saul G, 2011). Seating design
focuses on the way it is dissected into a stool, backrest
and the need for elevation. Changes in these three
elements can result in a pleasing or unpleasing
effects, depending on the design intended function
(Carstensdottir et al. 2011). To date, numerous studies
have been carried out to look into seating design over
the years. However, there is lack of specific studies
on seating design based on human movements and
behaviors. This research, therefore, aims to provide
a study on how to use human movements and
behaviors in developing seating design.
The next section presents the Kuda Kepang and its
element, it also reviews previous work done by the
Western designers and architects in relation to
semiotics approach and also describes its influences
on the seating behaviour and furniture design.

1.1

Kuda Kepang

Kuda Kepang is a traditional dance that is very
popular in Malaysia especially in the state of Johor. It
is originated from the Indonesian Island of Jawa and
was introduced to this part of this country by Javanese
immigrants in early 20th century (Ahmad, 2017;
Foley,1985). The dance dramatises tales of holy wars
fought in the name of Islam during the time of Prophet
Muhammad and his followers. Generally it is
performed by 9 to 15 dancers, though the actual
number depends on each group of performers.
Likewise, the attire of the dancers is also up to the
preference of each group performers. However, many
still opt for the traditional Javanese clothes. The
dancers are all males but on certain occasions like the
Malay weddings and cultural events, female dancers
are also featured. When there are both male and
female performers, they will dance separately and
give different presentations of the dance. In the Kuda
Kepang performance each dancer is astride a two
dimensional ‘horse’ made of hide or pleated bamboo
and painted to make it look more attractive (Figure 1).
One of the dancers will act as the leader and is known
as Dayang. He will lead and direct the other dancers
by using a whip. Each performer ‘rides on the horse’
and dances to the beat of traditional music, which
accompanies the dance. The musical instruments used
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include gongs, tambourines and angklungs (a
percussion instrument made from bamboo). The
dance is believed to have strong links to the spirit
world. It is not uncommon to see a Kuda Kepang
dancer entering a trance during a performance.

1.3

Influences on the Seating Behaviour
and Furniture Design

Peter Opsvik is one of the greatest influences to this
research for developing a new way kind of seating
because of his unique furniture designs. He makes
objects desirable beyond their function and it is
creating the basics for personal preference and taste
(Mengshoel, & Opsvik, 1982). In the following
Figure 3, Opsvik designed a system that provides
support for different body parts while standing. The
support members that one might need are plugged
into a base as required. And they are all adjustable to
the desired heights.

Figure 1: Dancers garbed in traditional Javanese clothes
with the two-dimensional mock horse.

1.2

Oskar Schlemmer Influences on
Movement

The most characterized artistic quality in Oskar
Schlemmer’s work is his interpretation of space. He
experienced space not only through mere vision but
with the whole body, with the sense of touch of the
dancer and the actor. He transformed human figure
into abstract terms of geometry or mechanics his
observation of the human figure moving in space. His
figures and forms are pure creations of imagination,
symbolizing eternal types of human character and
their different moods; serene or tragic, funny or
serious. The following Figure 2 can be considered
fundamentally decisive in the transformation of the
human body in terms of this stage costume (Gropius,
1979).

Figure 3 : Supporter prototypes developed during the
Studio Håg period

2

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

There are many researches and works being done
regarding culture in the western country. However,
their theories regarding product and culture is less
adapted to Malaysia case. Therefore, a study
regarding product and culture should be done to
establish a theory of product and culture that can be
further developed to promote creative and cultural
industry in Malaysia especially the furniture industry.
Since not many sources can be referred to for further
research and the researcher is not able to gather
detailed furniture design from other literatures and
designers in Malaysia and also due to lack of
information on seating design and implementation in
relation to culture, this study would only give
attention to the context relationship between “sign”,
”object” and “interpretant”.

3 AIM & OBJECTIVES
Figure 2: The Metaphysical forms of expression (left) and
The Laws of motion of the human body in space (right).

The aim of this study is to transform Malaysian
Culture Dances with special reference to Kuda
Kepang movements into seating design and the main
objectives of the research are as follows:
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1.
2.
3.

4

To create a new kind of seating behaviour
based on the movement of Kuda Kepang
Dances;
To explore the influences of movement in
dances and culture in Kuda Kepang movement
towards a new furniture creation; and
To assess these findings and influences, and
demonstrate how it can be applied in a
practical design.

METHOD

The aim of this study is to transform culture dances
with special reference to Kuda Kepang dance into a
seating design therefore, the stages involved in
designing are as illustrated in figure 4 . Through these
research activities, several criteria for seating models
are established. The concept stage uses sketches,
models and existing related furniture studies besides
several criteria questions were established during the
research process that led to possibilities for the
research direction (Goldschmidt, & Rodgers, 2013).
The design stage gives a physical form in terms of
how it looks, how it is to be made, what it is to be
made of, how it functions and its interactivity with
users (Hyland, 2010 & Bing et al. 2011). Based on the
review of the related literature and research, and the
study of Kuda Kepang elements, several seating
prototypes are made. The prototypes of the proposed
designs have been developed and tested using real
materials. It is aimed to provide different notions on
how the Kuda Kepang elements can be transformed
into a seating design. The following sections present
three different types of seating designs. Each design
is to be used at a different location with different
kinds of usage.
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Figure 4: Research Design

Since the study is to transform the Kuda Kepang
dances elements into seating design, semiotics are
found to be useful to interpret the dances movement
as a sign. Hjelm (2002) and Hu et al (2019) pointed
out that the study of semiotics can assist us to become
more aware of reality as a construction and the roles
played by ourselves in constructing or designing it
and semiotics provide the theoretical underpinning
for art and design. Parsons (2009) cited the American
father of semiotics, Charles Sanders Pierce who
described that there was a triangular relationship
between “sign”, ”object” and “interpretant”. The sign
is the actual thing being viewed. The object is the
article referred to by the sign and the “interpretant” is
the viewer’s individual concept of the sign. Semiotics
describe three ways by which meaning is
communicated by signs. These are: (1) Denotationcovers the literal reading of it and it includes
recognition of the object and literally reminds us of
how it should be used. (2) Connotation- refers to an
object’s associative meaning including its form,
material, construction, colour and texture. (3) Mythconcerns the beliefs surrounding the object, these
may include stories surrounding its creation, who
may have owned it or others like it, and what it has
been used for. (Hu et al , 2019; Ventura & Shvo,
2016; Umetani set al. 2012)
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5
5.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Denotation: Kuda Kepang
Movement 1

The first study on the first movement can be observed
in Figure 5. Meanwhile, Figure 5 also shows the
transformation of kuda kepang model on how the
dancers move their body posture onto kneel step
posture and how the posture of the movement 1 can
be transformed into a kneel sit seater.

5.2

Connotation: Proposed Dual sit
Furniture from Movement 1

An ergonomic testing is carried out with two ways of
seating. The two ways of seating are tested by several
testers with different weights and heights. The
prototype dual seat furniture has some characteristics
as the existing furniture is designed by the existing
designers. The proposed prototype can provide a
cross-culture of seating behaviour. Users will be able
to sit in different kinds of ways as per their sitting
preferences (Figure 8). The proposed prototype chair
can be used at restaurants and public waiting areas
such as airport and train station.

Figure 5: Transformation of the Kuda Kepang Dance
Movement 1.

Figure 8 : A new way of seating derived from kuda kepang
dance movement 1.

Meanwhile, a proposed study of a new way of seating
is shown in Figure 6. This research has also found
similar existing furniture that can be used for further
research. The following Figure 7 shows the existing
furniture that is already in the market.

5.3

Denotation: Kuda Kepang
Movement 2

The second study on the second movement can be
observed as the transformation of the movement into
sketch in Figure 9. The figures show the dancers
move their body posture onto right leg kneel step
posture and how the posture from the step 2 dances
can be transformed into a kneel sit seater as shown in
figure 9. A proposed study of a new way of seating
and seater is shown in Figure 10. The paper also
shows several existing furniture that are already in the
market for further study. See Figure 11.

Figure 6 : A new way of seating derived from kuda kepang
dance movement 1.

Figure 9: Study on Kuda Kepang Movement 2
Figure 7 : Zocker (left), Allievo E Scolaro (middle)
Easy ride (right)
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The testing is carried out using weaving techniques.
Based on the testing feedback from the tester, they
revealed that the design is really user friendly. It is
really convenient to use by people. It also changes
people’s behaviour towards non conservative design.
The designs are not just about its function or object’s
sculptural quality. In fact, it can make people realize
the way it is being used as compared to the existing
designs. The design is part of popular arts or
performing arts where people can enjoy using it and
appreciate its design.
Figure10: Study form from step 2 Kuda Kepang dance.

5.5 Denotation: Kuda Kepang
Movement 3
The third study on the third movement can be
observed in Figure 13 and the transformation of the
movement into sketch can be seen in the figure. The
figures show the dancer move the body posture onto
seating step posture and how the posture from the step
3 dances can be transformed into a seater. A proposed
study of a new way of seating and seater is shown in
Figure 14.

Figure 11 : Garden Stokke (left) and Supporter Hag (right

5.4 Connotation: Proposed Prototype
Outdoor Furniture from Movement 2
The furniture uses a combination of wood and metal
that can produce a strong and long lasting seat. It can
be used at a railway station, airport, bus station or
public waiting area. The researcher has carried out
several testings prior to developing the final product
to ensure its effectiveness as shown in Figure 12.
Based on the final product as shown in Figure 12,
some kuda kepang elements can be seen from its
design and structure.

Figure 13: Study on Kuda kepang Movement 3

Figure 14: Study from Kuda kepang Movement 3

Figure 12 : A testing is carried out on ergonomic aspects.
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5.6 Connotation: Seating Design
Approach and Height from
Movement 3.

5.7 Myth : Combination Series of Kuda
Kepang Dance Movements as Wall
Sit Furniture

The prototype furniture consists of a combination of
wood and aluminium frame. The furniture uses
welded stands steel forms a curved surface, supported
by a base. The chair is remarkably light; both visually
and physically. This chair is appropriate for informal
seating in cafeterias, reception areas, lecture rooms,
and other domestic settings. (see Figure 15)

This section shows a series of every Kuda Kepang
dance movement as discussed in the previous section.
It is combination of the whole kuda kepang dance
movements. This final furniture design uses a
combination of metal / aluminium and composite.
The use of the materials can last long for outdoor use.
The furniture can be used as a phone booth or kiosk
at railway station, airport, bus station or public
waiting area. The seaterseater will be able to change
people’s behaviour towards sitting methods. This
design also provides multi-functions. It is not only
about the function or the objects’ sculptural quality.
It can also produce a performing art of exhibiting the
furniture. Different user who uses the furniture may
have a different kind of sitting style. This indirectly
creates the furniture to look unique like a small
puppet theatre or one kind of a dance movement.
Besides, the furniture can be seen as a rock climbing
concept as shown in Figure 16. The combination of
all kuda kepang movements is transformed into the
series of seating. (See Figure 16. )

Figure 15 : testing on the ergonomic kneel sit for the
level of seating
Based on the findings and the prototype product, the
paper finds the design concept provided by the
seaterseaters can make the user feels most
comfortable when moving on the seaterseater or even
when sitting down. The seaterseaters are designed to
encourage movement and frequent changes in sitting
position. It allows the body to find its natural point of
balance - both in a forward working position and in
reclining, relaxed position. Also, when sitting on the
seaterseaters, users will be able to use it to distribute
their body weights. This automatically straightens up
and balances the spine properly over the pelvis.
However , the setback of the prototype seaterseater is
it will not be able to provide a long term sitting
comfort as compared to the existing kneeling
seaterseaters. The prototype seaterseater does not
provide a stable sitting position for the user. The
sitting base has 30 degrees angle where users need to
constantly force their legs to support their body from
sliding forward.

Figure 16 : each set represents a kuda kepang movement
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The furniture can be used as a phone booth or
kiosk at railway station, airport, bus station or public
waiting area. Seating design based on Kuda Kepang
dance and similar dances using horses will be able to
address ergonomics issues. Although it does not
produce a total comfort solution in seating posture
and design, it can transform conservative seating
designs into contemporary and unique seating design.
It definitely improves seating behaviour and trend.
The study reveals that the relationships between Kuda
Kepang movements and seating design. The findings
and proposed prototype seating should be viewed as
preliminary and a further study is necessary to
establish appropriate transformations for seating
design. In the future , this research will expect
original furniture and it will give people the
opportunity to have unique pieces on the idea. The
final furniture from this research is expectantly :






Should fulfil the practical needs of modern
life
Should express the spirit of our times
Should benefit by contemporary advances in
the fine arts and pure sciences.
Should take advantages of new materials
and techniques and develop familiar ones.
Should develop the forms, textures, and
colours that spring from direct fulfilment of
the requirement in appropriate materials and
technique.
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Abstract:

The abstract should summarize the contents of the paper Research on the production and distribution aspects
of surfing photography in Bali has never been done before. Actually, surf photography has the potential and
vast opportunities to be developed in Indonesia, given richness owned at shoreline. Formulation framework
surfing photography as a solution for prospective photographers that intend to enter the realm of surf
photography. This study focused on the production and distribution aspects of surfing photography by
Piping Irawan. Found that the necessary technical knowledge and a strong desire to enter the world of surf
photography. In addition, expertise in the consumer's personal approach is also an important factor to obtain
the ideal captured and economic value. When viewed more broadly, surf photography is an important part in
the surfing world. Representative ability of photography is to record a vital aspect in the pulse of life and
lifestyle of surfers.

1

INTRODUCTION

Bali Island is known as one of its natural tourist and
cultural areas. The beaches on the Bali Island are
among the more attractive locations tourists, both
domestic and foreign. Beaches in Bali offer unique
attractions and facilities that are rarely owned by
other beaches. Abundant sunlight, natural beauty,
adequate support facilities and beach games are
some of the features that attract tourists to visit
there. One of the great beach and sports activities in
Bali is surfing. The increasing in surf activity in Bali
is because most beaches in Bali are considered to
have ideal waves. Bali is often the destination of
sports enthusiasts from domestic and foreign,
hosting national and international events for surfing
competition. (http://warnawarnibali.wordpress.com,
accessed on June 29th, 2019).
The amount of surf activity in Bali is affecting
the life of local surfers and people around the beach.
A lot of local surfers make a living from this sport.
Through the partnership program between the
surfers and the surfboard producers, there has been a
mutually beneficial relationship. Because of this
partnership, local surfers get various contract of
funds, scholarships and surfing facilities and the
surfboard producers have been promoted in Bali.

Taking pictures of surfing is a combination of
photographer skills in understanding technical
aspects and photography genre. The surf activity
shoot requires technical mastery and various special
devices considering the extreme conditions on the
beach. Especially if the photos are close-up, where
the photographer is in the middle of the waves. From
the side of the photography genre, taking photos of
surf activities are categorized in sports
photography ”…capture participants’ skill, anguish
and tension, plus the dramatic excitement and
atmosphere, preferably all summed up in one shot”
(Langford, et. al., 2008). That combination makes
surf photography has a difficulties, challenges, and
different attractions from other forms of
photography.
One of the few surf photographers in Indonesia is
Piping Irawan. He's been in surf photography for 16
years. Sixteen years was a long time for Irawan to
gain experience in the surf photography. Irawan’s
experiences of surf photography are interesting and
good for study and research. And even more so on
the research of surfing photographic aspects on
academic and artistic implications has not been done
so far. It is very unfortunate. As a country with the
longest coastline in the world, Indonesia has no
more than 30 surf photographers (Irawan, Interview,
January 20th, 2009). That's relatively small when
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compared to surf location in Indonesia that have
reached 330 locations.
This study will be looking for specific aspects of
the production lines and distribution of surfing
photos that piping has been done. Aspect of the
productions reffered here are include various
equipment, operational procedures, ideal conditions
to make a surf photograph, and relation between its
aspects. On the other hand the distribution aspects
will be directed to the marketing forms of the photos
to the audiences.
Research on the production and distribution
aspect of surf photography has never been done
specifically. Destyarini (2009) presents the surf
photo stages in the context of artistic creation. On
the side of the production, the discussion that
destyarini did has limited the photo stage from the
coastal lips, not the close-range photo shoot and has
yet to touch the distribution aspect of the work. Even
so, Destyarini’s exposure can provide an initial
foothold to address the production and distribution
of surf photography. Regarding surf photography,
the term used in English is surf photography that
defined as "an arena of photography that often
requires the photographer to be positioned in the
breaking wave in order to shoot the surfer coming
down or through" (Cralle, 2001). By that definition
it's clear that surfer action is the ultimate subject.
There is a tendency in this field where surfers should
be distinctly recorded, required a high-speed
cameras (grannis in noll and gabbard (Ed) are
needed.
The production aspects in photography are
basically part of the creative process. Soedjono
(2006) formulated the process of creation of
photography/artistic creation consisting of three
phases, photography, dark room processes, and the
presentation process. Soedjono’s theory will be the
foundation for examining aspects of the production
and distribution of surf photography. Operational
theory are believed to be detailed and developed
according to conditions on the ground. As a
discussion of the production aspects of surf
photography will technically be improved by
discussions in anthropological and sociology
framework. This is done as an effort to understand
the importance of aspects of production in a broader
perspective. In the context of art anthropology, study
of works is an attempt to answer questions related to
creators, locations, tools and materials, works
functions, and the meaning of works for the user
(Hatcher, 1999). Whereas socially speaking as to the
production and distribution of surf photography
aspects will be done by applying the theories Becker
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formulated (1982), in which: “All artistic work, like
all human activity, involves the joint activity of a
number, often a large number of the people.
Through their cooperation, the see or hear comes to
be and continue to be. The work always shows signs
of that cooperation”. A combination of theories was
done to get a comprehensive analysis of the
production and distribution of surf photography. In
other words through the combination of theories, the
possibility of interaction, influence, interdependence
among individuals on the work team of how surf
photography can be produced and distribute.
Distribution of works of art for artists is a
mechanism of the reciprocal process between the
creator of works and the appreciator (Becker, 1982).
The appreciation meant here is the one who buys a
masterpiece by an artist. Within the scope of certain
artistic activities, distribution is usually arranged so
the sustainability of the art process can be
maintained. Becker differentiated a distribution
system from artists to five-ways which are selfsupport, patronage, public sale, impresarios,
and culture industries (Becker, 1982). In this
research the production aspect analysis would be
based on Becker's opinion of self-support and
patronage distribution systems. The self-support
system according to is a form of creator's effort to
consolidate his ability outside the dominant
constellation of market to distribute the works
(Becker,1982).
Becker illustrated how litterateur who improved
his skills as a publisher to distribute his work, a
painter who also worked as a frame maker and other
examples. It appears here that the form of selfsupport of each artist can be distinct from the other.
This was not the patronage system in which artists
were supported by a particular group of people or
organizations to create the work (Becker, 1982).
This study was intended for 1) to know every
aspect of how the production and distribute process
of surf photography in detail. 2) discovering features
of the technical, concepts, and manifestations of
photography in terms of social and marketing
aspects, and 3) formulated the foundation for surf
photography.
This study was conducted using a case study
method that orientation the unique qualities of those
units related to surf photography (Pawito, 2007).
Case studies can contain comprehensive discussions
on various aspects of a person, group, social
situation or a program (Mulyana, 2004). In the
context of this study the focus of discussion is aimed
at the production and distribution of surfing photos
by the photographer Piping Irawan. Data collection
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will be done by means of broad-scale observation
and in-depth interviews. The research results will be
presented in a strictly analytical description.

2

PIPING IRAWAN AND SURF
PHOTOGRAPHY

Magic Kidz magazines were viewed as an attempt to
empower the local economic potential to create a job
for the local people. The spin of the Piping’s surf
magazine is exhilarating, even piping is negotiating
in the process of consulting for a Russian version of
the magazine. Currently Piping’s magazines are
financially supported by the sponsorship's income.
But the operational is operated by nine employees.

Piping irawan was born in Prawirotaman,
Yogyakarta on October 25, 1959, his parent is an
army that assigned from place to place, from Java,
Sumatra, and Irian island. At the age of 10, the 4th
grade of primary school piping moved and settled in
Tegal Badung, Denpasar. He spent his youth in Bali.
In 1981 he studied at the University of Udayana in
Civil Engineering, but he never finished it. His first
job was a taxi driver operating in the Denpasar and
Kuta Beach area. Living on the beach makes piping
have many friends, both local and foreign. It was
from that friendship that he became acquainted with
photography. In 1988 he got a borrowed SLR
camera from a friend named Isabella Lehmen from
Germany.

Figure 2: Examples of Piping Irawan's photos in Magic
Wave Magazine. An example of a surfing photos for the
sport and lifestyle of the people.
Figure 1: Piping Irawan

Currently Piping using digital camera of Canon
Mark II which is equipped with 300 mm and 600
mm lenses. The cheapest price today for one photo
is Rp. 100,000. Price fixing is determined by the
difficulty of shooting. Within a month, piping could
earn a net income in the range of Rp. 8.000.000, to
16.000.000. Most of Piping’s customers come from
Europe, where tourists from around the world are on
vacation in Bali. Because of his dedication to the
world of surf photography, he is now has a lot of
students scattered all over Bali's beaches. These days
they are independently work as surf photographers.
Even Piping went further, since 2006 he has been
running the Magic Wave and Magic Kidz magazine
that has information on how the new surf world is
developing in Indonesia. The initiative for the
establishment of these two free magazines was based
on a consciousness for which the Magic Wave and

For Piping to become a surf photographer
requires the basics and the strong will to understand
the delights of surf world. It means a surfing
photographer has his heart set on being a surfer.
There is an emotional involvement of a
photographer when seeing and photograph others in
action on his surfboard. The photographer's
knowledge of the surfing world would certainly help
him to determine the best possible moments, actions,
and conditions he would do the shoot.
The way piping gets the customer a more
personal picture is generally distinguished in two,
which is:
a. Live Shooting
This shoot is done without the surfer even realizing
it. As a surfer performs his surfing, Piping shoots
from the ground with various angles and
composition so he gets the best action shots. After
getting the best photos, next he's waiting for the
surfer to rest on the beach. That's when he will try to
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sell the surfer’s photos. Negotiations process are
done in a relaxed/informal situation. In that case
Piping is looking for information about the
customer. The most important information is the
customer’s hotel address for the customer’s target
and the agreement that the surfer has agreed to
purchase photos of themselves self during the wave.
b. Shoot After the Agreement.
This shoot was modeled after an agreement between
photographers and surfers. Technically this
photoshoot is the same as the first term. The
difference only in the deal reached before the
photoshoot. The deal accomplished primarily is that
the surfer willing to portrait and willing to be revisit
to handover the photos and to do the payment.

coastline and potential for surfing sport. Piping is
now trying to turn the surf to live on the beaches in
Java Island. Now Piping still consistent wrestling
with the surf world. Even now, he started picking the
results from his hard work. He is now the chief
editor
of
Magic
Wave
magazine
and
the magigwave.org website. This media is said to be
a surf world barometer in Indonesia. The activity of
portraying a surfer’s life is still went on in his free
time.

3.1

Aspect of the Production of Surf
Photography

The process of production is a step up in developing
surf photography related to equipment and how it
works. That requires accuracy to specify equipment
to be used.

3.1.1 Tools and Materials

Figure 3: Approaching process to new customer

From those two approaches, the first approach
was viewed as more lucrative from the perceived
advantage. It was a surprise for the surfer when they
see their action in a wave caught in camera. The
shock often evokes the feeling of a surfer for having
a picture of themselves. They often to be as amazed
as saif as wow! Fantastic! Amazing! from the surfer
that gets capture. Relations between photographer
and customer are cultivated with familial approach.
A nice and friendly gesture should be pressed in
order to attract customers to the services offered.
With that approach, the chances of getting bigger
customers are so much bigger.

3

PHOTOGRAPHY IN SURF
DISCOURSE

The economic potential for surf photography
according to Piping is really great. Waves crash on
the beach when you realize it's an economic
potential for those around it. According to Piping,
the economic potential for surf photography in
Indonesia is great, since Indonesia has a huge
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a. DSLR Camera
The picture shoot using a single system alens reflect.
18-55 mm lens. 3,5-5.6, 90-300 mm. 4.5-5.6 Canon
lens 70- 200 mm f. 5.6 Canon lens 50-500 mm f. 5.6
Canon lens 400 mm fix f. 5.6. The 18-50mm Canon
lens is a wide angle lens, which is useful for broadangle shooting to show the surroundings. Canon lens
70-200mm, 400 mm, 50-500mm it s a type of tele
lens very useful for long shoots and extreme
retrievals from objects, and a 15mm lens or a fisheye
lens and is commonly called a broad lens is used for
wide space shoots.
b. Tripod, used to support the camera and the lens to
be solid and stable.
c. Casing for under water, which serves to protect
cameras when shooting takes place under water or in
wet places.
d. A printing press, used to print out photo shoots in
various sizes. Two options are made for printing,
which is for photo-quality desktops and printers
provided by photo printing providers.
e. Recordable disc, used to save photo files.
In one photo shoot package the customer also has a
photo in soft copy and stored on CD/DVD.
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3.1.2 Shoot Technique
a. Shoot from the Land
Shoot from the land are relatively safer for
photographers. The main instrument in this photo is
a tele lens because of the distance between the
photographer and the subject. Also, the tripod would
be required to anticipate the appearance of a tele
lenses that could jiggly, so the photos are not vague.
In the process of surfing shoots, countinous shoot is
a helpful photographer to get to the surfer's moment
of action.

Figure 6: Result shoot in the middle of the wave

Figure 7: Shoot process in the middle of the wave
Figure 4: Result of the land shoot. This picture was done
using a tele lense and high shutter speed.

Figure 5: Shoot process from the land. Shooting support
tools like this is tripod that function as a support and
reinforcement of the camera.

b. Shoot in the Middle of the Wave
Shoot in the middle of the wave is relatively
difficult, risky, and requires extra equipment. The
photographer's expertise was being tested in the
shoot in the middle of the surf because of the hard of
the shoot. The extra tool takes in this photo shoot is
casing underwater, a rubber boat, jet ski, and safety
tool like a safety life jacket. A photographer's
understanding of surf sports is needed to be able to
take photos at the right time. A commonly used lens
is a wide-angle lens. Beneath the degree of difficulty
and risk, a shot in the waves can point to dramatic
moments of surfing. Besides the beauty of the waves
and the land can also be seen in the photos.

3.1.3 Time to Shoot
The photo shoot can take place at any time if there
are waves and surfers. But the most ideal time for
the photoshoot was in the morning, at 7:30 WITA 10.30 WITA. Morning time is the most ideal
because back then the wind blows and the waves
become even bigger. Moreover, time tends to be
favorable because of the sun's degree of contrast
ideal so that the details of the object are well
recorded and dimensional. In one month, the ideal
time for the photoshoot is after the full moon until
the loss sight of the moon.

3.1.4 Distribute the Surf Photos
The distribution of surfing photos made by
distinguished photographers into two kinds of
personal distribution to private consumers and
distribution to the public. Distribution and
transactions to personal consumers are typically
done by photographers alone. Usually it's at the hotel
where the customer's staying. Before deciding on the
number of photos to buy, there is a discussion
process between photographers and consumers. The
result of the discussion is to be determined the
photos to be bought. In transactions photographers
bring a laptop equipped with the CD writer to
transfer the photo data bought into CD.
Digital photo technology really does make
photographers work easier. In this regard, the web of
mass production of a surf photographer became
shorter and economical because of the need not to do
printing first. This kind of distribution is more of a
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self support photographer's effort to market their
works.
The second form of distribution is through the
magazines run by Piping. Where they would have
preferred to accompany the articles in the
magazines. The effects of distribution through
magazines and other printing media are more
oriented toward long-term goals. This means the
distribution of surfing photos to the public is more
aimed at reviving markets and surfing talks in
Indonesia. Distribution of photos in magazines is
also part of drawing news plants as the surfing world
at the country, which manufacturers use surfing
equipment to channel the capital in the form of a
promotion. The relationship between magazine
publishers and producers is a mutually beneficial
relationship.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Surf photography certainly has a lot of economic
potential. That potential could be utilized for
interested photographers in entering the business,
both personally and collectively. The personal surf
photography business can be done by learning about
the characteristics of surfboards and their coping
styles. Knowledge of the surfing world sure beats
photographers. By knowing and recognizing the
surfing world, photographers can pinpoint technical
aspects at a photo shoot.
Efforts to make pictures of surfing valuable
economy are sure to be successful if photographers
understand surfing lines and developing trends.
Photographers also demand to be sensitive to what
their surfers love and dislike. The photographer's
approach to surfer customer is also important so that
the surfer will gladly buy the picture without being
disturbed by the presence of the photographer.
Technically, a camera needs to be quick or to
have a good continuous shot facility because of a
very dynamic surf character. Also, it needs a widefocal lens in order to capture detail from a distance.
For the photo shoot in the middle of the wave, the
photographer's safety and equipment must not be
forgotten. Surf photography is alive and well and
supports the development of sports and surf hobbies
in Bali. Photography certainly contributed in it.
The presence of photos that depict various
dynamics in the surfing world became an obligation.
A media presence that upholds the surfing theme as
a sport, a hobby, and a lifestyle seems to be the
official wheel movement terminal for people in Bali
to have a straight introduction. The main patron in
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the photography and surf business movement was
the manufacturers of tools and accessories. The
relationship between producers and Piping as drivers
of drop activity shows a mutually beneficial
relationship. Within the broader scope, nature's
potential and the tourism activity in Bali were
important factors that got the economic pulse alive
in surfing photography. It's worth the two factor
maintained its existence and its continuity.
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Abstract:

The background problem of the research entitled Instructional Cine-Dance: Discovering The Learning Video
Model of Yogyakarta Classical Dance is the potential of audio-video learning media in traditional performing
arts, both in college and community, which is not utilized optimally. The main objective is discovering the
instructional media models of Yogyakarta classical dance. The specific target is documenting, disseminate
traditional art through the creation of artwork model of recording media referring to audiovisual technologybased learning media. The utilization of photography in the field of dance requires more serious scientific
study because performing arts decay with the passing time and the fate of artwork created by dedicated artists
have not been able to be well-preserved. It is hypothesized that this condition is caused by several problems:
the conceptual understanding of instructional program format, the production capacity of media format, the
limitation of research information on learning model development, and even the competence of art workers
which requires two basic domains that are media technology and the mastery of dance material.

1. INTRODUCTION
The title of the research “Instructional Cine-Dance:
Discovering The Learning Video Model of
Yogyakarta Classical Dance” is intended to give
focus on the working process of team research to
develop hypothesis on multimedia learning by
researching, analysing, formulating, documenting
performing arts through dialectic creative-scientific
approach on the activity of combining the potential of
audiovisual technology and the learning process of
dance art. A two- year observation period is set
aiming at research on the creation of model design
film (learning video) of Yogyakarta classical dance.
At least, the research process will orientate itself
toward the effort to discover and delve into the
potential of audio-video to support school students,
university students or dance learning activists in
managing the learning process of Yogyakarta
classical dance more creatively. The teachinglearning process using the potential of multimedia
offers interesting promise to develop the effectivity
and efficiency of learners’ competence enhancement
during the current era of high tech diversity.
Nowadays, it is a hard fact that in the community
and even in the area of art higher education, the

utilization of audiovisual technology to support the
kinetic-creative learning activity of traditional
performing art is not optimum yet. Academicians’
concern about the process of kinetic-creative
knowledge transfer by using the high tech audiovideo medium is strongly believed will be able to
show scientific performance during the learning
process in studio, workshop, and art learning centre
and in turn the academicians’ performance to produce
the designs of performing art learning media will
serve as the pillar of the preservation and
dissemination of traditional performing arts in the
wider geographical and demographic areas. It is
strongly believed that in the initial research process
of the creation of learning media design, the practical
application of audiovisual technology will give
greater opportunities to the learners to independently
sharpen their competence for the sake of study time
acceleration, although the creation of multimedia
learning will not remove the role of instructor or
teacher. The rationale of the research is that the
research working process in the utilization of learning
media will orientate itself more toward the students’
need without removing the central role of teacher. In
the next stage,
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cine-dance is projected to be the design of
meaningful learning for any observer of the dance
learning process.
The creation of instructional program model of
performing arts, or performing arts learning video is
the production process of appropriate technology in
the series of interactive work among teachers,
learners and learning the material of performing arts.
Scientific study on the pre-production, production
and post-production process and even the practical
application of teaching-learning work chart, as a
publicizing effort, is highly urgent to be carried out.
Such urgency is based on the fact that the utilization
of cinematography product in the teaching-learning
process of traditional art in Indonesia has not been
given serious attention by the workers of recording
media art. The teaching-learning of Indonesian
traditional performing art as in the case of dance art,
the art of gamelan (karawitan), the art of shadow
puppet show (pedalangan), and craft art supporting
the stage show still uses traditional teaching-learning
model. What is meant by the definition of traditional
teaching-learning model here refers to series of work
in the form of knowledge and skill transfer conducted
through teacher and student interaction, class
instruction, and the model of exposure to oral
tradition? Although the traditional learning method
has already used two channels with double
receptivity, there are still some opportunities to
involve the availability of mechanical and digital
technology so that higher effectivity and efficiency
will be achieved.
Referring to the effort to achieve excellency,
effectivity and efficiency of teaching-learning
process which can be seen in the quantity and quality
of the outcome product, it is necessary to quantify and
validate that the creation of model, the provision and
utilization of reference material in the form of
audiovisual information media will open up greater
opportunities in the process to improve the quality
and quantity of students and alumni. This research is
not aimed at reducing or removing the role of the
teacher in classroom interaction. The effort to
optimize the discovery of the instructional
documentary program format is based on the
identification of the condition of the teachinglearning process as follows.
1.1 Classroom instruction in the form of
interaction between teachers/lecturers and the
students severely limited the effectivity and
efficiency level of the students’ learning outcome,
and even the productivity greatly influences the
“golden period” of an alumnus to stay longer as a
well-known artist in his/her field. Golden period
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refers to the time span to pursue a career in the field
of art, as a variable on “personal charisma” and
quality of skill.
1.2 The potential of classroom activeness
which is highly dependent on the quality of
teachers/lecturers needs to be developed more widely,
structured, and sustainably so that the teaching
pattern (face-to-face meeting, tutorial and
independent learning) in the application of Semester
Credit System can be more productive.
1. 3 The utilization of audio-video technology
and the effectivity of the teaching-learning process is
still lacking in attention. Dance learning video has not
been understood as technology contribution with
potential application to improve teaching and
learning effectiveness and efficiency.
Some interesting points to be researched on this
occasion is that: a) The work of instructional
cinematography, the format of instructional/learning
video program (instructional cinematography model)
is artwork product. b) The socio-cultural condition of
electronic media (audiovisual) utilization in the
teaching-learning process of performing arts in
Yogyakarta Special Province deserves to be given a
better understanding about the effectivity and
efficiency of the utilization of audio-video
technology-based teaching-learning media
Be advised that papers in a technically unsuitable
form will be returned for retyping. After returned, the
manuscript must be appropriately modified.

2. RESEARCH ON THE
DOCUMENTATION OF THE
TEACHING LEARNING OF
YOGYAKARTA CLASSICAL
DANCE
The activity of observing the teaching-learning
process of Yogyakarta classical dance needs in-depth
thought and attention to details. The research team is
faced with a range of learning activity in the
classroom and the performance formats in the show
stage. In such an activity range, the researcher opens
themselves to interact with Jogja dance performers.
The researcher’s study background in dance art gives
him an advantage in this research. At least the
researcher has been familiar with the movement
models and the complexity of the stage technique of
Jogja dance. Therefore this research is directed more
to the dialectic creative-scientific effort on the
activity to combine the potential of audiovisual
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technology in the teaching-learning process of dance
art.
Documenting the stage show of dance is a
scientific, creative dialectic activity of the researcher.
Taking photos of wayang wong (dance-drama using
real people instead of puppets) festival show, taking
photos of art performance in pendopo (large open
pavilion-like veranda at the front of a big house where
guests are entertained and wayang performances to
celebrate family events are held), and taking photos
of dance learning activity is a form of initial research
step to observe the creative process behind the
activity of Mataram dance culture. The researcher
realizes that the creative range of Jogjakarta dance
can be mapped into single dance, duet, trio, quartet,
and even ninesome, sixteen some, and many more.
The repertoire of Jogja dance terms such as klana,
golek, beksan, srimpi, bedaya, lawung, wayang
wong, beksan menak, langen mondro wanoro, langen
driyan, and even ballet is a range of presentation
model (performance genre) in Jogja dance. On the
other side, there is a learning process with three
important aspects of Jogja dance namely learning the
wirogo (the dance movement with particular order);
wirama (the harmonious state between the rhytm of
the performer and the accompanying music), and
wirasa (the expression of the performer and the
demand of dance characterization).
The mapping of Jogja dance can also be carried
out by differentiating three types of movement
creativity that is tari putri (female dance), tari alus
(gentle dance) and tari gagah (male dance). In this
mapping, it can be understood that the model of dance
movement is highly influenced by the physical figure
of the performers. The personification of the female
character model, gentle male character model, the
dashing male character model is the aesthetic fact
behind the characterization and series of movement
of Jogja dance. Demographic mapping can also be
carried out on the fact of basic level learning to the
advanced level. However, it is worthy of being
considered that learning classical dance in the college
does not automatically mean learning in the advanced
stage. The reason for such a caveat is that it is
undeniable that the learning process of Jogja dance is
faced with
long time span and high commitment to realize the
philosophy of joged mataram (mataram dance) that is
sawiji (to agree, be of one mind), greged (a strong
urge), sengguh (having the character like), ora
mingkuh (not trying to avoid, evade).

3. THE MODEL OF LEARNING
DOCUMENTARY VIDEO
The utilization of the potential of photography
technology (still photography and motion
photography) in the process of knowledge transfer is
the educative function of recording media
application. The creative product of recording media
with educative information content (learning media
model) is framed under three conditions. Namely, it
must contain factual and valid information; it must
accurately target its users from the various sociocultural background. It means that the information
content is required to be true and trustworthy,
presented under good cinematography order, and
reached the targeted media user accurately.
There are five basic components to consider the
work of learning media as good, that is creation idea,
the talent of the presenter, creative team, the clarity of
the targeted users, and production tools. All these
factors in the production process of learning media
should be taken into consideration carefully at various
levels, whether the learning media discuss the topic
with basic information coverage or present in-depth
and detailed information.
Out of several findings of audiovisual media, after
being observed and evaluated, the researcher can take
some tentative formulation as follows:
3. 1. Simple learning media presentation,
marked by the utilization of steady camera, home
video, or even handphone and other non-professional
equipment with a single discussion topic. Shot
variation and editing are not utilized. Using simple
equipment instead of the professional recording
equipment or standard broadcast.
3. 2. Complex or high-tech learning media,
utilizing the potential of camera recording tool,
editing, sound recorder, lighting, artistic setting and
the selection of host. The mapping of camera function
in the floor plan is very clear, where the editing
direction fits the needs of information presentation.
The point of discussion can be single or multi, but it
is packaged in the form of variety.
3. 3. The learning media of dance requires at least
three conditions of recording expression, namely
related to the analysis of movement order, related to
the standard form of movement and presented in
movement analysis, and related to the accuracy of the
presentation process. This condition signifies that the
expression of performing arts have complexity and
uniqueness.
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4. THE MODEL OF LEARNING
DOCUMENTARY VIDEO
Yogyakarta classical dance refers to the cultural
product of Yogyakarta palace created by Sri Sultan
Hamengku Buwana I. As a cultural activity,
Yogyakarta classical dance has a cultural system with
the form of idea complexity, community attitude, and
aesthetic products. Its existence is closely related to
the legitimacy of Yogyakarta palace as the centre of
the new government, and even in the historical fact, it
is preserved as the self-identity of a community
member. The background of Jogja dance creation is
surrounded by a divisive war in the Mataram
Kingdom, which is marked by Giyanti Agreement
1755.

Figure 3: Srimpi

Figure 4: Bedaya: The performance of Bedaya Dance in
Yogyakarta Palace
Figure 1: Beksa Menak: Fight scene between Menakjinggo
and Damarwulan.

5. THE DOCUMENTATION
DESIGN OF THE LEARNING
MEDIA OF YOGYAKARTA
CLASSICAL DANCE
To create the learning media of Yogyakarta classical
dance, the researcher discover and identify some
potential to develop media with a range of
complexity: firstly, general learning media
determines the description of learning target in a
totality of dance work. Secondly, formal analysis
learning media give explanation about the movement
technique with teachers’ analysis and interpretative
perspective; thirdly, movement interpretative
learning media explain the rules of movement model
interpretative based on the students’ physical
condition; fourth, cultural interpretative learning
media study various cultural context to analyze
Yogyakarta classical dance in the context of cultural
product of the local community; fifthly, the
encyclopedia of Yogyakarta dance movement,
explains various uniqueness of movement with the

Figure 2: Wayang Wong
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context of characters, technical superiority, and
various information about dance philosophy.
The realization of the documentation of instructional
cine dance will be directed to five types of recording
media art packages with certain specification.
5.1 GENERAL LEARNING MEDIA. It shows in
general (through master shot documentation with
only one camera as the proof of the attendance of the
audience’s eyes) where various presentation
information can be packaged. All effort is concerted
to present 5W + 1 H in the video presentation. The
insert of movement order structure, the format of the
stage show, dance costume, and other general
information should be packaged wholly in one stage
show unit.
5.2 FORMAL ANALYSIS LEARNING MEDIA.
It shows the audiovisual analysis of the movement
shape with movement variation unit and connection
of movement order structure from start to finish.
Break/pause is inserted in a VISUALLY
TECHNICAL WAY to allow the learners to practice
the information exposed in the screen. The narration
and performer can be separated.
5.3 INTERPRETIVE LEARNING MEDIA.
(Giving freedom to the learners to build their own
personal style in dance art. Due to the differences in
one’s physical condition, learners are allowed to
make a personal interpretation. General rules apply
based on the physical condition of a dancer). The tips
of dance art from the teacher can be shown in
audiovisual media.
5.4 CULTURAL INTERPRETIVE LEARNING
MEDIA. (Presenting audiovisual information and
cultural, social, historical, economic, psychological,
philosophical, aesthetic analysis of artwork through
learning media).
5.5 CINE-DANCE LEARNING MEDIA
(CRITICS & ENCYCLOPEDIA) is the package
format of various brief information in the form of
audiovisual media to improve understanding on 5W
+ 1 H of Yogyakarta classical dance.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The creation of learning instructional model is
constrained by various rule governing the practice of
education. Adaptation to various rules is directed at
the distinctive design of learning material. In the
context of the learning media of Yogyakarta classical
dance, the researcher discovered the distinctiveness
of design framed in the format of kinetic learning.
Yogyakarta classical dance has two teaching
dimension, and it orientates itself toward the skills of

moving technique, philosophical view, and the
affective aspect of the performer. The field and
domain of learning material need mapping and
strategy in the elaboration of learning syllabus.
The creation of learning material needs some trial
in each teaching topic discussion. It is directly related
to the needs of the learner for a creative pattern in
multimedia learning.
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Abstract:

The music Workshop and Master Class is a routine activity of both lecturers and students conducted by the
Department of Music Institute of Indonesia Yogyakarta. Mentor came from outside ISI Yogyakarta where
they have competent skills in the field of works and techniques of playing musical instruments. Mentors who
visited the department of Music came from abroad as an example from Korea, Japan, America, and many
other countries. The Workshop contains discussion, Master class and recital, followed by music students. The
teaching is a detailed technique of musical instrument games and practised by mentors and students. The
benefits that students take are increasing music science and instrument game techniques. The activity of the
workshop was done the first day, then the next day, the Master class activities and continued with a recital.
The discussion is done during the workshop; there are sessions of question and answer, which are very utilised
by the students to ask what they are unclear about the topics presented. A group of instruments does the Master
class; each student has a technique of their instrument play and boasts their most proud work of music created
by mentors and can play with them in Recital. The method of experimentation plays a role in Master class
activities, where the students can absorb the materials that have been given. Workshops and Master class
activities should often be done to increase student knowledge and add music playing skills.

1

INTRODUCTION

The activities of music workshops in universities,
especially in ISI Yogyakarta, Department of Music
are often done. Workshops have the meaning of an
activity conducted by several people or groups, where
they have knowledge or expertise in both workshop
participants and mentor. The activities were the
participants gathered, discussing and discussing a
topic, which then gave the Master Class for workshop
participants. The discussion can be a discussion about
the practice and theory related to the topic of the
workshop. The workshop participants were the music
students who were guided by the lecturers with
musical instruments that are related to the topic of the
workshop so that the object from the workshop is a
student.
The music Workshop aims to develop existing
music science, both understanding of music theory
and instrument practice and is expected to achieve
targets that have been scheduled. The target of a
workshop is to provide skills, knowledge to music
students according to the target that is expected to
mentor or the instructions. The process of music

workshop is the introduction of musical instrument
games played in a music work and practised by the
students, in the field of music learning process called
Master Class. Master Class is given by an expert in
the field, whether it is a music artist, a professional
player from the education industry (lecturer) and
others.
The music Workshop was implemented to
students of a mentor. Self-implementation is an
original form of action in carrying out a plan that has
been prematurely designed. According to the experts,
one is Usman in his book titled Professional Teachers
and Implementation curriculum said that something
that comes down to the action, activity, actions and
the existence of mechanisms of a system.
Implementation is not just a mere monotonous
activity, but it is a well-planned activity that is useful
to achieve a specific goal. Based on the above, the
implementation of music Workshop in the
Department of Music ISI Yogyakarta must be
designed so that the purpose of the Workshop is
fulfilled with one of them is performed Master Class
and recital (staging).
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The Master Class aims to share the knowledge and
experience of the mentors in work and staging. The
theory and technique of music games taught to
students, so that students get the knowledge from not
only the practice teachers but also other mentors, both
from domestic and foreign. Some mentors who have
given workshops and Masterclasses are Ary Sutedja,
Alejandro Mecado (The Jazz piano from Mexico),
Cicilia Yudha (classical piano), and so forth.

existing issues, as well as the prevailing work
governance, aims to describe what is currently
happening/walk-in which there is an attempt to
describe, record, analyse and Interpret the current
conditions. (Wiratna Sujarweni, 2014:19). The
problem that arises in this study is how is the learning
method in the master class and does the student easily
receive the dissolution in a short time? With the
existing sources of both students and mentors, the
authors hope this problem can be solved well.

3

Figure 2: Master Class and Concert Poster in February 2019
At the Concert Hall ISI Yogyakarta.

2

RESEARCH METHODS

In a college education institution, the concept of
learning in education has been arranged so that it
created an atmosphere of teaching-learning activities
that are directed towards the establishment of student
character. In the process of learning to teach in the
classroom, educators strive to make students in the
course of teaching and understanding what has been
delivered, both in theory and practice. The research
method used is a qualitative research method
accompanied by a foundation of experimentation
theory.
The author uses a qualitative method that is to
describe an activity, with the limitation of discussion
in the Workshop and Master Class in the Department
of Music, either Prodi Musik, education Prodi, the
creation and Prodi presentation. According to BOGD
and Taylor (1992, Qualitative research is one of the
research procedures that generate descriptive data in
the form of speech or writing and the behaviour of
those observed. Qualitative research learned about

DISCUSSION

The Music is a measure of harmony that decays about
the dissonance and consonance, key marks,
disputants and chords including its function, the
quality of the chord including the notation and quality
of Masterclass as a form of teaching, in the form of
Primary education is firmly attached to this view.
With the Master Class, students get the science
quickly and immediately practised, so that it can be
an addition in the learning process. The role of a
masterclass mentor will be able to attract student
attention as it gives a different feel to the teaching
routine. Master Class In addition to providing input
music science (practice instrument), also give how to
cultivate or play a musical work to be beautiful by
looking at the development of music based on the
background of composition creation and History.
The material taught can be music theory, to
support the interpretation of songs along with
instrument practice. The teaching process is carried
out: first, the mentor brings a song with his interprets;
all technical playing abilities are released when
bringing the work. The work played can be in the
form of a mentor's work and can also be the work of
other composers. After the work is played, students
take turns playing with the same work. Here the
mentor gives as much input as possible about the
colour tone, pitch, game techniques, and so on. The
results of interviews between the authors, students
and lecturers concerned said that the teaching carried
out by the mentor could be absorbed by some students
who followed with focus, while others did not. This
happens because the meeting time is minimal, so not
all students participating in the masterclass can
practice according to the teachings of the mentor and
come back again with the different abilities of
students so that the acceptance of teaching also varies.
According to Ronald Pen (1992), musical
elements consist of 1. Basic sound consisting of:
duration which describes the problem of the concepts
of time, time and importance of memory, as well as
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the level of sound duration (pitch which describes the
problem of tones and instruments) musical tones and
noise (dynamics that describe the size of dynamics,
use of dynamics musical, instrumental techniques,
instrument combinations) the distance between
performers and audiences (timbre or color of sound,
fundamental tones, and the sounds of tones contained
by a tone when the tone sounds (overtones), and
sound waves), 2. Music as a measure of time
involving: punch or tempo (grouping of pressure
patterns from a series of blows such as intersections,
intersections or rhythmic irregularities, both fixed and
additional outside the fixed or additive pattern,
rhythmic notation, the relationship between rhythm
and tempo) breaks (bars and signs, types of bars
involving simple, combined, asymmetrical and mixed
periods), 3. Music as a measure of distance or space
that describes the symbols of musical distance
consisting of tone points and intervals, interval
organization, and interval names (tone points and
interval notations involving interval names) interval
quality ( melodies that cover the contours of the
melody, structures that also deal with tones, intervals
and motives, phrases, lengths of phrases, pairs of
phrases) cadence (scales and keys), 4. Music as a
measure of dynamics which describes: the method of
controlling dynamics that examines the question of
dynamics
through
instrumental
techniques,
orchestration which includes dynamics and
combinations of instruments such as volume
boundaries and choir effects, 5. Musical
arrangements can describe the colour of sound
including its range or range, the colour of vocal
ensembles involving ensemble compositions,
combinations of ensembles and vowels, Modern
vocal techniques (instrument sound colours
concerning all types of instruments), 6. Music as a
measure of harmony which deals with: consonance
and dissonance scales and key relationships, use of
scales and keys such as tonic and dominant, chord
including its function, chord quality including
notation and quality, 7. Forms or sequences in music
which describe: forms as organizing principles /
structures, hierarchies of formal units such as tones
and intervals, motives, melodies, phrases, periods,
sections, works that use both singular and combined
parts, musical principles such as unity and variation,
repetition, contrast and variation, binary forms,
combined and straightforward forms of repetition,
variations in forms including continuous forms of
variation, and combination forms, 8. Songs: a unity
between music and text that describes things such as
elements of vocal music such as a rhythmic, romantic,
phrase, and Kadens relationships.
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All the elements of the music have been studied
by students so that when students take the master
class, they already have enough knowledge to
develop in the master class.
Education at the university level requires a
different learning system and atmosphere. Students
who have gained knowledge from teachers, also need
knowledge from the outside world such as the world
of the internet, then cooperation from students who
have more abilities, and experts who are competent in
their fields. The condition of the learning process will
provide a way of looking at students in developing the
world of education. Improvements in music are also
obtained from various workshop activities and
masterclasses.
Workshop activities carried out before the master
class took place. The selection of the workshop topics
should be interesting with a supported mentor who is
very competent so that students are interested in
following. It is not only the students who are required
to follow the activities, but also the educators so that
existing science can be more developed in accordance
with the progress of the era. The success of the
workshop is dependent on the event packaging and
the spread of posters in various places, including the
sophistication of today's online world.

Figure 3: Workshop in the Creation.

The presentation session of the Speaker (mentor)
is limited in a few minutes, then followed by a
question and answer session. In this session, students
are expected to be active to inquire according to
topics discussed. Student activity indicates that they
are following the focus of the event. Not all
workshops continue in the Master Class, depending
on what topics they cover.
The Master Class requires special preparations,
such as room preparation, instruments to be used by
mentors and students and recital places to be used.
The Master Class is approximately two to three hours,
depending on the schedule so that the mentor does not
burden. Before the event begins, the educators of the
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day have searched or record students who will follow
the Master Class, as well as the search for recital
materials to be played.

Figure 6: Shared photos After the IBLA concert at the
Concert Hall.
Figure 4: Mentor is practising techniques to students.

Master Class is an excellent medium to share
music in the practice of musical instruments. The
result of the Master Class can be immediately seen
whether the student is seriously following or not. So
it can be concluded that the student success,
depending on the seriousness in following the Master
Class from start to finish as an active participant is not
a non-active.
Sounding, listening, and resounding are strings in
sub-musicology in the exciting thesis of Prof.
Nakagawa, because the sounding elements also have
other elements. These elements include musical
elements or the dimension of musicality. It also
happens to the masterclass, how a song is played then
gets the input from the mentor who then plays it back.
The continuous interaction process between
educators and students, between students and mentors
in the Master class and cooperation between
educators with competent mentors, can develop
students to become more advanced. Student
enthusiasm for the teaching of more than educators,
but intensively and actively, is expected to improve
the student's progress.

Figure 5: The time of completing the Master Piano class of
IBLA in the music auditorium.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Music workshops are one of the most positive
activities for students beyond formal education.
Educators highly hope students ' participation in the
student's progress. Bringing a speaker or mentor is not
easy because it has to adjust the vacant schedule of
the speaker or mentor and its willingness to be a
speaker or mentor in the instrument game. Hard work
brings a speaker or a well-known biased mentor with
the activation of the student following the activity as
an active participant.
The ability to play musical instruments, and
interpret the work of music obtained by students in
the lecture can be developed one of them through the
master class by a mentor who is very competent in the
field of music Workshop. The author's experimental
method is to compare student deterioration, among
those who follow the master class and who do not
follow the activity, by playing the same musical
work. The result is that students who follow the
Master Class can play good musical work with the
techniques of games that have been learned from the
mentor. Both intonation, expression and the work of
music performed beautifully; it is inversely
proportional to students who do not follow the Master
Class. So the student can interpret the music works
well.
The ability of the students to play musical
instruments varies, so it takes a long process to
become skilled, in addition to understanding the
theory of music, also supported by variation in
learning instrument practice one of them by following
Master Class. Need support or guidance from
educators (lecturers) to better deepen what has been
obtained in the Master Class. Workshops and Class
masters have a positive impact on students.
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Abstract:

The purpose of this study was to analyse the differences between Javanese songs using the gamelan pentatonic
musical notation with Javanese songs using Western diatonic musical notation. The research method applied
is qualitative. Meanwhile, the design research is case studies. The focus of the research relates to the intervals
between pentatonic and diatonic tones found in Javanese song and how to write the notation. Data analysis
uses perspective karawitanology and musicology. The results showed that there were differences between
Javanese songs written using the Javanese gamelan pentatonic musical notation with Javanese song written
using diatonic music notation. The difference is mainly in how to sing it and the distance or interval of each
note. Thus, when the song was sung, the taste of the song became very different in terms of its musical aspects.
This is understandable because the intervals or distances between the notes are not the same. The way to write
the Javanese songs notation with diatonic music notation is also different even though both use writing in the
form of number notes. The main difference is the Javanese song notation is usually written without a line,
while the diatonic musical notation uses a time signature line. Besides that, in writing Javanese songs that use
Javanese gamelan notation, the laras is always mentioned.

1

INTRODUCTION

Songs in art life in Javanese society are understood as
tembang or songs. In the beginning, tembang was
associated with pentatonic gamelan music while
songs or songs were associated with general music
originating from diatonic Western music. In its
development to date, many Javanese songs are sung
and written in the form of two versions, namely the
pentatonic version of gamelan and Western diatonic.
Gamelan music is known as the scale called laras
pelog and slendro, while diatonic Western music is
known for its diatonic scale. Scale in laras pelog is
written using numbers 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 which are read as
nem, ji, ro, lu, pat, mo, nem. The scale in the laras
slendro is written using numbers 1 2 3 5 6 1 which are
read as ji, ro, lu, mo, nem, ji. The point is that diatonic
Western music is written using numbers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 read do, re. mi. Fa, sol, la, si, do.
Some researches on pentatonic and diatonic music
that are related to Javanese songs also have been done
by some researchers, for example what is done by
Restiningrum (2016). The study looked at the
characteristics of mixing gamelan pentatonic music
with Western diatonic music that was used to

accompany a song known as Badutan music. Initially
this art was purely the art of gamelan music or
karawitan which accompanied the Javanese song
known as Sindenan. However, nowadays along with
the development, the music of Badutan also
accompanies many diatonic songs. The tone between
the gamelan pentatonic music and diatonic general
singing is very different, but in Badutan music it is
still done by emphasizing humorous nuances.
Takari (2014) conducted a research on the
pentatonic and diatonic scales in general review. In
this study, it was found that (1) Pentatonic music
developed in Asia and parts of Eastern Europe, while
diatonic music emerged and developed in the West,
which is now spread throughout the world. (2) The
pentatonic scale is based on horizontal melodies
while the scale is diatonic in terms of vertical
melodies. (3) The pentatonic scale is produced in
cyclic and divisive systems, while the diatonic scale
is produced in a single divisive system. (4) the
pentatonic scale is produced from an instrument
designed to produce melodic tones, while the diatonic
scale is produced from instruments designed to
produce melodic and harmonious tones. (5) the
pentatonic scale is associated with music that is
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associated with extra musicals while the diatonic
scale is associated with the cultivation of non-extra
musical music.
Research conducted by Aryanto (2018) is related
with the creation of the Soepra gamelan adapted from
Javanese gamelan. The tone color is still a gamelan
tone but using the diatonic scale. The creation of the
Soepra gamelan is intended to keep it from
eliminating the color of local traditional music but
can be used for wider artistic purposes, both to play
local traditional music and to play diatonic general
music.
For local traditional arts such as songs that use the
pentatonic scale to be changed in diatonic laras.
Based on the findings Spiller (2009) explained,
gamelan music that has a pelog and slendro style is
more developed into diatonic-style music because it
responds to the development of popular diatonic
music in Indonesia. Therefore, it has been a common
thing that gamelan music those who are pentatonic
are changed into diatonic music.
Javanese song in pelog and slendro as the
pentatonic Javanese gamelan music are presented
through research produced by Heriwati (2010) has
found that Javanese songs contain moral messages for
behavioral teachings seen as good, instilling
knowledge and invitations to do various actions that
are useful for society, nation, and country. The
message of this song was delivered in the form of a
song which at first always used the accompaniment
of gamelan music or karawitan with laras pelog or
slendro. Javanese songs like that have now been
changed into diatonic songs because pelog and or
slendro tones are then transferred to diatonic tones.
The function of pentatonic gamelan music is lost
when the existing song notation has been made in
diatonic form. Heriwati (2010) found that Javanese
songs is divided into three main points, namely
Tembang Gede, Tembang Tenagahan, Tembang Alit,
and there are additional songs named Tembang
Dolanan. This Tembang Dolanan is the one with the
most chants sung by being converted into diatonic
tones.
Even though Tembang Dolanan is currently being
used more in the community in diatonic tones, for the
public or public schools that still uphold the noble
values of Javanese culture, there are also those who
still preserve using the pelog and slendro as gamelan
music laras that conducted in Primary Schools in the
Surakarta area of Central Java (Supeni, 2015).
Various preliminary studies, all of which are closely
related to Javanese songs, both Javanese songs in the
form of pelog and slendro gamelan music and
Javanese songs in the form of Western music are
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diatonic. Even so, the results of the study specifically
analyzed the differences between Javanese songs
using the gamelan pentatonic musical notation with
Javanese songs using Western diatonic musical
notation.
Based on the background, the problem raised in
this study is concerning first, how Javanese songs in
particular are written in the ideology of Javanese
gamelan music writing and in the diatonic musical
model. Second, how to sing the Javanese song in the
context of Javanese gamelan music is pentatonic and
in the Western musical perspective diatonic. Based on
these problems, the objectives of this study can be
conveyed, namely to find out the different forms of
Tembang Jawa (Javanese Songs) notation in the
context of Pentatonic Javanese gamelan music and in
the Western musical perspective of Diatonic.
Secondly to know the difference in inter-tone
intervals from Javanese songs that use pentatonic
Javanese gamelan notation with the tones of Dolanan
songs using diatonic musical notation.

2

RESEARCH METHODS

The method of this research is qualitative with the
approach of musicology and karawitanology. The
research design uses a case study, which only takes
three examples of Javanese song from several songs
published in Indonesian folk songs. The reason for
taking Javanese song from books is folk songs in
Indonesia because it is assumed that the majority of
Indonesian people know the song from Indonesian
folk songs. The book was used for music art lessons
in public schools at various levels. The focus of this
research is related to Javanese song from the
pentatonic and diatonic perspectives. The pentatonic
perspective relates to the way of writing, reading /
singing, and the knowledge of tone intervals in the
scale or laras. The term laras in the song world or
Javanese gamelan music is considered the same as the
scale. The diatonic perspective relates to the way of
writing, reading, and interval knowledge in diatonic
music.
The technique of collecting data uses interviews,
documentation studies, and observations. The
interview was aimed at the teachers and students of
the Public School about Javanese song used in
learning. Documentation is obtained from document
searches by researchers to various public schools in
Semarang City and Regency. The levels of the Public
Schools are elementary, middle and high school,
which every school uses Javanese song songs in
learning music. Observations were made when the
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teacher taught by seeing the Javanese songs sung
using pentatonic or diatonic tones. When the teacher
or student develops, the notation is taken care of by
the researcher as an observer, until it is known that
the notation applied in the song is using the Javanese
gamelan pentatonic tones or Western diatonic music.
The technique of data validity is essentially using
data manipulation, which is to match data from
interviews, documentation, and observations. The
data analysis technique uses a method of checking
every note used in singing Javanese songs based on
the scale used. Pelog and slendro subscriptions, as
well as diatonic scales are used as keys in analyzing
any distance or interval of tones that appear in songs.
After knowing the scale through the distance or tone
interval used in the song, then the side of the way of
writing the notation is used in the song. Javanese song
notations or songs that do not use a timeline and are
seen as a pelog and / or slendro scale, whereas if the
writing method uses a time signature, the writing is
seen as a diatonic scale. The way of writing the
musical scale of diatonic tone uses western music
model while the scale of pelog and slendro is using
gamelan music model.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the results of this study, it was stated that the results
of the study with the discussion were not separated.
The purpose of the results of this study and discussion
is not separated so that any data presented as a result
of research can be directly explained using
appropriate theories and or concepts. Javanese song
as a traditional art of Javanese society is certainly
known by Javanese society at large. The meaning of
this Javanese song is according to the results of
research by Heriwati (2010) consisting of Tembang
Gede, Tembang Tengahan, and Tembang Alit with
still Tembang Dolanan. According to Supeni (2015)
to date, there are still many elementary schools in
Surakarta, Central Java, which use Javanese gamelan
music and pure Javanese songs, as stated by Heriwati,
even though they are more dominant in Dolanan song.
There is also the form of Pentatonic Javanese
Gamelan mixed with diatonic music which is not
evenly matched. This is often used to accompany
Javanese songs and Javanese singing using diatonic
tunes. The results of the research conducted by
Rustiningrum (2016) noted that many songs with the
strings of Javanese language on them are diatonic
accompanied by using Pentatonic Javanese gamelan
music. One of them was found in Badutan art which
was mostly performed in Sragen, Central Java. There

both Javanese songs with pelog or slendro or
Javanese song diatonic are all accompanied by
pentatonic gamelan music. This certainly makes the
musical feeling uncomfortable or disturbed because
there are many discordant / unsuitable sounds.
The pentatonic tunes that are converted into
diatonic laras and to accompany Javanese songs are
more prevalent and very common. The figure or
musician who changes the tunes of pelog and slendro
music into the very famous diatonic music is
Manthous in his campursari work (Wadiyo, 2018).
Far from that, actually the Javanese song, whose
notation has been changed into diatonic Western
music, has been done for a long time. Books of
Indonesian Regional songs used in Public Schools at
all levels by Rangkuti (1981), this Javanesse Song
notation is also converted into diatonic music. Songs
as intended, for example the song Gambang Suling
(diatonic music version contained in Regional songs
in Indonesia) or Swara Suling (version of the
Javanese Song of Gamelan), Suwe Ora Jamu, Gundul
Pacul, and Te Kate Dipanah. These songs will be
studied more broadly in this discussion.
The side of writing the Javanese Songs notation
from the pentatonic Javanese gamelan to Western
music is diatonic as it is in the songbook for formal
school children as written by Rangkuti which has an
impact on the changing nuances of the song. The
theory of writing the Javanese Tembang notation
actually has been around for a long time Osada (2018).
Initially according to Rustopo, writing a Javanese
song notation departed from giving a number on the
saron (gamelan musical instrument) bar in Javanese
gamelan music to simplify the game by looking at the
numbers. The notation was then known as the
Kepatihan notation. Numbers 1 through 7 are in lieu
of the name tone. The saron’s laras slendro blades
consist of six blades, given sequential numbers from
the leftmost bar to the rightmost bar. The sequence
numbers are 1 to 7 without numbers 4. As for the
saron’s laras pelog blades from the lowest tones to
the highest tones given numbers 1 through 7. Along
with the development of subsequent writing to date,
for Javanese song writing has been like writing
diatonic musical number notation but usually not
given the blue line known as kepatihan notation, like
the following.
It appears in the notation writing, in the lines of
writing the notation does not use the timeline. Besides
that, in the upper right there is the Pelog Nem writing.
The writing is so different from the song writing that
is changed into the form of diatonic Western musical
model number notation. Next, this Swara Suling song
and Suwe Ora Jamu in Western music are diatonic.
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Figure 1.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 2.

In the numeric notation, the writing model of this
diatonic Western musical notation there appears a line
of bars. The timeline shows the number of beats per
hour. The upper right is usually written the name of
the song / song creator, not the name of the laras of
pelog or barrel of Slendro. The term laras in the world
of karawitan and Tembang Jawa according to
Brotosejati (2008) besides being used to refer to the
scale is also to mention the tone. Laras pelog means
the scale of pelog, while laras slendro means thesong
uses the slendro scale. Laras pelog and laras slendro
is often called the pentatonic scale, 5-tone system.
Laras pelog and laras slendro use 5 main tones in a
musical composition karawitan and tembang. In the
song Swara Suling and Suwe Ora Jamu, use the Pelog
Nem tuning. The basic tone is Nem (6). The following
is a song entitled Gundul Pacul which is played or
sung with Pelog Barang and a song titled Te Kate
Dipanah which is played or sung by Slendro Sanga.
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Figure 5.

It appears in the article that, besides not being
accompanied by a sign of time, there is also a writing
in the upper right corner of Pelog Barang on the song
Gundul Pacul and Slendro Sanga in the title of Kate
Dipanah's Teaching song. This article is completely
different from the writing of Bald Dip and Tekate Di
Panah, which uses diatonic Western music writing. In
writing notation that uses diatonic Western notation
using a line of bars and in the upper right corner
written the name of the creator or the name of the area
the song originates, as we can see in the following
song.
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= 1 (ji) and do = 5 (five). Whereas on the tuning of
the pelog it is only possible to play the basic note do
= 6 (nem) or do = 3 (lu). This can be explained by
observing the intervals of the campursari gamelan
tones as follows.
Table 2: The use of Tonika in Pelog and Slendro with
Interval Comparison.

Figure 6.

Kusnadi (2006) argues, a composition of songs is
a composition that combines melodic elements,
rhythms, and sound colors in dynamic forms of work
by being decorated with song lyrics in accordance
with the theme being worked on. With an aesthetic
approach, the Javanese song is not only viewed from
the perspective of a writing method, but also looks at
how the intervals that appear in the scale can be seen
that in fact the Javanese song when sung using
diatonic Western music is very different in frequency.
The use of the pelog Nem laras Pelog Barang,
slendro Sanga in Javanese song here is a continuation
of the Javanese gamelan music tradition which until
now is actually still alive but many are transformed
into diatonic musical tone by the user community.
It can be assessed technically that, actually
singing or singing using such as pelog Nem, pelog
barang, and Slendro Sanga is as easy and or as
difficult as singing a song using diatonic western
musical notation. The following can be seen using a
review of the frequency of Western music, which is
also written as pelog nem (6) and Pelog Barang. The
use of the pelog laras of goods relatively using the
laras is rather high because of the tonic tone 3 (lu),
much higher than the pelog bem which uses tonika 6
(nem).
Table 1: The Conversion of Laras Pelog Bem/ Nem Into
Western Diatonic Music Scale.

In the table below it can be seen to see the song
using the pelog or slendro can be very variety
according to the laras and of course the frequency of
the tones is very different from diatonic Western
music. Each tuning (pelog and slendro) may only be
played with two basic tones, namely at the slendro do

At the laras Pelog, a row of 400-100-200-400-100
intervals may only be played in two kinds of ways,
namely the notes do-mi-fa-sol-si-do or sol-la-si-dore- mi in the pelog laras are identical to nem-ji-ro-luma-nem or lu-ma-nem-ji-ro-lu. The two possible
basic notes in Javanese karawitan are included in
pathet nem. In the slendro laras, to arrange a range of
intervals of 200-200-300-200-300 only possible in
two ways, namely: do-re-mi-sol-la-do or sol-la-si-remi-sol which in the slendro tuning it is identical to jiro-lu-ma-nem-ji or ma-nem-ji-ro-lu-ma. Two types of
basic tones are included in pathet sanga in Javanese
gamelan.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the research and discussion it
can be concluded that there are two themes. First, the
way to write the Javanese Song notation in the
perspective of Javanese gamelan pentatonic music is
to use numerical notation like diatonic music. The
difference is that diatonic music always uses a line of
bars to determine the number of types per time
signature while for writing Javanese Songs notation
does not usually use a line of bars. In addition, in
writing Javanese song, at the top right corner of the
score is always written the laras. While the diatonic
notation is written only the name of the creator or
origin of the song area. Second, the intervals in the
scales are used between the pentatonic and diatonic
perspectives, different. The difference is mainly in the
frequency of each pitch interval. Besides that, the way
to read the notes is different. Reading pelog and or
slendo notations using the Javanese numeral
designation, namely ji ro lu pat mo nem pi adjusts the
laras, while reading Western diatonic musical
number notations is do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do.
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Abstract:

How can intercultural action competence be encouraged in design students? In an intercultural workshop
environment, accompanied by an empirical evaluation, the aim is to study and test what motivates participants
to work in mixed-nationality teams. The experimental approach of my intercultural design workshops (since
2009) is based on progressive education, less on rational-scientific problem-solving strategies. The “problem”
in intercultural and monocultural communication is not external; it is an internal part of our individual and
culturally influenced diversity. The content, method, learning world and final design are developed using
action-based, constructivist didactics. The tutor is more adviser and observer than teacher or trainer. The
method aims to advance intercultural competence thus diminishing cultural and individual barriers.
Participants encounter international working methods and design styles, enhancing their professional
motivation. The research uses qualitative/qualitative surveys, action-research case studies, interview videos
to explore design approaches in intercultural workshops. That animation as a medium motivates participants
to join the intercultural workshop was not confirmed. However, the workshop format as a key factor
generating sustainable interest in learning was very well received. The concept has proved its merit, and
workshop participation unquestionably led to an increase in intercultural media competence, flexibility,
tolerance and communication skills.

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Starting-out Situation

The teaching methodology for design is not very
well-developed in comparison to other academic
areas such as the natural sciences or the humanities.
Teachers of design generally work out their teaching
approach individually and on their own. An exception
here are the experimental design schools guided by
pragmatism like Bauhaus (1919–1933), the Black
Mountain College (BMC, 1933–1956) and the Ulm
University of Design (HfG Ulm, 1953–1968). The
teaching of design mostly develops within a
performance-related intertwining of theory and
praxis. At the turn of the 19th to the 20th century, the
Arts and Crafts Movement created counter-concepts
to the mechanical forms of production that emerged
in an industrializing England (William Morris), thus
kicking off a move towards new educational concepts
in the area of the applied arts right up to Bauhaus.
Progressive education (John Dewey) and the system

design of Ulm’s HfG with its orientation towards the
natural sciences followed. In the context of global
digitization, the Design Thinking Method emerged in
the 1990s; it uses the creative-intuitive and analytical
problem-solving approaches of common interactive
design processes.

1.2

Purpose/Didactics

Educational models that have a conceptual influence
on my intercultural workshops can mainly be found
in the action-based progressive education of John
Dewey, who provided the theoretical background for
the didactics applied at Black Mountain College.
What is more, I refer to Wolfgang Klafki’s
competence model of critical-constructive didactics
as well as Georg Auenheimer’s guiding principles for
intercultural education.
Culturally conditioned behavior is appropriated
automatically and subconsciously in childhood in a
similar way to learning one’s mother tongue. The
acquisition of language and culture are closely linked
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to one another and children learn them through
interaction with their parents and their environment.
When we learn a foreign language as adults, we have
to learn vocabulary, grammar and phrases and
become familiar with an alien cultural context. Our
acquisition of the foreign language is initially passive.
We understand some of it, but we are only able to
articulate in the new language at quite a low level –
often a disadvantage from only having learned the
language in a school setting. A period spent abroad
helps, and “learning-by-doing” makes it easier for us
to immerse ourselves in a new language. “Give the
pupils something to do, not something to learn; and
the doing is of such a nature as to demand thinking;
learning naturally results” (Dewey, 1916, chapter 12,
section 1, para. 3).
This well-known quote is from the American
philosopher and progressive educationalist Dewey
(1859–1952) who campaigned for democratic, selfdetermined and self-regulating education. His model
of democratic education, which initially focused on
reforming education in schools, was later expanded to
include a theory of holistic aesthetic experience
(Dewey, 1934). Dewey’s name is closely linked to the
pedagogical experiment undertaken at the art and
design school of Black Mountain College (1933–
1956), which strived for an education that was
interdisciplinary and sought to teach not only
theoretical, but also practical skills, that could also be
applied in everyday life.
But what goal are we pursuing when we learn a
new language? We might be preparing ourselves for
a period of stay abroad, either professionally or
privately, which means we want to be able to make
ourselves understood in a new language region –
independently without an interpreter or a guide – and
by doing so expand our current room for maneuver.
The acquired language skills are often a door-opener
and allow us to learn more about the country and its
people firsthand and perhaps also experience what
social issues and topics play a role in the respective
situation in the respective foreign country. As a result,
we can become more involved and, by taking part in
joint activities, experience a feeling of belonging.
The German educationalist and educational
reformer Wolfgang Klafki (1927–2016) names the
following principles as goals in the context of his
“critical-constructive didactics”: self-determination,
co-determination and solidarity (Klafki, 1995: 97).
This places him within the humanistic educational
tradition which, in turn, is founded in the
understanding of education in the antique. The aim of
education here is to strive to improve oneself and to
acquire the ability to shape oneself and to assert
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oneself in order to be able to play an active role in a
western-style democratic state governed by the rule
of law as a politically and socially responsible citizen.
Klafki has had a considerable influence on
German educational reformers since the 1970s.
Inspired by his definition of competence, a
competence model is applied to the present day,
particularly in the area of life-based subjects
[Sachunterricht], which places action competence at
its core, alongside professional competence, social
competence, problem-solving competence and
personal competence. With professional competence,
the learner acquires specific knowledge and skills;
with problem-solving competence s/he solves
problems in a target-oriented manner; with social
competence the learner acquires team skills, learns to
be adaptable and assertive. Learning to take on
responsibility for oneself, to motivate oneself, to
reflect and to recognize one’s own value system
comes under personal competence.

Figure. 1: Model of competencies after Klafki

Both Dewey’s and Klafki’s ideas about learning
have influenced educational reforms, and what they
have in common is that they placed the experiences
of the learner, his/her democratic education at the
center of their work, and that they are both practiceoriented and action-oriented. Even when we leave our
original cultural environment, for example to work or
study abroad, the main thing is to act in a praxisoriented manner in a new and different learning
environment. In preparatory courses, of course, we
can learn the basics of a language, knowledge about
geography, politics or culture, but we ultimately have
to take that leap into the abyss, because there is no
other way for us to experience a new cultural
environment individually and subjectively. We
subject ourselves to an iterative process and by doing
so we gain intercultural action competence which,
however, requires an intercultural sensibility.
Auernheimer’s guiding principles of intercultural
education are particularly suited to the group my
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teaching addresses, namely students taking part in
workshops and excursions, as they do not intend a
permanent integration into a “foreign” cultural
environment: “Vital to intercultural education are the
recognition of differences and an awareness of
disparity” (Auernheimer 2012:59).
“Higher-level goals are:

enabling intercultural understanding
 enabling intercultural dialogue
(Auernheimer 2012:20).

Figure. 2: Model of competencies extended by intercultural
competence after Auernheimer

However, decisive for a dialogue with people
from another cultural environment is not only that we
first of all know and reflect on our own culture – but
also know and reflect on ourselves as individuals.
The focus of intercultural competence is selfcompetence and self-awareness.
It really begins with looking at ourselves first, and
working from there to find differences and
similarities between cultures. You have to understand
your own culture before you can have a meaningful
dialogue with a person from a different culture. An
analogy is, that you have to know your own language
well to learn a new language.
First comes intercultural understanding, which
means an understanding of and respect for other
cultures and the ability to change one’s own
perspectives. This is followed by an intercultural
dialogue focused on a willingness to cooperate and an
awareness of one’s own cultural orientation system.
Let me give you an example: As a German I expect
everyone to be on time. But I understand that time
here in Indonesia – especially in a private situation –
can be seen as “jam karet”, which literally means
‘rubber time’. So, being aware of this, I can take this
into account and not feel offended if someone is more
than 15 minutes late, which is kind of seen as the
maximum waiting time in Germany. This
understanding enables me to have a dialogue that is

not biased in a pejorative sense right from the outset,
even if my guest comes an hour too late, for example.

1.3

Content/Subject Matter

In a workshop lasting four days, design students and
design lecturers from different cultural groups, most
of whom are meeting one another for the first time,
work in project teams that are together for a limited
time. In addition to improving communication skills,
the objective is that participants acquire and exchange
specialist knowledge and that they develop design
products. In a situative context, what results is a
temporary association in the form of a community of
praxis; the aim being that a common denominator is
created that brings together the cultural
characteristics and national idiosyncrasies of all
students taking part. In the sense of advancing
intercultural communication skills, the following key
question is core to finding a subject matter for the
workshops: What makes us different from one
another and what connects us?
Superficial knowledge of a foreign culture can
lead to stereotypical expectations and prejudice. As
we all have more or less entrenched notions about the
respective other culture, these are a good starting
point for a constructive dialogue. The choice of topics
in my intercultural workshops should ideally contain
cultural traits and national idiosyncrasies of all the
students involved. The key question when looking for
subjects is what makes us different and what connects
us? Also very important are what mutual prejudices
and stereotypical images we have and how we deal
with these.
While preparing for a workshop with San
Francisco State University in 2011, German students
made a video that takes a humorous look at
automatically generated search predictions in Google
provided by the autocomplete widget. The following
search question was entered into Google: Why are
Germans so ... These were automatically completed
by Google using a search algorithm based on popular
search queries. Five adjectives were displayed in the
following order in a dropdown list: Why are Germans
so rude, smart, tall, weird and hot. This list does not
remain constant, because Google changes its types of
predictions repeatedly and, of course, these also
reflect current popular trends. Using the Google
search as a tool to illustrate prejudices was an
interesting contribution to the kick-off session. In the
intercultural workshop, stereotypes and prejudices in
the areas of eating styles, ecology, family, patriotism
and the military were examined and creatively
illustrated in the form of animations.
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Figure. 3: Automatically generated search predictions in
Google, 2011

Another topic of my workshops is proverbs. The
first intercultural design workshop that used proverbs
was conducted in Ulm with German-Egyptian
students in 2010 (see https://intercultural-designworkshop.de/TiM2010/). Proverbs are very rich in
illustrating the cultural background they come from,
e.g. the Indonesian proverb “Ada hari ada nasi.” what
literally means “If there is a day there is rice.” While
this is a first step towards understanding a cultural
area where rice is the main source of food, that does
not clearly explain its meaning to people from another
culture. Proverbs are like icebergs: one tenth of their
meaning is above the water surface, therefore a
conscious thing, while the other nine tenths belong to
the realm of the unconscious and include tradition,
religion, geology, agriculture, political and social
reality, economy and progress. Finding a way into the
unconscious realm of a culture is exactly what
examining proverbs aims to achieve. When the
students exchange ideas, talk with one another and
ask each other questions, this gives them an
awareness of individual and cultural differences.
Only then can a visualization emerge that leads to the
design. The English equivalent of the previous
proverb is "Tomorrow is a new day", which expresses
a positive view on the future, in the Indonesian
example by saying that there will be something to eat
tomorrow.
(see
https://intercultural-designworkshop.de/TiM2014/)
Another team of students chose the Javanese
proverb “Banyak anak banyak rejeki”, which literally
means, the more children you have the richer you are.
It refers to the reason why people have so many
children in emerging countries. “Rejeki” is Javanese
and means ‘wealth’. At first glance, this proverb
seems almost anachronistic, as family planning
programs already arrived in Indonesia quite some
time ago. However, less so in rural and
underdeveloped regions. The birth rate per woman
was 2.3 in 2017 (Fertility rate, total, (2017). Retrieved
from
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.
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IN?end=2017&start=1960&view=chart). During the
workshop, the German and Indonesian students
worked with one another in dialogue to develop
further levels of meaning for the word “rejeki”, such
as ‘happiness’ and ‘blessing’. This solved the
dilemma that was caused by the initially narrow level
of meaning of the wording used in the proverb and
provided freedom for the students to take creative
approaches when developing the storyboard. Since
there is no English equivalent for this proverb, a
bilingual solution was dispensed with and the
emphasis was placed on finding metaphors.
Interestingly, the two levels of meaning, wealth and
happiness, were visually linked, which can be seen in
the following storyboard.

Figure. 4: The Indonesian proverb: Banyak anak banyak
rejeki – The more children you have the richer you are.
Workshop participants: Alditio, I.; Blome, C.; Holzner, B.;
Parmungkas, R.; Sekartaji, G.

Proverbs are very useful for learning more about
cultural differences and similarities. In an animation
that was produced in a workshop in Ulm in 2017
together with students from Greece, Indonesia and
Germany, not only equivalent proverbs were used but
also 3 different alphabets such as the Greek and the
Latin alphabet and the ancient Javanese script.
In this animation, students used the English
proverb “When it rains it pours”. In German we
would say, “Ein Unglück kommt selten allein”, which
means “Misfortune seldom comes alone”. In
Indonesia it would be, “Sudah jatuh, tertimpa tangga
pula”, which literally means, “A person slips, and a
ladder falls on them”. In Greek the equivalent is:
“Éspase o diáolos to podári tu.” which means “Once
the devil breaks its leg …” In total, five different
languages were used to express a similar feeling that
is triggered by a situation that is different in each case
due
to
the
cultural
background.
(see
https://intercultural-design-workshop.de/TiM2017/)
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1.4

The Medium of Animation

Narrative concepts that use language, writing and
metaphor in equal measure are open to interpretation
and discourse, and are therefore suitable as
intercultural topics. Translating this into design praxis
means realizing a narration or story using time-based
media such as video or animation. In addition to using
animated images, typography plays a central role
here. It is a component of all international design
education, and all workshop participants are familiar
with the syntactical and semantic dimensions of
script. In the intercultural workshop, the Latin
alphabet with the world language English create a
common denominator, but cultural areas that use
other systems of writing are excluded. That is why –
depending on where the participants originate from –
other systems of writing like Arabic, Greek and
Javanese are also used.
The medium animation, and especially type in
motion, provide the students with an accumulation of
experience and knowledge (developing ideas,
storyboarding, storytelling, illustration, handling
software and concept development) and this is what
makes shared praxis so valuable. It integrates the
personal experience of the individual, the perspective
of the international team and the need of the
participants to arrive at a creative and completed
design product.
If animated proverbs are taken, then the challenge
is for the students to work out the content and the
relevant keywords. In the 2017 workshop in Ulm, a
team chose the following proverb:

Figure. 5: The Javanese proverb “Cedhak kebo, gupak”
written in Javanese script

It literally means, “If you are close to the buffalo,
you will be exposed to the mud”. The English
equivalent is, “If you lie down with a dog, you will
get up with fleas”. In the implementation part of the
workshop, writing became a picture and the students
used nothing but a pictogram to convey the message
in the proverb. At some points in the animation it
appears as its typograms, i.e. text images, lined up
next to each other. At other places letters move and
become independent beings like flies, a dog and a
buffalo.
(see:
https://intercultural-designworkshop.de/TiM2017/design3.html)
Kinetic typography brings form and content into a
context that evokes associations and emotions.
Received in a similar way to logo types, the name of

the company and the look and feel of the font and
color are all perceived simultaneously. In addition to
the creative means of color, font style and font size,
the kind of movement depicted also plays a role. It
underscores the statement and meaning of the creative
means being used. Kinetic typography is well-suited
for title sequences in films, logo animation, TV
advertising, branding for TV channels, advertising
banners, animated and interactive infographics, etc.
In kinetic typography or type in motion, two
media are brought together: the typeface as a
traditional and the moving image as a contemporary
and mostly computer-generated information medium.
In this way, animated typography bridges the gap
between the linear text, which is understood
sequentially and according to rules, and the image,
which the viewer interprets as a simultaneous whole
without any time delay whatsoever. The market
researcher Burkard Michel writes with reference to
Gottfried Boehm: “Unlike in language, there are
(almost) no syntactic rules for images in the sense of
a grammar that could structure the relationships
between the individual picture elements in a way that
leaves no room for ambiguity. The ‘pathway’ through
the picture is therefore largely determined by the
recipient.” (Michel, 2004). This means that the
viewer has greater freedom of interpretation and can
play a stronger role when viewing an image than
when reading a text. Against this background it is
understandable that pictures are more interesting and
easier to remember for the viewer than words. The
attention-capturing capacity is increased even more
when it comes to moving images, which are used in
marketing and advertising. It is well known that a
PowerPoint presentation is more attractive and
interesting if it contains images, animations and
videos.
In the 1980s, the media philosopher Villem
Flusser already predicted that digital images would
replace writing in the "Telematic Society". He
describes the historical development from prehistoric
pictograms to linear writing and back to the digital
image as follows: “As the alphabet originally
advanced against pictograms, digital codes today
advance against letters to overtake them.” (Flusser,
2011).
At this point, we should take a closer look at how
attractive the moving image is from an educational
point of view. In my workshops, the aim is to acquire
intercultural competence in the context of design,
which means the learning goal is not only
intercultural dialogue but also developing the ability
to jointly create a design work. In the workshops,
students from different cultural backgrounds meet for
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the first time and are supposed to work together ‘out
of the blue’ as it were. It has been my experience since
2014 that the majority of the workshop participants
are willing to do so, and their main motivation is to
get to know students from other cultures. But I will
say more about participant evaluation elsewhere.
Nevertheless, in the 3-4-day workshop all participants
go through a process of development to become a
team that is worth taking a closer look at.
The model of group development by psychologist
Bruce Tuckman is widespread in corporate
communications and in education. It differentiates
between the following 4 phases: Forming, Storming,
Norming and Performing (Tuckman, B. W, 1965). I
linked this model, which was developed especially
for small groups, with the concrete design process and
the work results. My question was: How does kinetic
animation influence the intercultural team-building
process? The following description is based on
observation and on video interviews of the
participants.
(see:
https://intercultural-designworkshop.de/TiM2015/video.html)
1.)
Forming: The approach taken
by the team members and their
communication focus from the beginning on
the given topic. In the team, the extent of the
work is limited by means of brainstorming
and mind-mapping. If, for example, a team
is to animate proverbs in a meaningful way,
it must first agree on the cultural
significance of the existing references to
everyday life and culture in order to then
work out keywords or key images. During
this process, the team members get to know
one another and their style preferences,
personal, culturally conditioned modes of
behavior and are friendly and reserved.
2.)
Storming: In this phase, roles
are allocated, but conflicts are also dealt
with. The team often finds that working
methods are very different due to their
cultural differences. If a clearly structured
and conceptual approach encounters a more
creative and spontaneous approach, this can
lead to misunderstandings and can cause
friction. In this phase, different design and
illustration styles are tried out and animation
sequences are looked at which still remain
open for the time-being, but also show that
the new group development phase has begun
- at the latest when the students are
storyboarding the animation.
3.) Norming: At this point, the team has been
brought together by the joint process the
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participants have been through, and all of the
roles and work packages have been allocated
so that each team member knows what to do.
There are those responsible for project
management,
conception,
illustration,
realization and presentation. At the media
level of animation, the team agree on certain
formal procedures and styles. Animation
only works if a certain logical animation
principle is adhered to. On a formalaesthetic level, these are the 12 basic
principles of animation developed for Walt
Disney animations (Thomas F., Johnston
O,1995). The design work will only have a
convincing quality if all team members pull
together in terms of content and form, and if
they can rely on each other as a team.
4.)
Performing: This phase marks
the realization. As typography - in addition
to its pictorial quality - always contains
comprehensible information as well, it is
also necessary to agree on the
communication goal in the final phase. If
necessary, movement sequences might have
to be optimized in iterations so that the
message can be conveyed in the best
possible way. All team members feel
committed to the common goal, have learned
about their strengths and weaknesses and
have also spent social time together. They
bring
their
enhanced
intercultural
communication skills to the team, become
more creative, flexible and, in the best-case
scenario, organize themselves.
A typographic animation always tells a story, and
this means it is a medium where it is not possible to
simply divide the entire project up into modular work
packages. That would be much easier to do, for
example, with an analog poster series or a card game.
In such cases, each team member could design a
poster or a card and all they would have to do would
be agree on a common design style. Telling a story
together based on kinetic typography and visual
pictograms or illustrations promotes digital media
literacy which, in a global world, draws on diverse
cultures (See Buckingham, 2013).
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2

RESULTS/METHODS

But how do the participants themselves assess and
evaluate the intercultural design workshops? The
workshops are evaluated on an ongoing basis using
quantitative questionnaires, whereby the focus is
placed on the design praxis, not on the scientific
evaluation.
A total of 221 students from Indonesia, US,
Egypt, Finland, Russia and Greece have participated
in my workshops since 2009. Most of the workshops
were equal in numbers, in the sense that half of the
participants came from Germany and the other half
from a foreign partner university. One exception was
the 2017 workshop, where 3 nations participated:
Greeks, Indonesians and Germans. The ratio of
women to men was almost balanced at 52% to 48%.
51% of the participants were between 20 and 23 years
of age and 33.8% between 24 and 29 years of age.
The remainder were distributed somewhat evenly up
to the age of 38.

travelling abroad, it is mainly the topic and the
medium of animation that is interesting for the
students, and I believe that is why they registered for
a workshop like this one. It is important to note that
only half of all workshops take place abroad, as this
is an exchange program. The attractiveness of a stay
abroad, which is also subsidized, is therefore not the
only decisive factor.
The following question aims to provide some
insight into the main motivation for taking part in a
workshop:

Figure. 7: Results from answers to question 13 of a survey
carried out with 73 workshop participants

Figure. 6: Distribution of nations in the intercultural
workshops, 2009-2019

The course evaluation was based on a quantitative
survey, which was partly extended by open-ended
questions. The focus of the survey was on satisfaction
with workshop preparation, handouts, lectures,
tutorials, timeframe, assistance and how much
support was offered, as well as the ratios of theory and
practice, expectations and a comparison to reality,
etc. The aim of the survey was also to help assess the
allocation of work within the team into the areas of
conception, graphics and storyboard creation, project
management, software handling and sound recording.
Furthermore, it was interesting to learn more about
the intercultural dialogue, the students’ selfassessment, the learning gain and the participants’
satisfaction with their final design work.
The question of the motivation to take part in an
intercultural workshop was one of the main aspects
for me, because learning works most sustainably
when there is an intrinsic motivation for it or when
the natural curiosity of the learner is kept alive. My
hypothesis was that, apart from the attractiveness of

The current status of the survey shows that 94%
of the participants value most the interaction between
people from different cultures. Neither the topic nor
the medium of the workshop – in my case animation
– is as important.
This leads to the following, more in-depth
question.

Figure. 8: Result of question 14 of a survey carried out
with 73 workshop participants

This pie chart shows once more that students
prioritize the intercultural exchange aspect of the
workshop.
This means that almost any topic or medium could
produce the same result: enhanced intercultural
ability. This is a small part of my empirical research,
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but the message is loud and clear. All you need for a
successful intercultural workshop is at least two
different cultures, a working space and a common
goal.
I’d now like to look at my monocultural design
workshops, which are mostly conducted in Germany.
Language is therefore not an obstacle, but cultural
differences may still exist, because we have
immigrants from other countries. Here I use the
technique of Stop-Motion Animation to strengthen
the team spirit at the beginning of a new project. StopMotion Animation is very easy to learn. Clay, paper
and puppets can be easily used by everybody – not
just design students. Video editing skills are not
necessary because it works with single photo shots of
rearranged objects. Stop-Motion is popular and is
now being used in project management and even in
elementary schools.
I started two years ago to evaluate my
monocultural workshops using the medium of StopMotion. I wondered what my German students liked
most about it. It seems that the creative freedom they
have in a team project is the most appealing aspect,
and students also enjoy the fun of producing
something together as well. My research studies are
still in progress and not yet representative. But, all in
all, team animation seems to be an appropriate
medium for bringing students closer to one another.

Figure. 9: Result from answers to question 14 of a survey
carried out with 24 German third-semester students

3

CONCLUSION

The concept of my intercultural design workshops,
which I have been carrying out for ten years and
which emerged about 25 years ago from media design
workshops with German participants, has proven
itself in the university sector.
The examples provided above show that students
in the Program Digital Media at Ulm University of
Applied Sciences can gain valuable experience for
their future careers and learn about new design
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concepts and methods in the practical international
learning situation created by the workshops.
Participants benefit professionally and personally
from broadening their horizons, become culturally
more flexible, tolerant, and break down their cultural
prejudices in the process.
Intercultural design workshops and subject-based
excursions abroad are a very good way of preparing
for a semester abroad and for an international career.
Students can also use these experiences in Germany
to interact with people from other cultural
backgrounds, or with customers, employees and
superiors. And, of course, in their personal lives as
well: the hope is that they will encounter their fellow
citizens from other countries without prejudice and
react more sensitively towards discrimination when
they are confronted with it. The concept has proved
to be very successful, and the ensuing increase in
media competence of the students is beyond question.
The participants always confirm that a design
workshop lasting 3-4 days considerably enhances
their technical and design skills, sometimes even
more so than a much more time-consuming theorybased course.
These positive experiences require intensive
preparation. As teaching basic design knowledge is
time-consuming, it must already have been completed
in advance of the workshop. The effective follow-up
work must include reflection on what has been
learned in order to make sure that the participants
have internalized their new skills. The quality of a
workshop as well as the professionalism of the
workshop results could be increased considerably
with a newly developed selection procedure, in which
professionally motivated participants could be
distinguished from those with purely touristic goals,
as first experience has shown.
All design workshops were documented and
archived and can be accessed at:
www.intercultural-design-workshop.de
and
www.dm.hs-ulm.de/Intercultural-workshops.
The online documentations, the design of which
the participants actively participated in, show the
workshops as they unfold, the results of the work and
a photo gallery. The videos preserve what the
participants experienced and make it possible for new
participants, but also future international partners, to
get an impression of what the workshops were like.
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Abstract:

Thai mural paintings have played a significant role in Thai society since the Sukhothai kingdom period (12381438 AD) until present. Wattana Boonjub (2009) points out that Mural painting were used for teaching the
Thai people in the past. Throughout history, temples have become a crucial part of Thai' lives; for example,
Wat Phumin in Nan province. Wat Phumin has exceptional architecture, beautiful visual presentations of
Buddhist storytelling on the walls which depict scenes from the Buddhist Jataka tales, and scenes of everyday
life in Nan. These unique characteristics have attracted many visitors to this temple over the years. In addition,
when those interested visit Wat Phumin, they experience this temple as a Museum. In fact, Loïc Tallon et al.
(2008) suggests that the museum experience provides an appropriate situation for learning history in an
unconventional setting. As a result, previous research titled “Visual research practices on Thai Lanna mural
painting: A case study of Wat Phumin, Nan province” was presented at the 4th International Conference for
Asia Pacific Arts Studies (ICAPAS 2016). The results indicated that the information concerning the Lanna
mural paintings inside the temples was overwhelming. However, there are no directions facilitating Thai and
foreign visitors in viewing and understanding at the first episode of storytelling on Lanna mural paintings
inside Wat Phumin. Therefore, this research is the result of finding a solution to facilitating visitors in viewing
Buddhist Jataka tales through digital technology (such as responsive web design, QR codes, etc.) with
practice-based design research.

1

INTRODUCTION

The results from the author’s previous research titled
“Visual Methods in Social Research on Lanna Mural
Painting: A Case Study of Wat Phumin, Nan
Province” presented at The 4th International
Conference for Asia Pacific Arts Studies (ICAPAS
2016) indicated that information regarding the Lanna
mural painting inside the temple is overwhelming.
This is because there are no directions facilitating
Thai and foreign visitors in where to first begin in
terms of the episodes of the storytelling inside the
targeted site. Therefore, this paper results from
attempts to find an apt solutions through practicebased research methodology.

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

paintings is not an easy task. This research has
adopted practice-based research methodology
through practice in its attempt to do so.

2.1

Practice-based Research

Practice-based research is an authentic investigation
to garner new insights from a variety of practices and
the outcomes of those practices. According to
Laurene Vaughan (2017), the author describes
practice–based research as the collection of
knowledge through creativity resultings in the
scheme of designs, music, digital media,
performances and exhibitions (p.56). This research
was designed to explore an example solution to
facilitate the visitors’ viewing experience of Lanna
mural paintings at Wat Phumin, Nan province using
different approaches.

Identifying a solution to facilitate the comprehension
Thai and foreign visitors of Thai Lanna mural
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2.2

Wat Phumin as a Museum

Wat Phumin in Nan province presents a dazzling
visual presentation of Buddhist storytelling on the
walls (T.Pichaichanarong, 2016). In this research, the
setting at Wat Phumin has been treated as a museum.
Ana Maria Theresa Labradorpp (2018) points out that
museums can be sites for investigation (p.78).
Therefore, treating Lanna mural paintings as
museums would suffice as mentioned.

2.3

Objectives

1. Analyzing difference approaches to develop a
solution through practice-based research.

3
3.1

METHODOLOGY
Practice–based Research Design

The first step in practice-based practice in this
research starts with the inspiration from Assistant
Professor Fua Haripitak (1910–1993) who studied in
India during 1940–1946, at Visva Bharati University,
Santiniketan, India. He saw how the Indian
government has copied drawing samples of mural
paintings from various ancient sites in order to
preserve India’s heritage. After Assistant Professor
Fua Haripitak returned to Thailand, he decided to
copy drawing samples from various Thai temples in
Thailand.

2. Develop tools to facilitate Thai and foreign
visitors who attend Wat Phumin in Nan province.
3. Use digital technology, such as responsive web
design, QR codes to be examples for solutions in
this research.

2.4

Definition of Terms

2.4.1 Responsive Web Design
This research chose a website to act as the channel to
facilitate Thai and foreign visitors’ experience of Thai
Lanna mural paintings at Wat Phumin, Nan province
because since the invention of the internet by Tim
Berners-Lee 1989,it has become a widely used means
of communication. According to Jason A. Clarke,
(2015) there was a change in web development from
2010 to present. Web development has expanded to
mobile platforms with mobile computing which
includes browsing the web, watching movies, typing
on word processors, etc. Responsive web design is a
set of know-how tools for creating web sites that work
on various devices and screens (p.2).

Figure 1: Assist. Prof. Fua Haripitak, Thai National Artist.

Figure 2: Assist. Prof. Fua Haripitak studied mural
paintings before he copied the samples.

2.4.2 QR Code
QR code is a readable code comprising a batch of
black and white strips, used for linking URLS reading
by a camera on a smartphone, as derived from the
Japanese industry in 1994 (Retrieved from the
internet on February 27th,2016). The QR code was
introduced to this research with responsive web
design for connecting to videos on the YouTube
channel. Indeed, video is itself another means of
facilitating visitors.

Figure 3: Assist. Prof. Fua Haripitak copied drawing
samples from mural painting in order to preserve Thailand’s
national heritage.

As a result, this research adopted the copy
drawing sample technique for the Thai Lanna mural
paintings at Wat Phumin. In order to copy the entire
drawing sample technique, this project required the
entire photograph of Thai Lanna mural painting at the
temple.
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate for
the Thai Lanna mural paintings at Wat Phumin.

Figure 4: Thai Lanna mural painting at Wat Phumin, Nan
province (North).

Image from:
https://coastalarchaeology.wordpress.com/2012/07/19/arch
aeological-mapping-with-idraw/
Figure 7: Archaeological Mapping.

Figure 5: Copy drawing of Thai Lanna mural painting at
Wat Phumin, Nan province (North).

The author’s previous research (2016) identified
three major categories for storytelling on Lanna mural
paintings at Wat Phumin as follows: (i) ‘The Story of
the Buddha’; Second, (ii) ‘The Previous Life Stories
of the Buddha’, and Third ‘Ordinary Life of the Local
People. This research selected ‘Previous Life Stories
of the Buddha’ as the focus of practice-based
research. To understand the storytelling in ‘Previous
Life Stories of the Buddha’, the researcher studied the
relevant books and interviewed those with the
knowledge and expertise. First, to understand Thai
mural paintings in general, it is tradition when people
visit the Thai temple, they first come from the
direction of the north of the temple, then follow
clockwise to the east, south, and west as shown below
(Figure 6).

Figure 6: Direction of Wat Phumin, Nan province Image
from: The 7th Reginonal Office of Fine Arts, Nan province.

The second step of the practice-based practice
research adopted the Archaeological Mapping and
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Image from:
http://www.georeference.org/doc/universal_transverse_me
rcator_utm_.htm
Figure 8: Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate
system.

Thai Lanna mural paintings at Wat Phumin used
the same idea from both examples on the grid system.
The researcher divided the image of Thai Lanna
mural paintings at Wat Phumin, Nan province as
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Divided image of Thai Lanna mural paintings at
Wat Phumin.

Third, the researcher used copy drawing samples
of the Thai Lanna mural painting at Wat Phumin to
identify the direction of storytelling on ‘Previous Life
Stories of the Buddha’. The content on the ‘Previous
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Life Stories of the Buddha’ derives from various
sources. After confirming the narrative for ‘Previous
Life Stories of the Buddha’ to be in the correct order,
the direction of the storytelling starts with the north,
followed by east, south, and west at Wat Phumin, as
shown in Figure 10.

images of Thai Lanna mural paintings at Wat Phumin,
as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: QR codes placed on the coordination of
storytelling on ‘Previous Life Stories of the Buddha’.
Figure 10: Order of narrative storytelling on ‘Previous Life
Stories of the Buddha’.

As a result, there are numbers of coordination for
the storytelling on ‘Previous Life Stories of the
Buddha’ upon the four sides of the wall at Wat
Phumin.
Next, this research adopted a QR code by placing
them into the given positions of storytelling on
‘Previous Life Stories of the Buddha’ starting with
episode 1 at the coordinate of point B9, and with the
QR code image as given in figure 11 placed with the
other coordinates respectively.

Next, the researcher deleted the lines on the
images as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Final image of storytelling on ‘Previous Life
Stories of the Buddha’ in the north.

3.2

Figure 11: An example of a QR code links to the video
content uploaded to YouTube (Episode 1 >
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6Dn8bAuRSo)

All of the QR codes on the images of Thai Lanna
mural paintings linked to 2D moving images for the
storytelling of Panya-Jataka at Wat Phumin uploaded
to YouTube.
In fact, the video contents on Youtube comprises
2D moving images for the storytelling of PanyaJataka for Wat Phumin, which the researcher received
funds from the Office of Contemporary Art and
Culture (OCAC) Ministry of Culture, Thailand in
2017. The 2D moving images for storytelling of
Panya-Jataka at Wat Phumin, Nan province totalled
amounts of thirteen videos.
After that, the researcher has completed the
placement 13 QR codes into 13 positions in the

Responsive Web Design

What is RWD?
According to Jason A. Clarke (2015), the author
of the book “Responsive Web Design in Practice”, the
idea of building web sites that work on multiple
devices and screens in order to serve the new era of
digital technology with limitless power.
The responsive web design was used in this
research because of its ability to work on multiple
devices and screens. The researcher suggests RWD
can facilitate Thai and foreign visitors to Wat
Phumin, in their experience of Thai Lanna mural
paintings at Wat Phumin in Nan province.

3.3

Google Sites

For the first version of RWD, the researcher used
Google Sites as a tool. Google Sites is one of the
products from Google first released in 2008. Google
Sites was created for anyone who wants to create a
personal website. The new version of Google sites has
the responsive web ability to open its website on
various platforms. In addition, Tatpuje and Ganbote
(2015) point out Google platform contains with
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number of tools and apps, use of videos, online tools,
interaction through Google community.
In Thailand, there is the collaboration between
Google and Thai Universities called “Google for
Education” in order to help the students improve their
learning
and
innovation
(retrieved
from
https://edu.google.com on February 28th, 2019).
The researcher used Google Site from Silpakorn
University, Thailand for the first version of RWD as
shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Google Sites version.

3.4

RWD Frameworks

For the second version of RWD, the researcher used
the RWD frameworks to create a responsive web as a
tool. A framework is a collection of files-scripts,
HTML, CSS, and so forth. In addition, Priyanka
Panchal (2017) explains that the quality of this web
properties will calibrate from mobile screen to full
desktop resolution continuously. This research
selected
the
“Bootstrap”
framework
(http://getbootstrap.com/). Bootstrap is the most
popular of the three frameworks widely used globally
presented in Figure 15.

Figure 16: A diagram of a solution to facilitate visitors at
Wat Phumin through digital technology in this research.

4.1

Data Analysis

This research used a practice-based research design in
every steps of producing the final outcome to answer
the objectives of this research. Indeed, the researcher
followed all the practice–based approaches in the
framework as given in Figure 17.

Figure 15: RWD Frameworks version.

4

DISCUSSION

A result from both version of Google Sites and RWD
Frameworks is an example of the solution in order to
facilitate Thai and foreign visitors at Wat Phumin
through digital technology. It is illustrated in Figure
16.
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Figure 17: Practice–based Research Design.

This research focuses only on the storytelling on
‘Previous Life Stories of the Buddha’, with Khattana
Kumara Jataka on the northern wall, the eastern wall,
the south wall and the Nimi Jataka on the western wall
as illustrated in Figure 18.

Practice-based Research on Digital Technology: A Case Study of Wat Phumin, Nan Province, Thailand

Figure 18: Khattana Kumara Jataka (left), Nimi Jataka
(right).

5

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, this study has achieved all the
objectives as set. However, the idea of this study
derived from the creativity related to the literature
review and in-depth interviews from field trips. In
addition, the researcher added digital technologies in
this study as well, and expects new knowledge to be
derived from this experiment.
From the results from our research, we can
conclude that new digital technologies can influence
the ways in which individuals and institutes act as a
museums. Susana Smith Bautista (2014), author of
“Museums in the Digital Age: Changing Meanings of
Place, Community, and Culture” asserts that museums
( for example, Wat Phumin in Nan province) today can
integrate both traditional elements and the context of
the digital age to embrace the legacy of place, locality,
culture, and community (p.xxi). This can then reach a
modern younger generation.

Clark, J. A., 2015. Responsive Web Design in Practice
(Library Technology Essentials). MD: Rowman &
Littlefield.
Dalferro, A., 2018. Museum NOW! Articles from Talks
Presented at Academic Conferences. Bangkok:
National Discovery Museum Institute.
History of QR Code How was the QR Code created? How
has it come to be used so widely? | And what is its
future? (n.d.). Retrieved February 26, 2019, from
https://www.qrcode.com/en/history/
Panchal, P., 2017. Responsive Web Design and Web
Development Using Bootstrap Frond-End Framework.
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Abstract:

The digital and virtual era creates a dependency between arts, science and technology. Knowledge and
applications, currently, can no longer be separated, so there are overlaps between these concepts. In terms of
interactive art, aesthetics no longer only arises because of its visual and sound beauty. This study investigates
the diversity of aesthetic in virtual reality, especially with educational game content. This paper describes the
aesthetic elements that occur in the experience of interaction through educational games. The case study of
existing VR projects led this investigation of the aesthetics of interaction. The previous projects will be
analysed for describing the aesthetics of interaction elements. We use the MDA framework (Mechanics,
Dynamics, and Aesthetics) for study the learnable material as an element of aesthetic in virtual reality. Finally,
we conclude that educational aspect potentially provides aesthetic elements in the play experience of the
games with virtual reality technology.

1

INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality and digital games as part of interactive
media cannot be separated from technology. The
interdependence between art, science and technology
provides its own advantages for interactive media.
Interactive media becomes flourishing in the
relationship between content, users and the
technology that they use. Therefore, aesthetics no
longer only appears as mere visual and sound beauty.
The aesthetics in the digital world of interactions
gain more diverse by including other human senses.
Moreover, feelings and communicative relations with
the human side as well as artificial intelligence can
also trigger the aesthetics of interaction. The
aesthetics of interaction makes interactive media
users get a distinct sensation of beauty. In addition,
under certain circumstance the game player can be
sucked into the virtual game world; this condition is
often called immersion.
Educational games are often used as alternative
learning in certain fields. And even in some
conditions, the educational game is used to support
the learning process at school. Most users of
educational games give positive testimonials to the
results of this alternative learning method. Basically,

with serious content, educational game users still feel
immersion through these play experiences and other
elements in the game world. On the other hand,
educational games tend to emphasize learning
material through game play rather than its visual
elements. There are interesting things that pay
attention from this research. The aesthetics elements
of non-visual and sound have a potential to provide
senses of satisfaction in playing. This study will focus
on investigating the aesthetic elements that affect the
immersion and play experience of the educational
game.

2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW
Aesthetics of Interaction

Crawford (2003) illustrates the terminology of
interactivity through a metaphor of reciprocal cycle
relations between two people by carrying out
activities listening, thinking, and speaking. The
quality of interactivity depends on each act of
listening, thinking, and speaking. Like a conversation
cycle, when someone speaks, the interlocutor will
listen, then understand the intent of the statement,
analyze, synthesize and finally speak to react to the
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opinions or arguments of the first person. This
conversation occurs continuously in turn through the
listening, thinking and speaking activities of each
party. Finally it comes to the same understanding or
agreed solution, this is the interaction metaphor
according to Crawford (2003).
The terminology of listening, thinking, and
speaking in the context of interactive technology can
be explained through terms of input, process, and
output, although it seems complicated to understand
(Crawford, 2003). This elusive impression arises
because we think from the point of view of the artists
and designers; where artistic is born from the intuition
and fruit of the work and design. The terms of input
and output are part of the stages outside the artist's
self, more precisely the terminology in the technical/
engineering field. The word of process itself in the
field of interactive media also raises a lot of
understanding. What process is meant? Does the
process interact? Or is it the manufacturing process?
LeBlanc (2004) tries to offer a concept that is
more easily understood through media of game; the
approach is called MDA (Mechanics, Dynamics,
Aesthetics). This approach will connect multi fields
between technology, science and design. Let us begin
understanding through the example of the game as
software (Figure 1).
Code

Process

Rules

Game
“Session”

Requireme
nts
“Fun”

Figure 1: Game as Sofware (LeBlanc, 2004).

Mechanics

Dynamics

Aesthetics

Figure 2: MDA Approach (LeBlanc, 2004).

LeBlanc (2004) proposes the MDA approach as a
bridge between technology and design. In detail, it
provides mechanical terms for programming code
and game rules. Second, the dynamic term is to
accommodate technical processes and interactive
systems in the game. Finally, "fun" and technical
needs are part of an aesthetic approach. In the world
of aesthetic digital games, LeBlanc refines the term
"fun" in eight types, among others (Hunicke et al.,
2004):

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sensation (Game as sensory pleasure)
Fantasy (Game as imaginative but convincing)
Narrative (Game as a story or drama)
Challenge (Game as training against
obstacles)
5. Fellowship (Game as a socializing container)
6. Discovery (Game as territory that needs to be
explored)
7. Expression (Game as discovery/ selfactualization)
8. Submission (Game as entertainment / hobby)
We can use the MDA approach as a reference for
aesthetics of interaction for develop games or other
interactive media.
In his study, Costello (2007) also develops
pleasure criteria into 13 types so that they could
enrich LeBlanc's "fun" terminology, such as:
1. Creation (the pleasure of interacting with
artworks)
2. Exploration (the pleasure of exploring
something)
3. Discovery (the pleasure of finding or doing
something)
4. Difficulty (pleasure with developing skills)
5. Competition (pleasure from the experiment
reaches the final goal)
6. Danger (pleasure through fear or danger
situation)
7. Captivation (pleasure by feeling another entity
that has control or attraction)
8. Sensation (pleasure through the five senses
response)
9. Sympathy (the pleasure of sharing emotional
feelings)
10. Simulation (pleasure because of real life
copies)
11. Fantasy (the pleasure to feel the fantastic
creation of imagination)
12. Camaraderie (pleasure developing a sense of
friendship)
13. Subversion (pleasure breaking rules)
According to some of those elements above,
Wright et al. (2008) also formulates in other
sentences that aesthetics of interaction need to focus
on individual understanding, concerns, desires,
aspirations, values, and user experience. Petersen et
al. (2004) add that the aesthetic of interaction concept
can be used as a way of conceptualizing interaction,
gestural acceptance, emotional expression, and
pleasant & spontaneous real interfaces. It means, the
aesthetic of interaction is not only felt, however there
is play experience inside it. A pragmatic approach to
aesthetics of interactive system states that aesthetic is
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closely related to the context, usage, and intermediate
medium.
Kwastek (2013) states that interactive media must
begin with active entities from several parties
involved. Artists or designers are individual subjects
and not just "the tailor" of the interaction systems.
Therefore, the aesthetics of interaction should
prioritize individual perceptions and interpretations.
Perception and interpretation appear subjectively and
cannot be generalized. The creator of interactive
media still plays an important role in the aesthetics of
his artwork. Artists will create proportions of
interaction through design and programming as a
form of system implementation by selecting,
constructing, and uniting digital assets that have been
prepared. Kwastek adds in the perspective of the
users of interactive art, they feel that the beauty in
interactive works is moments that are unthinkable and
unidentified situation emerged outside of
preconception. Creating interactive media is building
an interactivity framework in the context of the
process of using the intuition.
Kwastek (2013) also states that aesthetics in
interaction projects can be affected by decisionmaking by interactive media users, even though the
interaction is actually planned in advance. So in
reality, users can experience immersion through their
play experience and skip some interactions that are
available by design. The emergence of real
contradictions between the desire to admire artworks
and the need to control those feelings are
characteristics of interactive art. In other words, the
absence of artists/ designers in the interactive media
interaction process is recognized as part of the
interactivity characteristics. Their role is only at the
beginning of creating. The dynamics of interactivity
are fully a process of interaction between the system
and the user. Interactive project is built through
gradual processes and iterations, where artists/
designers test potential interactions according to their
imagination and design as a form of verification and
possible modifications in these interactive media
systems. It means the artists/ designers are the first
users of their own works. Therefore, to get a more
ideal verification, several test-plays are needed in the
process of building interactive media by involving
potential users or certain groups who have an interest
in interactive media.
Blunck (as cited by Kwastek, 2013) suggests that
a certain form of aesthetic experience is possible if
we experience a situation not by truly experiencing
"its sensual presence", but by "imagining it in its
absence, imagining it sensually and in such a way as
to direct it to presence of its aesthetic ".
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2.2

Narrative as Virtual Reality

In the digital world, opinions emerged regarding the
use of virtual reality technology, including VR will
replace reality; including the opposite of VR will not
be able to replace reality, VR will question the
concept of reality, VR will rediscover or explore
reality, VR will enhance the user's mind, VR is a
riskless pleasure so it can be considered immoral, VR
will question the uniqueness between fiction - reality,
etc. (Ryan, 1999). In his study, Ryan analyzed VR as
a semiotic phenomenon and explored its implications
for literary theory and textuality problems. Narratives
play an important role in interactive media, as a result
of the interaction plot and interaction experience
depend on the storyline that was designed
beforehand.
In VR technology, there is immersion and
interactive elements that generated by computers.
Ryan (1999) sees that this immersion and
interactivity are characteristics of data used to create
reality experiences through virtual reality. According
to Steuer (as cited by Ryan, 1999), these two data
characters will present the term telepresence; the
condition where you feel the presence of environment
that is developed virtually, rather than the real
environment directly. Telepresence is related to
presence, just as virtual reality relates to reality. Ryan
describes that an interesting part of this interactive
media is when it can transfer the concept of
immersion and interactivity into a literary
perspective. So the narrative has the potential to be
applied textually into VR technology. This is related
to interactivity, which is considered to have its own
aesthetic value through post-modern theories. On the
other hand, immersion is often ruled out as a form of
illusionary aesthetic suspension from the reference to
its use in the narrative. Therefore, the immersion has
the power of the presence of reality (Ryan, 1999).

2.3

Immersion

According to Ryan (1999), immersion depends on
clarity, where technological equipment has an
influence in representing reality. In this case,
immersion will be stronger when projecting a threedimensional display, the illusion of depth through any
space. Through VR technology, the boundaries of
space are lost so users feel they are in the virtual
world. Steuer (1992) states that there is a depth of
information in VR media as a function of display
resolution. Steuer also adds about the breadth of
information as the number of sensor dimensions that
are simultaneously displayed through media images,
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sounds, sense of smell, and touch sensations. VR
technology combines the diversity of media in a
complete interaction experience.
Sheridan (as cited by Ryan, 1999) enriches
Steuer's statement on immersion, where VR users
must be able to explore the entire virtual world and
understand it with various perspectives. Consciously
the user "leaves" the real world and controls his
senses to wander in virtual extraterrestrial life and
even enters the inaccessible conditions in the
everyday world. For instance, entering small spaces
such as blood vessels or unidentified and isolated
areas in the hemisphere of this earth. In other words,
immersion is the blocking of the physical/ real world
(Biocca, 1992). VR users will not succeed be
immersed if their minds are still in the real world and
still think that what is displayed in their eyes is the
data produced by the computer. Computers in VR
technology are actually just tools that process data
and their presence is integrated in the system. This
means that VR users do not communicate with the
computer itself, but rather interact with the
interactivity system through playing experience. This
is reinforced by Lanier & Biocca's statement (as cited
by Ryan, 1999) that VR users cannot see the
computer anymore, because it has disappeared, there
is only the users and their exploration experiences.
Another interesting part of VR technology,
immersion also makes communication through
language and words also disappear. This language is
replaced by the action of physical movements using
both hands and mouth to change content in VR and
improvise spontaneously and quickly (Lanier &
Biocca, as cited by Ryan, 1999). In the virtual world,
to do an action or command is not necessary to
symbolize a particular language. For example when
building a fortress, in the virtual world the user
directly creates the reality of the construction of the
fort, without explaining the symbolic language about
the defense building. This means that in interacting
with the VR system, as a form of post-symbolic
communication, communication is no longer needed
in the form of language-bound descriptions and
semantic use.

3

3.1

SIMIGAPI

Figure 3: Main Menu VR “SIMIGAPI” (Tjandra, 2015).

SIMIGAPI is a VR project for volcanic eruption
mitigation simulation (Simulasi Mitigasi Gunung
Berapi). This project is a virtual reality application
using head mounted display (Oculus Riff) with
educational game content inside the system.
SIMIGAPI has purpose to offer a joyful learning tool
for children aged 7-11 years old. This application will
educate them about volcanic eruption mitigation with
fun experiences (Tjandra, 2018).
There are three level of SIMIGAPI based on the
process of mitigation, which are introduction,
preparation, and evacuation (Tjandra, 2015).
1. Introduction
This first level introduces eruption hazard
areas, mitigation maps, and eruption situations
using info graphics, animations and user
interfaces.
2. Preparation (Indoor mission)
The users will see and listen to news from
television and radio. Television, as a core
media, can convey the news at the beginning
of the volcano's status. There are local radio
networks in disaster-prone areas that convey
the current conditions of the volcano's
situation. The users will find out the tools used
to fill emergency bags. As shown in Figure 4,
the tools are flashlight, foods & water, first aid
kit, and goggles. The users are required to take
these tools in preparation for evacuation.

CASE STUDY

This paper uses two existing project as case studies of
the aesthetics of interaction. The existing projects are
SIMIGAPI
and
ASENG’S
ADVENTURE:
PECINAN.
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Figure 4: Finding Tools in “SIMIGAPI” (Tjandra, 2018).
3. Evacuation (Outdoor mission)

In outdoor mission, players will be directed to
check in at 8 points throughout their
evacuation
journey
(Figure
5).
The users will receive mitigation material
through check points found along the way to
the finish point containing prohibitions,
information and instructions for mitigation
evacuations. Figure 6 illustrates the GUI in
each checkpoint. The goal is that users can be
aware of certain situations that occur during
evacuation in the field.

Figure 5: Check Points of “SIMIGAPI” (Tjandra, 2018).

Figure 6: Schema of 3D GUI of “SIMIGAPI” (Tjandra,
2018).

3.2

ASENG’S ADVENTURE:
PECINAN

ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN is a VR
game application that developed for reintroducing
traditional Chinese (Peranakan) food culture through
new media. This project was developed on Android
operating system and used on Samsung Gear VR.
Basically, this VR game could be categorized as an
educational game (H. Purnama & H. Wongso,
personal communication, January 28, 2019).

Figure 7: Game World of “ASENG’S ADVENTURE:
PECINAN” (Purnama, 2018; Marshal, 2018).

This project was led by phenomenon that
Indonesian young people do not consider about
traditional Chinese food. Most of them recognise
Western food, however they do not know the food
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that originated from Indonesia (Wongso, 2018). This
game has target users are teenagers and young people,
with age range of 16-21 years old, domiciled in
Tangerang and Jakarta. In this project, players will act
as a person who named Aseng, a food stall owner who
dreams of becoming a royal cook.
Purnama, Wongso, Marshal (2018) describe the
gameplay of the game, firstly, the player will choose
the food that he wants to cook (Figure 8). Players will
be faced to the tutorial level with the spring roll menu.

Figure 8: Menu Quest of “ASENG’S ADVENTURE:
PECINAN” (Purnama, 2018).

Secondly, in the pre-cooking process, the player
will collect cooking ingredients that can be obtained
from the quest, as shown in Figure 9. If all the
ingredients have been collected, the player will enter
the cooking phase.

approach. And then analyze the element of aesthetics
for both projects by identifying each component
carried out the application of the MDA approach.
Then those are reviewed to gain an understanding of
the interaction aesthetics in the two projects. We
focus on the users’ feedback who playing the VR
educational games.
Discussion about aesthetics of interaction cannot
be separated from human cognitive abilities. The
aesthetics of interaction, in term of design, is a
product of cognition. Norman (as cited by Preece,
Roger & Sharp, 2002) distinguishes two cognition
modes, which are experiential and reflective
cognition. The creativity is one of result of reflective
cognition. In addition, reflective cognition gains
abilities to design and learning. He adds that both
modes of cognition still need other aspect when we
use in daily life, such as support of technology.
Norman also describes six cognition processes (as
cited by Preece, Roger & Sharp, 2002):
 attention
 perception and recognition
 memory
 learning
 reading, speaking, and listening
 problem solving, planning, reasoning,
decision making
According to Norman’s statement, we can explore
the aesthetic of interaction more depth by making
correlation between LeBlanc’s MDA approach and
VR educational games. Especially, the relationship
senses, action, reaction, and technology.

4.1

Figure 9: Visualization of The Ingredients Shop of
“ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN” (Purnama, 2018).

Next in the cooking process, the player will be
given a direction and follow the direction. Finally,
when the food has been cooked, the food will be
assessed and the player will get experience and game
currency in the form of gold. This gold can be used to
buy ingredients in the store, while the experience is
useful so that players can cook food on the next level
that has a higher of difficulty.

4 DISCUSSION
In discussion section, firstly, we will describe both of
existing projects use MDA approach. The existing
project will be explained in general concept of MDA

MDA Approach for The Existing
VR Games

We sum up some response of users test for both VR
educational projects. The first summary, as described
in Table 1, is MDA approach for SIMIGAPI project
and Table 2 is a depiction of MDA approach for
ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN project. We
divide the description into four items, namely
requirements, rules, designer's task, users' feedback.
Each item will fill the mechanics, dynamics, and
aesthetics elements. As declared before, the feedback
of users test will employ the investigation of the
aesthetics element. Mainly, discussion on the
terminology of “fun” based on LeBlanc’s idea.
As mentioned in Table 1, in SIMIGAPI VR
educational game, firstly the users feel learning
something about the mitigation. Secondly, they are
also felt fun by getting new knowledge. Thirdly, the
users face new experiences on emergency response.
The last, they are immersed into the simulation.
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Table 2 describes that, by playing the VR game of
ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN; first of all the
users learn about cooking. Next, the users get freshly
information behind the traditional food and its
philosophy. Finally, they feel fun in the virtual world.
In the context of this case study, these games are
built in mitigation scenario based on the narrative of
evacuation from volcanic disasters and cooking
scenario. The designers use volcanic mitigation
materials and cooking tutorial as basis for developing
narratives. It means, there are learning materials that
are adapted into the narrative. So the narrative will be
linked to the interaction plot to form a game scenario.
As Ryan (1999) explained that narrative plays an

important role in determining interaction plots and
play experience. We can conclude that offered
learning material determines the interaction plot and
play experience in the VR game.
Of course the VR game "SIMIGAPI" is providing
an understanding regarding volcanic disaster
mitigation through its game play. Similarly, the
"ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN" project
offers a process of learning to cook and get to know
traditional Chinese food. So these VR games have the
aim to provide an understanding of what is new and
the knowledge that is not yet known. The suitability
of the VR game development goals with the design
must be validated.

Table 1: MDA Approach for SIMIGAPI Project.
MECHANICS

DYNAMICS

AESTHETICS

Requirements
Software: C#,
Unity, Autodesk
3DS Max, Adobe
Photoshop
Hardware: PC,
laptop, Oculus Rift
DK 1 (headmounted display)

Rule
Ensure the function of
hardware and
software can run
properly so that the
interaction and
response of play can
be felt directly by the
players.

Designer’s task
Determine the
technology of
Oculus Rift as a
gaming platform

Users’ Feedback
 Sometime get
technical difficulty
when HMD rotate
to right and left
 Cabling on Oculus
Rift DK 1 are
suitable for
children

 Game play,
scenario of
mitigation,
interaction plot
 Introduction,
preparation, and
evacuation
Senses: sight,
hearing, touch
Sensory: eyes, ears,
hand
Kinesthetic:
movement of hand
& head, clicking
mouse

Information  Action
 Reaction 
Feedback 
Operation

Determine the game
concept: volcanic
eruption mitigation
simulation

 Making interaction
with the VR game
system
 Most of the users
follow the scenario
of mitigation

sensation, fantasy,
narration, challenge,
fellowship, discovery,
expression,
submission

Determine aesthetic
concepts that can
accommodate
dynamic model,
such as 3D assets,
2D illustration,
audio, and
animation.

 The users learn
something about
mitigation.
 The respondents
feel fun when
knowing new
information.
 The users get new
experience about
emergency
response on
volcano eruption.
 They feel
immersed.

Table 2: MDA Approach for ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN Project.

MECHANICS
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Requirements

Rule

Designer’s task

Software: C#,
Unity, Autodesk
3DS Max, Adobe
Photoshop

Ensure the function
of hardware and
software can run
properly so that the
interaction and

Determine the
technology of
Android as a
gaming platform.

Users’ Feedback
 Using VR
controller,
sometime feel
unpredictable
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DYNAMICS

AESTHETICS

Requirements

Rule

Hardware: PC,
laptop, Oculus Rift
DK 1 (headmounted display)

response of play can
be felt directly by the
players.

 Game play,
scenario of cooking
competition,
interaction plot
 Pre-cooking
preparation,
cooking process,
and assessment &
reward
Senses: sight,
hearing, touch
Sensory: eyes, ears,
hand
Kinesthetic: body
gesture, movement
of hand & head,
clicking console/
controller

Information  Action
 Reaction 
Feedback 
Operation

Determine the game
concept: cooking
competition.

sensation, fantasy,
narration, challenge,
fellowship, discovery,
expression,
submission

Determine aesthetic
concepts that can
accommodate
dynamic model,
such as 3D assets,
2D illustration,
audio, and
animation.

Based on feedbacks from the user test, these two
educational games can be stated to be successful in
delivering the learning material, because between the
design concepts and the final results are synchronous.
Designer SIMIGAPI explained that SIMIGAPI VR
game users get new knowledge related to volcanic
disaster mitigation as well as information about
evacuation and items that must be taken during an
evacuation (Tjandra, 2015). Purnama & Wongso
(personal communication, January 28, 2019) adds
that the results of user test the ASENG’S
ADVENTURE: PECINAN project provides positive
validation as consistent as their scenario plan.
ASENG’S ADVENTURE: PECINAN users newly
just found out information after they played with this
educational game. The scenario of how to cook a food
can be learned through this game, including
determining the ingredients of cooking, the use of
cooking tools, and how to cook it.
According to those VR educational games, there
is a similarity about the outcome of the game play.
The goal of educational game development is
achieved, which is learning process of something and

Designer’s task

Users’ Feedback
 There is technical
limitation when
doing hand
movement as acts
of cooking
 The users practiced
cooking by doing
movement of their
hand on the VR
controller
 Most of the users
follow the scenario
of cooking
competition
 The users learn
something about
cooking.
 The respondents
feel fun when
knowing new
information. For
example, they
freshly knowing
philosophy of the
food or story
behind the
traditional food.
 They feel inside of
the virtual world of
the game

giving understanding of knowledge. Basically, game
could be used as a learning media and a method for
comprehend some fact and practical life in real
experiences. A game could be a simulation of real
things in ordinary life and also extraordinary
activities.
Visually, the game environment leads the game
users immerse to the virtual world. Most of the
respondents of both games point out that the game
assets help them to feel the aesthetics experiences in
the games. This immersion also leads the gamers to
feel the learning space as real as daily life, even
though it is a virtual/ digital world. Some practices of
playing games, the gamers do act - think to what they
are faced in the game world and collapse all real life
activity, as same as mentioned Biocca (1992) about
blocking the real world as an immersion of the game.
According to this case study about educational
game, there is still has an immersion even though it is
a serious game and is not just entertainment media. In
other words, game virtual world still has possibility
to develop knowledge. At least, game players can
understand to the substance that was modulated as
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learning material and has specifically serious
outcomes.
As conclusion of this subsection, we offer a
modification of LeBlanc’s MDA approach by adding
a term “understanding”, so there is nine aesthetics
terminology of “fun” in educational games, such as:
1. Sensation (Game as sensory pleasure)
2. Fantasy (Game as imaginative but convincing)
3. Narrative (Game as a story or drama)
4. Challenge (Game as training against
obstacles)
5. Fellowship (Game as a socializing container)
6. Discovery (Game as territory that needs to be
explored)
7. Expression (Game as discovery/ selfactualization)
8. Submission (Game as entertainment/ hobby)
9. Understanding (Game as learning media)

4.2

The Relationship of MDA Approach
with The VR Games

We provide a graphic that illustrates the relationship
between the MDA approach and the two VR
educational games. We take modification of MDA
approach to analyze the relationship with both of VR
existing projects. This illustration of the relationship
(as shown in Figure 10) is formed circle and is not
linear as founded by LeBlanc (2004). In our opinion,
it is not linear because of interplay between MDA
elements. It means mechanics element is not always
the first starting point of the game development
process.
In sophisticated era, technology is growing
rapidly and can accommodate the demands of highartworks. There is no more technological barrier for
creativity. Consequently, in some cases, the project
led by artistic concept and then decided which
technology is being required to develop the game. In
other cases, dynamics element can be trigger of the
game project due to the point of interest, which is the
interaction.

Aesthetics
Digital
Assets
3D VR

Narrative
Game
Engine

VR
Game
s

Game
Play

VR
platform

Play
Experiences

Mechanics

Dynamics

Figure 10: Relationship of MDA Approach with the VR
Educational Games.

Figure 10 points out each relationship of MDA
approach, such as:
1. VR platform represents mechanics elements,
which the technology requirements (hardware
- software) are integrated into a game engine.
2. Dynamics element is accommodated by
interaction in the play experiences and then act
as a game play for both VR educational
games.
3. Aesthetics element is fulfilled by digital assets
of VR games, for instance, 3D assets, audio,
2D illustration, and animation. All of the
assets are being tied with narrative. This
narrative leads the interaction plot; as a result,
all of digital assets are integrated in the game
scenario and the learning material.
As declared before, modified MDA approach
conduct adaptable starting point to designing game.
Each element of MDA can be leader of game
development. Nowadays, technological support can
adjusted to other elements compare to one decade ago
that technology led dynamics element and then
aesthetics element affected by the its dynamics
component.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this study of the aesthetics of
interaction on virtual reality with educational games
content, we can conclude that educational material in
these VR game, potentially could enhance the
terminology of fun by adding new vocabulary in
LeBlanc’s aesthetics taxonomy, which is
understanding. The understanding means that game
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as learning media. So, there is nine “fun”
terminologies in the aesthetics element of MDA
approach for educational games.
Second summary, in current digital age, MDA
approach supposes to be more dynamic and flexible
due to increasingly sophisticated technological
developments. The MDA approach is not linear
again, however there is more adoptable to the game
design concept.
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Abstract:

The development of contemporary culture through a reflective approach based on empirical experience when
examining the phenomenon of cyberculture domination has an impact on social changes, economics, lifestyle,
shopping style, learning style, social interaction style, sex style, political mobilization by utilizing networking
through social media, and radical mental changes in the lives of our society. The impact of these changes is
certainly also able to explore the existence of Visual Space, where the view of real space and space is not real
formed unconsciously by the digital user community, the majority of which are the Millennials generation.The
generation of Millennials (aka NextGen, Gen-Y, C Generation, M Generation, and Echo Boomers) according
to Strauss-Howe who were born in the period 1982-2004 were the largest generation of digital naratives and
multitaskers. Globally, Millennials are defined as the Millennium generation that grew in a new era of
globalization, communication technology and wireless connectivity. They live in an age of unprecedented
diversity and exposure to other cultures. Millennials grow fast, are very dynamic, and this generation is very
confident.

1

INTRODUCTION

Visual culture in the current information age shows
an increasingly rapid development trend. This
development is caused by a very large dependence on
the world of social life, political economy, culture.
Education and diversity in the presence of visual
technology, such as television, computers, videos,
internet and various visual forms and other visual
products. This can not be separated from the
development of culture in various aspects, especially
culture at the visual level (Visual Culture). Various
problems regarding lifestyle, gender, mass culture,
information politics, mass media, consumerism.
Ecology and Cyber culture are therefore an integral
part of the design problem itself.
Indonesian people now live in a visual culture,
especially media culture, a culture that is truly new
but has a big influence. Now media culture seeps into
every part of human life. This has become a major and
important source of education for our society. Media
culture is born along with the development of
imaging technology and information systems that are

growing rapidly. Things that do not exist in our
society, suddenly come through television screens,
the internet, films and various other forms of media
so as to shape and control the tempo of our lives.
Realities far from other parts of the world can be
witnessed in real time through media technology. In
this day and age it has become a knit for our daily
lives. Media contributes to behavior, thought patterns,
perceptions, and even determines how we dress and
eat. Visual images can now be accessed remotely in
real time, creating a "trans-appearance" condition,
which is the simultaneous presence of millions of
images and information from various sources, space
and time.

Figure 1: Trans Appearance
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Images, Picture or Signs of events that have
replaced experience, have shown that humans in the
community of generations of Millennials (Gendigital) live in the world of Simulacra. Simulacra is a
human who lives in a world of simulations, there is
nothing real outside of simulation, there is no original
that can be replicated. The imperative value of a
production has also been replaced by "Simulation"
models, codes, spectacle and hyperralism.
Communication through the media has made people
trapped in the game Simulacra which is not related to
"external reality". Humans live in the world of
Simulacra, a world filled with images or markers of
events and have replaced real experiences. Life in a
world full of simulations: not real, not authentic, and
cannot be imitated, because what is available is a
simulation. Society as a sociological reality has
vanished replaced by mass or mass. The masses do
not have the predicate, attribute, quality or reference.

2

DEVELOPMENT OF CYBER
CULTURE

Cybernetic roles with various aspects that arise are a
consequence of changes in the socio-cultural system.
When the virtual world dominates the world of
reality, it can be said to be a kind of 'natural or second
world' of contemporary society. Information channels
are free to ambush in the space of activity anytime
and anywhere to enjoy global phenomena by using
their interaction space and increasingly ignoring their
physical existence. Urban vision is then attached to
culture as a part that is integrated with the
development of contemporary society. This tendency
of life is under the influence of Cyberspace and the
idealization of virtual space that has latently
crystallized in society lately. Graphs of Cybernetic
product users (TV, cellphone, PDA. IPhone, monitor
capsule IPad, Android, Blackberry, e-mail. Tweeter,
Friendster, face book, badoo and others) are ranked
highest in Indonesia, the fact that this country is part
of the community consumptive world. Users of social
networks that have plagued lately have motives as
communication media "Silaturahmi" only with old
friends for romance or with certain motives to surf to
build networks and build their businesses, until
finally dependence on several daily activities in
fulfilling life's desires live through the wireless.4
In the last 5-10 years, there have been very rapid
changes in building and developing internet networks
that are rapidly becoming a trend of society today,
despite having high simulations and manipulative

effects. Large-scale exoduses from the world
community enter cyberspace, if urbanization is
understood as a shift from village to city and vice
versa, now urbanization is a radical change in
contemporary society from the real world to the
virtual world (Virtual Space through Cybernetics
Systems. Digital internet simulation technology
revolutionizes the scale With many breakthroughs
that facilitate the discovery of new high-speed
communication systems by encapsulating time and
folding the world, silent culture is the current
tendency to reach all parts of the world, everyone is
connected in a hyperlink that resembles a snowball.5

3

LACK OF HUMANISTIC
SPIRITS FOR MILLENNIALS

The application of various Cybernetic mechanical
networking systems brings huge, very significant
changes to social and economic system changes. As a
real indication is the emergence of symptoms of
lifestyle changes (communication style, shopping
style, business transaction style, learning style and
sex style) through Cyberspace facilities. Virtual space
facilities seem to be able to change the characteristics
of the urban generation of Millennials with
contemporary culture in the digitization system. In
the context of Millennials-generation society,
urbanization no longer means the movement of
people into cities in real space, but evolves towards
virtual urbanization, namely the massive migration of
people to the digital city center 'Cyberspace'. When
humans arrive at that point, humans are actually in the
condition of an existential crisis.6

Figur 2: Crisis of Existence

A surprising social fact is that users of Cyberspace
facilities penetrate all walks of life and capture all
ages and social strata from center to village to various
satellites farthest from their providers. Living
activities are spent on high acceleration work cycles
into traps in the acceleration rhythm while narrowing
space and time to the journey of spiritual life. The
peak achievement of acceleration on the one hand
increases efficiency, effectiveness and comfort, on the
other hand is a trigger in narrowing the level of
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achievement of humanistic spirituality to share space
and time to carry out small talk, greet and interact
socially. The concept of real presence shifts to space
where the concept of imaginary presence becomes
dominant as an excess of the decline in the quality of
social interaction and the loss of its humanist
tolerance layer.7
Figure 4: Visual Space movement

Figur 3: Decreased Quality of Social Interaction

Civilizations that have lost the meaning of
geography, space and place, are now dominated by
interfaces, namely human relations mediated by
machines, and human relations themselves with
machines: computer screens, televisions, cellular
phones, video cameras. Through a variety of
interfaces it is built like a distance or distanciation
activity, which creates a condition of visibility
without face to face meetings in a situation like this,
not only does the distance between humans disappear
through technological mediation, but also the
boundaries between objects in a virtual abstract
space, in which everything is present, flows and floats
in an 'Instant Civilization'.8

4

VISUAL SPACE

The reality of our daily lives is structured as a virtual
world, with our bodies getting the sensation of
touching many things from cyberspace is not really
an actual space in accommodating their activities. At
some point, we are surrounded by virtual space and
confined in an interior interior, a giant giant incubator
(Cyberspace). So that this has an impact on the digital
generation of Visual Space (Millennials) in the real
world itself due to the shift in interest in Visual Space
in the virtual / imaginary world. What is interesting is
that there will be a shift not only in the quality of the
use of space, but even in the quantity requirements of
the actual visual space for the Millennials (Gendigital) generation.
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Realized or not realized, real Visual Space has
experienced a reduction in the meaning of its
existence. The society of the Millennials (Gendigital) no longer responds optimally as a result of its
actual activities moving in silence, much time spent
immersed in the Visual Space Imaginary.
Cyberculture can cause the collapse of reality and
give the meaning of Hyperreality (Hyper-reality),
because it has been taken over by virtual engineering
which is considered more real than reality itself,
things that can only be done in real reality, have now
been replaced in virtual reality, such as social
interaction, economic transactions, meetings,
learning etc.9
The effect of the existence of actual activity
behavior that moves in a timeless silence will make
the Millennial generation confined in space and time
(alone) will affect their lifestyles, such as one of the
traditions of Japanese society in the era of
technological development, namely Hikikimori
which is really avoided but it can come to anyone,
especially teenagers, without being aware of
themselves.

Figure 5: Hikikimori

The effect of this tradition is that they tend to shut
themselves up in rooms and cool with their own world
without regard to the outside world or real social, so
they do not need a reality space that is too large for
their activities, because everything can be done in one
area. Too long with this tradition will have a negative
impact on the person, therefore a number of health
centers in Japan are active in providing prevention
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against the tradition of adolescent lifestyle that can
have a negative impact.
Behavioral symptoms due to cybernetic effects,
although initially created by humans, in the end
humans are no longer needed because the ruling
system has been able to operate on its own.
Communication expert Marshal McLuhan (famous
for his jargon: Medium is Message), for example,
optimistically sees technology as a 'human extension'
utopia in the future. With technology, we can be sure
that all limitations, barriers and shortcomings of
humans (physical, psychological, spiritual) can be
overcome through the power of science and
technology, especially virtual reality technology,
which can offer a 'new world', which is fully built
artificially (artificial reality) - this is the view of
techno-romantism. (Virtual Displacement)

Bryan Lawson, The Languange of Space, Architectural
Press, 2001
Dicky Tjandra, Menapak Era Globalisasi, Menyibak
Makna di Baliknya, 2012
KK Ilmu-ilmu Desain dan Budaya Visual FSRD ITB,
Bandung
Rusnoto Susanto, Revolusi Budaya Visual dan Shock
Culture, Makalah Seminar, 2012
Yasraf Amir Piliang , Dunia yang dilipat, Penerbit
Jalasutra, Yogyakarta 2004
Yasraf Amir Piliang, Teori Budaya Kontemporer
Penjelajahan Tanda dan Makna, Aurora (Kelompok
Cantrik Pustaka), Yogyakarta 2018
Yhosse Alberto, Transformasi Lompatan Quantum,
Eksplorasi Media, dan Estetika Futuristik, 2012

Figure 6: Illustration of a New World, Artificial Reality

5

CONCLUSION

From the discussion above shows how and for what
individual goals as the Millennials (Gen-Digital)
community uses space is dominated by Visual Space
Imaginary. This is due to being supported by
Cybernetic wireless devices that are increasingly
sophisticated to pamper humans but at the same time
can have a negative impact on humans themselves.
Lifestyle behaves that are realized or not in everyday
life, the presence of a cybernetic system network can
bring about Cyberculture that is endemic to every
generation that uses the wireless technology.
Visual Space Imaginary Domination will give a
change to the Quality and Quantity of Existence of
Actual Visual Space, a deeper study needs to be done,
so that human needs for the existence of an actual
space can still give 'meaning' to human existence
itself.
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Abstract:

Learning Management System have become a crucial system in learning environment nowadays. The User
Experience of LMS has always become a discussion topic to be reviewed. This research goals is to see how
hedonic quality and also pragmatic quality affect the attractiveness of LMS. The LMS that we used is
BINUSMAYA and we collect valid data from 248 undergraduate college student in BINUS University. The
result shows that, hedonic and pragmatic have impacts to attractiveness and some practical result for
BINUSMAYA evaluation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Rapid
technological
developments
have
penetrated the world of education in the past decade.
The transfer of learning has begun to change from
traditional learning methods to learning ways with an
internet-connected environment. Causing new
challenges to create an active and interactive
environment. E-Learning is one of the topics that
emerged in this decade, e-learning involves digital
tools for teaching and learning activities, e-learning
uses all existing technologies to enable learning
activities wherever and whenever.(Abaidoo and
Arkorful, 2015).
The Learning Management System is increasingly
developing and has become the main tool for
delivering e-learning material. Increasing existing
materials, and existing needs increase the complexity
of LMS platforms that require more knowledge, time,
and effort.
BINUS University is one of the tertiary
institutions with 30,000 active students. BINUS
University has five campuses in Jakarta and one
campus in the Alam Sutra, Tangerang and one
campus in the Bekasi area. Since 2001, BINUS
University has implemented LMS in helping deliver
learning content and information services to students
and lecturers. Even BINUS University has
implemented a mobile version of LMS for students

and lecturers. In its development, the LMS that has
been implemented has undergone four changes
(BINUSMAYA
1.0,
BINUSMAYA
2.0,
BINUSMAYA 3.0 and BINUSMAYA 5.0). Seeing
the development of BINUSMAYA and the increasing
features provided, it is necessary to see the usefulness
of these features especially for S1 student users.
This research was conducted to find out whether
users (in this case students) have sufficient User
Experience at BINUSMAYA from existing factors.
The final results of this study can be used as
suggestions for evaluating BINUSMAYA, what are
the aspects that must be improved.

2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW
Learning Management System

A Learning Management System is a web or
cloud-based software program that helps in the
teaching and learning process and assists in delivering
effective
teaching,
training
and
program
development. The Learning Management System
facilitates instructors, students and administrators to
use and access services and are outside the time limit
and place in the teaching and learning process
(Takahashi et al., 2014). The technical term for LMS
is application software for administration,
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documentation, tracking, reporting, and delivery by
educational courses or e-learning training programs
(Ellis, 2009).
The Learning Management System has two
specifications that affect users: 1) The usefulness of
LMS lies in the needs determined by individuals or
organizations. This means that LMS can be useful and
very effective for academic purposes, but that does
not mean that LMS will be suitable for industry too
2) LMS assistants who are well-treated technically for
ongoing support (Abaidoo and Arkorful, 2015).
In higher education, LMS has a range of tasks
than usual. A consistent finding is that LMS is used
most often for the distribution of learning materials,
more rarely for communication between instructors
and students, and even more rarely for online
assessment or collaborative learning (Woods, Baker
and Hopper, 2004; Blin and Munro, 2008;
Mahdizadeh, Biemans and Mulder, 2008; Larsen,
Sørebø and Sørebø, 2009; Brown, 2014; Garrote and
Pettersson, 2016).
Based on the research conducted by Broadbent
(Broadbent and Poon, 2015), it was found 10 selfregulated learning strategies in online learning
systems. Of the 130 papers that passed the filter for
review and then filtered again into 12 papers, 10
online self-learning strategies were found, namely;
Self-regulated learning strategies combined,
Metacognition, Time management, Effort regulation,
Peer Learning, Elaboration, Rehearsal, organization,
critical thinking, help seeking.

between all things, and relations with the experience
/ user, but all these things are made and remain in the
mind of the user. So that a product cannot only be
assessed objectively (for example Usability Testing),
that quality must also be experienced to have an
impact
Experience is also a comprehensive thing, not an
intermediary in an HCI (Human Computer
Interaction), an action always has a goal mediated by
interactive products (technology). But often do not
see the goal as a whole, there is a hierarchy of three
levels regarding goals (goals) which are divided into
be-goals, do-goals, motor-goals. In paying attention
to the experience of a user the three things must also
be noticed.
Experience is also situated that is located in
certain circumstances, where this happens uniquely
and may not be repeated exactly. But that does not
mean experience cannot be categorized. Experience
is also dynamic, it is continuous, starting from seeing,
taking action, thinking, and feeling. Likewise also in
interacting with a product, in every interaction there
are experiences that occur and vary.
Lastly, Experience is positive, positive here does
not mean endless pleasure, or a superficial
entertainment. A more appropriate word to describe
is "useful" or "valuable". Pleasant experiences fall
into the beneficial category because they meet the
psychological needs of users. Bad or unpleasant
experiences can also be in a useful category, when
you can direct to a higher or more valuable end.

2.2

2.3

User Experience

According to the definition given by ISO in
2008, User Experience (UX) is defined as a person's
perception and response that results from anticipated
use and use of a product, system or service.
According to research conducted by Law in 2009, the
definition of UX is focused on the consequences of
use which directly impacts user experience.
Hassenzahl, assesses that there are two
dimensions when a user interacts with a product.
Pragmatic Quality refers to the product's ability to
support the achievement of "do-goals" (goals that
must be done)(Hassenzahl, 2010). Pragmatic quality
focus on the product, the benefits and uses of the
product with its relation to tasks. Hedonic Quality
refers to the ability of the product to support the
achievement of "be-goals". Hedonic tends to focus on
oneself, such as why a person owns and uses a
particular product.
Experience is a subjective matter, it arises from a
situation, object, person, the interrelationship

Be Goals & Hedonic Quality

In the hierarchy of goals that are the highest level
are be-goals. Be-goals have a nature where this comes
out from within the user, very close to users, which
when compared to motor goals is very different,
because motor goals are closer to the world, namely
things like interaction with products. Be-goals are
those that motivate an action, and give action is a
meaning. Examples of be-goals are "being
competent", "admired", "being close to others",
"being autonomous", "being stimulated".
The ability of a product to support the
achievement of "be-goals" is important, because these
be-goals are the drivers of experience. Lack of
usability (usability) causes a barrier to achieving begoals such as being autonomous, competent,
connected with others, stimulated, and popular
through the use of technology.
Hedonic quality that looks will be a potential
indicator of achieving be-goals through interaction
with the product. The experience that is felt by the
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user occurs / is made through the fulfilment of the begoals.
Hedonic quality can be said to be a "motivator"
that captures the visible ability of the product to make
a positive experience through meeting the needs of
users.

2.4

Do goals, Motor Goals, &
Pragmatic Quality

In the middle level we know the do-goals. Dogoals are concrete results that users want to achieve,
such as "making phone calls" or "watching a film".
The existence of a do-goals is outside of a technology,
but not entirely independent. For example "making
phone calls" can be achieved through various types of
telephone, communication software, and many
others. This activity will not be born without a
technology, so the do-goals themselves are born of
technology.
At the lowest level in the goals hierarchy are
motor goals. Motor goals are ways to achieve a dogoals. For example "making a phone call" has several
sub-goals before reaching that goal, such as pressing
a button, reading the words in the screen.
Traditionally, the design of an interaction is
understood as designing a structure under the dogoals, which is to regulate everything that includes
the sub-goals in achieving the do-goals.
The ability of a product to achieve "do-goals"
supports the fulfilment of the goals requirements.
Pragmatic quality focuses on how a product
successfully performs tasks according to their needs,
when compared to hedonic quality with hedonic
quality which directly influences the achievement of
be-goals, pragmatic quality affects indirectly by
influencing do-goals. So that it can be concluded that
pragmatic quality helps to achieve be-goals easier.
Pragmatic quality can be said as a "hygiene
factor" that enables the fulfilment of user needs
through boundaries but is not a positive source of
experience itself.

2.5

Relations between Hedonic and
Pragmatic Quality

The model made by Hassenzahl argues that needs
(be-goals, motives) are the source of experience and
the driver of product use. It takes fulfilment, where a
"meaning" is created when interacting with the
product. However, to achieve fulfilment of needs, the
product must also be able to be a helper, who is able
to make or shape the desired experience. In
Hassenzahl's model, all levels of the hierarchy must
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be aligned and shaped by and return to the
superordinate level.
Fun, usability, and functionality are entities.
Usability and functionality are conditions that must
be achieved before achieving pleasure, but usability
and functionality without pleasure are meaningless.
Fun, usability, and functionality are three
different things, but they must be aligned in order to
create a positive experience. So that it can be
concluded that a product cannot provide functions
without a meaning, and also cannot give meaning
without a function.

2.6

Attractiveness

Attractiveness is the overall impression by the
user, whether they like the product, annoying / can be
enjoyed, good / bad, pleasant / unpleasant, interesting
/ not attractive, friendly / unfriendly.

2.7

User Experience Questionnaire
(UEQ)

User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) is a
collection of questions to test hedonic and pragmatic
quality of a product, and see the relevance to
attractiveness of the product.
UEQ was created in 2005 with an analytical data
approach to ensure the practical relevance of the scale
that has been built which relates to differentiating
aspects of quality. The item in this questionnaire is a
reduction of 80 raw questions and then after the
validity and reliability tests are broken into 6 scales
with 26 questions.
The questionnaire divides the research component
into 6, namely:
• Attractiveness (rate of attractiveness)
• Perspicuity (Level of clarity)
• Efficiency (level of efficiency)
• Dependability (Ability to be relied upon)
• Stimulation (level of stimulation)
• Novelty (Level of Novelty / Innovation)
Attractiveness is a pure valence dimension.
Perspicuity, efficiency, and dependability enter into
the aspect of pragmatic quality while stimulation and
novelty enter into the hedonic quality aspect. Figure
1 will show the structure of this questionnaire.
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interviews. From the research results, it was found
that the Pragmatic Quality of SCELE was good (more
than 0.800) and the hedonic quality of SCELE was in
a neutral position.

.

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Figure 1 Questionnaire Structure

2.8

Previous Research on User
Experience in LMS

In 2014 Zaharias et al conducted research on the
quality of LMS viewed from a User Experience
perspective. In this paper it was found that 50% of the
respondents to the previous survey changed their
LMS platform due to user experience issues (Zaharias
and Pappas, 2016). While most of the existing
literature focuses on the capabilities of LMS in terms
of administration and management of the learning and
teaching process. From this study a conceptual
framework and LMS evaluation model were created
from the user experience perspective. They conducted
an online survey of 466 professional teachers and
from the results of their survey made a user-oriented
evaluation with four dimensions. That is; pragmatic
quality, authentic learning, motivation and
engagement. But this model has not been tested
enough for its validity and reliability, so when
compared with the model that User Experience
Questionnare provides, it is still rarely used. Because
the UEQ model has proven its validity and reliability.
In a research publication in 2014 which was still
in operation,(Santoso et al., 2014) conducted a study
of the Student Centered E-Learning Environment
(SCELE) which was implemented to complement the
traditional teaching method in 2005 at Fasilkom UI.
An evaluation of the effectiveness of the e-learning
system used by the instructor has been carried out.
However, user experience evaluations for students
have not been implemented. 113 students enrolled in
the Informatics Engineering program were asked to
evaluate SCELE. Data collection is done
quantitatively and qualitatively, where quantitative
data collection is carried out with UEQ. Whereas
qualitative data is carried out by conducting

BINUSMAYA

BINUSMAYA is an LMS applied by BINUS
University to support the study process at BINUS.
Where students can access existing learning
resources, and can also be a portal to receive and send
assignments, and are used to verify attendance when
classes take place.
Since 2001, BINUS University has implemented
LMS in helping to deliver learning content and
information services to students and lecturers. In its
development, the LMS that has been implemented
has undergone 4 times changes (BINUSMAYA 1.0,
BINUSMAYA 2.0, BINUSMAYA 3.0 and
BINUSMAYA 5.0). Seeing the development of
BINUSMAYA and the increasing features provided,
it is necessary to see the usefulness of these features
especially for S1 student users.
The modules in BINUSMAYA 5.0 are as follows:
Table 1 BINUSMAYA 5.0 Module

Modul
News Stream
Mail
Message
OneDrive
Course
Learning

Sub-Modul
Educati Semester Course
on Level
Name
Thesis
Thesis Defence
Schedule
Download Center
Graduation Book
Photo Upload
Upload Thesis File
Graduation
Confirmation Form
Curriculum Prerequisites
for Internship
and Thesis
Course
Distribution
Internship/Seminar Exam
Schedule
Exa
Exam Schedule
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Student
Service
Forum
Development
Program

e-Certificate
Enrichment
Program

Academic
Advisory
Student
Activity
Transcript
Graduation

Feedback

Financial
Event
FEP

180

m
Print KMK
Class Schedule
Grad View Score
es
View Grade
Score Protest
View Score Lab
Academic Calendar
English Score Test
Registration Calendar
Attendance Information
KRS Manager
Course Registration
Services Queue
Services Queue History
Advisory
Advisory
Activity
Schedule
Meeting
Certificate
Registratio
Registration
n
Form
View
Registration
Form Result
Total Point

Questionnaire
View Graduation Status and
Schedule
Send Feedback
View Feedback
FAQ
Financial Summary
Payment Receipt
My Event History Event List
Courses
General
Orientation
Academic
Orientation
Campus Life
Orientation
English
Foundation
Exam
Exam Schedule
Print KMK
BC
Download

Coordinator

Registration

Support

Binus TV
Binus
Square
Library

3.2

and Upload
Interview

Class Schedule
Attendance Information
Telegram Registration
Vital Source Registration
Blog Registration
Bee Presenter
Leave, Reactive & Resign
Self Service Campus Solution
Binus Access
Cashless Vaganza
MSDNAA
BC Registration
Download Center
Letter Request
Requesting History
-

Research Stage

First, the identification of problems that need to be
discussed in the research is carried out, as well as
formulating research problems according to the topics
taken. Then, learning that is related to the topic of
research is carried out by reading a journal about
related research that has been done before. After that
the research model and the variables needed in this
study will be determined. The research model is seen
from the studies that have been done before, and
variables taken from the research model. then the
questionnaire to test the hypothesis of the research
model was made, the questionnaire was seen from
previous studies. Then the questionnaire is distributed
to BINUS University Active S1 students, according
to their sample needs. After collecting answers from
respondents, and the number of respondents fulfilling
the required sample, it will be tested for validity and
reliability of each research variable. Data analysis
was carried out with the help of Microsoft Excel
provided by UEQ. Of all the information obtained
after processing the data a conclusion will be drawn
that is related to the initial hypothesis of the study.

3.3

Data Collection

Data collection was carried out by distributing
questionnaires through an online survey distributed to
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BINUS University S1 active students. The scale used
is a seven-point Likert scale, the reason for using this
scale is because the questionnaire used is User
Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) where the
assessment is determined from a value of minus three
to three which is helped by a seven-point Likert scale.
The questionnaire was used to assess the three
components of User Experience, namely hedonic
quality, pragmatic quality, and attractiveness.
Hedonic quality and pragmatic quality are
represented by several more detailed dimensions.
In determining the research sample, the Binus
population was taken with the assumption of 30,000
students, of which in the latest data in the 2017/2018
school year, BINUS University active students were
in the number 23,000 students rounded up.
This study uses stratified sampling because of the
plurality of respondents and has heterogeneous
demographics.
The formula to be used in calculating samples from
the population will be calculated by the sampling
formula Isaac and Michael:

4 RESULT
4.1 Demographics
In this study the number of answers to the
questionnaires to be analyzed and processed were 288
respondents.
The demographics of the respondents in this study
included binusian/class, department, and frequency
using BINUSMAYA. The following data collected
from respondents samples formed in the graph in
Figure 2.

Total
More than
once a month
Every month
Every day

Figure 2 Frequency of Use
S = Sample Size
λ2 = Chi Squared, with dk = 1, the problem level
is between 1%, 5%, or 10%
N = Total Population
P-Q = 0.5
d = 0.05
With the table determining the number of samples
from Isaac and Michael provides convenience in
determining the sample, where the level of error to be
used is 10% and population N is 30,000, a sample of
268 people is needed.

Of the 288 respondents who filled out the
questionnaire, 6 people or 2% of respondents access
BINUSMAYA above once a month, 30 people or
10% of respondents access BINUSMAYA every
month, 118 people or 41% of respondents access
BINUSMAYA every week, 134 people or 47% of
respondents access BINUSMAYA every day. From
this data it can be concluded that the majority of
respondents are BINUSMAYA users who are quite
routine.

4.2

3.4 Data Analysis
Analysis of the data in this study was carried out
with the help of a statistical software tool namely
Microsoft Excel which has been modified to be a tool
to measure the results of UEQ answers. Validity and
Reliability Tests do not need to be done anymore
considering UEQ has been used several times as a
tool to evaluate an LMS.

Result of Analysis

In this study, the measurement tool used was a
questionnaire developed from UEQ. UEQ was
created in 2005 with an analytical data approach to
ensure the practical relevance of the scale that has
been built which relates to differentiating aspects of
quality. The item in this questionnaire is a reduction
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Figure 3 Response from the Participant

Figure 4 Mean Per Item
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of 80 raw questions and then after the validity and
reliability tests are broken into 6 scales with 26
questions. The scale of the research is carried out with
a 7-point Likert scale which later will be interpreted
to -3 to +3 and the data will be processed with an
excel template provided by UEQ. The following table
4. research variables given to respondents, fill data
randomized, not always positive variables on the
right, preventing charging seriously. So as to facilitate
the detection of inconsistent data collection.
A summary of the response results from 291
respondents is provided in Figure 3 Of the 288
respondents, it was found that respondents who were
detected had misinterpretations of the meaning, or did
not take seriously as many as 40 respondents, so that
the data considered valid only became 248
respondents because of a mistake in filling. Following
is the distribution of responses from questionnaires
provided.
After converting the questionnaire answers to the
values needed to evaluate UX from BINUSMAYA,
namely -3 to +3, the average value of each component
of the questionnaire is obtained. Tie the average value
below -0.8 so this represents a negative evaluation, if
the average value is between -0.8 to 0.8 then this
represents a neutral evaluation of the scale, which
needs to be increased but not too severe. Figure 4 will
provide the average response of each component of
the questionnaire.
UEQ is divided into six components, namely
attraction, efficiency, accuracy, stimulation, and
novelty. Each questionnaire question represents one
part of the component. Table 4.3. describe the
evaluation of
UX BINUSMAYA from each
component
Table 2 UEQ mean and variance
UEQ Scales
Attractiveness

Mean

Variance

0.585

0.84

Perspicuity

0.895

0.92

Efficiency

0.269

1.06

Dependability

0.542

0.78

Stimulation
Novelty

0.565

0.89

0.228

1.10

From the results of the questionnaire it can be
seen that BINUSMAYA has a neutral level of
evaluation in various aspects. The aspect that can be
said to be good is only from the aspect of clarity,
where the average value is above 0.8. The most
needed value for improvement is the novelty value,
namely the level of innovativeness from
BINUSMAYA. However, for the size of
BINUSMAYA LMS, it has a fairly good UEQ value

compared to previous studies. The small distance
between confidence intervals indicates that this
research is quite accurate. Cronbach-alpha coefficient
averages above 0.7 except the accuracy that only has
0.67. Table 4.4, 4.5, 4.6. and 4.7 Will describe
coefficient data and confidence intervals.

4.3

Result of Analysis

UEQ benchmarks have been developed in recent
years. Benchmarks are built from evaluating 401
products and 18483 responses from various products
(Business software, web pages, web shops, social
networks).
Because benchmark datasets have a limited
number of evaluations, reciprocal responses are
divided into 5 categories for each scale:
• Excellent: enter in the best 10% results
• Good: 10% of datasets are better than
products, and 75% worse
• Above Average: 25% of datasets are better
than products, and 50% worse
• Below Average: 50% of datasets are better
than products, and 25% worse
• Bad: included in the category of 25% of bad
products
Table 3 will provide the average value of the UX
component provided by BINUSMAYA when
compared to the benchmark value.
Table 3 Benchmark Value Comparison
Comparisson to
benchmark

Scale

Mean

Attractiveness

0.58

Perspicuity

0.90

Efficiency

0.27

Bad

Dependability

0.54

Bad

Stimulation

0.56

Novelty

0.23

Bad
Below
Average

Below
Average
Bad

Interpretation
In the range of
the 25% worst
results
50% of results
better, 25% of
results worse
25% of results
better, 50% of
results worse
In the range of
the 25% worst
results
50% of results
better, 25% of
results worse
In the range of
the 25% worst
results

The benchmarking results show many aspects that
must be improved by BINUSMAYA, but considering
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BINUSMAYA is an LMS, it is not fair to compare it
with other products. But from this data we can
conclude that from the attractiveness, efficiency,
accuracy, and novelty of BINUSMAYA, quality
needs to be improved.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the research conducted by
conducting a survey of 26 attributes representing 6
dimensions in UEQ, namely Attractiveness,
Efficiency, Accuracy, Clarity, Stimulation, and
Novelty. Conclusions can be drawn according to the
research objectives, namely evaluation of UX as
follows:
• From the overall evaluation, many neutral
evaluations must be carried out. Of the 6
dimensions that exist only the dimensions of
clarity that meet the needs and standards of
experience needed.
• From the results of the distributed questionnaire,
if viewed from 26 items that have been studied.
Speed is a major problem where this attribute is
the only attribute that is in a negative evaluation.
Which signifies the need for improvement in
terms of the speed of BINUSMAYA
• Interval distances that are not so large, and also
high alpha values indicate UEQ is an accurate
and consistent research suggestion.
• The average results of Hedonic quality,
pragmatic quality, and Attractiveness are not that
significant, but being at the midpoint shows the
relevance of these three components in a User
Experience
• The two things that must be improved first and
foremost in BINUSMAYA are matters relating
to efficiency in pragmatic quality and matters
relating to renewability in hedonic quality.
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Abstract:

Music and creativity are an inseparable thing, creativity even as one of indicator for valuing of artistic
compositions. The creativity of western music for some considered had been exploited since the 16s until the
era of the 20s. As if trying to emerge new expressions, east exoticism and computer midi futurism were
pursued. The era of 3.0 was an era in which computers are made it easy and efficient to accommodate idea
(human-driven), but in the era of 4.0 computers no longer as tools, but become a source of creativity for
human collaborators (smart factories) based on Artificial Intelligence and Computer Learning. For the author,
the value of musical creativity is interesting to be studied more deeply. Does music generated by computers
have the value as high as those generated by humans? From this thought, this paper tries to discuss the
paradigm of musical value in the 4.0 era. Value discussed philosophical and empirical-sociological reviews.
The results of this thought emerging the discuss and discourse about creativity in academics in the field of
ethics as an attitude of intelligence through reasoning and academic arguments that produce work that can
be accounted for.

1. INTRODUCTION
Creativity is one measure of the value of the
existence of an art, especially western music, music
and creativity is indeed something that cannot be
separated. As the creativity expressed by Boden
(1987) cited by (Ramon: 2018) that, ...creative ideas
are novelty, combinations of known... involves
memory, analogy, learning and reasoning under
constraints (limitation).
As is well known that western music is more
than 20 century old, if (Ganap, 2009) considers that,
...it is not excessive opinion if the source material for
western music creation has been drained in the
creation of baroque, classical and romantic music
works even modern era until the 20th century. Since
the discovery of the theory of the circle of fifth in the
17th century, the emancipation of western musical
instrumental music in Europe began to occupy a
higher position than vocal music in the Gregorian era.
That century became the starting point of the
development of intellectual music in the composition
of sonatas, concerto and even symphonies, so in
modern times composers sought to process new

material sources through exoticism (adoption of nonwestern sources) and through futurism (MIDI).
Futurism digitalization in the 3.0 era began to
give the effectiveness of the production of music
creators in accommodating and distributing musical
ideas through technology media. However, the era of
3.0 computer technology is still limited to tools, while
the behavior of creativity is still human-driven.
The 3.0 era is sometimes still misunderstood
as a digitalization era that is not much different from
era 4.0, 4.0 is only considered to add a more
humanistic and beautified experience, even though
there are very basic differences in era 4.0, namely a
system where humans are no longer operators, but
computers and technology have acted as collaborator
creators who are able to make their own decisions
through artificial intelligence (AI) and computer
learning technology.
AI has been considered able to give a new way
to find other sources of music creation, such as what
Boden said that creative ones are novel, so with the
support of computer learning, algorithmic systems,
data computation through artificial intelligence can
produce the same creativity as behavior humans can
be, even more advanced.
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In the urban context, Benny Yohanes's
creativity paradigm (ibid, p; 9) is divided into five
ontological bases, and one of them is the Futuristic
ontological basis, the ontological basis of this
perspective raises a creativity to present another
(novel), the thing that the future to be presented in the
present.
Such thinking is shown through factual
examples through media coverage these days, The
Yamaha Company has developed an AI that captures
data from an artist body movement (dancer) in which
the movement is converted into midi data and then
transferred to a piano instrument, like that be played
by pianist. Not to mention the presence of computer
learning hardware such as Sync and Magenta
developed by Google giving way to new possibilities
in expressing artistic art.
The novelty that emerges certainly results in a
new musical artifact, but as a statement (Bourdieu,
2011) that art is not only produced in the form of
concrete objects but also in its abstract form, namely
value, then the thought, a question arises then,
whether musical artifacts generated by computer can
regarded has a values as high as that generated by
human?
The question becomes a discussion as well as
the intent and purpose of this paper, the discourse of
value in era 4.0 aims to provide a critical description
that sees that one side of technology enhances
civilization and academics discourse in the field of
ethics and attitude intelligence through reasoning and
academic arguments that produce work that can be
accounted for.

2. AI & Computer Learning
The author chose several examples of musical
phenomena resulting from the development of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and computer learning. (1)
First a demonstration example initiated by the Tokyo
University Of Art with the Yamaha company, the
development of artificial intelligence (AI) technology
has enabled the transformation between motion art
namely body movement into a musical composition.
Through the engadget.com website, Steve Dent
stated that AI tech developed by the Yamaha
company was able to translate the motion language of
a famous dancer (body movement) called Kaiji
Moriyama into musical notation accommodated in
acoustic piano instruments.
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Figure 1. Mai Hi Ten Yu
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk

Yamaha company stated in this era 4.0, AI tech
gave rise to a "form of expression that merges or
combines the art of body exercise with music." In
other words Yamaha also stated, this is the first step
to creating or achieving a new form of artistic
expression. has been displayed at a concert held in
Tokyo with the headline "Mai Hi Ten Yu". In the
concert Kaiji Moriyama played the piano using his
body movements accompanied by the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra Scharoun Ensemble.

Figure 2. Kaiji Moriyama & Berlin Philharmonic
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk

Figure 3. Hand Sensor Installation
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk
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Figure 7. Artificial Intelegence
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk
Figure 4. Foot Sensor Installation
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk

Figure 8. Diskclavier Piano
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk

Figure 5. Body Sensor Instalation
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk

then the movements of the back, hands and feet are
converted into data, then AI directly converts them
into database based melodies in the form of Musical
Input Digital Interface (MIDI),

Figure 6. MIDI
Doc : Yamaha Corporation retrieved from :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLFe2AzCodk

The MIDI data is then automatically sent to the
Disklavier Player Piano instrument to the sound of the
acoustic piano.

Second (2) Another example can be seen
through the project developed by Magenta, Magenta
is the development of computer learning that allows
generating sound. This technology makes it possible
to bring up virtual media and new materials from
conventional materials, through a technology called
NSync.

Figure 9Nsync, generating sound instrument
Retrieved from :
https://magenta.tensorflow.org

The tool is based on computer learning that allows
mixing sounds that have different characters and
frequencies into a new material. Bass and Drum
instruments, even Flute and Drum (Flure) Instruments
are united into a new type of sound.
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Figure 10. Mixed Sound - computer learning
Retrieved from :
https://magenta.tensorflow.org

3. PARADIGM OF MUSICAL’S
VALUES
Discourse on art and creativity in the discourse
of value is a perspective that is both perspective and
relative, but no art is born without creativity.
Soemardjo (2000) mentions two important keywords,
first (1) art is an expression, second (2) art as
representation. Expressions are identical to human
feelings, sad; angry; happy; etc., (ibid; p; 73), are
considered as internal factors while representation is
the response of humans to objects outside themselves
(ibid, p; 76), which are then realized in a creative way.
In other words, art is an expression and
representation of human experience about them, and
that which is outside of them is then manifested or
realized in concrete products (music in the form of
sound) that have aesthetic value as a result of the
creative process. This creative process in general by
the author is divided into two aspects, first (1)
objective aspects, meaning those related to material
things, technical, artistic and concrete forms every
their periodicity. Second (2) through empirical
studies, especially from the sociological perspective.
First (1) the history of western music began in
the 400s in the era of early Christian. That era shows
the initial creativity of musical composition that
emerged as a representation of the early church
(Religion Servant) as a representation of the society
of theism. Gregorian Chant was originally only a
single song, then when instrumental music developed
since the 17th century in Europe, especially since JS
Bach (1685-1750) discovered the theory of circle of
Fifth which produced 24 tonics for sharp (#) and 24
tonics for flats (b ) which became the basis of the birth
of the tonal system in western music, so from that
discovery paved the way for the emergence of
emancipation of instrumental music that appeared in
the form of fuga, sonata, concerto and even
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symphony (Ganap, 2009: 3).
The value of Instrumental composition
creativity is seen based on the advantages of an
instrumental work whose notes are independent of the
lyrics or visual context in working on musical
elements including themes and variations through
musical line frames based on diatonic scale for
producing complex motifs and textures. That is what
(Ganap, 2009) considered the depletion of western
music material since the cantus firmus principle was
used effectively in the source of the creation of
instrumental music in the seventeenth century.
Cantus Firmus in the early Baroque era (16001750) is often played using the principle of counter
points on harpsichords and cello, or other melodic
instruments which are characterized by exact
rhythms, monodyous textures, and most solo works
with accompaniment and harmony accompanied by
bass continuo (Forney, 2011: p106).
Creativity continues to move along with the
superiority of its compositions in classical times
(1750-1825). Its superiority is no longer merely the
textural movement of tones through counter-point
principles, but has demanded orderliness, objectivity,
and harmony proportions that reflect art and
architecture in classical times that are new to ancient
Greece and Rome style. Creativity in this era was
assessed based on characteristics that were singable,
lyrical melody, diatonic harmony, regular rhytm and
homophonic texture meters and the use of folk music
elements, (ibid: p150).
Not to mention if we continue to the era
afterwards in the romantic age which is known by
many composers through great works such as
symphonies, concerto and several chamber music.
The superiority of values in the romantic era is also
shown through the characteristics of the lirical theme,
colorful harmonies, expanded proportions and larger
orchestras featuring new instruments (ibid: p244),
then into the post romantic era which has changed
into impressionist style until the twentieth century in
the era modern, creativity is no longer literal
descriptive but has tended to use symbols of
description.
The last century in the 20th century saw its
superiority in a trend of artistic creative exploration
that was simplicity and abstract, surrealism and
Expressionism in music. The most popular figure is
Schoenberg and Webern, these two figures gave rise
to a new harmony system with unlimited instrument
registration, meaning that it can be very high and very
low compared to the limitations of instrumental music
in the classical era (ibid: p284).
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The value of the artistic aspect if it is
concluded is that the journey and its changes also
follow the changing times and culture it represents.
So that the process of awareness, prudence,
intellectuality and even a game of human perception
gives value for a temporary musical possibilities in
each era.
The second aspect (2) is to assess creativity
not only seen from technical studies about artistic and
aesthetic, but value is also the result of cultural
structuring, so it needs to be seen through the
empirical view of study. (Minette, 2009: p19) said
that music is the result of many complex factors, ie.
musical, religious, economical, educational that were
interplayed, so before speaking of values in a cultural
perspective, music is also very relative to how to look
at it.
The classical composition, for example, as
stated by (Bambang, 2014) that J.S Bach, Bethoven
or chopin works must have been regarded as music,
but other entities such as the sound of trumpets Miles
Davis or Heavy Metal were also called music. Not to
mention the type of music that sounds as if it is
without structure and impresses without melodies and
sounds strange from Arnold Schönberg's atonal
composition, even worse if music is composed of
sound elements, then John Cage's work entitled 4'33
"is only quiet for four minutes thirty three seconds.
Other phenomena such as those which are clearly as
a song and even have musical value, according to
Bruno Nettl cited by (Bambang, 2014) that, for
Iranians the Qur'an is not categorized as 'music'
(mūsīqī), even for Iranian music instrumental is
connoted as sin and cannot be assosiated to religosity
like European music. Charles Culver (ibid, 2014)
defines music as a sound with periodic and regular
vibrations, but cannot be universally applied because
it takes the example of some in the tribe in Papua
Nugini (Kaluli) and the tribe in Africa sounds of
friction with irregular patterns is considered music.
Cathleen Marie who cited by (Bambang,
2014) understands music as an 'auditory phenomenon
produced even Bambang adding ‘apreciated’ and
intentionally, so in other words music is a sound that
becomes music, it must be produced with a specific
purpose, then the quality of appreciation that arises
depends on the meaning that given by listener
(conscious of value). Then how are random natural
sounds or those that are not intentional, or even some
that are clearly considered musical value are not even
considered as music as in Iranian society. This is what
returns again, music must be appreciated as music if
the listener does see it as music.
The ability to appreciate is indeed necessary

through the process of internalization through a
society which teaches its music itself, so that creative
experience is the result of the accumulation of
individual experiences in the social environment,
which is (Bourdieu, 2011) called cultural capital.
Cultural capital is a type of capital that is associated
with intellectual skills, the wealth of ideas of art ideas
obtained through long experience in the social arena,
so that valuation is certainly determinization, or
attraction of power in the arena (Bourdieu, 2011). The
accumulated experience is obtained through
(Minnete, 2009: p19) trial and error in social contexts
or situations through reflection, practiced, and
developed over period of time which temporarily
continues to experience small adjustments and
changes.
So that the factor of audience appreciation
level also affects the value that appears. (Bambang,
2014) explained that appreciation of musical values
is obtained through listening activities, listening to
the right is certainly through at least include the stages
(1) Sensuos, (2) Affective, and (3) Intellectuals.
(1) Sensuous (spontaneous) - through the
senses of hearing, the matter of 'delicious' or
'unpleasant' is seen through the body's moving
response when hearing musical elements from reggae
music, house music, in contrast to Jazz or classical
which tends to be complex, body language we may
face frowning through our faces or other body
language that says there is complexity.
(2) Affective (through listening habits) we can
be able to appreciate and familiarize ourselves with
music that may initially be uncomfortable and then
become towards likes or even dislikes. (3)
Intellectuals (understanding) Understanding is not
limited to likes or dislikes but has entered the
intellectual cognitive area which then enables us to do
two things (ibid, 2014), (1) able to empathize
meaning regardless of the likes or dislikes of the art
but want to see the objective value which is the
specialty of music (2) is able to give a predicate to the
composition of musical composition, this is where
appreciation or giving of value, which this party
through Bourdieu’s perspective is the role of social
appraisers including curators, media art, art
intellectuals and even the majority audience, which
then raises justifications about the "right way",
"Wrong way", "Better ways" in evaluating a
performing work.

4. DISCUSSION
The concert performance was held by Tokyo
University of Art, Yamaha and Berlin Philharmonic
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Orchestra with the title Mai Hi Ten Yu at first glance
as a form of performance like classical music in
general, with a musical texture familiar to
appreciators who are familiar with the style of music
in the century era 20s, as in atonal Schoenberg or
Webern works. Piano Formation and string
instruments are room music style instrumentation in
the era of impressionism, both in expressions and
sensuous impressions, but the difference is the
composition of the music presented is a result of the
transformation of kinetic language.
From the point of view of formal analysis, the
superiority of the creative presentation of the concert
may only lie in the technological capabilities that
change the language of motion into musical elements
for piano instruments. The transformation in the
previous era was also often carried out both a
combination of music and motion art, painting. The
common thread of art collaboration lies in the
interpretation of each that will perceive different
materials to be able to create a coherence, and the
value of art lies in that interpretation.
We might see the same concept in the opening
ceremony of a world cellist YoYo Ma who
collaborated with dancer Lil Buck (Rothman, 2011).
The presentation is a composition presentation that
illustrates the elegance of a Swan ‘The Swan 'which
is then represented through the figurative movement
of Lil Buck. The difference is the transformation of
motion which in the pre-technological era is carried
out through free perceptions or interpretations as an
art of interpretation, once again that’s where the value
was seen, in contrast to Mai Hi Ten Yu, Kaiji
Moriyama's movements are not perceived by the
human mind to be articulated in musical language, but
the human movement which is considered as data
then AI tech which will determine the results of
sound, which Yamaha states aims to produce
structured sounds and as much as possible avoid
random sounds as a result of the fluctuating
movements of Konji Moriyama.
From the futuristic phenomenon above, indeed AI
tech can enable new patterns to emerge, even
musicologists can work to find new music systems
from the show which can then also find patterns in the
art of musical motion. However, Mai Hi Ten Yu can
still be seen as a balanced collaboration between
human driven and smart factory. Balance occurs
because but the Movement of Kanji Moriyama will
still produce and determine the musical elements
formed, even musical expression which will then
affect the musical space (harmony) for the strings
section. In contrast to Magenta and Sync, computer
learning technology is more about something that is
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not actually empirical, it is actually the opposite, that
is, the resulting computing becomes a source of
human creativity, so without computer learning ideas
and ideas it will stimulate human creativity.
Preliminary questions about how we will see
computational results? Can computers be given
creative titles, Rámon (2018) states that creativity
computed is almost the same as mathematical theory,
computing systems in artificial intelligence (AI) can
now automatically write poetry, painting and
composting music, but then is it worth the same as art
produced by humans ?.
The answer to that question is of course
dependent, jokes is still have value as long as it still
makes people laugh even though it is generated by
computer, is there a joke like that ?, but it is different
from visual works, of course (Ramon, 2018). Even
the question can go back far that, what is generated
by computers can then be considered music? This has
also been stated before that for certain tribes forest
sounds that are clearly natural sounds not produced
by humans can be perceived as music. Ramon (2018)
also states that enough time to depart from the old
paradigm to the new paradigm, if creative behavior is
always synonymous with organic (living) things, so
far it has been considered that more likely animals
such as chimpanzees or dolphins have intelligence in
certain levels, even the world of computer science
never acknowledges this (ibid, 2018).
The old paradigm still believes that computing is
only a simulation of a behavior of creativity, but not
creativity itself. But there is a lot of evidence these
days that robots have become subjects even able to
imitate and jokes, painting and even playing music
like humans. This is an antithesis of the old paradigm
that creativity is not merely a gift, and value is not
necessarily the one produced by organic elements
only, even science is able to investigate, simulate and
even generate new creativity in the art.

5. CONCLUSION
If valuable art exists because of the results of
sensory sensitivity, spiritual contemplation, and
especially appreciated, the author will judges the
results of AI and Computer literacy hve value as not
as high that produced by humans, same opinion who
agrees (Searle, 1980 & Boden, 1987) quoted by
Ramon (2018), who judged that even if computers
through artificial intelligence can have the same
creativity as Bach and Einstein, still most of them are
judged only as if they look creative but they aren’t
actually really creative.
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Searle uses syntactic and semantic words in
evaluating the results of art that are generated through
computer technology. Computer is only able to do
syntactic manipulation of inputs that are converted
into data, in this case MIDI and then manipulated into
a new, seemingly non-semantic outcome. Semantics
means complete meaning, not fragmented on the
basis of computational speculation, but intentionally,
coherence occurs in consciousness. Whereas Syntax
is more directed at the connotation of the game of
grammar or the possible combination of
computational symbols.
Other opposing perspectives may need
Openness, openness needs to be supported by the
power of appreciation, if Bambang (2004) divides the
stages of appreciation through listening, it is
necessary not only at the stage of affection to be close
to the experience of sounds but to have cognitive
stages as an inclusive attitude towards a new possible
form of value. In addition, Opinion of Cathleen Marie
(Bambang, 2014) who understands music as an
'auditory phenomenon produced even Bambang adds'
and intentionally appreciated', in other words music
is a sound that becomes music, must be produced with
the intention and certain goals, then the quality of
appreciation that arises depends on the meaning of the
listener (conscious of value). In other words, Mai Hi
Ten Yu will appreciate its had a high value if its
audience does see it as worth.
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